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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation examines the similar goals and characteristics of liberatory 

pedagogy and networked electronic discourse pedagogy. Liberatory pedagogy is usually 

dated from Paulo Freire's Pedagogy ofthe Oppressed (1970) while network pedagogy, 

based on textual communication between linked microcomputers, is dated from Trent 

Batson's pioneering woric at Gallaudet University in the mid- 1980s. Both pedagogies 

attempt to cultivate within students a critical consciousness, though liberatory pedagogy 

focuses morc on societal transformation than network pedagogy generally has done. 

Interprctive rcadings of seminal works within each field reveal that both pedagogies 

sharc the two fundamental qualities of a formal dialogic communication model and a 

nascent postmodemity. Dialogogically, both pedagogies demonstrate awareness of the 

dynamic ambiguity of language, privileging of communal dialogue, encouragement of 

epistemological knowledge-making, and nurturing of a critical consciousness. Common 

postmodem qualities arc innate skepticism for prescribed values, an awareness of the 

decentered yet often opprcssive nature of contemporary power formulations, and an 

intrinsic rcspect for diverse voices and differing subjectivities. 

Despite such similarities, the literaturc regarding liberatory pedagogy seems 

scarcely aware of the parallels between it and network discourse pedagogy. Literature on 

the latter pedagogy, meanwhile, shows more awareness of liberatory pedagogy but tends to 

borrow from it in piecemeal fashion, seldom invoking the full liberatory apparatus. 

Nevertheless, the similar goals and characteristics of both pedagogies suggest that they can 

be mutually benef cial aUies which together can create a more effective leaming 

environment than either can separately. Further, this alliance of similar pedagogies can find 

a fmitful context for implementation in the community college, the third major element 

examined. Despite the typical community college focus on preparatory or vocational goals, 

some features which make the community coUege fertile ground for the suggested 

pedagogical alliance are the diversity of student populations, their large percentage of ethnic 

minorities and socio-economically disadvantaged students, and such colleges' own typical 

identity as small, locally-rooted, largely independent and thus versatile entities. 
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CHAPTER I 

ASPECTS OF THE ARGUMENT 

The Need for a Vital Liberatory Pedagogv 

Stanley Aronowitz and Henry Giroux voice a common perception in noting that the 

entire field of education seems increasingly "under siege." On the one hand, they note, "As 

the twentieth century matured it became increasingly apparent that... those who worked 

in schools were charged with the awesome task of fulfilling the American dream" 

(Education Under Siege ix). But at the same time, educators have been generally judged as 

falling far short of this mark: "The past fifteen years of educational theory and review have 

been marked by a nearly universal criticism of the effectiveness of schools" (x), prime 

examples being the well-known and alarming federal study, A Nation at Risk and its more 

recent version (1983,1994). Some claim that the apparent worsening of the gap between 

even reasonable expectations and their execution is a matter of perception alone and thus 

represents a nostalgia for some golden age for teaching and leaming which never existed. 

Aronowitz and Giroux, however, contend that education is indeed at a crossroads, at a time 

of cmcial transition. 

Significant issues for education include the question of what values teachers should 

teach, if any, and indeed whether a "value-neutral" instmction is even possible. A second 

prominent question asks where power does rest and should rest among students and 

between students and instmctor within a classroom; within educational institutions; and 

even beyond. A third question concems what sort of student subjectivities we as teachers 

are now seeing, and whether and how these differ from those of the past. Lastly-and 

central to the focus of this work~is the question of how to deal with the rapidly expanding 

presence of technology both inside and outside the classroom. 

This view of education as a field in transition is the general concem of this work. 

Though it is important to resist wishing for a retum to some apocryphal golden age of 

schooling, it is also tme that the demands on education have indeed changed and the 

profession now stands at a critical juncture. The reason for this is that our entire culture is 

similarly in transition, and the nature of the transition, according to most cultural theorists, 
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is from a modemist to a postmodemist condition. This transition necessarily affects 

education deeply and calls for various adaptations in the ways we as teachers teach, in the 

ways we expect our students to leam, and on the deepest level even in what we expect our 

students to leam. 

Many diverse voices describe the shift from modemity to postmodemity. As David 

Harvey points out in The Condition ofPostmodernity, there has occurred a "sea-change in 

cultural as well as in political-economic practices since around 1972" (Harvey vii). Harvey 

and other cultural historians as diverse as Francois Lyotard and Fredric Jameson concur in 

seeing this change as a shift from modemist to postmodemist cultural forms. Lyotard, for 

example, speaks of "the transformations which . . . have altered the game mles for science, 

literature, and the arts," transformations which call for a renewed study of "the condition of 

knowledge in the most highly developed societies" (The Postmodern Condition: A Report 

on Knowledge xxiii). Drawing on various theorists such as Alain Touraine, Leonard 

Mayhew, Daniel Bell, and Ihab Hassan, Lyotard foreshadows Harvey's more recent work 

when he writes that "the status of knowledge is altered as societies enter what is known as 

the postindustrial age and cultures enter what is known as the postmodem age" (3). 

Jameson, whose brand of neo-Marxism can usually be counted on to differ with 

Lyotard's postmodemist stances, here offers solidarity with Lyotard, Harvey, and others in 

similarly asserting (in a foreword to Lyotard's text, in fact) that 

postmodemism as it is generally understood involves a radical break, both 
with a dominant culture and aesthetic, and with a rather different moment of 
socioeconomic organization against which its stmctural novelties and innovations 
are measured: a new social and economic moment (or even system), which has 
variously been called media society, the "society of the spectacle" (Guy Debord), 
consumer society (or the "societe de consommation"), the "bureaucratic society of 
controlled consumption" (Henri Lefebvre), or "postindustrial society" (Daniel Bell). 
("Foreword" vii) 

One of the key features of this new culture, again citing Harvey, is "the emergence 

of new dominant ways in which we experience space and time" (Harvey vii). Both time 

and space are compressed: "We have been experiencing, these last two decades, an intense 

phase of time-space compression that has had a disorienting and dismptive impact upon 

political-economic practices, the balance of class power, as well as upon cultural and social 

life" (Harvey 284). This dismptive impact creates a sense of transience which is not 
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intrinsicaUy counterproductive, but which often does bring about a disturbing set of 

psychological and cultural responses. These responses, according to Harvey, include "the 

blocking out of sensory stimuli, denial, and cultivation of the blase' attitude, myopic 

specialization, reversion to images of a lost past... and excessive simplification (either in 

the presentation of self or in the interpretation of events)" (286). Harvey goes on to cite 

Alvin Toffler in pointing out how this transience also creates "a temporariness in the 

stmcture of both public and personal value systems" which, in Harvey's own words, "in 

tum provides a context for the crack-up of consensus and the diversification of values 

within a fragmenting society" (286). Lyotard is speaking of precisely this temporariness of 

value systems when he refers to our contemporary skepticism for traditional ways of 

explaining our world: "Simplifying to the extreme, I defme postmodern as incredulity 

toward metanarratives" (Postmodern Condition xxiv). 

In such a period, liberatory pedagogy emerges more than ever as a desirable, even 

cmcial approach to education, because its instmctional purpose is to teach versatile skills of 

critical thinking as opposed to what Paulo Freire famously caUed the "banking" of certain 

selected facts (Pedagogy ofthe Oppressed 53). Aside from the propagandistic, 

manipulative possibUities of teaching only selected factual material (which Freire discusses 

in his foundational work), concrete factual knowledge simply tends to become rapidly 

obsolescent in a time when the rate of change itself accelerates and values diversify with 

bewildering rapidity. Neil Postman comments on this in his own liberatory text, Teaching 

as a Subversive Activity: Constant and accelerating change is "the most striking 

characteristic of the world we live in and . . . our educational system has not yet recognized 

this fact" (Postman and Weingartner xiii). Freire, Postman, Ira Shor, Stanley Aronowitz, 

Henry Giroux and other contemporary liberatory writers continue to point out how the 

teachmg of critical thinking skiUs can counteract both the manipulative aspect of the power 

to select which facts are taught, and also the tendency of factual knowledge to lose its 

practical usefulness in rapidly changing cultural contexts. 

Yet it must also be noted that at base, the objective of most contemporary liberatory 

pedagogy is not only to help students adjust to a rapidly changing world, but further to 

enable them to change that world itself by problematizing the authority of customary power 



formulations and individual roles. Thus the work of such writers as Freire, Aronowitz, and 

Giroux, although bearing resemblance to the Uberal humanist strain of liberatory 

educational philosophy represented chiefly by John Dewey, parts ways with the ultimate 

purpose of Dewey. Stanley Aronowitz and Henry Giroux comment on this, speaking of 

Paulo Freire and the Italian radical pedagogist Antonio Gramsci: "Their objective is not to 

empower the individual to take a secure place within democratic society as Dewey seems to 

hold, but to transform society itself to meet the collective needs of individuals" (Education 

under Siege 12). The argument advanced by liberatory pedagogy is an ambitious one: In 

the face of postmodemism such as Harvey, Lyotard, and Jameson describe, a critical 

consciousness, more than a mere coping device, can grant people both individuaUy and 

coUectively the awareness necessary to mold and guide their Uves and community, rather 

than being altogether at the mercy of the tides and turbulence of sweeping cultural forces. 

As Lyotard points out, "knowledge and power are simply two sides of the same 

question: who decides what knowledge is, and who knows what needs to be decided?" 

(Postmodern Condition 9). If answers to these connected questions are not to be 

determined for us in ways which we might not even recognize, a critical consciousness is 

necessary. Such a consciousness--conscientizagão in Freire's terminology~and the 

transformations which it can enable are the ultimate goals of a Uberatory pedagogy. 

Problems Facing a Contemporary 
Liberatory Pedagogy 

Yet despite its qualities which make it conducive to postmodem application, 

liberatory pedagogy stiU faces various problems in adapting to a postmodemist contexL In 

itself, it is no cure-all for either cultural or educational Uls. One problem is that the most 

fuUy developed Uberatory pedagogies have grown from Marxist roots, and thus carry a 

certain teleological expectation of a necessary future~for classical Marxism, the worker 

revolution-which is antithetical to the postmodemist skepticism for grand narratives of 

history, a skepticism presented by Lyotard and others. 

Another significant problem, particularly in American education, is the virtual 

monopoUzation of the educational debate by neoconservative voices which tend to devalue 



tiie skiU of critical reflection in favor of more easUy measurable skUls which, not 

coincidentaUy, are also less threatening to the status quo (Education under Siege 1985; 

Education: Still under Siege 1994). This problem is discussed in Chapter IV. 

Further problems are related to the vastly different sort of oppression intrinsic to a 

postindustrial culture such as our own, compared to that common to the culture in which 

Freire conceived his influential brand of liberatory pedagogy. According to C. H. 

Knoblauch, for example, liberatory pedagogy as conceived and practiced by Freire among 

the largely iUiterate poor of 1960s Brazil must necessarily undergo numerous adjustments if 

it is to serve as well in a late twentieth century, postmodemist culture such as ours: 

One must concede that by his own line of reasoning Freire's educational 
praxis, emerging firom the concrete socioeconomic circumstances of Brazil and 
ChUe, provides no blueprint for transformative action amidst vastly different 
cultural conditions. At best, his book offers a context of vsdues and assumptions 
that might inspU-e and, in a more limited way, guide motivated citizens to undertake 
educational reform in the interest of a closer approximation of social justice than 
contemporary Ufe provides. ("Some Observations" 53) 

Liberatory criticism since 1970 (after FreÚTe's seminal text) shows that certain 

issues, notably the constmction of the student subject and the teacher's role in student 

empowerment, have risen to prominence in recent years. These issues are best seen as 

problems of Uberatory appUcation within the "vasUy different cultural conditions" that 

Knoblauch refers to; within, that is, the contemporary postmodemist context of higher 

education and culture in general. 

One last adaptation problem which must not be neglected is this: The same Marxist 

seeds from which the main tmnks of liberatory pedagogy have spmng have also 

engendered a vigorous liberatory bias against technology, which Uberatory pedagogists 

almost unanimously stUl associate solely with ponderous industrial capitalism, aU but 

completely ignoring the postmodem transformation of technology itself in the last fifteen 

years-particularly computer technology. 

The Role of Networked Electronic Discourse 

The last mentioned problem of contemporary Uberatory application, the leftist bias 

against technology, has special resonance within this work. That is because contemporary 



conditions ironicaUy present an opportunity for a technological adaptation of Uberatory 

pedagogy, that of instmction via networked electronic discourse. In fact, networked 

discourse pedagogy can be the fulcrum upon which Uberatory pedagogy can be moved 

fuUy into contemporary postmodemity. 

In networked electronic discourse pedagogy, an electronically Unked network of 

microcomputers enables typewritten dialogue among students, and between students and 

instmctor. The concept is simple enough in the way it works: Messages, once typed, may 

then be sent electronically and instantaneously to another student, to the instmctor, or to 

everyone at once. A useful description of this technology and its pedagogical use can be 

found in Network-Based Classrooms (Bmce, Peyton, and Batson 1993). Here network 

pedagogy is described by its original label given by Trent Batson: ENFI, or Electronic 

Networks for Interaction. In network pedagogy, or ENFI, they note that "We have 

become accustomed to classrooms where everyone is generating messages on their 

keyboards and sharing them with the group. The computer network then transforms this 

cacophony of concurrent multivocality into a coherent conversation" (ix) in which 

participants typically move among a variety of topics and themes with surprising dexterity. 

Together these messages create a diverse textual mosaic which, despite this diversity, 

shows upon inspection an intricate, interwoven connectivity. Another key feature is that, 

despite its timely, "of the moment" nature, this communal text is quite amenable to later, 

more careful inspection, because it is saved and archived by the network technology. 

Network discourse is, in some opinions (e.g., Ferrara et al. 1991; Taylor 1992; Lanham 

1990), nothing less than a new type of text. 

This network technology is, Batson writes, a key member of "emerging 

coUaborative technologies" that "make palpable the idea that knowledge is sociaUy 

constmcted" (Lx). This claim is important because social constmctivism, the theoretical 

basis for network pedagogy, is generally defined as viewing knowledge in a way almost 

identical to the way Uberatory pedagogy sees knowledge: Constmctivist theory, like 

Uberatory theory, problematizes authority in the sense of viewing all knowledge not as a 

more or less clear reflection of an unchanging reaUty, but rather as what can be justified in a 

particular context. Kenneth Bmffee, in "Social Constmction, Language and Knowledge," 



defines a social constmctivist position as one which "assumes that entities we normaUy caU 

reality, knowledge, thought, facts, texts, selves, and so on are constmcts generated by 

communities of Uke-minded peers" (774). Given such an assumption, it foUows that the 

authority of these constmcts is open to question and negotiation. Furthermore, says 

Bruffee, aU these community-generated entities are linguistic entities at base. It is 

particularly with this last feature in mind that Batson and his coUeagues claim that 

networked labs with their coUaborative "cacophony of concurrent multivocaUty" move 

constmctivist concepts from the realm of abstract theory to the concrete miUeu of student 

conversation. "In the ENFI lab," writes Batson, "the old claim that teachers leam as much 

from the students as the students leam from them ceases to be an empty platitude" (ix). 

Of course, no pedagogy can be delivered without the need to contend with 

countervaUing forces. Some difficulties of adapting a Freirean Uberatory pedagogy to the 

postmodemist classroom have already been noted; these problems do not disappear merely 

by deUvering the would-be Uberatory pedagogy via networked electronic discourse. For 

that matter, a networked classroom inevitably brings along its own set of typical problems, 

and may absorb others from the institutional and cultural mUieu in which it is applied. As 

GaU Hawisher and Cynthia Selfe note, "computers fundamentally shape, and are shaped 

by, cultural values. Hence, these machines continuaUy magnify and reproduce the complex 

social conditions connected with those values in fundamental ways-much like the 

educational systems in general" ("Reflections" 298). Hawisher and Selfe's observation is 

common to others as well (Poster 1990; Kramarae 1988; Spender 1995). 

One such value which tends to shape the networked classroom in undesirable ways 

is the traditional hegemony of the lecture, or what has been caUed the proscenium 

classroom, which is the primary medium for the deUvery of a "banking" education. Judy 

Segal addresses this problem, though not specificaUy in regards to the networked 

classroom. Segal builds in tum on the work of several others-Carolyn MUler in "Genre as 

Social Action," Sigmund Ongstad on the role-giving force of genres, and most notably Ann 

Freadman's work which brings a game theory perspective to bear on the role-giving nature 

of social genres. She defines lecture as a genre which acts as a persistent, role-giving 

"ceremony game," a game which establishes the mles for subsequent games ("Pedagogies 



of Decentering" 187). As such, it creates expectations which may remain strong even in 

the absence of lecture itself, thereby tending to create a student passivity which may 

interfere with the contrasting participatory, dialogic mode of network pedagogy. 

An almost opposite problem may occur upon initiaUy breaking free of the lecture 

genre: dialogue which is not dialogic. Network dialogue is no more proof against this 

pitfaU than oral dialogue is. In a 1995 interview with Donaldo Macedo, Freire cautions 

about the impasse created when such a thing occurs: "In order to begin to understand the 

meaning of a dialogical practice, we have to put aside the simpUstic understanding of 

dialogue as a mere technique." Instead, it "characterizes an epistemological relationship," 

says Freire, concurring with Macedo who criticizes educators who "mechanisticaUy reduce 

the epistemological relationship of dialogue to a vacuous, feel-good comfort zone" ("A 

Dialogue: Culture, Language, and Race" 379). "Flaming," tfie textual, network equivalent 

of oral ranting or shouting matches, is equaUy lacking dialogically in most informed 

opinions, tiiough it is the opposite of "feel-good" dialogue. The epistemological goal of 

dialogue which is also dialogic is the enabling of a critical consciousness, not a probable 

outcome of either vacuous dialogue or flaming. This definition of tme dialogism as 

characterizing an epistemological process of knowledge-making is extremely significant to 

both liberatory pedagogy and network pedagogy. 

Despite such constraints as these, and despite the misgivings of many liberatory 

theorists, network pedagogy as a new enactment of an old instmctional ideal-that teachers 

leam from students as students leam from teachers, and from each other-is worth 

considering. Given the various noted characteristics of the postmodem era, the most 

fmitful appUcation of liberatory pedagogy, particularly within the field of composition, may 

weU be through the use of networked electronic discourse. 

The Community CoUege as a Context for the Implementation 
of a Liberatory Network Pedagogy 

This argument is extended with the further claim that the most promising locale for 

the successful merging of these two pedagogies is the contemporary American community 

coUege, a context which might be considered by some to be as unlUcely as the suggestion to 
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implement liberatory pedagogy with networked microcomputers in the first place. In fact, 

neither recommendation is unmerited when considered carefuUy. Instmctional use of 

networked electronic discourse can be an effective vehicle for the appUcation of a liberatory 

composition pedagogy in postmodemist conditions such as prevail in contemporary 

American higher education, particularly within the community coUege. And the community 

coUege can be a fertUe ground for merging Uberatory and network pedagogies for reasons 

having to do witii the student population of tiie community coUege, its faculty, its methods 

of instmction, and even its constraints, chief among which are its traditional missions. Put 

simply, community colleges are entities which are flourishing witiiin the postmodem 

conditions of contemporary American culture because they themselves reflect postmodem 

traits. As such, they are a promising venue for tiie suggested postmodem application of 

liberatory pedagogy. 

Student populations within community coUeges are large and growing; for example, 

in Texas their numbers have begun to outstrip those of universities in the significant 

category of total enrolhnent, according to figures published by the Texas Higher Education 

Coordinating Board ("Statistical Report" 1998). This alone is a strong argument for 

considering community coUeges as venues for a new enactment of Uberatory pedagogy. 

Their student populations are also quite diverse, and in this way mirror the postmodem 

diversity of contemporary society. Moreover, this diversity consists largely of relatively 

disempowered ethnic minorities, who attend community coUeges far more readUy than 

universities; this is typicaUy tme in Texas ("Statistical Report"). Mindful of the 

enfranchising purposes of liberatory pedagogy, clearly it should be implemented fu"st and 

most enthusiastically for the benefit of such students. 

Community coUege faculty are also good candidates for the cmcial directíve role of 

implementors of liberatory pedagogy. Whereas in the past, it could accurately be said that 

many community coUege faculty were there as stepping stones toward university careers, 

that is less the case in the last several decades, tiie shift actually having begun in the 1970s 

(FujU 1979). One possible reason for this is that increasingly, community coUege teachers 

work there because they choose to emphasize teaching rather than research, which in tum 

impUes a strong commitment to student success. Also, like students, teachers in 



community coUeges are more diverse in several ways than in many universities. This is 

often tme for individual instmctors in regards to the breadth of different courses they teach 

-for example, few community coUeges feature large enough EngUsh faculties to aUow their 

members to speciaUze in only literature or composition (Pickett 1998). But diversity is also 

found in a cross-section of community coUege instmctors, especiaUy considering the strong 

vocational course selection most community coUeges feature. Community coUege faculty 

also tend to be diverse in regards to their prior teaching backgrounds, many having primary 

or secondary teaching experience as weU as experience outside academia (Loucks 1995). 

In addition to the diversity which is shown by both students and faculty within the 

community coUege, its methods of instmction are arguably characterized by postmodem 

quaUties, at least in potential. On the one hand, it has been tme that the focus on teaching 

rather than research which is characteristic of community coUege faculty has tended to 

foster a worrisome schism between practice and theory, leaving faculty dependent on what 

Stephen North (1987) caUs "lore," which is often woefuUy inadequate. This is the 

conventional view of community coUege faculty. WhUe tme in part and at times, there is a 

contending view. In the counter view, this same focus on teaching also tends to foster a 

close, caring relationship with students, many of whom are often less affluent and whose 

roles as students are compUcated by otiier harsh reaUties such as the need to mesh work and 

school, inadequate child care, and so on. The frequent outcome of mixing students with 

broad needs and instmctors committed to keeping those students in school has been for 

these instmctors to search vigorously for fresh, inventive ways of teaching. Thus, says 

Mark Reynolds, at times community coUege instmctors fmd themselves using techniques 

even before there are terms to identify them or theory to explain them ("Twenty-Five Years 

of Two-Year CoUege English" 1990). Or as Sylvia HoUaday says, "Our curriculum and 

instmction have been shaped, not by past practices or theoretical models, but by the 

students' needs" ("Voices from the Community CoUege" 1996). 

Because of this reality, community coUege teaching methods show at least two 

postmodem qualities, those being their diverse, polychromatic nature-sometimes effective, 

sometimes not, it is tme-and secondly, their reliance on locally vaUd solutions to local 

problems, a postmodem trait which CUfford Geertz emphasizes (Local Knowledge 1985). 
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More to the point, the wiUingness to attempt new methods of instmction which Reynolds 

and HoUaday find in community coUege teachers as a group also suggests a likely 

wUlingness to go against the conventional wisdom of Uberatory theory and attempt such a 

pedagogy via network discourse, if once convinced that such a merging of pedagogies can 

help their students leam. 

Lastiy, even the constraints upon American community coUeges, many and 

formidable, can conceivably help qualify them as postmodem venues for a merging of 

liberatory and network pedagogies. HistoricaUy, community coUeges began for the same 

reason that composition instmction itself began: largely for remedial purposes (Kitzhaber 

1963). Thus the most time-honored purpose of community coUeges is as preparatory 

institutions for universities. This fímction can act as a constraint because of its tendency to 

Umit vision as to the fuUer range of community coUege purposes. More recently, the 

community coUege mission has shifted to vocational and technical training (Dougherty 

1994), this purpose mixing sometimes uncomfortably with the older preparatory function. 

Both are constraining in that they limit possibiUties, though in different ways-the fu t̂ 

through narrow focus on remediation, the second by tending to dissociate vocational skiUs 

from academic ones. Nevertheless, within the very gap that usually separates these two 

coexisting functions of the community coUege, there Ues a Uttie reaUzed possibiUty. 

Despite the fiiequent lack of connection between the preparatory, academic and the 

vocatíonal, technical areas of the community coUege, these instítutíons stíU represent the 

closest thing in American higher educatíon to a full synthesis of scholarly and "everyday" 

schools of thought. The tantalizing possibUity for community coUeges Ues in taking 

advantage of this unrealized synthesis. Such a thing can be done by utíUzing the critícal 

consciousness nurtured by liberatory pedagogy as a means of fulfiUing the synthesis. And 

that goal, in tum, can best be accomplished by taking advantage of the networked computer 

technology which is akeady in place within more and more community coUeges, and to 

which high percentages of their students have access (Johnson 1995). Thus even the 

community coUege constraints of uncertainty or limited vision of purpose are potentíal 

reasons for looking toward the community coUege as a likely venue for a successful 

postmodem adaptatíon of Uberatory pedagogy, via networked electronic discourse. 
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Dialogism and Postmodemism: Two Cmcial Features 
of a Liberatorv Network Pedagogy 

In order to argue that Uberatory pedagogy may be implemented via network 

discourse, it is necessary to show that they are a good "fit" for one another. Most 

importantiy, theU- theoretícal foundations must be similar. Otherwise, one is forced to 

admit that the leftist bias against technology stiU has merit, at least insofar as a network 

discourse-based Uberatory adaptation is concemed. Demonstrating that the two pedagogies 

have simUar key characteristics wUl in tum strongly suggest that their theoretícal bases are 

also sympathetíc to one another. With this in mind, the two general qualitíes most usefuUy 

examined are those of dialogism and postmodemism. WhUe it certainly should be 

remembered that showing the similar significance of these cmcial qualities in both 

pedagogies is the central task for this entUe work, rather than for several paragraphs, stUl a 

preview is useful. 

One cmcial argument to be made, tiien, is that both network pedagogy and 

liberatory pedagogy are postmodemist Postmodemism has already been roughly defined 

by references to Harvey, Lyotard, and Jameson and can be summarized-"simplifying to 

the extreme," as Lyotard says-as a distmst of metanarratíves. From this quaUty, others 

can be extrapolated, including the implied diversity of value systems and the accompanying 

traumas which this diversity often creates. Of the two pedagogies, network pedagogy is 

more clearly postmodemist, at least to those who have examined its underlying theory. For 

example, Batson has ab-eady been cited as describing the way network discourse 

concretizes social-constmctívist theory, which is itself a formally recognized entity only 

since the mid-1980s. Having come to be within tiie period that is generaUy described as 

encompassing postmodemism, social constmctivism is itself a theoretical offspring of 

postmodem conditions; this is shown by its emphasis on communal negotiation of meaning 

as weU as by the timing of its widespread acceptance as vaUd theory. Both these points 

may be made as weU of network pedagogy, with the added argument that it grows from 

and also constitutes a postmodem form of technology-versatile, volatUe computer 

technology. Furthermore, strong arguments are made, either directiy or indirectíy, for 

network electronic discourse as postmodemist in the noted works of Jay David Bolter 
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(Writing Space 1991), George Landow (Hypertext: The Convergence ofContemporary 

Critical Theory and Technology 1991), and Richard Lanham (Jhe Electronic Word 1994). 

Liberatory pedagogy is less clearly postmodemist; recall, for instance, the earUer 

preview of various problems of postmodem adaptation which Uberatory pedagogy faces. 

However, it is also tme that certain postmodem quaUties are nascent or latent within 

liberatory pedagogy, such as its valuing of student voices and, chiefly, its problematizing 

of authority which is similar to that of social constmctivism, as has aU-eady been noted. 

Both supporters and critics of Paulo Freire point out the presence of, at least, postmodem 

"moments" such as these within Freire's work (Pietrykowski 1996), and more 

contemporaneous than Freire's Pedagogy ofthe Oppressed is Postmodern Education 

(1991) by Stanley Aronowitz and Henry Giroux. At least in potential, then, Uberatory 

pedagogy is a postmodem entity. 

Dialogism, the second cmcial quality of Uberatory and network pedagogies, has 

also been roughly defined in Freire's aforementioned caution against assuming that aU 

dialogue is dialogic. WhUe it is safe to say that dialogism does imply dialogue-usually 

among individuals, although dialogue can also occur intemaUy, within an individual-

dialogue is not dialogic, says Freire, if it does not characterize "an epistemological 

relatíonship" ("A Dialogue" 379). That is, dialogue is only dialogic if it aUows for the 

making of knowledge. This knowledge-making characteristíc in tum is the cmcial 

ingredient for both social constmctívist theory and for the making of a critical 

consciousness which is the core purpose of liberatory theory. Therefore both network 

pedagogy~as an instantiation of social constmctivist theory-and Uberatory pedagogy are 

even more clearly dialogic than they are postmodem. 

To more fuUy detaU the presence and significance of these two quaUtíes in both 

liberatory and network pedagogies, fu-st they wUl be examined within liberatory pedagogy, 

in several successive tums. Dialogism, most evident of the two qualities in Uberatory 

pedagogy, wUl be located fu-st within Freire's liberatory principles. Postmodemism, 

though visible in Freire's work, is even more evident in a survey of Uberatory critícism 

since Freire, so it wUI be examined there. These two sectíons foUow in the present chapter. 

Then in Chapter H, both these quaUties wUl be even more closely examined by comparing 
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Freire's dialogism to that of Mikhail Bakhtin and Lev Vygotsky, and by noting both 

dialogic and postmodem traits in Freire's inteUectual descendants such as Aronowitz, 

Giroux, and Ira Shor. 

Dialogism in Freirean Liberatorv Pedagogy 

The most influential thread of Uberatory pedagogy is that originating with Paulo 

Freire, despite both the passage of time and the existence of varieties such as that of Dewey 

or the more contemporary Gerald Graff. Paulo Freire's concepts are stiU the yardstick 

against which liberatory pedagogy is measured, not only by Freire's supporters but by his 

critícs. James BerUn, for instance, sees Freire as central to any discussion of liberatory or 

critícal pedagogy (Rhetorics, Poetics, and Cultures 97). Particularly, any thorough 

discussion of Uberatory pedagogy must take into account his foundatíonal text, Pedagogy 

ofThe Oppressed. As C. H. Knoblauch puts it, this is a work tiiat "appears as a standard 

reference in NCTE joumal articles, tíiat has become staple fare in graduate seminars on 

composition theory, that has even been acknowledged in such 'popular' works as Jonathan 

Kozol's Illiterate America: in short, a book that has attained, by the standards of academic 

publishing, an iconic stature—cited everywhere, whether read or not, because hearsay 

knowledge alone authorizes reference to it as a seminal argument for 'critícal' literacy" 

("Some Observatíons" 50). 

Freire is stíU the most influentíal figure within liberatory pedagogy because his 

concepts have remained essentíaUy unchanged and yet stíU vital since his Pedagogy ofthe 

Oppressed. No single work by another liberatory writer has risen to comparable 

prominence in the years since. So although the field of liberatory pedagogy is scarcely 

monochromatíc, nevertheless most major Uberatory conceptíons such as Aronowitz and 

Giroux's do bear notable similarity to Freire's. Therefore it is possible to use Freire's 

Pedagogy ofthe Oppressed as an anchor text for an examination of liberatory pedagogy as 

a whole, so long as attentíon is given to issues of application which have arisen in the 

intervening years. 

What even a cursory reading of Pedagogy ofthe Oppressed shows is that 

contemporary Uberatory pedagogy is built on a soUd foundatíon of dialogic principles. 
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This dialogic stmcture is visible, for example, in Freire's emphasis on student voice 

(Pedagogy 29, 52, etc.), in his vision of merging reflectíon witii action (68-69), and in his 

entire dialogic matrix of cultural actíon itself (Pedagogy chapter four). Looking forward 

briefly to Chapter Two, it is also visible in Ira Shor's valuing of desocializatíon as an 

ongoing questíoning process (Empowering Education 113) and is impUed by Aronowitz 

and Giroux's defining of relevance as a criterion of curriculum (Postmodern Education 15). 

Dialogism is, in fact, the necessary dynamic for the development of a critícal 

consciousness, which is simply not attainable without it; without a dialogic approach, 

teaching is merely what Freire caUs "banking" educatíon (Pedagogy 52). But additíonaUy, 

dialogism and the critícal consciousness which it can nurture are also the significant 

features of Uberatory pedagogy which enable it to adapt weU to postmodem conditíons, in 

that the postmodem characteristícs Harvey describes-such as disequUibrium, cynicism, 

oversimplificatíon, and especially burgeoning diversity-are often ameUorated by self-

aware, informed dialogue more than by any other strategy. 

At its simplest, "liberatory" impUes enfranchisement. But how? And in relatíon to 

what? Conceming the "how," Paulo Freire has written, "reflectíon-tme reflectíon-leads to 

actíon. On the other hand, when the situatíon calls for actíon, that actíon wUl constítute an 

authentic praxis only if its consequences become the object of critical reflection" (Pedagogy 

48). Action and reflection are merged in the element of critical thinking which is the essence 

of a liberatory stance. Conceming how to achieve critical thinking, Freire goes on to say 

that "The correct method lies in dialogue. The conviction of the oppressed that they must 

fight for their liberation is not a gift bestowed by the revolutionary leadership, but the result 

of their own conscientizagão'' (49). 

This term, conscientizagão, is at the heart of Freire's concept of critical reflection 

and suggests an answer to the question, "liberated from what?". Myra Bergman Ramos, 

Freire's translator, defmes this term as "leaming to perceive social, political, and economic 

contradictions, and to take action against the oppressive elements of reaUty" ("Preface" 17). 

conscientizagão is part consciousness, in the sense of self-awareness, and part conscience, 

in the sense of possessing a moral compass; this last element is impUed in the exhortation to 

action. (Both these senses may be compared to Bakhtín's concept of "answerabiUty," about 
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which more wUl be said at a further point) Regarding the need for action, Freire cites 

Alvaro Vieira Pinto, who says of consciousness, "The essence of consciousness is being 

with the world . . . Accordingly, consciousness is in essence a 'way towards' something 

apart from itself, outside itself, which surrounds it and which it apprehends by means of its 

ideational capacity. Consciousness is thus by defmition a method, in the most general sense 

of the word" (Pedagogy 51). And method implies action. 

It is worth noting how Freire has referred at different moments to both 

consciousness and dialogue as "method." Thinking (consciousness) and communicating 

(dialogue) are therefore closely Unked in Freire's concept of "liberatory." Pursuing this 

connection further, he contends that 

tme dialogue cannot exist unless the dialoguers engage in critical thinking— 
thinking which discems an indivisible solidarity between the world and the people 
and admits of no dichotomy between them-thinking which perceives reaUty as 
process, as transformation, rather than as a static entity-thinking which does not 
separate itself from action, but constantiy immerses itself in temporaUty without fear 
of the risks involved. (73) 

Note the continuity between this early description of "reaUty as process" and, 

almost thirty years later, his description of dialogism as an epistemological, knowledge-

making relationship ("A Dialogue" 1995). SpecificaUy, knowledge-making dialogue is the 

dynamic which reveals reaUty to be a process, not an unchanging edifice. Reality, then, is 

a process of constant transformation, and critical thinking is the engine which can guide 

that transformation. 

Moving from this very active sense of the nature of critical thinking which rests at 

the core of his concept of the term "liberatory," Freire reassembles the two terms 

"liberatory" and "pedagogy." He notes that "in a humanizing pedagogy the method ceases 

to be an instrument by which the teachers (in this instance, the revolutionary leadership) 

can manipulate the students (in this instance, the oppressed), because it expresses the 

consciousness of the students themselves" (51). Elsewhere Freire makes the same point 

more strikingly: "In a long conversation with Makaux, Mao-Tse-Tung declared, 'You 

know I've proclaimed for a long time: we must teach the masses clearly what we have 

receivedfrom them confusedly'" [emphasis added]. FreUe goes on to comment that "This 

affirmation contains an entire dialogical theory of how to constmct the program content of 
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education, which cannot be elaborated according to what the educator thinks best for the 

stuácnts" (Pedagogy 74). 

In order to better examine tfiis dialogical tiieory, two points should be noted: One, 

that language acts as the core of Freire's pedagogy. This examination of Freire's emphasis 

on language as a core term wiU underscore the description of the dialogic nature of Freire's 

system. Secondly, by ignoring tiie sequence of Freire's argument in Pedagogy ofthe 

Oppressed, one may notice tiiat, rearranged, his position encompasses roughly four 

concentric scopes. Examining these concentric scopes is merely one of several ways to 

approach FreUe's system, but this approach emphasizes that his system, more tiian a 

pedagogy alone, encompasses an entire paradigm, a way to live in the world. This 

realization is important for a fuU understanding of the ambitious goals of Uberatory 

pedagogy since Freire. 

The broadest of these four scopes deals, in fact, with two opposing types of world 

views; the next smaller scope deals witii instmments of cultural action; tiie next with 

concepts of education; and finaUy, the most locaUzed, focused scope deals with a specific 

system of instmction, his pedagogy. 

The CentraUtv of Language 

Freire impUes the centraUty of language within his pedagogy in that he names both 

dialogue (Pedagogy 49) and consciousness (51) as method. So long as language is granted 

to be the common denominator of both these phenomena, then language is a core concept 

for Freire. Additionally, "method" impUes action. For Freire, the use of language is not a 

passive affair, as can be seen in a passage worth repeating a second time: 'To speak a tme 

word is to transform the world," claims Freire (Pedagogy 68). He also says that "To exist, 

humanly, is to name the world, to change it" (69). 

For Freire, language-at least "tme language"-and action are equivalent. Around 

this center, in progressively tighter orbits, mn aU the other elements of Freire's pedagogy: 

the distinction between sectarianism and radicalism; the simUar distinction between 

dialogics and anti-dialogics; between banking and problem-posing concepts of education; 

and within the local context of actual instmction, the elements of Umit-situations and limit-
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acts, and as bridges between those two things, generative themes and hinged themes. AU 

tiiese elements can be listed and discussed and superficial sense made of them in a ver> 

modest amount of space, but unless the equivalency between "ime" language and action is 

understood, the dialogic essence of Freire's Uberatory pedagogy is missed. The key 

realization is that for Freire, the entity within which language and action are merged is 

dialogue. 

However, as noted already, not aU dialogue is dialogic. A fair questíon is to ask 

what is meant, then, by a "tme word." Freire does not use the phrase loosely. Here he 

elaborates on what he means by the term: "an unauthentíc woid, one which is unable to 

transform reaUty, results when dichotomy is imposed upon its constítutíve elements" 

(Pedagogy 68). By dichotomy, Freire means that "actíon" and "reflectíon" are divorced, 

which should not be; instead, actíon when merged with reflectíon yields tme dialogism, 

tme knowledge-making. A balance of actíon and reflectíon is necessary, however. 

Overemphasis of actíon creates "verbaUsm," which is "idle chatter, an aUenated and 

aUenating 'blah'." Overen^hasis of reflectíon, on the other hand, creates "activism," 

which is "action for action's sake" and which "negates tme praxis and makes dialogue 

inpossible" (68-9). In sum, a "tme word" merges reflection with action; only when 

merged with action does reflection become what Freire caUs "critical reflection," that is, 

critical thinking. Critícal thinking, then, is the outcome of dialogism. 

If actíon is wedded to reflectíon and thus language. langxiage in tum is tíed to 

dialogue, a form of social actíon: "No one can say a tme word alone-nor can she say it for 

another, in a prescriptive act which robs others of theU- words. Dialogue is the encounter 

between men, mediated by the world, in order to name the world." FreUie continues, "If it 

is in speaking their word that people, by naming the world, transform it, dialogue imposes 

itself as the way by which they achieve significance as human beings. Dialogue is thus an 

existentíal necessit\" (69). 

RaHiral and Sec arian World Views 

This concept of dialogue as social actíon via language animates aU levels of 

Freire's system. On the broadest cultural level, that being the basic way in which an entity 
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(eitiier an individual or a community) views the world, the "unauthentic word" is 

represented by "sectarianism," while the "tme word," the dialogic word, is represented by 

"radicaUzation." Contrasting the two, Freire writes tiiat "sectarianism, fed by fanatícism, is 

always castrating. Radicalizatíon, nourished by a critícal spirit, is always creatíve. 

Sectarianism mythicizes and thereby aUenates; radicaUzatíon critícizes and thereby Uberates" 

(Pedagogy 19). 

WTiat is \xmg argued here is that Freire's privUeging of radicaUzatíon over 

sectarianism is the same as his privUeging of authentíc language over unauthentíc language. 

That is, a radicalizing world view, for Freire, is a form of authentic language, as it is 

enacted on the broadest level. Radicalization reflects dialogism. Sectarianism, by contrast, 

is a form of unauthentic language enacted on that same broad level, and it is antí-dialogic by 

its very nature. Of sectarianism, Freire writes that, "because it is mythicizing and 

irratíonal, it tums reaUty into a false (and therefore unchangeable) 'reality'" (19). Because 

it is false, this 'reaUty' veUs the tme world and thus prevents change. Change is prevented 

because the sectarian is imprisoned within a "circle of certainty" (21) which is impervious 

to dialogue, to the "tme word." Girding oneself within a "circle of certainty" is the 

opposite of opening oneself to tme dialogue. 

Given Freire's own leftíst base, it is a credit to his own skiUs of critícal reflectíon 

that he has accurately seen this sectarianism as an affUctíon common to both the poUtícal 

right and the left: 'The rightíst sectarian . . . wants to slow down the historical process, to 

'domesticate' time and thus to domesticate men and women." He wants to "domesticate the 

present so that (he or she hopes) the future wiU reproduce this domesticated present..." 

(20). The leftíst sectarian, on the other hand, "attempts to interpret reaUty and history 

dialecticaUy, and falls into essentíally fatalistíc positíons." That is, the leftist sectarian 

"considers the future pre-estabUshed-a kind of inevitable fate, fortune, or destíny" (20). 

The two views are similar, merely focusing on different aspects of time: "For the rightíst 

sectarian, *today,' linked to the past, is something given and immutable; for the leftist 

sectarian, 'tomorrow' is decreed beforehand, is inexorably preordained. This rightist and 

this leftist are both reactionary because, starting from their respectively false views of 

history, both develop forms of action tiiat negate freedom" (20). Freedom is ultimately 
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negated because of tiie false beginnings which prevent "tme words" from being able to 

reach reaUty in order to transform iL 

In contrast to sectarianism, Freire says of radicalization that it "involves increased 

commitment to the position one has chosen, and thus [involves] ever greater engagement in 

tiie effort to transform concrete, objective reaUty" (19). Radicalization is radical not 

because it introduces anarchy, as many fear, but because it presumes to "unveil the world" 

through the process of dialogism. This is the process of mutual assistance in "saying a tme 

word," which cannot exist in either rightist or leftist sectarianism because both types 

"suffer from an absence of doubt" (21). 

Dialogic and Antidialogic Matrices of Cultural Action 

As noted, sectarianism is a fundamental world view; so is radicalization, though far 

less common. In only a sUghtly less broad scope, Freire poses a similar distinction 

between "dialogical and antidialogical matrices," which he describes as opposing "theories 

of cultural action" (106). He defmes cultural action as "a systematic and deUberate form of 

actíon which operates upon the social stmcture, either with the objective or preserving that 

stmcture or of transforming it" (160). Both are instmments rather than world views; the 

former is an instrument of Uberation, while the latter is an instmment of oppression. Just 

as was the case with sectarianism and radicalization, these opposing instmments are 

respectively linked to unauthentic language and tme language; the Antidialogic matrix 

depends upon and engenders unauthentic language, while the dialogic matrix depends upon 

and engenders tme language, according to Freire's definition of those terms. 

The antidialogic instmment's purpose is dominatíon, according to Freire. 

"Domination, by its very nature, requires only a dominant pole and a dominated pole in 

antíthetícal contradictíon" (113). Dominatíon is antídialogical simply because there is no 

dialogue between the oppressed and the oppressor. The oppressor has no desire for 

dialogue because he has a vested interest in maintaining the oppressed as "mere doers'" 

(107); the oppressed has no opportunity for dialogue because power rests with the 

oppressor, but ironicaUy, having become accustomed to the role of "doer," the oppressed 

may also not desire dialogue, having come to see the status quo as the inevitable reaUty. 
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Furthermore, the oppressor's world view is sectarian, whether rightist or leftísL If 

the former, the oppressor wants to "domesticate time and thus domesticate men and 

women" (20). If tiie latter, he tends to see "tiie future as pre-established" (20), which in 

tum may imply to him that his dominant role in the present is also ordained. His destiny as 

dominant is evidentiy manifest-a neat tautology which, like the rightist stance, tends to 

"negate tme praxis and make dialogue"~tiiat is, tme language-"impossible" (69). 

More than any other portion of FreUe's system as presented in Pedagogy ofthe 

Oppressed, Freire's description of this Antidialogic matrix reveals the modemist element 

stiU present in Freire's text. That is, the antidialogic matrix as described above is 

predicated on the assumption of a central, directed effort at domination, which Althusser 

describes as a repressive state apparatus ("Ideology and Ideological State Apparatuses" 

1971). The most cmcial distinction of such an apparatus, which is also impUcit in Freire's 

description, is its intentionaUty: Freire's wording implies that an entity has consciously set 

out on a course of domination, and so Freire's discussion of covert acts of domination such 

as manipulation presupposes intention to dominate, as opposed to the domination which 

occurs almost by default, without conscious direction, as a result of what Althusser calls 

"inteipeUation" or "haUing" of individuals by the power formulations which have become 

immanent, in Foucault's term, within aU cultural (and educatíonal) instítutíon. These 

power formulatíons are essentíaUy what GUles Deleuze caUs self-modulating webs of 

postmodem control ("Postscript on the Societíes of Control" 1992). 

These complex, esoteric definitíons of postmodem power formulatíons are dealt 

with at greater length further on, but for now it may at least be noted that this 

presupposition of Freire's is understandable, given the culture in which he conceived and 

honed his program. Nevertheless, because more postmodemist formulatíons of power are 

typical to our own culture and its educatíonal stmctures, dealing with them in the context of 

a Uberatory pedagogy is the single most difficult problem in adaptíng a Freirean program, 

and unfortunately it is one which Freire's work can prepare us for only in principle, not in 

concrete detail, as C. H. Knoblauch pointed out. 

WTien Freire speaks of cultural actíon as "always a systematíc and deliberate form 

of actíon which operates upon the social stmcture" (160), here again we can see the 
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presupposition tiiat cultural action is always intentíonal, "systematíc and deliberate." But 

even if that is not tiie typical postmodem case, a deUberate response is stiU necessary. Of 

dialogical cultural action in particular, Freire says tiiat it aims at "surmounting tiie 

antagonistic contradictions of the social stmcture, tiiereby achieving tiie liberation of human 

beings" (160). In terms of "tme words," this means breaking down tfie dichotomy which 

holds between oppressed and oppression. Clearly, breaking down the dichotomy between 

oppressed and oppression entaUs a largely different set of problems depending on tiie 

cenu-al and intentional, or immanent and self-perpetuating nature of the oppression. Yet 

here Freire's response is more postmodemist; the key to breaking down this antagonistic 

dichotomy as presented in the Pedagogy is dialogue, that is, language: "... we cannot 

say that in the process of revolution someone liberates someone else, nor yet tiiat someone 

Uberates himself, but rather that human beings in communion liberate each other" (114). 

This mutual process of communion-dialogue-results in what Freire calls tme language. 

Problem-Posing and Banking Concepts of Education 

Having so far examined two progressively more focused scopes in which Freire 

houses his pedagogy—world views and instmments of cultural action—we now come to a 

third concentric level, concepts of education. Freire's concept of education, like those of 

opposing world views and opposing instmments of cultural action, contrasts two opposing 

elements: that of the "banking" concept of education and the "problem-posing" concept of 

education. And as before, both these counter concepts can be Unked to language, the 

former to unauthentic language and the latter to authentic, dialogic language. 

"In the banking concept of education," writes Freire, "knowledge is a gift bestowed 

by those who consider themselves knowledgeable upon those whom they consider to know 

nothing" (Pedagogy 53). This "gift bestowed" is an ironic one for students: 

. . . it tums them into "containers," into "receptacles" to be "fUled" by the 
teacher. The more completely she fUls the receptacles, the better a teacher she is. 
The more meekly the receptacles permit themselves to be fUled, the better students 
they are. Educatíon thus becomes an act of depositíng . . . Instead of 
communicating, the teacher issues communiques and makes deposits which the 
students patíentiy receive, memorize, and repeat. This is the "banking" concept of 
educatíon, in which the scope of actíon allowed to the students extends only as far 
as receiving, filing, and storing the deposits. (Pedagogy 53) 
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This actíon on the part of students is prescribed by tiie teacher botii in tiie selection 

of what is "banked," and also by the teacher's expectations of student response-tiie 

receiving, the memorizing, the repeating. But in being prescribed, the students' action is 

divorced from reflection, becoming mere thoughtiess action. Thus we retum to tiie 

counterproductive dichotomy of unautiientic language, tiie haUmark of which is action 

without reflectíon, reflectíon witiiout action. Witiiout both tiiese elements working 

together, there can be in students no critical or dialogic reflection; that is, no critical 

thinking: Writes Freire, "The more students work at storing the deposits entmsted to them, 

the less they develop the critical consciousness which would result from their intervention 

in tiie world as transformers of tiiat world" (54). This banking of "bmte facts" (Richard 

Weaver's term in Ideas Have Consequences) evidences and enacts a sectarian world view. 

Once again, Freire shows an assumption of intentionality on the part of those 

teaching in this manner. A more contemporary view is expressed by Michael O'LaughUn 

("Teachers' Ways of Knowing" 1990), which notes the often unconscious bias new 

teachers bring with them against the very notion that students can in fact take responsibiUty 

for their own understanding, that students possess the resources to become empowered, 

enfranchised as critical thinkers. This bias is a clear example of the very real oppression 

engendered by dominant ideology immanent in educational and cultural stmctures. In this 

case, it leads teachers to adopt a "banking" approach by default, having crippled their 

effectiveness as teachers at the outset by bUnding them to what students can accomplish. 

As Richard Ohmann pointed out in 1976 in English in America, "the educatíonal system 

wUI support the tacit ideas of the dominant groups in tiie society" (159). 

In opposition to the banking concept of education, Freire puts forward a "problem-

posing" concept WTiereas a primary feature of tiie banking concept is the teacher/student 

contradiction or separation (a separation as tme in a postmodemist mUieu as a modemist 

one), a contrasting feature of the problem-posing concept is the eUmination of this 

contradictíon. "To achieve this, [teachers] must be partners of the students in their relations 

with them," Freire writes (56). There must be a dialogic relation. He contínues, 

They must abandon the educational goal of deposit-making and replace it 
with the posing of the problems of human beings in their relations with the world. 
"Problem-posing" education, responding to the essence of consciousness-
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intentionaiity-Tt}Qcts communiques and embodies communication. It epitomizes 
the special characteristic of consciousness: being conscious of not only as intent 
on objects but as tumed in upon itself in a Jasperian "split"-consciousness as 
consciousness o/consciousness. (Pedagogy 60) 

Contrasting tiie two principles of education, Freire points out that banking 

educatíon conceals "by mytiiicizing reaUty . . . certain facts which explain tiie way human 

beings exist in the world" whereas problem-posing education tries to "demythologize" 

reaUty; banking education "resists dialogue" whUe problem-posing educatíon regards it as 

"indispensable to the act of cognitíon which unveUs reality." Banking educatíon "treats 

students as objects" while its opposite "makes them critícal tiiinkers." Lastiy, banking 

education "inhibits creativity and domesticates (although it cannot completely destroy) the 

intentionality oí consciousness by isolating consciousness from tiie world." In sharp 

contrast, problem-posing education "bases itself on creativity and stimulates tme reflection 

and action upon reality" (Pedagogy 64-5). 

In sum, these features of problem-posing education show the dialogic characteristic 

of Uberatory pedagogy to be absolutely cmcial as an instrument of cultural action. 

Additíonally, the same features encourage and accustom students to a world-view of 

radicalizatíon, which as noted previously caUs for "ever greater engagement in the effort to 

transform concrete, objective reaUty" (19). Lastiy, it should be noted that the fulcmm upon 

which the problem-posing concept rests is the utiUzation of language in the manner that 

produces, via reflection in combination with action, what Freú^ calls "tme words," 

language as consciousness which can see reaUty and by increments transform it. John 

CUfford writes that "When we finally perceive how hegemonic rituals constmct us in ways 

we would like to oppose, we want to be agents instead of subjects" ("The Subject in 

Discourse" 50). Therefore, helping students see these subtle formulatíons of power is the 

key to untangling the complex problems of tiie teacher-student power relationship, claims 

Clifford. That is not so different from Freire's exhortation, borrowed from Mao Tse-

Tung, to teach clearly what we receive confusedly. And only by increments can this 

happen; Antonio Gramsci notes that coUective transformation can only occur through a 

"minute, molecular process" (Selected Writings 194). The key to tiie incremental 

transformation of students from objects into agents is tiie dialogic use of language. 
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Limit-Situations and Generatíve Themes 

The fourth and most concrete concentric scope in Freire's system is his actual 

pedagogy. It is unUke tiie tiiree broader scopes, at least in its presentation, in tiiat Freire 

does not actively set up that presentation by contrasting a simUarly detaUed pedagogy based 

on the banking concept of education, although he alleges, probably accurately, tiiat in the 

history of education, the banking concept has been the mle and the problem-posing 

concept, the exception. 

The pedagogy, tiien, is a fairly detaUed enactment of tiie problem-posing concept of 

education. Its elements are few and relatively simple: a "tiiematíc universe" composed of 

"the complex of [people's] generatíve tiiemes" (77), sometimes augmented pedagogicaUy 

by instmctor-generated themes, "hinged tiiemes." Togetiier tiiese are tiie tools witii which 

people may come to recognize their "limit-situations" and transcend them through "limit-

acts" by which tiiey fulfUl a greater degree of their human potential, tiieir "untested 

feasibUity" (83). 

Freire borrows the concept of "limit-situations" from Karl Jaspers, who defmed the 

term in a more pessimistic Ught than Freire: To Jaspers, limit-situations were "impassable 

boundaries where possibUities end" (Pedagogy 80). Put most simply, Umit-situations are 

impasses, places beyond which people (students) apparentiy cannot go; places where 

understanding faUs. Such places may often appear in the guise of "blind spots" or biases in 

which the student does not even reaUze that understanding has in fact faUed. Rather than 

foUowing Jaspers in seeing such situations as tme impasses, however, Freire takes his 

own definition instead from Alvaro Vieira Pinto, who tums the concept on its head. To 

Pinto and likewise to Freire, Umit-situations are in fact boundaries, but boundaries "where 

aU possibiUties begin. They are not the frontier which separates being from nothingness, 

but the frontier which separates being from being more" (Consciencia e Realidade Nacional 

284). Freire, foUowing Pinto, sees such situations as gateways rather than barricades. 

Beyond these limit-situations, the unknown which awaits is what Freire caUs a 

person's "untested feasibUity," by which he means as-yet untested human potential, to be 

realized by people as they come to see their inevitable limit-situations as opportunity rather 

than threat, and who therefore "begin to direct their increasingly critical actions toward 
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achieving the untested feasibUity impUcit in tiiat perception" (Pedagogy 83). This directing 

of critical actions is what Freire calls a "limit-act," the transcending of the boundaries set by 

Umit-situations. Thus in tiie type of gestalt shift famiUar to anyone who has faced 

difficulties only to find that they have personaUy matured in that act, the barrier of the limit-

situation has been transformed into a gateway to greater understanding, and thus to 

transcendence and transformation. This concept is tiie key to tiie transformative potential of 

a critical consciousness. 

As Freire writes elsewhere in his Pedagogy, people generally cannot fuUy Uberate 

tfiemselves in the above way, yet tiiey cannot be fuUy liberated by anotiier. A mergmg of 

efforts is required-a dialogic effort-and such is the definition of Freire's term "generative 

theme:" ".. .the themes both contain and are contained in limit-situations; the tasks they 

imply require limit-acts" (83). The generative themes again recaU Freire's quote of Mao 

Tse-Tung, "we must teach the masses clearly what we have received from them 

confusedly" (74). That is, the tiiemes are present in the Umit-situations of people, but not 

clearly so. The teacher must be an agent who clarifies these themes, not one who creates 

them for the students, though Freire found occasional need for what he calls "hinged 

themes," used either to connect generative themes in ways that might otherwise go 

unnoticed, or to connect the "program content and the view of the world held by the 

people" (101). The direction of action and reflection here must not be top-down, nor even 

bottom-up, though that is much closer to what Freire has in mind, but instead it must be 

reciprocal and recursive-dialogic. Students in a sense become teachers and teachers 

similarly become students. This is a notably postmodemist feature of Freire's pedagogy, 

as pointed out by Giroux (1994) and Peter McLaren (1988). 

To whatever extent this recursive, reciprocal communion is achieved, it animates 

Freire's definitipn of tme language, as weU, because the communal dialogue bears the 

potential for transformation in its enactment of a radicaUzed world-view, in Freire's sense 

of that term. Marx has written, and Gramsci has concurred (194), that changes occur by 

degree, but there is a critical moment when the sum of incremental changes of degree 

becomes a change of a different sort, a change in kind. Seen in this way, Freire's claims of 

transforming the fabric of reality by means of critical reflection do not seem impossible. 
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Because all the above discussion of Freire's emphasis on dialogic communication is 

taken from a single early work, then no matter how influential that work, a valid questíon 

to ask is whether Freire maintains this dialogic emphasis throughout his many other works 

published over almost three decades. It is not necessary, however, to examine each 

successive work to answer this question. It is sufficient to move to a single work, brief but 

very recent Fittingly, this work, akeady briefly noted several times, is itself a dialogue 

which is conducted between Freire and Donaldo Macedo in late 1995. In "A Dialogue: 

Culture, Language, and Race," Freire reasserts the cmcial role of dialogic communication. 

The context of his remarks is a question by Macedo about multiculturaUsm. 

Freire's response to this question is to scmtinize the difference between dialogue as 

conversation and tme dialogism as a pedagogical concept. "Dialogue," writes Freire, 

"characterizes an epistemological relationship. Thus, in this sense, dialogue is a way of 

knowing and should never be viewed as a mere tactic to involve students in a particular 

task" ("A Dialogue" 379). The difference between dialogue as an empty task and as a way 

ofknowing is that in the latter, people are "engaged in a search for the delimitation of a 

knowable object" That is, they are negotiating meaning. Here again Freire links a current 

issue with his original principles: "To exist, humanly, is to name the world, to change i t . . 

. Dialogue is the encounter between men, mediated by the world, in order to name the 

world" (Pedagogy 69). 

He also connects this definition of dialogue with the issue of multiculturaUsm, 

waming against letting a supposedly dialogic pedagogy degenerate into a round of tum-

taking where each student is permitted-perhaps even coerced-into recounting personal 

experiences with no effort being made to integrate tiiese experiences into a world view via 

the practice of progressively more insightful critical reflection. As he puts it, "Such 

pedagogy leaves identity and experience removed from the problematics of power, agency, 

and history. By overindulging in the legacy and importance of their respective voices and 

experiences, these educators often faU to move beyond a notion of difference stmctured in 

polarizing binarisms and uncritical appeals to the discourse of experience" (381). 

It is clear from this much more recent discussion of the importance of dialogue that 

Freire's valuation of it has not changed over almost three decades. His explanation also 
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aids in underscoring the difference between dialogism and mere dialogue, mindful of tiie 

place of dialogism as the fu-st of the two key characteristics which are present in botii 

liberatory pedagogy and network pedagogy. 

Postmodemist Issues witiiin Liberatorv. Critical 
And Radical Scholarship since 1970 

Just as FreUie's Pedagogy ofthe Oppressed is the best source for a clear 

demonstratíon of the central role of dialogism in Uberatory pedagogy, a survey of Uterature 

within Uberatory pedagogy since 1970 gives a good picture of its postmodemist 

characteristics. These characteristics, as wiU be clear from the summary of the survey, can 

be seen as both problems and opportunities. Many of theses problems and opportunities 

are the same as those discussed within the Uterature of network pedagogy. That is, a 

famiUarity with the areas of both Uberatory/critical/radical pedagogy and eleco-onic network 

pedagogy suggests that writers in both fields are currentiy addressing many of the same 

issues, yet not to one another. This interesting phenomenon of what might be caUed 

"paraUel play" in tum stems largely from the aforementioned anti-technological bias which 

can be traced from Freire's own work through that of most of his intellectual and 

ideological descendants. But whatever the various reasons for the lack of dialogue across 

boundaries, when a survey of the issues within the field of network pedagogy is compared 

to a simUar survey of those within the field of liberatory pedagogy, much commonaUty of 

topics can be seen, and the orbit of most of these common topics is around the axis of 

postmodemity. 

To show this commonaUty of topics and views, it is important to note fû st the key 

issues within Uberatory pedagogy as shown by the literature since 1970, which (not 

coincidentally) is roughly when responses to and critiques of Freire's Pedagogy ofthe 

Oppressed began to appear in noticeable numbers. One significant issue is that of 

Uberatory pedagogy and technology, tiie debate on which is primarUy characterized by its 

very absence. Other closely linked issues of great importance are concemed with the 

problem of postmodem, contemporary adaptation of Freirean concepts. More specificaUy, 

these debates center around several areas, two of which are tiie growing diversity of value 
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systems and the nature of postmodem power formulations. Linked to these concems are 

the twin issues of constmction of the student subject and the proper role of the instmctor, 

which can be joined in tiie broader issue of student subject formation. The foUowing 

survey and discussion of Uberatory criticism is consequentiy organized along the lines of 

these four key issues-technology, diversity of values, postmodem power formulations, 

and the constmction of the student subject. The latter three of tiiese areas are aU but 

identical to those which James BerUn (1992,1996) names as the tiiree key issues of 

postmodemity. A thorough survey of Uberatory publication on postmodemity indicates 

that Berlin's choices are accurate ones. 

The Liberatorv Stance on Technologv 

In the decades since 1970, there is a fairly remarkable scarcity of works on critical 

pedagogy which concem themselves with technology: less than a dozen, aU told, few 

supportive, and few of those dealing with a network pedagogy. As mentioned above, there 

has been an invisible but firm demarcation between the fields of Uberatory and electronic 

network pedagogies. Here is a brief outUne of what Uttie discussion is present, foUowed 

by an exploratíon of the sources of the Uberatory bias against technology itself. 

Most discussions of technology within Uberatory texts are typicaUy pejoratíve (e.g., 

Bowers 1982; Sanzenbacher 1991). Unexpectedly, occasionaUy tiiere is also evidence of 

at least Umited wiIUngness to utUize computers in liberatory appUcations (Daugherty 1985, 

Stevenson 1985, HuU 1988). Sadly (from a network pedagogist's perspective) this interest 

languishes, and the reasons seem fairly clear: In addition to the anti-technological bias 

inherited from Freire and Marxism, this brief interest in computer technology unfonunately 

came just prior to the years when the fruitful dialogic possibiUties of networked 

microcomputers began to be reaUzed, notably by compositionists. This focus wanes in the 

period of 1986-1990, precisely when networked computer use grows enthusiasticaUy. 

Technology in general and computer applications in particular, after a brief tease in the early 

1980s, again became a dead issue for the Uberatory genre, gaining virtuaUy no attention. 

In the period of 1991-1995, the dormant discussion regarding technological 

appUcations of liberatory pedagogy re-emerges as an argument favoring the use of 
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technology, but in a more functíonal, less dialogic way than one would think Uberatory 

pedagogy would desire. Christopher Richter and others in "Distance Educatíon as 

Communicatíon Process: Transmission vs. Dialogue in Higher Educatíon" (1995) 

represent this argument, perhaps unintentíonally. They discuss distance educatíon, which 

sometimes uses networked computer communicatíon but currentiy favors two-way, 

compressed video communicatíon. They contend that distance educatíon is better served if 

conceived as a complement to traditíonal educatíonal approaches rather than as a radical 

break. This position seems reveaUng, because traditional approaches tend toward what 

Freire calls the "banking" of information. 

This disturbing position regarding technology and critical pedagogy surfaces to a 

degree among other writers, as weU. The antipathy in distance educatíon for dialogic, 

Uberatory approaches goes beyond choice of technology in A Collection ofReadings 

Related to Competency-Based Training (1994). In this coUectíon, which was pubUshed as 

study materials in a distance educatíon course, one can see a fairly clear relatíon in such a 

course among the technology, competency-based training, and a banking curriculum. That 

is, whUe competency-based teaching per se can be said to be a neutral or even useful 

teaching strategy in some circumstances, nevertheless it is much simpler to track and assess 

student grasp of competencies in a banking, fact-based curriculum than in the more 

ambiguous, skUI-based curriculum of a critical pedagogy. One coUeague who employs a 

critícal pedagogy in the teaching of phUosophy has pointed out that the skiU of critícal 

reflectíon can be acquired in seed form by a student, perhaps not blossoming untíl years 

later (HiUiard 1998). How can such a skiU be adequately evaluated in a competency-based 

curriculum? On a larger scale, this debate underscores the deeper tension between the often 

confUcting aims of Uberatory pedagogy and American higher education. 

Not all the scholarship between 1991 and 1995 regarding use of technology is 

oriented toward uses which appear not to favor dialogic interaction. The strongest 

proponent of dialogic instmctional use of computer networks in this period is Carol L. 

Winkehnann in "Electronic Literacy, Critical Pedagogy, and CoUaboration: A Case for 

Cyborg Writing" (1995). Winkehnann contends that combining coUaborative writing witii 

electronic resources can reaffurn literacy as a social process. She draws on feminist and 
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postmodem theory, equating the postmodemist assumptions regarding the indeterminacy of 

language with democratizing influences. A connection which Winkelmann does not note 

but impUes is to Deleuze's rhizomatics, nomad thought which takes advantage of tiiis very 

indeterminacy of language to find the slight gaps within the modulating web of social 

control ("Nomad Thought" 1977). 

After 1995, once more there is littie attention given to technology, even though this 

sUence becomes more and more remarkable as the use of computers as global 

communication devices has virtuaUy exploded, as seen in the enormous growth of the 

Intemet and the World Wide Web. One work which denigrates technology by impUcation, 

if not directiy, is the already mentioned book-lengtii work by Giroux, Fugitive Cultures, 

which deals with the disturbing esthetic of violence within popular culture. Because much 

of the violence Giroux condemns is found in media, the work implies the same antipathy 

for technology which is typical of much liberatory scholarship. Though it is tme that 

violence in media is widespread and certainly a valid concem, Giroux's work makes no 

effort to examine the more dialogic quaUties of digital network technologies. While 

perhaps not a fair appraisal considering tiiat technology is not Giroux's topic, nevertheless 

a negative view of technology in general is implied. 

This sort of "comment by omission" regarding Uberatory pedagogy and technology 

is also to be found within James BerUn's Rhetorics, Poetics, and Cultures (1996). Despite 

a trenchant and far-ranging discussion which includes Uberatory pedagogy within its 

sweep, one area which BerUn's broad compass of discussion fails to touch is the role of 

networked electronic discourse in composition and critical pedagogy; this omission merely 

places his work, in tiiis regard, alongside most otiier liberatory pedagogists writing during 

this current period. In fact, such discussion is vUtually absent. 

This scarcity of discussion of technology is itself eloquent, and tiie message it 

sends is that Iil)eratory discourse as a whole continues to reject technology, even in the face 

of tiie leaps in microcomputer and communication technology since the mid-1980s. WhUe 

touching on the few avaUable Uberatory discussions of specific technologies is of interest, 

even more helpful is placing such an examination by reviewing the source of the leftist and 

liberatory bias against technology. Such a placing can begin with Freire. 
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"More and more," wrote Freire, "the oppressors are using science and technology 

as unquestionably powerful instmments for their purpose: tiie maintenance of the 

oppressive order through manipulation and repression" (Pedagogy 42). Freire in tum refers 

to Herbert Marcuse's analysis of the "dominant forms of social control" which Marcuse 

discusses in One-Dimensional Man and Eros and Civilization. The Marxist and Uberatory 

fear of technology is indeed traceable at least back to Marcuse, who writes that "Our society 

distinguishes itself by conquering the centrifugal social forces with Technology rather than 

Terror, on the dual basis of an overwhelming efficiency and an increasing standard of 

Uving" (One-Dimensional Man x). Both Marcuse and Freire wrote approximately thirty 

years ago, at least sUghtly before the beginning of what is now seen by David Harvey and 

many others as the shift from a modemist to a postmodemist culture and economy. In 

regards to technology, its modemist face was ponderous and costíy, an excellent example 

being early mainframe computers which fUled whole rooms and, more to the point, were 

affordable only by the dominant instítutíons and utUizable only by the most highly trained 

technicians. SmaU wonder that in this guise, technology was seen as necessarUy being a 

tool of the dominant class. 

The postmodemist face of technology is quite different. The supercomputer 

mainframe such as IBM's chess-master, Big Blue, symboUzes modemist technology and 

the fears conceming it. Postmodemist technology, on the other hand, is fluid, versatile, 

compact, and most significantiy, accessible to most individuals with even modest 

resources. Microcomputers, the Intemet, tiie World Wide Web, and the entire advent of 

inexpensive, individual access to global communication presents an almost opposite face of 

technology, at least in potential. Howard Rheingold in The Virtual Community (1993) cites 

Jean BaudrUlard's concept of hyper-reality (when signs go beyond hiding reaUty and begin 

to hide the very absence of reality). Rheingold's point is tiiat people's ignorance or 

awareness wiU determine whetiier postmodemist network technology wiU fulfUl its 

democratic potential or become an enactment of disinfomocracy and control; he Ukens tiie 

latter possibiUty to the 18th-century Panopticon of Jeremy Bentham, a type of pyramid 

stmcture in which watchers are watched by watchers (280-281). In terms of tiie current 

status of liberatory pedagogy scholarship, it is curiously apparent tiiat the dialogic, 
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enfranchising possibUities of global network technology are stUl aU but ignored by most 

liberatory pedagogists. Most write as if technology were stUl in its modemist, industrial 

phase. 

Reasons for the similar bias of some technologists toward tiie political left, 

including liberatory pedagogists, are harder to determine. One reason may simply be that 

such bias is a predictable counterpoint to leftist polemic against technologists. However, 

and more to the point, technologists at least in the more limited area of network 

composition pedagogy have in the last decade been more open to liberatory pedagogy than 

vice versa, for example in GaU Hawisher's article "Electronic Meetings of tiie Minds" 

(1991), where she notes how James Berlin Unks Shor's "notions of critical teaching" as 

being "congment with social epistemic rhetoric," and makes the further connection of both 

these concepts to the networked composition classroom (95). 

Liberatory Adaptation to Postmodem Power Formulations 
And Diverse Multicultural Values 

If contemporary Uberatory pedagogy is silent on the topic of technology, the reverse 

is tme on the related topics of postmodem power formulations and diverse systems of 

value. These issues are key aspects of Uberatory adaptation to the postmodem context, and 

they begin to emerge because they are highUghted by the discussion of postmodemity 

which gains momentum during this period. Various writers explore the connectíon 

between postmodemity and Uberatory pedagogy, and the majority of them see power 

formulatíons in the postmodem era as distinguished by their lack of centralized control; 

instead, power is embedded deep within the fabric of seemingly innocuous social 

institutíons, yet is no less compelling. These same writers reach an even clearer consensus 

in seeing that the explosion of multícultural and diverse values in this era has led to 

uncertainty and widespread skeptícism regarding the reliabiUty of all value systems. 

Henry GU-oux, in "Border Pedagogy in the Age of Postmodemism" (1988), 

acknowledges the shifting borders that undermine and reconstítute power and knowledge. 

Michael O'Laughlin has ready been mentíoned. In "Teachers' Ways of Knowing" (1990), 

he discusses what Louis Altiiusser has caUed an inherent ideological mechanism of 
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suppression (in "Ideology and Ideological State Apparatuses") by noting that prospective 

teachers bring with them, like cultural baggage, a tremendous resistance to the notion that 

students can be empowered to take responsibiUty for their own understanding. O'Laughlin 

notes that teacher training often can do Uttle to undo this often unconscious bias, which is 

mculcated via a Foucault-IUce web of cultural influences over the much longer span of their 

own educations and lives outside the classroom. O'Laughlin's work is also notable because 

it makes overt reference to the simUarity of Uberatory pedagogy and social-constmctivist 

theory, both in the above article and in "The Influence of Teachers' Beliefs about 

Knowledge" (1989). 

Althusser's position is appUcable to students at least as much as to teachers, and 

deserves further explanation because it sheds considerable Ught on how our own cultural 

environs differ from those more famUiar to Freire when he wrote Pedagogy ofthe 

Oppressed. The difference is one of modemist forms of domination compared to 

postmodemist forms. Whatever oppression existed in 1960s South America—and it was 

considerable—was of a fairly direct, centraUzed variety which Althusser refers to as the 

RSA, repressive state apparatus. That is notably lacking in the 1990s United States, despite 

various reactionary conspiracy claims to the contrary. What Marxists do see in our current 

times is what Althusser called the ISA, ideological state apparatus. It differs from the RSA 

in that ideological mechanisms of control are immanent (to use Foucault's term) in subtle 

ways in all societal stmctures; rather than centralized, bmtal yet easUy discemible forms of 

control, the ISA is comprised of intrinsic influences which lie "beneath the rulmg ideology, 

which is the ideology of tiie mling class," says Althusser ("Ideology" 146). These 

influences constitute an immanent and diffuse glue which binds people to the dominant 

ideology. In Althusser's words, "Ideology interpellates individuals as subjects" 

("Ideology" 170). 

Patricia Harkin and John Schilb define tiiis "interpellation" as a sort of "haiUng" or 

forceful calling: "According to Althusser, individuals are 'interpellated' or 'haUed' by 

disparate voices belonging to 'ideological state apparatuses' to accept and act on certam 

beUef systems. The academy, for example, interpellates students through institutíons such 

as textbooks and curricula tiiat assert tiie value of reason in democratic societies" 
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("Introduction" to Contending with Words 7). John Clifford calls this a "PascaUan 

dialectic-that belief foUows from the ritual of kneeling down in church and moving one's 

lips" ("The Subject in Discourse" 45). 

CUfford goes on to comment that "Control is maintained not by bmte force but 

through an intemalized ideology embedded in practical knowledge, such as law or writing. 

Two levels of ideology exist, then: general and local, with the general level embedded in all 

language and the more local variety situated in specific disciplines" (41). Speaking of the 

discipline of composition, CUfford writes that Althusser's concept "dramatically raises the 

importance of the apparently trivial conventions and rituals of teaching composition, for 

these same discipUnary behaviors help to instaU us as subjects within society" (42). With 

this in mind, the concept of "ceremony games" becomes even more useful. 

The "us" in Clifford's interpretation includes our students and, as O'LaughUn 

points out, ourselves as teachers. Because liberatory pedagogy addresses these issues more 

than most other pedagogies do, it is appropriate that the complex nature of the student as 

subject be a central concem, as weU as the student's relation to the teacher and to the culture 

that informs the ideas and rituals of teacher, student, classroom, and school. The problem, 

as Clifford notes, is that "The myriad ways in which writing subjects can make the world 

inteUigible have already been carefuUy proscribed so that the dutiful subject, tme to ideals 

akeady intemalized," beUeves he or she can freely think and conceive (43). The student 

beUeves it is possible, writes Althusser, to "inscribe his own ideas as a free subject in the 

action of his material practice. If he does not do so, 'that is wicked'" ("Ideology" 168). 

According to Althusser, at least, teaching must "hail" students from one stance or 

another, and cannot remain neutral. Mindful of this dilemma, the best course for the 

Uberatory teacher, or any teacher, is to play the hand face-up, overtiy declaring whatever 

ideas ground one's teaching style and purpose. As was seen in FreU-e's Pedagogy, such 

direct presentation of motives is central to what Freire caUs "radicalization," as opposed to 

"sectarianism" (Pedagogy 17-22). 

A great deal of Freirean criticism during the 1991-1995 period concems itself witii 

the difficulties of applying Freire's system witiiin a contemporary postmodemist setting. 

As background to an understanding of these critiques, it is helpful to recall the earUer point 
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tiiat Freire's concepts were fu-st conceived and enacted in 1960's Brazil, a culture which 

was modemist in some cmcial ways. The most significant difference between that culture 

and our own may weU be the nature of societal control, which Althusser characterizes as 

the difference between repressive and ideological state mechanisms for control, and which 

Deleuze describes as the difference between independent mechanisms of containment (i.e, 

Althusser's RSA) and interconnected, modulated mechanisms of containment (ISA). 

Because contemporary pedagogists are attempting to apply Freirean concepts within a 

society characterized more by the latter type of controls, then to whatever extent such 

controls hold, Freirean concepts must necessarily bc adapted to their presence if a Freirean 

Uberatory pedagogy is to be effective. 

Many liberatory writers discuss one aspect or another of this fundamental issue of 

postmodem appUcation. Jeff 2^charkis-Jutz, for example, wams in "A Question of 

Empowerment and Power" (1988) that the tendency to increase discipUne and detail in 

post-Freirean adult education may just repUcate the status quo—this ironicaUy becoming 

another part of the ideological apparatus. In composition, a widely known voice regarding 

liberatory and Freirean pedagogy is Ann Berthoff s. In "'Reading the World . . . Reading 

the Word': Paulo FreUe's Pedagogy of Knowing" (1986) she writes of the reading/writíng 

connectíon evident in Freire's work, both early and recent. Worth notíng in Berthoff s 

interpretation of Freire is the way in which she emphasizes the role of language over the 

more overtiy Marxist revolutíonary focus of his work. Berthoff shows this same focus in 

"Paulo Freire's Liberatíon Pedagogy" (1990). Patricia Bizzell comments about Berthoff s 

Freirean critíque that she "consistentiy emphasizes tiie phUosophical aspect of his work and 

tiius downplays the projects of large-scale political change tiiat always accompany Freire's 

practice" ("Marxist Ideas" 53). A waming simUar to tiiat of Zacharkis-Jutz might be uttered 

about any emphasis on language which tends to disarm tiie accompanying liberatory 

emphasis on action-tiiough on the other hand, as has been noted, language is also 

essential. The question is one of balance. 

Liberatory pedagogy receives a great deal of attention from feminist scholars during 

tiiis period, witii the greatest share of tiiat attention devoted to articulating tensions between 

tiie Uberatory and feminist stances. These tensions can be seen as one more mstance of the 
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difficulties of postmodem adaptation; however, whUe continuing to refer to the nature of 

postmodem power formulations, the tensions between Uberatory and feminist stances also 

serve as a prominent example of the clash of diverse value systems. 

Elizabeth TisdeU (1993) notes two strands of feminist pedagogy, the liberatory 

model which looks at power relations and systems of oppression, and tiie gender model, 

dealing with the sociaUzation of women as nurturers; she recommends using aspects of 

both models. MicheUe BalUf (1993), citing Jean BaudriUard, echoes Zacharkis-Jutz yet 

again when she wams that both models have found the academic classroom a comfortable 

haven from genuine transformatory effort. Robert G. Wood (1993) contends that the 

dialectíc of radical Giberatory) pedagogy is simply inadequate for our increasingly 

pluralistíc culture, and suggests that feminism can deconstmct the "phaUocentrism" of the 

dialectíc. Gert Biesta (1995) offers a more supportíve view of hberatory pedagogy once 

again, using the feminist debate to note that postmodemism articulates the tension between 

contíngency and commitment; she suggests that in this way postmodemism can aâá the 

emancipatory interests of Uberatory pedagogy. Tisdell (1995) foUows her earUer work by 

discussing power dynamics: how gender, race, and class determine who is heard and who 

remains sUent. Several common threads may be noted in these and other simUar feminist-

oriented critíques: One is that the debate has begun to deal with perceived voids or 

contradictions in Uberatory pedagogy, and another is that the debate is more cross-

disciplinary, drawing from other discussions such as multiculturalism. In general, these 

features show a more mature Uberatory scholarship than that which concentrates on 

unproblematic praise of Paulo Freire or liberatory pedagogy in general. 

Many writers outside feminism also begin to work with the various problematic 

issues seen witiiin postmodem application of Uberatory pedagogy. On the broadest level, 

various writers deal with tiie same cultural forces ("ideological state apparatus" or ISA in 

Altiiusser's term) that O'Laughlin examined in regards to teacher training. Peter McLaren 

(1995) claims that democracy, social justice, and identity are aU undermined by modem 

globaUzed "hypercapitaUsm"; tiiis is what David Harvey and otiiers refer to as tiie tiiird 

stage of capitalism, flexible accumulation. McLaren writes tiiat the standardization and 

routinization of culture have had damaging effects on students, teachers, texts, and 
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societies, and proposes critícal pedagogy as a means of addressing tiie trend. Writing from 

a somewhat different perspective, Gerald Graff (1992) recommends that the overt teaching 

of conflicts can aUeviate the tendency of higher education to separate its students and 

teachers from confUct in the isolation of the academic classroom. Clear simUarity can be 

noted between the argument of Graff, in particular, and the more feminist position of BalUf 

in her waming against seeing the classroom as comfortable haven. 

Many works address these same application issues from a more specificaUy 

Freirean perspective. Peter J. Caulfield (1991) examines FreU-ean pedagogy in light of 

differences between BrazU and North America, especiaUy cultural pluralism and its 

accompanying diversity of values. Giroux in "Paulo Freire and the Politics of 

PostcoloniaUsm" (1992) argues that some of the ways in which Freire's work has been 

used have appropriated it and stripped it of important political insights. He contends that 

Freire's work must be read as a postcolonial text, and that consequentíy North Americans 

must engage in a "radical form of border crossing" to reconstmct Freire's work for our 

different setting and yet not lose the advantage of its insights. John L. Hochheimer (1992) 

studies a similar issue, how to adapt Freire's work to the non-poor. Peter Mayo (1993) 

specificaUy addresses the different sorts of repression that are present in niid-1960s South 

America and tum-of-the-miUenium North America, claiming that in extremely repressive 

circumstances, Freire's pedagogy can support resistance, but in postrevolutionary (that is, 

postmodemist) societies, it can suffer from contradictions. Rich Gibson (1994) claims that 

Freire overestimates the technique of production above the social relations of production. 

Essentially, Gibson argues that Freire's position relies too much on classical Marxist 

interpretation of the base/superstmcture relation, and not enough on neo-Marxist 

inteipretations like Althusser's or David Harvey's, which predict and take into account the 

success of the tWrd wave of capitalism in developing strategies of flexible accumulation. 

This simply echoes tiie point brought out several times ab^ady tiiat postmodemist 

conditions constítute the actual context which must be taken advantage of in order to 

effectívely implement a FreUean pedagogy. AU tiie above works also share a common 

concem for the issue of diversity of cultural values in one form or another. 
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The period from 1996 to the present represents a downtum in liberatory debate in 

number of publications. However, much of what is published continues to deal with the 

issue of postmodem Uberatory application. For instance, DeepUca Bahri addresses tiie 

multicultural, postcolonial aspect of tiiat debate ("PostcoloniaUsm in tiie Teaching Machine" 

1997). Bahri contends that postcolonial pedagogy-related to liberatory pedagogy-has 

quickly been absorbed into tiie stmcture of "institutional cú-cuits of production and 

consumption," and argues that consequentiy, it does not expand the student's experience 

with diversity in any meaningful, transformatory way, but only contains tiiem tiu-ough 

managed encounters with othemess. Bahri's argument, concemed specifically with 

multicultural value systems, is also a clear instance of an Althusserian-lUce analysis of 

power formulations, whether labeled as such or not. 

Although the number of overall Uberatory pubUcations lessened, this period saw 

pubUcation of several book-length works by major voices. One, Giroux's Fugitive 

Cultures (1996), has akeady been briefly mentioned as dealing with popular culture and its 

disturbing aesthetic of violence. Giroux considers this aesthetic of violence nothing less 

than an attack on the most vulnerable members of society, children and adolescents. He 

offers Uberatory pedagogy, especially with a focus on cultural studies, as a way to analyze 

how youth as a social category is constmcted by popular culture. Giroux's work, like 

Bahri's and others, can be seen as another attempt to analyze the pervasive, often 

unintended effects of what Althusser caUs the ideological state apparatus and what Deleuze 

caUs societies of control. 

Another major pubUcation with a Uberatory bent is James Berlin's Rhetorics, 

Poetics, and Cultures (1996), Berlin's last significant work before his untimely death. 

Berlin's work serves as a useful bridge between several areas: Freirean and general 

liberatory scholarship, postmodemist critiques, and constmctivist conceptions of leaming. 

The book offers a detaUed look at what Berlin caUs the "postmodem predicament," and his 

position echoes the writings of Althusser and Deleuze in regards to the eminent presence of 

power in cultural institutions: "Cultural capital thus becomes a conmiodity that can be 

passed on to children in the form of dispositions and practices leamed at home . . . and the 

certificatíons acquired through advanced educatíon. The latter are secured through 
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managing the educatíonal system so that it favors the offspring of the managerial class-

through class-biased achievement tests and entrance requirements, for example" (Rhetorics 

15). Berlin's central argument is for a renewed ascendance of rhetoric to the position of 

guiding force m a refigured EngUsh studies curriculum which would emphasize tiie 

classroom as the point for interaction of theory, practice, and democratic politics-aU goals 

of a liberatory pedagogy. 

Berlin's work is also valuable as a bridge between liberatory and social 

constmctivist thought, discussing three major postmodemist influences: signification, 

constmction of people as subjects, and value. As mentioned, these influences match well 

with the main topics found within liberatory scholarship. Regarding signification, Berlin 

cites Derrida, who in tum echoes Saussure in pointing out how signs refer not to referents 

themselves, but always to other signs; thus meaning is both deferred and dispersed. This 

dispersal of meaning is both a metaphor and a vehicle for the simUar postmodem dispersal 

of power formulations discussed earlier. Regarding the subject, BerUn writes that we are 

spoken by language as much as it is spoken by us. And he defines the postmodemist 

position on value simUarly to Foucault, who has helped bring cultural metanarratives into 

questíon by pointíng out the contradiction between Edenic (nostalgic) and teleological 

(Utopian) narratives—one sees perfection in the past, the other in the future. Berlin shows a 

liberatory response to these postmodemist dismptions by contending that "challenges to 

signification, subject formation, and explanatory metanarratives can be addressed so as to 

encourage critical Uteracy rather than a passive acquiescence to things as they are" (57). 

BerUn also specifically addresses the place of Freú-e in relation to the contemporary 

focus of composition in the 1990s on constmctivist concepts of leaming and epistemology, 

as well as Freû-e's relation to current liberatory efforts. He writes, "I want to read Freire's 

critical pedagogy across an epistemology that takes into account the indeterminacy of 

signification, the fragmentation of tiie subject, and the interrogation of foundational tmth" 

(97). Beriin's reading of Freire is much tiie same as his reading of Uberatory pedagogy in 

general, and it summarizes most of the various problems seen by others: "The tendency 

. . . sometimes encouraged by the Enlightenment vestiges of FreU-e himself-is to privilege 

a unified, rational, and unmistakably male subject, to defme discussion and action in naive 
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and simpUstic terms so as to obscure difference, and to offer a rationaUstic conception of 

power and a poUtics of narrow group interests" (98). Yet despite the problems he finds in 

the enacting of liberatory pedagogies, and despite the roots of these problems in Freire's 

work itself, BerUn does see Freire's concepts as remaining vital to liberatory pedagogy and 

to the goals of compositíon and educatíon in general. Declaring that "My reading is meant 

as an emendatíon to Freire rather than as a wholesale rejectíon of his work," BerUn calls 

Freire "a figure central to my discussion" of social-epistemic rhetoric in the English 

classroom (97). Berlin's work is partícularly valuable in linking social constmctívist/social 

epistemic stances both to Freirean Uberatory pedagogy and to the issues such as subject, 

signification, and value, all of which are benchmarks of the postmodem condition. These 

issues are also quite central to the problem of Uberatory adaptation to this condition. 

Liberatory Concems Regarding Smdent Subjectivitv 

The related issues of student subjectivity and the teacher's role can be seen as 

subcategories of postmodem adaptation, though here they are partiaUy separated from it for 

the purpose of a clearer discussion. James Sledd ("Teaching Standard English" 1984) 

gives an early indication of later batties within Uberatory pedagogy when he cites Freire in 

his stmggles to resolve the tension between the teaching of standard EngUsh and the idea of 

honest craftsmanship in words that, he feels, can enable students to go beyond the 

numbing effects of top-down language intervention. This article, though narrowly focused, 

foreteUs the current broader debate on the proper role of teacherly leadership vis a vis the 

danger of overdetermining student subjectivity as discussed for instance in Faigley's 

Fragments ofRationality. 

Peter McLaren ("The Liminal Servant" 1988) is another who addresses the 

significant issue of the teacher's degree of directivity of students, echoing FreU-e's 

reluctance to determine/or students ratiier than with students. Victor VUlanueva Jr. (1993) 

also addresses the issue of tiie teacher's role, pointing out that ratiier than trying to teach 

students how to tiiink, Freire attempts to show tiiem that they could think. Elizabeth 

EUswortii ("Why Doesn't This Feel Empowering?" 1989) charges tiiat tiie discourse of 

critical pedagogy is based on rationaUst assumptions that give rise to repressive myths. Her 
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work, like McLaren's, raises issues of the teacher's role, student voice, and empowerment; 

anotiier similar treatment is Mark Clarke's ("Some Cautionary Observations" 1990). 

A sUghtiy different focus on tiie position of the student witiiin the complex power 

relations controUed by cultural and institutional forces is shown by Nick Tingle (1992). 

Tingle argues the need for a more sophisticated understanding of the complex 

psychological responses tiiat may be invoked in students by tiie implementation of a 

Uberatory pedagogy. Tingle's position suggests tiiat often, Uttie in the students' 

educational or cultural background has prepared tiiem for tiie chaUenges of critical 

reflection. In terms of tiie aforementioned concept of "ceremony games" (Segal 1996), tiie 

passive or wary mindsets which students tend to bring witii tiiem may be seen as having 

been estabUshed over the span of their entire lives by various cultural practices which act 

essentially as ceremony rituals. 

Peter Vandenberg and Colette Morrow (1994) agree with others as to the presence 

of pervasive cultural forces, but disagree that even a critical pedagogy can provide a 

solutíon. They contend that such pedagogies simply comply with the oppressive status quo 

in ironic ways, rather than tmly empowering students. Vandenberg and Morrow's work 

also extends this judgment to pedagogies based on social constmctivist theory. Greg Rode 

in "Father Knows Best: Liberatory Pedagogy and the Tropics of Containment" (1995) 

simUarly discusses what he caUs the "tropics of containment," arguing that the terminology 

of Uberatory pedagogy has actuaUy achieved an ironic hegemony which offers 

empowerment but enacts containment instead. Rode specificaUy criticizes the work of Ira 

Shor in Shor's book Empowering Education, portraying Shor as no more than an 

extension of the EnUghtenment tradition of a teacher who is the possessor of power, 

including the promise of liberation, while the student in Shor's system simply embodies 

lack. These criticisms may be applied equaUy to most Uberatory teachers including Paulo 

Freire, because Shor's program is closely modeled on FreU-e's, as wUl be shown. 

Rode's interpretation of the student-teacher relationship is that the balance is 

drasticaUy tUted towards the teacher in terms of power. This interpretation in itself divides 

its focus between ironic student disempowerment (ironic given the stated aims of critical 

pedagogy) and covert but traditional teacher empowerment. Other writers in this period 
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focus more solely on the teacher's role itself Patricia BizzeU, in "Power, Autiiority, and 

Critícal Pedagogy" (1991) addresses an aspect of tiie problem of tiie teacher's role which is 

aUnost opposite tiiat which Rode examines. BizzeU sees confusion among liberal, left-

leaning teachers who feel drawn to promote tíieir own values but feel caught in an ironic 

bmd: They fear tiiat promotion of tiiese leftist values wiU contradict tiiose very values. She 

suggests self-conscious examination of values and the conveyance of altemate values as 

well, thus echoing Freire's recommendation in "A Dialogue." Another aspect of tiie 

teacher's role is discussed by Ingolfur Johannesson (1992), who claims that Marxism and 

thus Uberatory pedagogy are covertiy based on a vision of the trade-unionized, white male 

working class as a cultural elite. Johannesson contends tiiat critical pedagogies tend to 

repUcate this covert eUte model in the teacher's role. From a more neutral stance, Robert M. 

Schapiro (1995) notes that educators are trying to change people, a goal which forms 

unavoidable power relations. Yet educators cannot fuUy predict the consequences of their 

efforts. 

Christine Skolnik (1995) takes a position addressing yet another aspect of the 

teacher's role: She discusses the problem of emotionally disengaged teachers who have 

come to regard their roles as instmctors with a cynical irony. Skolnik's view shows this 

disengagement as a more negative effect which postmodemistic ennui can have on 

liberatory pedagogy. It seems clear, though Skolnik does not say so, that such ennui is one 

of the predictable effects of what Altiiusser calls the ideological state apparatus, and what 

Deleuze caUs "societies of control," which are characterized by "ultrarapid forms of free-

floating control" ("Postscript on the Societies of Control" 4). Deleuze argues that whereas 

in pre-global capitaUsm control mechanisms were independent of each other, within the 

third wave of globaUzed capitalism these mechanisms of enclosure are a modulation, a self-

adjusting web. Deleuze clearly draws on the claim of Foucault that power tends to be 

immanent, found embedded in subtíe ways within aU the institutions of society. This 

contrasts with what Althusser caUs the more centraUzed, heavy-handed control of pre-

global capitaUsm, which he calls the RSA, or repressive state apparatus. As noted, this was 

the type of control which Paulo Freire faced in 1960s BrazU. From that single 

circumstance, as C. H. Knoblauch notes without mentioning Althusser's RSA ("Some 
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Observations"), stem most of the problems of application of FreUe's program witiiin our 

contemporary, postmodemist culture. 

Deleuze goes on to write tiiat a feature of the "societies of control" is the use of 

"lUnitiess postponements" in endless variation ("Postscript" 5). Psychologically, a 

predictable effect of such a context is precisely tiie sort of cynical ennui which SkolnUc 

discusses, an ennui which she diagnoses as stemming from the feeling that notiiing real is 

at stake. The feeling tiiat notiiing is reaUy at stake can be traced with Uttie trouble to a 

context of endless postponements. 

As with the broader issue of postmodem appUcation, feminist writers are not silent 

on the issue of teacher and student roles, eitiier. The problem of the teacher's appropriate 

role, for instance, is discussed by Kathleen WeUer from a feminist perspective (1991). 

WeUer notes that Freire seems to assume a single kind of experience of oppression, and 

thus a single solution. She contends that feminist pedagogy enriches Freire's system by 

questioning the role of the teacher and seeing the importance of personal experience as a 

source of knowledge. Barbara Bee (1993) and Pat CampbeU (1993) make simUar 

arguments, though Campbell is more skeptical of Freire's position. She notes that although 

dialogue and empowerment are fundamental to critical pedagogies, these things are hard to 

enact or acquire when groups have a heterogeneous composition. Looking forward to the 

examination of network pedagogy in Chapter Three, it can be noted that much research, 

though not aU, shows more egaUtarian participation in discussion within electronic 

networks than via oral discussion. At least some studies show that this egaUtarianism holds 

across gender lines too. Thus it wUl be argued that network pedagogy may tend to defuse 

this objection to Freirean pedagogy. 

Within the field of composition, Patricia BizzeU, in the previously cited article 

"Marxist Ideas in Composition Studies," presents an iUuminating explanation of the related 

problems of student empowerment and teacher's role: 

The academic community possesses much more power than its incoming 
students do, especially if they display culturaUy determined 'othemess' of social 
class, race, or gender. Our social positions allow us to mfluence students' 
intellectual habits, values, and future Uves and UvelUioods to a much greater degree 
than they can influence ours. In such unequal circumstances, students may have a 
strong tendency either to conform totaUy to community expectations or to withdraw 
from the community entirely. ("Marxist Ideas" 58-9) 
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BizzeU contends that given the above deployment of power, "the very invocation of 

community . . . then comes to seem lUce an oppressive affumation of one-and only one-

set of discursive practices. Community becomes a sort of cultural procmstean bed" (59). 

Some students may react to the reaUzation of this Uonically disempowering effect by 

attempting to dismpt it. Concemmg such dismption, BizzeU tiien cites Henry GUoux, who 

characterizes it as "resistance" (Theory and Resistance in Education 109). Botii Gfroux and 

BizzeU (echoing to some extent Richard Rorty's discussion of abnormal discourse), see 

such resistance, m BizzeU's words, as a "normal and inevitable part of community life" 

which can m fact lead to "profound changes m tiie community" (60). BizzeU comments tiiat 

Giroux's work thus "expands on that of his mentor Paulo Freke, who wishes to see such 

change develop in radical or liberatory-that is, Marxist-poUtical directions." BizzeU 

concludes that "Grasping the analytical possibUities offered by the work of Freire and 

GU-oux, then, presents special chaUenges to tiie ethical commitments of American teachers 

of writing" (60). Beyond offering a lucid interpretation of the problems of student 

empowerment, resistance, and teacherly role, BizzeU's article also emphasizes unresolved 

issues within the Freirean program yet points to the continuing relevance of Freire's system 

as the yardstick against which more contemporary adaptations are stUl measured, decades 

after Freire's initial pubUcation. 

Another work which recognizes much the same unresolved issues as BizzeU notes 

is that of David Stacey in "Liberatory Teaching and Radical StyUstics: Gap-FiUing, 

Framing and Inferencing in an Advanced Composition Course" (1996). Stacey's work sees 

the same unanswered questions about how to teach from a standpoint of (it seems) greater 

knowledge than students and yet empower them, but Stacey tries to buUd on Freire's 

system. He stresses the Unportance of language to the "interdependence" of communal 

dialogue which makes possible the deep perception and transformation of reaUty. Citing 

Lester Faigley for support from a constmctivist perspective, Stacey proposes critícal 

Unguistics as a tool to analyze this sort of language use. Whether that particular Une of 

analysis is foUowed or not, Stacey's work helps bring to FreU-ean use of dialogue a 

postmodemist appreciation of ambiguous double agency, the interdependence of actor and 

acted upon. This recalls Freire's own insistence that teachers must allow themselves to be 
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taught, and must help students realize that they themselves have knowledge worth teaching 

and the abiUty to communicate it. 

A Summarv of Postmodemist Liberatorv Issues 

As can be seen in tiie above survey of Uberatory scholarship m the years 1991-

1995, the sigiúficant issues of a bewUdering diversity of value systems, decentered power 

formulations, and student subjectivity are evident throughouL The one key exception, the 

issue of technology and its possibUitíes, is all but ignored, witii this sUence echoing tiie 

traditional Uberatory position that "technological rationalism" is the dominant ideology 

which Uberatory pedagogy should target. That viewpoint is as out of date as the classical, 

sUnpIistic Marxist doctrine which engendered it Both are madequate for the reaUties of 

postmodem life and the contemporary classroom which must function within that context 

The bulk of publication within Uberatory discourse focuses on the broad problem of 

postmodem adaptation and on its more specific embodiment, the nature of the 

student/teacher relationship. This is a focus which is as apropos as the sUence on 

technology is inappropriate. Although the criticisms of BerUn and others of Freire for 

being naive and simpUstic in his conception of student/teacher power relations must not be 

ignored, a counter argument is suggested by works such as Stacey's, namely that some of 

the supposed naivete of Freire's Pedagogy ofthe Oppressed is more attributable to the 

absence in it of postmodemist terminology-in some cases one is tempted to say "jargon"-

than to tme shortcomings. A valuable perspective for a meta-critique of the Freirean 

scholarship is provided by Peter Roberts in "The Danger of Domestication" (1996). 

Roberts Usts four problematic tendencies in applying FreU-e's work: failure to consider its 

social context, fragmentation of his texts, reductionism in using his principles and 

practices, and reluctance to assess his ideas criticaUy. Broad study of Freirean criticism 

reveals that much support and attempted appUcation is relatively uncritical, but at tUnes 

unfavorable critiques also suffer tiie same malady, particularly m fragmentmg his texts and 

reducing his principles. 

Another thought suggested by Stacey's work is that Patricia BizzeU and otiiers may 

themselves be overemphasizing one aspect of FreUe's system in dismissing the scholarly 
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focus on the central role of language in FreUe's work, such as appears in Berthoff, Stacey 

and others. The most desú-able posture regarding the Freirean legacy is to reaUze the 

ongomg problem of disengaged, too-academic appUcations of FreUe's liberatory program 

whUe at tiie same time stUl privUegmg an exammation of tiie role language plays witiún it. 

To Freire, "tme language" meant a merging of action and reflection. The stemist critiques 

of the usefuhiess of his concepts tend to ignore one element or the other. That is, those 

who would de-emphasize tiie role of language, lUce Bizzell, tend to overvalue the role of 

action, and thus tmncate needed discussion of FreUean concepts in the contemporary 

terminology of social-epistemic leaming and postmodemist culture, discussion necessary to 

successfully adapt Freire to the postmodem classroom. And those who would ignore 

FreU-e's emphasis on transformatory action tend to overvalue talk, which in tum can lead to 

what Bahri calls "managed encounters with othemess," safely contained witiim classroom 

boundaries and then dismissed. 

The irony of these positions is that an overemphasis on action at the expense of 

language can defeat action. This is possible in tiiat without an understanding of popular, 

postmodemist culture as semiotic communication and as immanent power formulations, 

ways to carry the pedagogy beyond the managed classroom may not be found. And a 

narrow focus on language at the expense of action can defeat effective use of language in 

that once again, the classroom is left as a mere prop because the dialogue which occurs 

there remains there. Any instmctor who genuinely hopes to enact a Uberatory pedagogy 

must strive to merge action and reflection by connecting the doings of the classroom to the 

real Uves of students. That, you might say, is the trick. It is profitable to remember Freire's 

enduring emphasis, which Peter Mayo (1997) notes in his posthumous appreciation after 

FreUe's death: the poUtical nature of all educational activity. 

A summation of this twenty-five year cross-sectíon of FreUean and Uberatory 

scholarship points to several reaUzatíons. FUst, it is clear that FreUe's mfluence has not 

abated over time. Therefore an interpretíve reading of his work is justífied as useful. 

Second, there are a number of unresolved issues extant regarding any contemporary 

Uberatory appUcation. Last, the handful of topics which Uberatory and Freirean critics faU 

back to repeatedly aU gather themselves under the mbric of adapting FreUe's principles and 
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praxis to the postmodemist conditions which prevail in contemporary higher educatíon in 

America and many other locales. That is, the most pertinent questions appear to concem the 

formation of the student as subject, the wiUing or unwiUing role of the teacher as a broker 

of empowerment, and the ambiguous role of language in both these circumstances. These 

very questions were paramount even in FreUe's initial publication of Pedagogy ofthe 

Oppressed. The central argument in the present document, despite the very meager attention 

given networked electronic discourse m liberatory scholarship, is that the dialogic, 

postmodemist nature of such a context offers an exceUent opportunity to adapt a FreUean, 

liberatory pedagogy to postmodemist conditions. 

Eight Essential OuaUties of Dialogism 
and Postmodemism 

The purpose of both this survey of Uberatory scholarship and the earlier summary 

of Freire's Pedagogy ofthe Oppressed was to establish dialogism and postmodemism, 

respectively, as the fundamental first principles of a contemporary version of liberatory 

pedagogy, and furthermore as the means which can permit the assimUation of liberatory 

and network pedagogies into a smgle entity. Whereas liberatory pedagogy is pervasively 

dialogic at its very core, its claim to postmodemity is more tenuous, depending on the 

emergence of solutions to certain issues of postmodem adaptation. The central contention 

of this work, as should be clear by now, is that not only does network pedagogy share m 

the dialogic nature of Uberatory pedagogy, but it can help provide tiie needed solutions 

which aUow the nascent postmodem quaUties of Uberatory pedagogy to emerge. 

An important step m supportmg tiiis claim is to gather the preceding discussion of 

these two first principles, dialogism and postmodemism, into eight essential characteristics: 

four fundamental quaUties of dialogism, and four equally fundamental postmodem 

quaUties. These two sets of four qualities wiU permit a manageable exploration of tiie 

strikingly similar dialogism and postmodemism of tiie two pedagogies in question. One 

basic difference between the two sets of quaUties which should be noted is that whereas tiie 

dialogic quaUties are roughly sequential with the last quaUty representmg an outcome, tiie 

postmodem qualities are overlapping and mterchangeable m order of discussion. 
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Four Recursive Stages of Dialogism 

Four essential quaUties can be isolated witiim dialogism as it is presented by FreUe 

and as it is found tiiroughout contemporary Uberatory pedagogy and elsewhere-includmg 

social constmctionism and network pedagogy, as wiU be shown in Chapter Three. 

Furtiiermore, these four quaUties actuaUy form a roughly recursive sequence of stages. 

The sequence is recursive in the sense tiiat writing is recursive: The stages are not whoUy 

isolated from one another, and tiieú- order is not strictiy sequential. Here are tiie four stages 

as Unplied witiim FreUie's pedagogy: Dialogism is based fu-st on tiie ambiguity oflanguage 

that aUows it to create new meanings; second, tiiis dynamic function of language works m 

the form of communal dialogue, discussion within a community of peers. Third, this 

dialogue encourages an epistemological process of knowledge-making that is characterized 

by a merging of action and reflection. Fourth, this epistemological process results, or at 

least can result, in a critical consciousness. Worded more compactíy, these four recursive 

stages can be presented in this way: 

1. The creative ambiguitv of language. 

2. In the form of communal dialogue. 

3. Encourages an epistemological process 

4. Which can result in a critical consciousness. 

These stages do not appear, as such, within Freire's or other liberatory work. 

However, their source can be found in the four concentric scopes of Freire's system which 

have already been discussed. Whereas those concentric scopes were fu-st discussed in a 

manner which stressed tiie way Freire's whole system reaches from very broad to highly 

focused levels, now it is appropriate to emphasize the recursive but roughly progressive 

continuity of the dialogic stages within it, a continuity which foUows the same general-to-

specific progression as the four concentric stages of Freire's entUe liberatory theory. 

With this shift of emphasis in mind, it can be noted that the fu t̂ element or stage, 

the creative ambiguity of language itself, is intrinsic to Freire's discussion of sectarian and 

radicalizing world views. This is so in two ways. FUst, the ambiguity of language can be 

seen simply in that language can be put to both sectarian and radicaUzing uses; this is 

simUar to Bakhtin's juxtaposmg of centripetal and centrifugal Unguistic forces, which wiU 
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be discussed further m Chapter Two. Second and more importantiy, sectarian language-

"inauthentic Ianguage"-suffers from an "absence of doubt" and can Unprison reaUty itself 

m a "circle of certamty" (Pedagogy 21) by Umitmg our understandmg of it Yet tiiis 

ambiguity of language can become creative in tiie guise of FreUe's favored radicaUzing 

world view: Through tiie use of "tme words," or what FreU-e also caUs "autiientic 

language," a radicalizmg world view, "nourished by a critical spirit, is always creative" 

(19). This world view reveals "the world unveiled" (21). So whereas a sectarian world 

view truncates understanding by veUing the natural ambiguity of language, a radicaUzing 

world view enables understanding by utiUzing that ambiguity in creative ways. 

The second dialogic stage, the emphasis on communal dialogue, can be found 

within the next concentric scope, which contains Freire's opposing matrices of cultural 

action. The very labels of these matrices reveal the respective rejection and embracing of 

communal dialogue: Whereas the antidialogic cultural matrix which Freire opposes 

obviously rejects dialogue, the dialogic matrix which Freire favors just as obviously sees 

dialogue as its core element As already pointed out, whereas radicalization makes use of 

language in the broad context of a world view, the dialogic matrix is an instrument with 

which to enact that world view, just as the antidialogic matrix is an instmment of sectarian 

oppression (Pedagogy 160). An important point to note here is that this relationship of 

instmment to world view is what signals tiie progressive relationship of the creative 

ambiguity of language to communal dialogue. That is, within a Uberatory pedagogy, 

communal dialogue is permitted by and utiUzes the creative ambiguity of language. Thus 

the second stage of the dialogic sequence finds its place. 

The thU-d dialogic stage, the manner in which such communal dialogue can create 

knowledge epistemologicaUy, can be found withm the scope of FreUe's pedagogy of 

"problem-posing" witii which he counters tiie "banking" concept of education. The 

epistemic quality of tiiis problem-posing education is UnpUed by its name itself, just as the 

dialogic matrix implies communal dialogue. That is, in posing problems for students 

themseives to solve, and at the same time carefuUy avoiding imposing a particular solution, 

then pedagogy and instmctor are combining to create a context in which these students are 

making new personal knowledge to whatever extent they are able to resolve the problems 
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with which they have been confronted. The presence of tiiis epistemic quaUty is 

emphasized by the distmction made by Ira Shor between pToblcm-posing and problem-

solving pedagogies. Problem-posing, says Shor, is expansive, but a problem-solving 

pedagogy is reductive and leads to oversimpUfication and rote answers (Empowering 

Education 35), outcomes clearly contributing Uttie to a student's making of knowledge. It 

should also be noted that the epistemic tendencies of a problem-posing concept of education 

buUd in tum on the creative ambiguity of language presupposed by a radicalizmg world 

view, and on the communal dialogue privileged by a dialogic matrix of cultural action. 

The last stage of liberatory dialogism, that of a critical consciousness, is in one 

sense the outcome of the previous three stages. However, it is more accurate to say that 

this consciousness tends to appear in the earlier stages sporadicaUy but increasingly often 

and with greater faculty of insight as U becomes a habit of mind-what Ira Shor calls 

critical-transitive, when people begm to make broad connections between mdividual 

experience and social issues (Empowering Education 120). This potential outcome is best 

exemplified in Freire's concept of the "limit-act," already described as the act of 

transcending one's perceived boundaries in some fashion. Such a Umit-act implies the 

action of a critical consciousness in that without such a consciousness, one cannot step 

outside the "ckcle of certainty" of tiie "lUnit-situation." Put differentiy, tiie beUef tiiat tiie 

boundary of the limit-situation is inviolable must itseU" be seen as a belief that can be 

accepted or rejected, and such an insight requUes and at the same time is proof of the 

presence of a new critical spirit. 

This concept of the Umit-act is a cmcial part of the most focused level of Freire's 

system, his actual pedagogy. So it can be seen that just as the four concentric scopes 

described earUer foUow an order of more general to more specific focus—from world view 

to cultural action instmment to educational pedagogy to specific outcome (the limit-act)-

simUarly, these same scopes house the roughly sequential dialogic stages of (1) creative 

ambiguity of language which can be utiUzed by (2) communal dialogue to enable (3) 

epistemic knowledge making, which m tum can resuU in (4) a critical consciousness. The 

connections between these dialogic stages and the concentric scopes of Freire's overall 

theory can be clarified by juxtaposing them in diagrammatic form. 
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In the figure below (Figure 1), both these sets of progressive stages are shown. 

The column on the left represents the progressively more specific levels of Freire's entire 

system of thought The column on the right represents the sUnUarly progressive stages of 

the dialogic process supported by this theory. The straight vertícal arrows show the 

progression from stage to stage, whUe \ht curved, upward-pointing arrows show the less 

sequential, recursive aspect. The horizontal arrows show how tiie four dialogic stages are 

connected to the four levels of Freire's overall system. The core concept of conscíentizagão 

is shown as the unifying base upon which both progressive columns rest. 

Radicalizing 
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enacted by 

i 
Dialogic Matríx 

(Instrument of Cultural ^ 
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\ 

Limit-Acts 
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Critical Consciousness 
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Figure 1. Progressive Dialogic Stages witiiin FreUean Liberatory Theory 
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Four Interconnected Oualities of Postmodemism 

The second fundamental principle bemg claimed for botii liberatory and network 

pedagogies, U wiU be recalled, is postmodemism. Compared to dialogism, its presence m 

Uberatory pedagogy is more problematical because of several factors afready noted, and so 

postmodem quaUties have not always been readUy visible m Uberatory pedagogy, although 

the potential for them has existed. As witii the dialogic principle, tiiis postmodem aspect 

can also be better examined if U is broken into component parts. In essence, that has 

already been accompUshed in Chapter One's Uterature survey, m the issues of technology, 

value diversification, decentered power formulations, student subjectivity. And as 

mentioned, the latter three of these can best be gathered for examination by aUgning them 

with the three areas of greatest postmodem mfluence as Usted earUer by Berlin: value, 

sign, and subject. Regarding these "dismptions of postmodem theory," Berlin says that 

"ChaUenges to signification, subject formation, and explanatory metanarratives can be 

addressed so as to encourage critical Uteracy rather than a passive acquiescence to things as 

they are" (Rhetorics 57). For that reason, and because the three categories together account 

for postmodem phenomena other than technological changes, they work weU as devices 

with which to sort Uberatory pedagogy's postmodem quaUties. Combining Berlin's three 

listed postmodem issues or quaUties with the added issue of postmodem technology, then, 

results in these four overlapping concems: 

• Value 

• Signification 

• Subject formation 

• Technologv 

Subject formation has to do with both student and teacher roles, m that both student 

and instmctor subjectivities are problematized by postmodemism: Multicultural diversity, 

in particular, has called into question many customary assumptions about students and their 

roles, which in tum has cast doubt on the proper reciprocal role of the instmctor. These 

issues of subject formation in tum have to do witii signiflcation m that this term represents 

the issue of postmodem adaptation to less centralized power formulations such as Althusser 

describes. These locations of power function Uke Saussure's and Derrida's simUar views 
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of signification m language: Sign (or pouer formulation) refers always to another sign or 

formulation, and never fmally to a referent or source of that power (Saussure's "Nature of 

the Lmguistic Sign" 1913; Derrida's Of Grammatology 1976). In fact, foUowing Barthes 

(Mythologies 1972), it can be said tíiat tíiese power formulations are a type of semiosis, 

lUce language. So there are few identifiable oppressors m postmodem cultures; instead 

there is only immcment oppression. 

Thirdly, value as a postmodem characteristic of Uberatory pedagogy not only 

includes discussions of the diversity of values within postmodemity, but it also 

encompasses the stmggle of Uberatory pedagogy with its traditional Marxist expectation of 

worker revolution, a supposedly necessary future which seems totally at odds with the 

postmodemist skepticism for metanarratives as described, for instance, by Lyotard. 

The fourth category, unacknowledged by BerUn but already mentioned, is 

technology. Liberatory pedagogy as a nascent postmodem entity has been hindered by the 

technophobia of classical Marxism. There is a great need for Uberatory pedagogy to accept 

and utiUze the inescapable technological emphasis of tíie postmodem condition. Offering a 

strategy towards this end is the purpose of this work. 

UnlUce tiie four dialogic quaUties, tíiese postmodem quaUties are nonsequential yet 

complexly interwoven. Their nonUnear yet mterconnected nature is shown in Figure 2. 

Figure 2. Nonlmear Qualities witiim Postmodemity 
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The two key principles of dialogism and postmodemism have each been subdivided 

mto four qualities or characteristics. The four characteristics of dialogism are language 

itself, communal dialogue, epistemological process, and critical consciousness. The four 

characteristics of postmodemism are vaiue, signiflcation, subject formation, and 

technology. The dialogical characteristics are roughly sequential, with critical 

consciousness bemg a resultmg state, tiiough in practice tiiey are highly recursive and 

reciprocal. By contrast, tiie postmodem characteristics are not sequential; though tiiey 

certainly interact, the interaction is m more complex and unpredictable ways. That m itself 

is indicative of the postmodem condition, which has Uttie to do witii Unear cause and effect. 

These two first principles and theU eight related characteristics wUl be closely examined in 

subsequent chapters. 

The Further Argument 

The chapters that foUow continue to examine, each in tum, the triad of elements 

previewed here: Uberatory pedagogy, networked electronic discourse, and tiie 

postmodemist classroom, focusing perhaps surprisingly on the community coUege 

composition classroom. Chapters n, in, and IV each examines its respective element of 

this triad in Ught of the two cmcial principles introduced here-dialogism and 

postmodemism-by addressing the four qualities of each of these principles. 

Chapter V culminates this progressive narrowing of focus-from liberatory 

pedagogy to networked discourse to the community coUege context-by examining unique 

instances of a Uberatory pedagogy enacted via networked electronic discourse. The chapter 

interprets portions of the rich textual archives produced by a particular enactment of such a 

course, but it also interprets the class as a text in itself The interpretive reading of this 

particular class is augmented by briefer sketches of the experiences of other instmctors 

within such classes. Chapter VI recapitulates tiie steps of the argument and offers 

suggestions for further explorations. 
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CHAPTERII 

THE HISTORICAL PLACEMENT 

OF RADICAL PEDAGOGY 

The Need for Historicization 

In his 1979 article "Marxism and Historicism," Fredric Jameson notes a dilemma 

which confronts anyone who desUes to know an unknown. The one side of the dUemma, 

one form of "not-knowing," is in presuming to identify with the unknown as a strategy for 

conUng to know it This strategy, says Jameson, merely projects ourselves onto the object, 

obscuring its nature with our own. The opposite strategy, denying identification, works no 

better, because we are then confronted by the vast distance of our difference from the 

unknown, which likewise obscures its nature. 

Jameson contends that it is in fact not possible to avoid this dUemma and produce a 

purely objective account of the past; instead, all study of history, mcluding the present 

moment, must be consciously seen as filtering through both prior and current ideologies, 

which he characterizes as the "poUtical unconscious" (45). If this can be done, then we can 

eventually see our own time and consciousness as no end-all, be-aU, but rather as an 

historical moment also. We have historicized that moment; our vision is then "able to grasp 

its own present as history" via a "hermeneutic relationship with the past" (72). 

This concept of historicization is important here in two ways: FUst, it describes m 

large part what is meant when one says that Uberatory pedagogy "problematizes authority." 

It consciously filters authority through the dominant ideology as weU as through others, 

thus gaining valuable intellectual distance from the assumptions of that authority. 

Second, as a key move toward the puipose of Unking network computer pedagogy 

with Uberatory pedagogy, this chapter seeks to historicize several key liberatory texts. This 

historicization was already begun in Chapter One, but much about Uberatory pedagogy 

remains unexplained. Key concepts and the overall dynamics of the pedagogies of Neil 

Postman, Shor, Freire himself, as weU as Stanley Aronowitz and Henry GU-oux, remain 

either vague or unaddressed at all. The relationship of these systems to each other remains 
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unclear. And most importantiy, ways in which these pedagogies have changed over time, 

both in themselves and as a whole body of work, have not been adequately addressed. 

Characteristics of Dialogism and Postmodemism 

To begin then, consider agam tiie fundamental claim before us, that liberatory 

pedagogy and network pedagogy work well as alUes. Why is this pertinent? Why does it 

matter? It matters because contemporary postmodem conditions, as stated, create 

dangerous turbulence that brings the effectiveness of our entUe system of education into 

question. And, as also stated in Chapter I, liberatory pedagogy with Us emphasis on 

critical thinking can offer a vitaUy important response to this condition. But if Uberatory 

pedagogy can in fact be a vital pedagogy for contemporary conditions, it must exhibit two 

qualities: It must be dialogic, and it must itself be postmodem in cmcial ways. Not 

incidentaUy, these same two qualities, if present in Uberatory pedagogy, also are tiie very 

ones which allow it to mesh with network pedagogy. 

The former quality, dialogism, is a fundamental characteristic of any uiie Uberatory 

pedagogy. Its presence has been shown in Freire's system. This chapter wiU show how it 

also mns strongly through Freire's intellectual descendants, and tiie means to show this 

dialogic continuity wUl be the four roughly sequential, recursive quaUties presented at the 

end of Chapter I: Fkst, the creative ambiguity oflanguage tiiat aUows the creation of new 

meanings; second, communal dialogue, conversation among a community of peers which 

is botii permitted by and serves as a context for tiiis dynamic function of language; third, 

the epistemological process of knowledge-makmg which occurs when dialogue is tmly 

dialogic m tiie sense in which FreUe uses tiie term; and fomth, tiie cmcial outcome of 

conscientizagão, the critical consciousness which can result from this communal knowledge 

making as it becomes a habit of mind. 

These are tiie four fundamental characteristics tiiat anUnate the principle of liberatory 

dialogism. TheU continuing liberatory presence wiU be shown m tiie fu-st section of tiiis 

chapter by examining tiiem m the concepts and systems of Neil Postman, Ira Shor, Stanley 

Aronowitz, and Henry GUoux, and furtiier by comparing tiiem to tiie pioneering dialogic 

theories of MUdiail Bakhtin and Lev Vygotsky. 
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The second quality being claimed for both Uberatory and network pedagogies, it 

wUl be recaUed, is postmodemism. As witii the four dialogic qualities, four postmodem 

qualities were presented and discussed in Chapter I. A distinction between the two sets of 

characteristics which is wortii reiteratmg is tiiat whereas tiie dialogic traits show a recursive 

but nevertheless sequential relationship, the postmodem traits do not, mstead representing 

simultaneous and overlappUig conditions. Three of tiiese four postmodem traits have been 

borrowed from James BerUn: One is value, referrmg to the postmodem skepticism for 

metanarrative which stems largely from growing awareness of the tremendous diversity of 

values within and among various cultures. The second is signiflcation, which serves as 

metaphor for the decentered nature of postmodem power formulations. Because of the 

cmcial role of language in the formulation of power, signification is not only metaphor but 

means, as well. The tiiird quaUty taken from Berlin's work is subject formation, referring 

to the types of individual consciousnesses formed by such power formulations. Of 

particular interest is the nature of power as it resides in teachers, and how that power may 

affect the subjectivities of students. The fourth quality, technoiogy, is largely ignored both 

by Berlin and by most other Uberatory pedagogists. Yet because technology, particularly 

networked computer technology, is more and more ubiquitous to postmodem culture, 

educators can continue to ignore it only at the peril of becoming hopelessly unfamiUar with 

their own students. 

Dialogic OuaUties in Contemporary Radical Pedagogy 

The dialogic principle which mns so strongly throughout Freire's system is visible 

as well in his major contemporaries and intellectual heUs. Four writers stand out: NeU 

Postman, Ira Shor, Stanley Aronowitz and Henry GUoux, the last two often working as 

coauthors. Of these writers, only Postman presented his own liberatory system 

contemporaneously with Paulo FreUe, coauthoring his work Teaching as a Subversive 

Activity in 1969 witii Charles Weingartner. Ira Shor's most widely recognized work is 

Empowering Education: Critical Teachingfor Social Change (1992), m which he presents 

his own complete pedagogy. That pedagogy is closely modeled on FreU-e's, although 

presenting refmements in some areas. 
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Several texts by Aronowitz and Giroux wiU be examined, tiie fu t̂ of which is 

Aronowitz's early book False Promises: The Shaping ofAmerican Working Class 

Consciousness (1977). In tiiis work, Aronowitz (writing alone) does not focus on 

pedagogy, working mstead from a cultural historian's perspective. By 1985, Aronowitz 

had begun his fmitful coUaboration with Henry GUoux m tiieU 1985 text Education under 

Siege: The Conservative, Liberal, and Radical Debate Over Schooling, which is dedicated 

to Paulo FreU .̂ In 1993, tiiis book saw a second edition entitied Education: Still Under 

Siege which in most ways echoes its precursor. In between, they authored Postmodern 

Education (1991), which is more pedagogicaUy oriented tíian eitiier of tiie other texts. 

These authors' works account for the major contemporary threads of liberatory pedagogy 

and wiU be used to show both its dialogic and postmodem quaUties. 

The Dynamic Ambiguitv of Language 

The dynamic nature of language is the foundation of dialogism. FreUe's entUe 

pedagogy rests on the ambiguous, connotative nature of language; he writes that "to exist, 

humanly, is to name the world, to change it" (Pedagogy 69). This emphasis is also 

evident, for example, in his distinction between speaking words that are "tme," and which 

merge reflection and action, and those which do not do this. ImpUcit in Freire's waming 

about language which is not "tme" is the understanding tiiat the two sorts may be easily 

confused when a critical consciousness is not present If they may be confused, then this 

potential confusion in tum assumes an ambiguity of language; language can be tumed to 

either radicaUzing or sectarian uses. 

Postman shares Freire's emphasis on the role of language, which is the "unifying 

and continumg focus of aU student mquiry" because the process of knowing is inseparable 

from it (Teaching 122). "Our languaging process is fuUy Unplicated in any and aU of our 

attempts to assess reaUty," he notes (99). Another mdicator of tiie similarity of Postman's 

and Freire's positions on language is theU judgment on the outcome of traditional 

education: "The students who endure [traditional education] come out as passive, 

acquiescent, dogmatic, intolerant, authoritarian, inflexible, conservative personaUties who 

desperately need to resist change m an effort to keep their Ulusion of certainty intact" (217). 
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It is this "Ulusion of certainty" that suggests the dual possibiUties of language, either to help 

conceal or help reveal the nature of one's cUcumstances. In FreUean terms, such students 

emerge weU trained m a sectarian, anti-dialogic view of the world. 

Ira Shor overtiy deals witii language and Us nature less than either Postman or 

FreU-e, yet language and Us creative ambiguity are impUcit tiiroughout Shor's pedagogy. 

For example, m Empowering Education he stresses dialogue, which impUes language Ui aU 

its guises. He also says tiiat critical thought, and tiius language, is sUnultaneously a 

cognitive and an affective activity. Besides drawing on the rhetorical appeals of logos and 

pathos, this suggests a synthesis of these potentially contradictory elements which in tum 

implies the mtemaUy contentious nature of language. Shor's concept of a "thU-d idiom"-

discourse between students and teachers-also Unplies creative ambiguity of language, in its 

joining of usuaUy alien vemaculars (Empowering Education 255). 

Like Shor, Aronowitz and GUoux deal littie with the nature of language as such, 

though its significance is UnpUcit throughout theU work. Accounting for the presence of 

the various dialogic elements in their work is also compUcated because they address 

Uberatory issues on the level of classroom pedagogy, on the level of the national debate on 

education, and culturaUy as a whole. Yet the role of language can be seen in various ways. 

In Aronowitz's False Promises, for instance, he discusses the way in which culture itself 

has become a commodity in thUd-wave capitaUsm (6). This creates a considerable 

momentum away from critical reflection on culture as a semiotic text and toward the more 

superficial perception of it as commodity. Here Aronowitz echoes Barthes (Mythologies 

1972) in his extension of semiosis to non-Unguistic phenomena, but the underlyUig 

semiotic assumption is the same as Freire's: The meaning of symbols, whether Unguistic 

or otherwise, is constantiy transformed through use. 

Elsewhere, in Aronowitz's later coUaboration with GUoux, they note that "leammg 

occurs within conversation" (Education UnderSiege 12), which implies both tiie dynamic 

ambiguity of language and its epistemological function. A more systematic use of the 

ambiguous nature of language occurs in theU more pedagogicaUy oriented work, 

Postmodern Education. In this work, they propose tiiree strategies with which to enact a 

postmodem Uberatory pedagogy: "counter-text," "counter-memory," and "the poUtics of 
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difference." Clearly postmodem, the strategies are dialogic as weU. The fu-st, counter-

text, lets students "engage tiie multiple references that constitute different cultural codes, 

experiences, and languages" (118). These "multiple references" and "different codes" 

imply tiie same view of dynamically ambiguous language as seen in FreU-e and otiiers. 

Communal Dialogue 

As stated, tiie ambiguous nature of language (which I. A. Richards calls 

"mterinanUnatory" in his Philosophy ofRhetoric, 1936) aUows U to be used for eitiier 

obscuring or revealing surroundmg conditions. Liberatory pedagogy, of course, favors tiie 

latter, and so some means is needed to encourage that end. The means is communal 

dialogue, the importance of which is emphasized by FreUe, for example, m his problem-

posing pedagogy, as opposed to a pTobXtm-solving practice which can tempt an instmctor 

to supply ready-made "solutions" which discourage dialogue. Posing problems, on tiie 

other hand, encourages it. 

Communal dialogue is ubiqiUtous throughout FreUe's pedagogy, and lUcewise in 

those of his contemporaries and successors. Where FreUe proposes a "problem-posing" 

education, Postman and Weingartner propose an "inquUy method" (25) comprised of four 

components: teacher, students, problems, and problem-posing strategies. The authors 

discuss the "ecology" of the classroom, a balance in which problems posed must be 

relevant and where the teacher's attitude is cmcial. This system matches FreUe's in its 

emphasis on seeking input from students in choosing relevant questions (Teaching 60); 

Weingartner and Postman note that "The art and science of asking questions is the source 

ofaUknowledge"(81). 

Shor's emphasis on communal dialogue is equaUy great. It can be clearly seen m 

his key ideas, which are student-centered teaching, co-developed curriculums (with student 

input), generative topics taken ft-om the student context, and project groups on self-selected 

issues. These ideas have obvious links to the dialogic quaUty of FreUe's system. And Uke 

Freire, Shor's curriculum is a problem-posing one. 

As with language in Aronowitz and GUoux's work, communal dialogue is present 

on several levels. In Aronowitz's 1977 work, he argues that rather than separately 
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examming the history, mstitutions, poUtical consciousness, and culture of tiie American 

working class, a "multidimensional methodology" is needed mstead to answer tiie broad 

question, "What role can the working class play as a force for social change or social 

stabiUty m our country?" (xii). In tíiis multidUnensional metiiodology, Aronowitz is 

essentially calUng for a communal dialogue on tiie level of society as a whole. 

On the level of the debate on education, Aronowitz and GUoux's purpose is to 

confront critiques which, "altiiough valuable, have abandoned the quest for a critical 

education Ui our schools" (Education Under Siege x). They examine three such critiques: 

traditional Uberal, neoconservative, and radical, that is, liberatory. Aronowitz and 

GU-oux's analysis of the tfiree Usted stances on education is notable because m theU attempt 

to revitaUze tiie "sense of possibUity" of the radical (Uberatory) voice, tiiey tum to FreUean 

pedagogy and more particularly, tiiey tum to its dialogic foundations: 

Working under radicaUy different circumstances, Paulo Freire drew 
conclusions that are by no means far from the educational philosophies of Dewey 
and Gramsci. His overriding goal of empowerment for oppressed BraziUan 
peasants entaUed distinct but closely related steps: tiie vaUdation of the 'voices' of 
people who are traditionaUy deprived of legitimate participation in poUtical as weU 
as civil society. Thus, Freire's pedagogy is dialogic: leaming occurs withm 
conversation, and not as top-down instmction between the teacher and student. 
(11-12) 

Besides showing theU valuation of communal dialogue in a pedagogical sense, by 

Unking the American Uberatory thread from Dewey to the Marxist positions of Gramsci and 

Freire, Aronowitz and GUoux attempt to begin a new dialogue of possibiUty in American 

Uberatory education. They are, m essence, attemptmg to expand the dialogic nature of 

Uberatory discourse per se to act within the larger scope of a dialogue on education itself. 

In regards to pedagogy, Aronowitz and GUoux deciare, in Postmodern Education, 

their purpose to reject "fmaUty and certainty for the voice of difference and dialogue" (188). 

The thU-d characteristic they Ust for such a postmodem Uberatory pedagogy, a poUtics of 

difference, reinforces this aim; they refer to it as "constituted in dialogue" (189). 

The common groimd among the three levels of dialogue touched on in Aronowitz 

and GUoux's body of work—cultural conditions, educational doctrine, and classroom 

pedagogy—is captured when they caU for "a language and social practice in which different 

voices and traditions exist and flourish to the degree that they listen to the voices of others" 
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(Education Under Siege 188). This statement captures tiie liberatory use of communal 

dialogue for other writers, as weU. 

Epistemoloeical Process 

The epistemological nature of FreUe's pedagogy is evident in various ways, just as 

its reUance on communal dialogue is. For mstance, his discussion of the intentionaUty of 

consciousness shows tiiis, in tiiat knowledge is the implied mtent. But FreUe clearly states 

his epistemological focus in various works, as aUeady noted. In his Pedagogy ofthe 

Oppressed, Freire refers to dialogue as encouraging "tiimking which perceives reality as 

process, as transformation" (73), the impUcation being tiiat such tiiUUdng can tfien affect 

that process consciously, intentionally. And in his "Dialogue" with Donaldo Macedo, 

FreU-e says plamly tiiat "dialogue characterizes an epistemological relationship" (379). 

Postman's axiom that asking questions is the source of knowledge indicates this 

same epistemological tiun. He and Weingartner also characterize lessons as being about 

the meanings the students assign. This, tiiey note, changes the psychological context of the 

classroom and "makes both possible and acceptable a plurality of meanings" (97). Thus 

Postman's use of dialogue, like FreUe's, not only is clearly epistemic but also predicts to 

some extent the more recent constmctivist/epistemic emphasis on negotiating meaning. 

Shor shares this cmcial emphasis on dialogic knowledge-making. In 1987, Shor 

co-authored with FreUe an article entitied "What Is the 'Dialogical Method' of Teaching?" 

in which they define dialogue as a means both to transform social relations in the classroom 

(what Postman caUs the classroom "ecology") and to raise awareness about society. As 

mentioned in Chapter One, Shor also notes the epistemological difference between 

problem-posing and problem-solving pedagogies, with the former being expansive, the 

latter being reductive and leading to oversUnpUfication and rote answers (Empowering 

Education 35). 

But Shor's clearest expUcation of liberatory, dialogic epistemology occurs m his 

discussion of desocialization. Shor echoes Freire in defining desociaUzation as questioning 

the processes that make us who we are, contending that the result of this desocialization is 

"critical rethinking" (113). This concept closely matches FreUe's conscientizagão as 
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defined previously. Shor goes on to specify tiiree stages by which a critical consciousness 

is developed through desociaUzation: an intransitive stage, m which people deny tiieU 

power to change theU Uves or society; semi-transitive, where people begUi to see tiie 

possibiUty of change but continue to act m unconnected ways, exhibiting an unintegrated 

view of tiie world; and fmaUy, critical-transitive, when people begUi to make broad 

connections between Uidividual experience and social issues (120). 

This sequence is a notable advance Shor makes from tiie work of FreUe, but 

nevertiieless tiie stages are present m FreUe's Pedagogy tiiough less elaborated. FreUe 

writes, "Humankind emerge from theU- submersion and acquire tiie abiUty to intervene m 

reaUty as U is unveiled. Intervention m reaUty-historical awareness Uself-thus represents a 

step forward from emergence, and resuUs from the conscientizagão of the situation. 

conscientizagão is the deepening of the attitude of awareness characteristic of aU 

emergence" (Pedagogy 90). Put differentiy, Freire posits three stages-submersion, 

emergence, and mtervention-which suggest Shor's clearer categories of intransitive, semi-

transitive, and critical-transitive. 

Epistemology, like the quaUties of dynamic language and communal dialogue, are 

also traceable in the works of Aronowitz and Giroux. In False Promises, Aronowitz 

contends that "It is the stmggles of the workers themselves rather tiian the agitational 

activities of organized labor unions or radical groups that compel the development of new 

forms of consciousness" (5). The implication for pedagogy is to emphasize student self-

enfranchisement over the teacher's role as a leader. This emphasis on student self-

enfranchisement in tum mirrors the epistemological nature of the dialogue favored by 

liberatory pedagogy. 

On the level of the educational debate, epistemology is also evident. They see FreUe 

as having elaborated Dewey's "stiU unrefmed idea of communication and cooperation in 

schools" in such a way that "FreUe's reflexive concept of knowledge is compatible with 

Dewey's notion that experience is not reactive but a creative and meaningful relationship 

between the individual and her historical and contemporary situation where changed 

cUcumstances produce new and transformed knowledges" (Education Under Siege 12). 

The attraction of Aronowitz, at least, to Freire's privileging of a "reflexive concept of 
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knowledge" is predictable from Aronowitz's early contention (in False Promises) that it is 

the action of individuals working together, not tiie actions of leaders, which produce new 

forms of consciousness, "new and transformed knowledges." And tiiis reflexive concept 

of knowledge is clearly epistemic and thus dialogic. 

Pedagogically, Aronowitz and GUoux carry out this same emphasis on knowledge-

makUig, seeking "mtemal contradictions," "dismptions" witiiin conventional school 

knowledge (Postmodern Education 6). Elsewhere they speak of this search as a merging 

of "dialogue and stmggle," (189), reflecting the FreUean epistemology which joins 

reflection with action. And they appropriate Foucault's concept of "coimter-memory," 

which "represents a critical reading of how the past informs the present" and tries to 

"rewrite the language of resistance in terms that connect human beings within forms of 

remembrance that dignify public life" (124). This concept resembles Jameson's 

historicizing impulse. And it draws on dialogue broadly much m the semiotic sense of the 

passage from False Promises on the commodification of culture, and as in that instance, 

employs the creative ambiguity of language as a way of "reading" events firom more than a 

single perspective. This act of counter-memory is epistemic in re-negotiating the meaning 

of both past and present by examining them criticaUy in Ught of one another, Aronowitz and 

GU-oux say that it brings about "defamUiarization" (121) which m tum encourages new 

formulations of knowledge. As with the otiier quaUties of dialogism, the epistemological 

making of knowledge is as important an element for Aronowitz and GU-oux as it is for 

FreU'e, Postman, and Shor. 

Critical Consciousness 

Freire's desU-ed outcome of the epistemological negotiation of meaning is this 

concept of conscientizagão, a critical spirit. It is a "consciousness as consciousness of 

consciousness" (Pedagogy 60), an abiUty to "perceive social, poUtical, and economic 

contradictions" (17). Put differentíy, it is tiie outcome of an historicizmg Uisight which can 

aUow one to look self-consciously at one's own historical moment. 

Postman's work seeks something very close to this. In Teaching as a Subversive 

Activity, Postman and Wemgartner contend tiiat education needs to teach abilities and 
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attitudes, not facts (xiii). In this respect, Postman's work echoes FreUe's indictment of 

banking education. Postman and Wemgartner recommend a "counter-cycUcal" approach to 

education, in which schools should stress values ignored by otiier societal institutions (4). 

This contention builds on a sense of power formulations tiiat is akUi to Altiiusser's: "The 

envU-onment itself conveys tiie critical and dommant messages by controUmg tiie 

perceptions and attitudes of tiiose who participate m it" (19). The aim of tiie suggested 

counter-cycUcal program is to create a critical consciousness able to perceive tiiese power 

formulations by juxtaposUig tiiem, via dialogue, agaUist altemative mterpretations, as botii 

Freire and Jameson recommend in tiieU own terminology. 

Shor's simUar aim of encouraging a critical consciousness is aUeady evident as the 

outcome of his description of desociaUzation. He further elaborates tiie stages of 

consciousness Usted m that description by listmg four traits of critical consciousness: 

power awareness, awareness of the power of human agency; critical literacy, habits of 

reading, writing, and thinking that delve beneath surface appearances; permanent 

desocialization, sensing self and social transformation as a joint process; and self education 

and organization, pursuing knowledge on one's own to help develop both critical thought 

and a cooperative action (125). 

As with Freire, Postman, and Shor, Aronowitz and Giroux's brand of liberatory 

pedagogy also seeks the outcome of a more critical consciousness. They encourage 

teachers, and by extension theU students, to become what they caU "border intellectuals" 

(Education Under Siege 20), meaning critics of culture who can exist on the inteUectual 

borders between dogmas. In Postmodern Education, they write that such a "border 

pedagogy" must have a grasp of "the ways in which difference is constmcted" so as to 

"change the prevaiUng relations of power that sustain them" (128)-precisely the aUn of a 

FreUean critical consciousness. 

Comparisons to the Dialogism 
of Bakhtm and Vvgotskv 

By now it should be clear that dynamic language, communal dialogue, epistemic 

knowledge-making, and the resultant critical consciousness together constitute the crucial 
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comerstones of FreUean liberatory dialogism, and moreover tiiat these qualities do not 

significantiy change in the Uitervenmg years between FreU-e's presentation of them m 

Pedagogy ofthe Oppressed and the present. Another question to explore is how FreU-ean 

dialogism compares to tiiat of Bakhtin and Vygotsky. If it shows close similarity, tiien 

tiiere is a strong UkeUhood tiiat tiiis simUarity wUl hold as well witii tiie dialogism of 

contemporary social constmctionist theory, which has aUeady been noted by various 

writers as bearing similarity to Bakhtin's concepts (e.g., Bmffee 1986). If this in tum 

holds tme, then tiiere is a strong case to be made for a common theoretical basis for 

liberatory and network pedagogies, m that constmctionist theory is widely acknowledged 

as the foundation of network tiieory (e.g., Lanham 1990; Batson et al. 1993; Hawisher 

1994; Tomow 1997). 

As can be seen, these same four dialogic qualities do mesh with Bakhtin's and 

Vygotsky's ideas. 

Dynamic Ambiguitv of Language 

Bakhtin's central idea is that meaning is created dialogically, that is, via interplay of 

many contrasting voices and ideas. Socially, it is enacted by means of literal dialogue. 

Anne Ruggles Gere (1987) comments that for Bakhtm, "idea systems exist as a relation 

between speakers and listeners or between social groups; because no two individuals ever 

share exactíy the same experiences or belong to precisely the same social groups, [they] 

constantíy translate and negotiate meanings mteractively" (Writing Groups 87). If idea 

systems exist as relations, this presupposes that language itself is also relational, since idea 

systems depend on language. This concept is simUar to FreUe's concept of language 

within a liberatory pedagogy, m which critical reflection merges action and thought in a 

genuine use of language that has the power to transform reality. The relational aspect of 

ideas is the source of that power. The same concept can be seen in the "border pedagogy" 

of Giroux and Aronowitz, and to FreU'e's own later elaborations. 

Even in the work of an individual, tiiere is dialogue, as Bakhtin observed in his 

Discourse in the Novel (1981). For that matter, in tiie article "MikhaU BakhtUi: Between 

Phenomenology and Marxism," Michael Bemard-Donals notes that phenomenology and 
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Marxism formed two dialogic poles in Bakhtin's work itself (170). Similarly, one can note 

a certain dialogic ambivalence in Freire's work between the poles of tiie transformative 

power of language and tiie more classical Marxist desUe for revolutionary acts-tiiough 

FreU ,̂ aware of the potential clash of these poles, attempts to merge them in tiie concept of 

critical reflection. So language is seen as changeable and dialogic botii as used sociaUy and 

as used privately. 

Bakhtin explores this more deeply when he sees language as "ideologicaUy 

saturated: We are taking language not as a system of abstract grammatical categories, but 

rather language conceived as ideologicaUy saturated, language as a world view, even as a 

concrete opinion, ensuring a maximum of mutual understanding in aU spheres of 

ideological Ufe" (Discourse 271). This is a concept offering at least two readings. One is 

that language is the vehicle of a particular dominant group; language is saturated with that 

group's ideology; this is similar, says John Clifford, to "Marx's famous dictum from The 

German Ideology that the mling ideas of a given time are mUng-class ideas" ("The Subject 

in Discourse" 50). However, how would such a reading support Bakhtin's further point 

that such an ideology ensures a "maximum of mutual understanding"? It would not But a 

second, more sophisticated reading of ideological saturation of language draws on 

Althusser: Noting that Althusser situates ideology not simply within the ruling class, but 

instead "in the continuous stmggle between antagonistic classes," CUfford points out that 

"Ideology is not simply a mirror of the values of the domUiant class but rather those ideas 

modified through bitter, contentious stmggles with one another, a compromise, a trade-off, 

a melding of opposing discourses" (50). 

A mutual understanding is possible in this concept of language because words 

absorb so many nuances and colors during interaction. Similarly, Freire describes "tme 

words" as being transformative. The ideological saturation of language can be seen as akin 

to Freire's view that genuine language is constituted of reflection and action, yielding the 

formula of "word = work = praxis" (68). Both FreUe and Bakhtin see language as useless 

if it is shom of its close connection to the Ufe of its users. They also, Ui different ways, 

point out the polyphony within language which offers "mptures," points where voices 

other than the dominant one may make themselves heard. 
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Bakhtin's view of language is reinforced in Marxism and the Philosophy of 

Language (1973), which is noteworthy because of the way Bakhtin discusses Saussure. 

Bakhtin notes Saussure's semiotic assumption that signs are arbitrary, having no inherent 

meaning, which Saussure elaborates in his seminal Course in General Linguistics (1913). 

To Bakhtin, that concept supports his contention of two opposing Imguistic influences, the 

"centripetal" influence of a common unitary language~the language of authority-and the 

"centrifugal" influence of manifold "heteroglossic" forces-those which combUie to 

undermine the authority of one word/one meanUig. That is, because words have no 

inherent meaning and signs refer always and only to further signs, not to reaUty itself, 

meaning is detemrUned in fits and starts as a result of the opposing forces that Bakhtin 

describes. Freire's system likewise depends upon this concept of language that can be 

traced back to Saussure. In FreUe's work, the concept appears m his definition of "tme 

language" as transformative. 

The work of Vygotsky is, if anything, more closely connected to that of FreUe than 

is Bakhtin's work. Like Freire, Vygotsky's emphasis is on the act of leaming. Vygotsky 

asserts language as the bridge that translates perception to action, via interpretmg it; because 

language is social, so is leaming. Jerome Bmner offers this interpretation of Vygotsky's 

view of language: Vygotsky sees two "signal systems" by which human beings make sense 

of the world about them. The fû st such system processes the world through the senses; the 

second system processes it through language. Furthermore, Vygotsky proposes a unity of 

these two systems, witii the second signal system being prUnary. The unity, according to 

Vygotsky, is actuaUy formed by a triad of elements: perception, speech, and action. Of 

tiiese three elements, Vygotsky sees language as paramount Ui tiiat it organizes botii 

perception and action (Bruner 70-71). Therefore he sees tfie fu-st signal system of 

perception as more prUnitive and secondary to the more sophisticated system of processmg 

the world via language. 

Vygotsky's placement of language as the fulcmm between perception and action 

finds sUnilar expression in FreU-e m tiie fundamental Uberatory claim, akeady noted 

previously, tiiat "To exist, humanly, is to name the world, to change it" (Pedagogy 69). 

Freire's interpretation of genuine, transformative language as a merging of action and 
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reflectíon ("word = work = praxis") is very sUnilar to Vygotsky's concept of language. 

Thus both Bakhtin and Vygotsky view language as a dynamically ambiguous creative 

force. TheU respective systems buUd on this concept just as Uberatory pedagogy does. 

Communal Dialogue 

Just as in FreU-ean dialogism, that of Bakhtin and Vygotsky sees tiie namre of 

language as encouragmg a vigorous communal dialogue. The broad Unportance of the 

dialogic view of language housed witiiin Vygotsky's and Bakhtin's works is emphasized 

by Gere, who outUnes two fundamental schools of thought conceming language origins. 

One school posits an asocial genesis of language (Writing Groups 77); the other proposes 

that language develops first from social origins, only secondarily becoming intemaUzed 

(81). More simply, the former proposes an "inside-out" genesis, while the latter proposes 

an "outside-in" beginning. The two categories are largely opposed. 

UntU perhaps a decade ago, Westem culture was much more famUiar with the 

inside-out school of thought, which, notes Gere, is prominently represented by Piaget, 

who taught that language begins with egocentric speech which originates within a person 

and moves graduaUy to a more decentered perspective (77). According to this theory, 

sociaUzation helps but is not cmcial to language development because of the inner origin of 

speech. Gere goes on to note several less visible but very significant features of Piagetian 

theory: Those who use it tend to buUd systems of thought which are Cartesian and which 

are individuaUy oriented (77-8). As examples witiiin the field of composition, Gere 

mentions Janet Emig's process studies (The Composing Processes ofTwelfth Graders), 

the work of Flower and Hayes ("Problem Solving Strategies and tiie Writing Process"), 

James Britton (Jhe Development ofWriting Abilities), and James Moffett (Teaching the 

Universe ofDiscourse) (78-9). Gere notes that such a dUection creates dichotomies, not 

complementarities. Dichotomies encourage stasis, not progress. As for the role of 

language in this concept, it tends not to be epistemological. Ratiier, writes Gere, the 

asocial genesis concept sees "the mind as a closed box" and language as "nothUig more 

than a conduU connectUig Uitemal and extemal worlds" (80). Such a view of language is 

very opposed to Freire's, in which "tme words" have the power to transform reaUty. 
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Along with Piaget, notable supporters of the asocial genesis concept of language 

development are Saussure, Freud, and more recentiy, Noam Chomsky, according to Gere. 

Ironically, considering Saussure's view of language as dynamic and arbitrary, Gere sees 

hUn as a proponent of the Piagetian school: "Ferdinand de Saussure's opposition of 

languelparole, synchronic/diachronic, and syntagmatic/paradigmatic during the early years 

of this century had a powerful influence on the shape of American Imguistics up to and 

including Noam Chomsky's competence^erformance distinction," Gere notes (85). 

Particularly powerful was tiie languelparole distmction, which effectively separated tiie 

practical study of social conventions (langue) from tiie study of an Uidividual's unique 

combination and use of language conventions (parolé). Freud's work also contributed to 

and enacted this separation by concentrating, like Piaget, on the individual m isolation. 

Gere names Vygotsky and Bakhtin as key figures representmg the altemative, 

outside-in view of language development. This view, says Gere, sees egocentric speech as 

a "continuation of sociaUy and envUonmentaUy oriented language development" (81)-just 

tiie reverse of the Piagetian concept. Writes Vygotsky, "Development m thmking is not 

fi*om the individual to the sociaUzed, but from the social to the mdividual" (Thought and 

Language 20). Bakhtin's work foUows suit, going so far as to redefme the psyche as a 

social entity: The psyche "enjoys extraterritorial status... [as] a social entity that 

penetrates inside the organism of the individual person" (Marxism and the Philosophy of 

Language 39, qtd. in Gere 86). 

In Discourse on the Novel, Bakhtin's concepts use the venue of Uterary criticism to 

suggest a broad definition of social interaction which is further developed in the other 

works. He explains how the different voices present in a novel can be used as a metaphor 

for the way meaning is made communaUy. So the novel, as such a metaphor, displays a 

"polyphony" of meanUig: "For the prose writer, the object is a focal pomt for heteroglot 

voices among which his own voice must also sound; tiiese voices create the background 

necessary for his own voice" (278). This polyphony of meanmg suggests the multivocaUty 

of voices which exists sUnUarly in a communal dialogue. 

This polyphony or multivocality of communal dialogue is also simUar to FreUe's 

description of the role of a teacher's voice withm tiie context of student voices: "In a 
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humanizmg pedagogy the method ceases to be an instrument by which the teachers can 

manipulate the students, because it expresses tíie consciousness of tiie students 

tiiemselves." What is needed, instead, is a ''co-intensive education" (Pedagogy 50-51). Ui 

essence, FreU^ is describing a context which displays precisely the multiple voices and 

consequentiy the polyphony of meaning which Bakhtm sees Ui tiie novel as metaphor and 

in society as communal interaction. 

This sort of communal dialogue seen m Bakhtin's work is just as obvious m 

Vygotsky's claUn that "Development Ui tiUnkmg is not fi-om tiie individual to the sociaUzed, 

but from tiie social to tiie mdividual" (Thought andLanguage 20). This concept also fmds 

simUarly clear expression in Freire when FreUe goes on to comment that "No one can say a 

tme word alone . . . Dialogue is the encounter between men, mediated by the world, in 

order to name the world" (69). One distmction worth noting is that, unlike either Bakhtin 

or Vygotsky, FreUe shows less concem for whether inner or social thought may occur 

fu^t, but instead focuses on the reciprocal nature of both. 

So for Freire, as for Bakhtin and Vygotsky, genuine use of language-that is, 

which allows heteroglossic interplay in the service of nurturing a critical consciousness-

does not occur in isolation but communally. He cites Lukacs' waming in Lenine that the 

revolutionary party must "explain to the masses theU own action." History suggests that in 

practice, this advice was often followed imperfectiy. But FreUe mterprets this statement in 

two ways, fu t̂ that "Reflection, which is essential to action, is implicit in Lukacs' 

requUement;" second that "the requirement is seen not m terms of explaining to, but rather 

dialoguing with the people about tiieir actions" (Pedagogy 35). For FreU-e's pedagogy, 

dialogue means the teacher is also a student and tiie students, teachers: "Both are 

simultaneously teachers and students" (Pedagogy 53). Each has a useful perspective to 

contribute to the whole, "translating and negotiating meanings mteractively" as Gere says 

of Bakhtin's concept. 

Epistemological Process 

When, as Gere points out, Bakhtm speaks of negotiating meaning through dialogic 

use of language, he is referring to the same epistemological use of dialogue which is seen 
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in FreUe's and otiier Uberatory pedagogies. Ui this regard, Bakhtin posits two forces 

which work on language, botii aUeady noted. The fu-st is "centripetal," which he defmes 

as tiie force of convention, tiiat is, all attempts at a "common unitary language" (Discourse 

270). This force is the influence of common usage, as well as tiie force of tiie dominant 

ideology within language, but may also be found in intentioned attempts which generally 

origmate fi-om autiioritative entities such as govemments (and schools); such language 

tends to arrive witii its "authority attached." A weU known example of an attempt at a 

unitary language is tiiat of John Locke, who pursued tiie ideal of a matiiematical exactitude 

for language, a one-word/one-meaning concept 

This centripetal force is opposed and balanced by what Bakhtm caUs 

"heterogIossia"~tiie totaUty of converging mtemal and extemal forces which control tiie 

meanmg of any utterance. This force is centrifugal, representmg tiie ongoing tendency of 

words to mutate by continually absorbing shades of meaning from a multitude of different 

understandmgs and usages. BakhtUi writes tiiat "tiie centripetal forces of tiie Ufe of 

language, embodied m a 'unitary language,' operate Ui tiie midst of heteroglossia" (271). 

I. A. Richards caUed this phenomenon the "mterinanUnation" of language, and argued that 

without it, language would soon become a relic, devoid of its abiUty to animate the world 

around us (Philosophy 47-8). These heteroglot forces, various in kind, are collectively the 

engine which drives change, because of the constant negotiation of new meanings. 

Bakhtin writes, "Alongside the centripetal forces, the centrifugal forces of language carry 

on their unintermpted work . . . the unintermpted processes of de-centraUzation and 

disunification go forward" (272). 

For Freire, both the centrifugal force of heteroglossia and the centripetal force of 

unitary language are represented on various levels. On the broadest level, unitary language 

is represented by the sectarian world view: "Should this person thmk dialectically, it is 

with a 'domesticated dialectic'" (Pedagogy 20), FreUe comments. Such "domesticated 

dialectic" is typical of unitary language because such language, bound closely to agreed-

upon meanings and severed from the freshening Unpact of heteroglot forces, often "suffers 

from an absence of doubt" as Freire puts it (21). Centrifugal heteroglossia are represented 

by and utiUzed by the altemate mindset, radicaUzation: "The radical, committed to human 
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Uberation, does not become the prisoner of a 'cUcle of certainty' witiún which reality is also 

imprisoned" (21). 

On tiie level of culttiral action, centtipetal forces are represented and m fact enacted 

by what FreU-e describes as antidialogic programs, which seek domination tfu-ough 

division, manipulation, and culttual invasion. The similarity of term to Bakhtm's is 

revealmg. What FreU-e describes as dialogic programs represent and enact what Bakhtm 

describes as centtifugal forces; the characteristics which FreU-e describes witiim dialogism 

are cooperation, unity, organization, and cultural synthesis. 

These characteristics repeat m different terminology the sUnUar characteristics of 

heteroglot communal mteraction, tiiough m an U-onic sense. That is, the unity, 

organization, and synthesis do not occur in the orchesttated manner which to Freire 

Uidicates a banking concept of education, but ratiier begin in what Bakhtin refers to as 

"decentralization and disunification" and through those phenomena result in the "mutual 

understanding" that Bakhtin posits. In a process similar to tiiat described by Mitch 

Waldrop and others in complexity theory, new order is attained from the apparently 

anarchic interplay of heteroglossia. That order in tum has Uttie "shelf-life" but may rapidly 

give way to another, giving the Unpression of anarchy. FreUe writes about anarchy that 

"Critical consciousness, they say, is anarchic. Others add that critical consciousness may 

lead to disorder." Both these reactions are simply, to Freire, a "fear of freedom" (17). 

conscientizagão is dangerous, but dangerous mainly to an Unposed, unitary concept of 

language or knowledge. In both FreUe's and Bakhtin's concepts of language and dialogue, 

order is that of continued transformation, not of stasis. 

The third level which Freire concems himself witii is that of concepts of education. 

The banking concept of education enacts the centripetal force of unitary language just as 

antidialogic cultural action does, but in a narrower scope. "Based on a mechanistic, static, 

naturalistic, spatialized view of consciousness, it transforms students into receiving 

objects" (Pedagogy 58) according to FreUe. As such an object, to Freire, a student is 

merely a function of the sort of unitary, authoritative language such as Bakhtin describes. 

By contrast, the problem-posing concept of education is based on the presence of critical 

reflection. FreUe writes that "Attempting to liberate tiie oppressed without their reflective 
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participation m the act of Uberation is to tteat tiiem as objects which must be saved from a 

bumUig building; it is to lead tiiem mto tiie populist pitfaU and tt-ansform them into masses 

which can be manipulated" (47). As witii dialogic action, a problem-posmg pedagogy 

must proceed m a way tiiat seems U-onic because it depends upon the heteroglossic, 

centtifugal conttibutions of students of varied backgrounds and beliefs. 

This ironic, apparentiy anarchic process described above is best reflected in 

Bakhtin's concept of "camivalism." In U, Bakhtin imputes a certam chaotic but energetic, 

highly creative tone to tiie polyphonic cacophony of dialogic making of meaning. This 

polyphony frequentiy shows a "camivalistic " sense of the world as a joyful, vital 

relativity. He saw this as especially tme among common people's usage of language, 

where authority was typically absent: 

On the lower levels, on the stages of local faUs and at buffoon spectacles, 
the heteroglossia of the clown sounded fortii, ridicuUng aU 'languages' and dialects; 
there developed the Uterature of thcfabliaux and Schwanke of street songs, folk 
sayings, anecdotes, where there was no language-center at aU, where there was to 
be found a lively play witii the 'languages' of poets, scholars, monks, knights and 
others, where aU Uanguages' were masks and where no language could claim to be 
an authentic, incontestable face. (Discourse 273) 

Helen Ewald comments on this camivaUstic element of Bakhtin's thought by noting 

that it is a "rhetorical dynamic." CamivaUsm involves the mversion of normal hierarchies 

and roles, as in popular culture as opposed to high culture. In discourse, says Ewald, 

camivaUsm enables a "parodic or ironic stance" toward dogmatic or monologic norms 

("Writing for AnswerabiUty" 335). 

Both these qualities of energetic creativity and an Uonic (that is, questioning) stance 

toward monologic norms are also present in the FreUean model of Uberatory pedagogy. 

While it is tme that FreUe's writings mostiy reflect a sober and grave stance toward the 

world, the facets at the core of Bakhtin's more joyful camivaUstic stance, creativity and 

irreverent questibning, are simUarly present in FreU-e's position. He writes that "Banking 

education inhibits creativity and domesticates the intentionality oí consciousness by 

isolating consciousness from the world . . . Problem-posing education bases itself on 

creativity and stimulates ttiie reflection and action upon reaUty, thereby responding to the 

vocation of persons as beings who are authentic only when engaged in inquiry and creative 
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tt-ansformation" (64-65). Energy is implicit m the creativity generated by problem-posing 

educatíon, and the action upon reaUty which FreUe describes bears marked sUnUarity to the 

joyfuUy creative acts recorded m tiie passage from Bakhtin. One further suspects that 

energetic creativity can scarcely lack thcjoissance which BakhtUi also describes. 

The same epistemic dynamic found so strongly in BakhtUi's work is present equaUy 

emphaticaUy Ui Vygotsky's. Bmner notes that Vygotsky's system Unplies tiiat nature is 

transformed by history and culture (70), or put differentiy, that history and culture are both 

offspring of the processmg of the world (nature) through language. Both history and 

culture are functions of language in several ways. In one sense, human use of language is 

instmmental in the enacting of the nuances of daily life which, coUectively and through 

time, create both culture and history. Then too, both history and culture exist for us largely 

as we interpret them-again, via language, as social constmctionists assert. 

Once more, similarities to Freire's thought can be readUy found: If history and 

culture are functions of language, then one can argue that speaking any word ttansforms 

the world incrementaUy, When FTtiie writes, then, that to speak a true word is to 

transform the world, what he really means to happen is that the world is ttansformed 

consciously, with intent rather than by default. This mteipretation is supported by his 

definition of action without reflection as mere "activism," which "negates tme praxis and 

makes dialogue impossible" (69). 

Vygotsky buUds upon his fundamental concept, already mentioned, that language 

organizes both perception and action and goes on to apply this concept to a study of how 

leaming occurs. He notes that conscious conttol of any leamed function comes relatively 

late, and asks what, then, enables tiie leamer to bridge the gap between no control and the 

late-occurring conscious conttol of any function? Vygotsky answers, "Human leaming 

presupposes a specific social nature and a process by which chUdren grow into the 

intellectual Ufe of those around them" (Mind in Society 88). That is, says Bruner, 

Vygotsky saw a fusing of coUective action and consciousness; ideas are passed on, via 

language, from the more able to tiie less (Actual Minds 74). Writes FreUe: "No one can 

say a tme word alone-nor can she say it for another, m a prescriptive act which robs others 

of their words" (Pedagogy 69). The act of leaming is reciprocal and coUaborative. 
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Both Vygotsky and FreUe developed fairly concrete, detailed explanations for this 

fusing of coUective action and consciousness. Vygotsky's explanation centers on what he 

labels tiie "Zone of Proximal Development" (ZPD). Vygotsky defmes tiiis zone as "tiie 

distance between tiie acttial developmental level [of an mdividual] as determined by 

mdependent problem solving and tiie level of potential development as determmed tiirough 

problem solvmg under adult guidance or m coUaboration witii more capable peers" (Mind 

in Society 86). The ZPD Ui essence forms a "scaffoldmg" which bridges the gap between 

those who can perform a function and those who cannot yet. The core assumption is tiie 

social aspect of the leaming, and the primary engine of that leammg is language. 

Vygotsky's ZPD, according to the psychologist Bmner's own experimentation, is 

comprised of four stages: Vocative ("Look!"), Query ("What's that?"), Label ("It's a 

."), and ConfUmation ("Yes, tiiat's right.") (Actual Minds 75). Even tiiough 

these stages identified by Bruner surely constitute only a very rough outiUie of the 

inevitable variations to be found in actual experience, nevertheless one can see the back-

and-forth, reciprocal and social nature of leammg in them, as well as the central role of 

language, particularly in regards to naming. 

In Vygotsky's Zone of Proximal Development, then, the epistemic function of 

language, outiined in theory by Bakhtin, is systematized more thoroughly as it works, in 

general terms at least, in actual practice. The simUarity of both Bakhtin's and Vygotsky's 

epistemology to the concepts within liberatory pedagogy is clear. 

Critical Consciousness 

The outcome of the epistemological use of dialogue desUed by Uberatory pedagogy 

is the formation of a critical consciousness. Even though neither Bakhtin nor Vygotsky 

possesses the sense of fervent puipose in this regard which FreUe and later Uberatory 

theorists exhibit, this same critical consciousness is described by them, though the 

terminology is different. For example, this is seen in Bakhtin's concept of "answerabiUty." 

Helen Ewald writes m "Waiting for AnswerabiUty: BakhtUi and Composition" (1993) that 

answerabiUty is double-voiced. It means to be accountable, on the one hand. On the other 

hand, it means to answer, to respond. Ewald goes on to note that Bakhtin's answerability 
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is related to the concept of "addressivity" and, in sum, means to be aware of tiie 

"othemess" of the responses one encounters, and of one's own responses (Ewald 345-49). 

Implicit in this concept are two elements which are often in opposition, but which in 

Bakhtin's answerabUity become potentiaUy complementary: the othemess of anyone 

besides ourselves, and yet the felt obligation to neitiier dismiss this otiiemess nor attack it 

The obligation to not dismiss (to "recognize") tiie otiiemess is impUed by tiie one meaning 

of answerabUity, to answer or respond; the complementary obligation to not attack tiie 

perceived othemess is impUed by the otiier meaning of answerabiUty as Ewald interprets it, 

to be accountable. In combination, these two meanings can help ensure "a maximum of 

mutual understanding in all spheres of ideological life." 

Both these senses of answerabiUty are impUcit in Freirean liberatory pedagogy. 

They are most visible in the concept of conscientízagão—cúúcal consciousness itself-which 

earUer was defined as "leaming to perceive social, political, and economic contradictions, 

and to take action against the oppressive elements of reaUty" (17). The characteristic of 

responsiveness is impUed by the growing sense of awareness, which Freire refers to 

elsewhere as "consciousness of consciousness as consciousness." Responsiveness is 

implied in this awareness because of the nature FreUe imputes to critical reflection: thought 

plus action. Critical reflection is for FreUe essentiaUy the same as conscientizagão. 

The second characteristic, accountabiUty, is also impUed, most clearly in tiiat the 

action which Freire describes holds accountable those who are agents of oppression. More 

subtiy, however, there is also an accountability or obligation on the part of those who 

teach. In negative terms, those of us who teach are obUgated not to act as agents of cultural 

dominatíon by treating students as containers to be fUled; m positive terms, teachers are 

obligated to enable liberation of the human spUit by treatUig students as subjects, as co-

investigators. In his dialogue with Donaldo Macedo, FreU-e emphasizes tiiis sense of 

accountabiUty: "I thmk it is an ethical duty for educators to mtervene m chaUengmg 

students to critically engage with theU world so they can act upon it and on it. I do not 

accept the present phUosophical posture m which tmth is relative and Ues and ttiiths are 

merely narratives" ("Dialogue" 391). Further, because FreUe's system sees teacher as 

student and student as teacher, the impUcation is sttong that botii students and teacher~in 
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essence, all persons-are accountable for theU world view. FreUe's moral compass minces 

no words in condemning a self-certam, sectarian world view and caUUig mstead for what 

he terms radicaUzation. 

Just as Bakhtin's concepts contain sometiimg akin to the outcome of a critical 

consciousness, Vygotsky's do also, even more noticeably. FreU-e's actual pedagogy 

shows a strUdng resemblance to Vygotsky's concept of the ZPD and exhibits tiie same 

general characteristics of social, reciprocal leammg and tiie centt^ty of language. For 

Uistance, FreUe divided his pedagogy mto stages m terms of the emergmg critical 

consciousness of the individual. He has been shown to list three stages, those of 

submergence, emergence, and intervention; Ira Shor caUs tiiese stages intransitive, semi-

transitive, and critical ttansitive. In general, these compare to tiie stages Bruner laid out in 

that a progressive transformation can be seen from lack of curiosity to awareness via 

curiosity (with tiie teacher and peers as tiie scaffolding) to, finally, confmnation as one 

who can not only observe but intervene, by naming. 

However, there is an even closer paraUel between the four stages of "scaffolding," 

as elaborated by Bmner, and the maturation of a critical consciousness as depicted in the 

four dialogic stages being elaborated here: Dynamic ambiguity of language in the form of 

communal dialogue encourages an epistemological process of knowledge negotiation which 

can result in a critical consciousness. Language acts as the Vocative; it is the plastic, 

vigorous nature of language itself which tends to impel notice of things or conditions. 

Mixing the terms of Bruner and Althusser, language by its very nature "hails" us to 

"Look!" Vygotsky's second stage, the Query ("What's that?"), is paraUeled in Uberatory 

pedagogy by the act of communal dialogue, which in essence functions to ask the very 

question Bmner attributes to the Query stage. That is, the fundamental nature of communal 

dialogue is to question, because of the ambiguity of language and the resultmg differences 

in the interpretation of events by various individuals. 

The third stage of Vygotsky's ZPD is tiie Label. This function is clearly epistemic: 

LabeUng represents knowledge making, and it is made possible fttst by the nature of 

language and second by the questioning process, the Query-though none of these stages is 

nearly so sequential and clear-cut as Bmner makes them seem. He is, after all, merely 
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diagraming Vygotsky's system, which as with any classification, simpUfies for the sake of 

clarity. After the Label, even more Unportantiy, comes tiie Confumation: "Yes, that's 

right." For chUdren, this confmnation comes when they are assured by theU mentor or 

teacher that they have labeled well. It is tiie feattire tiiat stabUizes reaUzations so tiiat they 

may be buUt on. From a more global perspective, the Confmnation can be said to represent 

the gradual transformation of increasingly frequent critical uses of consciousness into what 

may finaUy be caUed a consciousness that is critical, a habit of mind. This Uberatory 

maturation from occasional critical insights to ongoing critical reflection is shown weU by 

Shor's last two stages. The fu-st is "semi-transitive," in which people see the possibiUty of 

change but have not yet integrated that concept mto theU daUy lives, and the final stage, or 

state, is "critical-transitive," in which people begin to make broad, ongoing connections 

between theU* individual actions and social issues (Empowering Educatíon 120). Shor also 

expresses this state as "permanent desocialization," when one can sense that self and social 

transformation are joint processes (125). 

As with the comparison of Bakhtin's concepts of dialogue and language to Freire's 

system, it can be seen that there is a great deal of synchronicity between Uberatory concepts 

and those of Vygotsky. It requires only a slight overlapping of terms to see that the 

outcome of a successful realization of Vygotsky's Zone of Proximal Development is for a 

group of students, through their interaction with each other and an mstmctor, to become 

aware of and transcend their Umit-situations, though they may not call them that. When the 

dialogic approach is enacted effectively, the fusing of coUective action and consciousness 

results in what Freire calls limit-acts, mcremental tt^sformations of the world via 

language-by naming it m new ways. 

Postmodem Feamres of Freirean and Radical Pedagogv 

By now the dialogic quality of Uberatory pedagogy has been tt^ced through the 

work of Paulo Freire, through his contemporaries and intellectual descendants, and it has 

been compared to tiie dialogism of Bakhtin and Vygotsky. Noting tiie contmuous presence 

of tiiis dialogic quality in these writers helps set tiie stage for tiie furtiier argument tiiat it is 

appropriate as well for alliance with network pedagogy. 
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This section wiU deal with tiie otiier quaUty noted as beUig equally cmcial for a 

contemporary appUcation of liberatory pedagogy-tiie postmodemity which can be seen m 

various other feattu^s beyond dialogism and in various writers witiiin the liberatory camp. 

RecaU tiiat Ui contt^st to tiie dialogism clearly evident in every Uberatory writer exammed, 

postmodem characteristics have been latent and tiius less obvious than tiie dialogism. 

The section is organized according to tiie three posttnodem features taken from 

James BeriUi which were enumerated m Chapter I and mentioned agaUi at tiie begUming of 

this chapter: value, sign, and subject. Texts of the various liberatory writers aUeady 

discussed wUl be studied more closely for theU positions on tiiese three fundamental areas 

in which postmodem shifts are so evident To these three wUl be added a fourtii, 

technology, which despite tiie traditional liberatory stance regardmg it, must be reckoned 

with in a new way if liberatory pedagogy is to tmly reconceive itself as one which can be 

effective in postmodem conditions. 

Value: Skepticism of Metanarratives 

ReUance on Utopian futures is the metanarrative of classical Marxism, and as such 

is the most visible barrier to an effective postmodem Uberatory pedagogy. Ira Shor's work 

Empowering Educatíon makes a barely discemible movement away from the Marxist 

Utopian nartative toward a more postmodem conception of futures. Like Freire, Shor 

contends that no curriculum can be neutral, and so advocates making the politics visible, 

overt; for Shor, the political stance to be advocated is tiiat of self-growth and social change 

(20). In placing the goal of self-growth on an equal plane with social change, Shor shows 

a slight parting of ways with his mentor, in that self-growth in Freire's work is pomayed 

less as a goal in itself than as a means or way-station on the path to social change. Though 

self-growth is difficult to criticize as an educational goal for students, a more unrepentantiy 

leftist interpretation of this would be that such a goal, as a goal rather than as a step toward 

social transformation, can serve to disengage liberatory pedagogy from FreUe's exhortation 

to action, whUe understandably leading to a more comfortable fit within the ttaditional 

educational stmcture because that stance is more inwardly-tumed and consequently less 

socially threatenmg. In placing that goal as he does, therefore, Shor makes a small 
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movement away from classical Marxist teleology, and by implication moves slightiy closer 

to postmodem disregard for metanarratives. 

Although Freire does not value self-growth per se as Shor does, the abUity of 

Uberatory pedagogy to acknowledge posttnodem skepticism for metanarratives is more 

evident in FreU-e's work than in Shor's in other ways. FreUe would probably not agree 

with Lyotard and Deleuze tiiat "aU attempts to universaUze . . . must be resisted and 

dismpted tiirough 'radical multipUcities' " (Vitanza 148), but nevertiieless one can see 

postmodemism in his pedagogy. As he says in his dialogue with Donaldo Macedo, 

"History represents a time of possibUities and not determinism." In saying this FreUe calls 

the Marxist metanarrative into question. Liberation is possible "only through a historical 

perspective in which men and women are capable of assuming themselves, as both objects 

and subjects of history, capable of reinventing the world in an ethical and aesthetic mold 

beyond the cultural pattems that exist" ("Dialogue" 397). In envisioning his students as 

moving "beyond the cultural pattems that exist," FreUe envisions something very close to 

what Deleuze means by an "asignifymg mpture," a departure from old pattems. 

Although FreU'e (especiaUy in his later work) and particularly Aronowitz and 

Giroux ídl seek a medium between the modem and the postmodem, especiaUy in regards to 

Marxist teleology, such a balance is difficult. This difficulty can be seen by citing Bmce 

Pietrykowski's reading of FreUe. On the one hand, Pietrykowski acknowledges that Freire 

characterizes education as "open-ended, uncertain" and sees "multiple readings of the 

world" ("Knowledge and Power" 89); thus FreUe in this way is a kind of proto-

postmodemist. But on the other hand, Pietrykowski contends accurately that Freire "also 

privileges readings which have as theU goal the emancipation or Uberation of the 

oppressed" ("Knowledge and Power" 89). 

Pietrykowski's impUcU assumption that Freire's privilegUig of such readings is a 

flaw can serve to underscore the difficulties of liberatory scholars in reconcUing tiie 

teleological element of Marxism, which anticipates an Utopian end to history characterized 

by worker ttiumph, with postmodemism, which tends to more resemble Heidegger's 

concept of history as a series of lateral movements, each one characterized by both gains 

and losses. Freire is, in fact, an excellent prototype of a resolution to that conflict. On the 
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one hand, he is unrepentant about desiring tiie emancipation of the oppressed: "I must 

mtervene," he acknowledges ("A Dialogue" 391). That stance certamly has roots m 

FreUe's Marxist background, but it is less arguable that such a stance is necessarily 

modemist. To argue tiiat Uitervention on behalf of oppressed mdividuals tfu-ough teaching 

critical reflection is antitiietical to posttnodemism is to argue as weU tiiat tiie only bonaflde 

postmodemism is a disengaged intellectualism. 

Instead, the question which can identify whetiier Uitervention is postmodemist is to 

ask, How coercive is that mtervention? FreUe m fact does not hew hard to dogmatic 

Marxist emancipatory readmgs. He writes, "The dialectic tiiat this vision of history 

reclaUns [that the future is predetermined], and has its origin m a certain Marxist 

dogmatism, is the domesticated dialectics." As already noted, he concludes that "For me, 

history represents a time of possibiUties and not determmism" ("A Dialogue" 397). It is 

fair to say that Freire genuinely does not seem to care how people are emancipated, so long 

as in becoming so they do not oppress others. That is an "idealist" position that some wiU 

forever find suspect, but it is at the heart of Uberatory pedagogy. The tension which 

Freire's position upholds is that, yes, he works for a progressive future which includes 

less oppression, but no, he does not presume to predict the specific profile of that future. 

What Uberatory pedagogy seems to be showing is a paradoxical convergence of 

Utopian futures (one of which Marxism has foretold) and non-teleological futures which 

FreUe, Aronowitz, and Giroux negotiate in the "border pedagogy" such as they have 

constmcted. These camps may not be so far out of haiUng distance, so to speak, as it may 

seem. For example, Francois Lyotard and Fredric Jameson are well-known spokesmen for 

each camp. Jameson, a neo-Marxist, has argued for years that to continue to progress, 

humankind must envision a Utopian outcome. Without such an objective, there wUl be no 

progress: It is impossible to see our own present as an historical moment, to be "able to 

grasp its own present as history" unless we manage to "keep the idea of the future, and of 

radical and Utopian transformation, alive" ("Marxism and Historicism" 72). 

Lyotard, meanwhile, has taken the opposite road. In "What Is Postmodemism?" he 

contends that Hegelian dialectic (on which Marxism relies) is a "transcendental iUusion." A 

Utopian outcome, writes Lyotard, is unattainable; nostalgia for such an Ulusion leads to 
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tertoristic attempts to attain it. It is a nostalgia for "the whole and tiie one," Lyotard claims 

(46). In *The Sublime and the Avant-Garde," Lyotard adds that Utopianism always tries to 

convert tiie question, "Is U happening?" to one of teleology: "Is tiie Utopia commg?" And 

thus the aesthetics of the subUme, which is by nature evanescent, are converted to a poUtics 

of mytii, which in tum is used to justify tertor in the attainment of tiie mytii (253). In other 

words, for Lyotard, tiie postmodemist Uves for the present, while the Marxist, and all 

modemists, live for the future. 

Jameson's and Lyotard's positions would seem to preclude any common ground. 

Yet within Freire's Pedagogy, connections can be found to each. Freire recalls Jameson's 

position when he writes, "If humankind produce social reaUty . . . then transforming that 

reaUty is an historical task, a task for humanity" (Pedagogy 33). Yet he condemns the 

"leftist sectarian" as one who "considers the future pre-estabUshed" (20), recaUing Lyotard. 

When Freire writes, "Problem-posing theory and practice take the people's historicity as 

their starting point" (65), his point resembles Jameson's in "Marxism and Historicism" 

both in referring to historicization and in implying a progressive dialectic which moves 

from a starting point toward a well-defined goal. Yet like Lyotard, he seeks to 

demythologize: Banking education "mythicizes reaUty," but problem-posing education 

"sets itself the task of demythologizUig" (64). 

SimUarly, Aronowitz and GUoux refuse to focus on what they apparentíy see as a 

superficial difference of visions of the future. "As we move into the twenty-first century," 

they write, "we find ourselves no longer constrained by modemist images of progress and 

history. Within an emerging postmodem era, the elements of discontinuity, mpture, and 

difference provide altemative sets of referents by which to understand modemity as weU as 

to chaUenge and modify it" (Postmodern Educatíon 115). 

TheU impetus to adopt what is clearly a postmodem stance Ui this matter Ues in theU 

diagnosis of the curtent state of American education in general and of liberatory pedagogy 

in particular. This diagnosis is laid out in their 1985 book Educatíon Under Siege and is 

updated in the 1993 second edition. The diagnosis consists of tiieU aforementioned 

historical analysis of the three main voices Ui American education today-the Uberal 

progressive, neoconservative, and liberatory voices. TheU history begins by noting the 
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near-hegemony of neoconservative theory. The Uberal voice has fallen sUent, and the 

trouble with Marxist and radical social theory, write GUoux and Aronowitz, is that it is 

anti-reformist; this predUection "prevents a serious consideration of altematives under 

nonrevolutionary circumstances" because "the language of possibiUty must address only 

the project of global social transformation." Lacking an Unmediate prospect for such an 

event, "Marxist education theorists are constrained, at a certain point, to shut up" (6). 

The authors attempt to refocus and rearm the radical debate by seeking "intemal 

contradictions within prevaiUng school knowledge, dismptions that could provide a basis 

for a real education movement" They seek to build a ''counterhegemony as a category for 

enabling students, parents, and teachers to wage poUtical stmggle within schools" (6). 

Their stt^tegy for this is to "retum to the original culprit-liberal humanism" which 

they claim nevertheless "contains a language of possibUity . . . because it poses the 

relatíonship of power and knowledge in a positive as well as critícal way" (7). The chief 

figure they tum to for this is John Dewey, whose thought they compare to that of the ItaUan 

Marxist Antonio Gramsci and to that of Paulo Freire. From FreUe, they take what is 

indeed the core of his pedagogy, his dialogism. 

The point they take from Gramsci is that "For Gramsci, unlike orthodox Marxists, 

the revolution did not consist in some kind of big bang theory, e.g., the insurrectionary 

seizure of state power by a radicaUzed working class and peasantry," but rather as "what 

became known in the 1960s as the long march through institutions: to contest the moral 

and inteUectual leadership of society by entering the public sphere" (10-11). In this way, 

Aronowitz and Giroux dodge the disengaged inteUecmaUsm which too frequentiy results 

from the absence of the awaited revolution. 

It is theU" work Postmodern Education, published m between the two editions of 

Educatíon Under Siege, m which tiiey go further tiian merely avoiding disengaged 

mteUectuaUsm. Aronowitz and GUoux see tiie haUmark of posttnodemism as the rejection 

of "tiie idea of a master narrative tiiat unifies all knowledge, whether phUosophical, 

historical, or metiiodological" (186). They are aware tiiat one of tiie meta-narratives bemg 

questioned is the Marxist one; theU response is to develop "a radical etiUc that rejects 

finaUty and certainty for the voice of difference and dialogue" (188). The Unportance of 
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this point, particularly in the context of tíie present work, almost cannot be overstated, 

because it supports tfie claUn for a close mterdependence of dialogism and posttnodemism, 

which is fundamental botii to liberatory pedagogy's abiUty to "postmodemize" itself and to 

tiie UkelUiood of an effective aUiance between it and network pedagogy. 

The nattu-e of such an etiiic of dialogue and difference "has to begUi witii a language 

tiiat Unks schooUng to democratic public Itfe, tiiat defmes teachers as engaged intellectuals 

and border crossers, and develops forms of pedagogy tiiat mcorporate difference, plurality, 

and the language of tfie everyday as centtal to tiie production and legitUnation of leammg" 

(187). Here the extension of theU thought in Educatíon under Siege is plain to see Ui tiie 

emphasis on teachers as engaged intellectuals. What is somewhat new is the conscious 

emphasis on the postmodem tum to tiieU stance: 

What is beUig argued for is a language and social practice in which different 
voices and traditions exist and flourish to the degree that they listen to the voices of 
others, engage in an ongoing attempt to eUminate forms of subjective and objective 
suffering, and maintain those conditions in which the act of communicating and 
Uving extends rather than restricts the creation of democratic public life. At stake 
here is a politics of difference that is constituted in dialogue and stmggle around 
those articulations and social practices that inform a critical notion of democracy, 
citizenship, and the pubUc sphere. (188-89) 

While emphasizing the postmodem concem of multicultural empowerment, this 

stance is also noteworthy, as already noted, in the way it carries forward the FreUean 

dialogic focus on the importance of merging reflection and action in an effort to transform 

social reaUty: Aronowitz and Giroux's "poUtics of difference" is "constimted in dialogue 

and stmggle." 

This same "politics of difference" which "rejects fmality and certamty" is visible in 

the later works of Freire, as well. In his dialogue with Donaldo Macedo, Freire addresses 

this issue in a way that casts his former stance in a new, more postmodem light, yet at the 

same time shows a continuity with his former position. This can be seen in his description 

of the respective pitfaUs of rightist and leftist comprehensions of history, which exactiy 

matches his description of botii sides of the sectarian world view in the Pedagogy. In the 

later work, Freire says that the right-wing view of history sees "Ui the future a mere 

repetition of the present... The tomortow for them is always their present" ("Dialogue" 

396). Compare Freire's earlier words: "The rightist sectarian differs from his or her leftist 
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counterpart in that the former attempts to domesticate the present so that... the future will 

rcproduce this domesticated present" (Pedagogy 20V Botii statements refer to repetition of 

the present. 

On the other hand, the leftist sectarian "considers the future pre-established-a kind 

of inevitable fate, fortune, or destmy" (Pedagogy 20). Two and a half decades later, he 

writes that in the leftist comprehension of history, "The future is predetermined, a type of 

fate, or destiny. The future is not problematic. On the conttary, U is unyielding. The 

dialectic that this vision of history reclaims, and has its origin m a certain Marxist 

dogmatism, is the domesticated dialectics. We know synthesis before we experience the 

dialectical coUision between tiiesis and antithesis" ("Dialogue" 397). Both then and now, 

Freire views each of these views as "immobiUzing and deterministic" (396). In 

condemning the Marxist expectation of Utopia-seeking revolution, Freire aligns himself 

with the more postmodem position of Aronowitz and GUoux as outUned above. At the 

same time, he does this without parting ways with his former stance, as the simUarity of 

recent and past positions shows. Gifted with an abUity to envision pitfalls both to the right 

and to the left, poUticaUy speaking, FreUe shows his pedagogy to be a prototype of the 

"border pedagogy" such as GUoux proposes which can straddle both modemism and 

postmodemism and which strives to avoid both utopian and nihiUst exaggerations. 

Sign: Liberatory Pedagogv in "Societies of Conttol" 

The second major hurdle for Uberatory pedagogy m a postmodem era is to adapt to 

the different sorts of oppression evident in a thUd-wave, post-industrial society. These 

sorts of oppression, outiined insightfuUy by Althusser, Jameson, Lyotard, Deleuze, and 

others have been discussed at some length in Chapter One and touched on agam in this 

chapter, so that discussion need not be repeated except to recall the basic self-modulatmg, 

centerless nature of this oppression. The question to be examined here is how major 

Uberatory writers have adapted to this condition. 

Of the authors examined already, Postman can be quickly dismissed in regards to 

postmodem tendencies, mcluding effective adaptation to societies of control. Especially 

given his indictment of mflexible, conservative personaUties as noted before, Postman's 
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later work must be seen as ironic because it rejects most if not all aspects of 

postmodemism, characteristics which other writers see as inevitable. Postman falls victim 

to his own wamUigs about inflexible thmking, or what Jameson has referred to as nostalgia 

for a largely nonexistent past. This conservatism is evident, for instance, m Postman's 

1996 videorecording, The End ofEducatíon, in which he argues that tiie new "gods" of 

economic utUity, consumership, technology and multiculturaUsm aU work agamst tiie 

possibUity of meaningful education. His presentation of tiiis message in video form reveals 

his attempt to use the technology he fears in positive ways, but his video emphasis also 

reveals an apparent lack of awareness of the pivotal possibiUties of networked electtonic 

discourse, a medium which he continues to ignore. 

Postman's list of the "new gods" is typical of most liberatory writers in placing 

technology alongside such vaUd liberatory fears as rampant consumership and economic 

utiUty, but his placing of muIticulturaUsm there as well is strange. It suggests that his 

vision is baffled by the forms of conttol to tiie extent that he can no longer tell what is 

oppressive from what is not. Most other liberatory theorists value multiculturalism because 

of its obvious dialogic possibUities, though they do not view it naively, without seeing the 

difficulties it brings. Postman seems to see only the difficulties, a vision which is not 

postmodemist. 

Shor, though having stayed much closer to other major liberatory theorists than 

Postman in most respects, nevertheless has done littie more than Postman to respond to 

postmodem power formulations. Shor's pedagogy as a whole can be summed up as 

foUowing FreUie's pedagogy in most ways, elaborating U in several valuable ways, but also 

faUing to bring extant postmodem theory to bear on the core problem of adapting FreUean 

pedagogy to the different problems which are posed specifically by a postmodemist cultural 

context. Rather than letting contemporary theory Uiform his praxis in this respect, Shor 

leaves the impression that he overcomes instmctional difficulties mostiy by sheer energy 

and force of personality, admirable qualities but not generalizable. 

To see FreUe's position regarding postmodem power formulations, it is useful to 

reconsider the "multiple readmgs" of tiie world that Piettykowski acknowledges m 

Pedagogy ofthe Oppressed and other works. Such "multiple readings" bear more than a 
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casual resemblance to botii tiie "nomad tíiought" of Deleuze's rhizomatics and tiie 

"parology" or "heterologia" of Lyotard. Both Lyotard's and Deleuze's concepts are means 

to give voice to sUenced discourses, to "bear witness to differends" (Lyotard, Differend 

13). Freire writes that "Men and women are searchers and theU ontological vocation is 

humanization" (Pedagogy 56); Victor Vitanza, foUowmg tiie lead of Deleuze and Lyotard, 

writes that we should "deterriU)riaUze sttidents and ttim tiiem Uito drifters" ("Three 

Countertheses" 149). In Lyotard and Deleuze, tiiese stt^tegies are specifically meant to 

counteract postmodem self-modulating power formulations. Therefore to whatever extent 

they can be found in FreUe, to that extent even his early works contain at least a tacit 

suggestion of how to adapt to postmodem power formulations, as weU. 

Furthermore, Freire offers a description of banking pedagogy which matches 

remarkably weU to Deleuze's description of "hydraulic science," which he opposes to 

nomad or outsider thought According to Deleuze and FeUx Guattari, "hydraulic science" 

is the tool the state uses to deal witii tiie "hydrauUc force" of dissent: It can "subordinate 

hydrauUc force to conduits, pipes, embankments, which prevent turbulence, which 

constrain movement to go from one point to another, and space itself to be straited and 

measured, which makes the fluid depend on the soUd, and flows proceed by parallel, 

laminar layers" (Capitalism and Schizophrenia 363). Deleuze and Guattari also liken this 

hydrauUc model to "arborescence," which sUnUarly restricts by channeling energy Uito its 

branches. Both these are opposed to rhizomatic thought, which is characterized by 

"asignifying mpture": "a rhizome may be broken, shattered at a given spot, but it wUl start 

up again on one of its old lines, or on new lines." It is "anti-geneology," against conduits 

of contt-ol (Capitalism and Schizophrenia 7-11). 

By comparison, Freire writes of banking pedagogy that U "corresponds to what 

Sartre caUs the 'digestive' or 'nutritive' concept of education, in which knowledge is 'fed' 

by the teacher to the students to TUl them out' " (Pedagogy 57). Deleuze and Guattari use 

the metaphors of hydrauUcs and arborescence; Freire, after Sartre, uses the simUar 

metaphor of the tract of digestion to describe tiie channels of state control. 

Freire's work is postmodemist is these respects, but not by conscious design to be 

so. His work is important because of its dialogic nature, because it straddles the shift from 
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modemism to postmodemism, and because it remains the single most fully developed and 

utiUzed radical pedagogy. By contt^st, the "border pedagogy" of GUoux and Aronowitz is 

self-consciously postmodemist, and is Unportant for tiiat reason. Even datmg to 

Aronowitz's 1977 False Promises text, tiiere is an evident effort to contend with the power 

formulations of post-mdustrial society-even tiiough tiie postmodem nattu-e of those 

formulations was only then becoming clear. 

In this work, Aronowitz asks "why the working class . . . remains a dependent 

force m society and what the conditions are that may reverse tiiis simation?" (6). 

Aronowitz in essence constmcts something akin to Althusser's concept of an ideological 

state apparatus. Aronowitz writes, "The very conditions that produce an acute sense of 

injustice among workers also obscure the sources of that injustice" (6). He explains this 

irony by citing Lukacs, who extends Marx's concept of the fetishism of commodities, a 

concept also utiUzed later by Jameson. Aronowitz points out that exploitation is "hidden 

from the consciousness of the worker" by the fact tiiat "commodities appear to assume 

value in exchange rather than in production and the relations between men are perceived as 

relations between things. The worker values himself as one values all commodities-by his 

seUing price. Thus all relations appear as object relations" (7). This leads in time to the 

commodification of culture itself, and at that poUit the worker-or student, one might add-

is immersed in "a continuum of experience whose stmcture and demands on the person are 

essentially consistent with each other" (8), a description reminiscent of Deleuze's 

description of the self-modulating web of the societies of control. Aronowitz, presagUig 

David Harvey and others, notes that "The appropriation of aU culture in the service of 

commodity production is the distUiguishing feature of late capitaUsm" (15). Because "the 

commodity form penetrates aU comers of the social world" (8), the sources and even the 

very presence of such domination are obscured, as Aronowitz, Althusser and others point 

out, thus forming a tautological cul de sac of domUiation. In this way, Aronowitz explains 

the "failure of the working class to emerge from its odyssey of strike movements and 

insurtectionary actions with a social tradition and poUtical culture of its own" (6). 

Aronowitz's explanation, though focusmg on tiie worker rather than the student, is 

essentially a description of the postmodem environment which makes it equally difficult for 
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sttidents to see the importance of acquiring the skUl of critical reflection. They are 

submerged in a culture m which culture itself has become a commodity, where for example 

personal image is particularly marketable among (and to) tiie young, and wherein, 

consequentíy, there is a considerable mertía away from critícal reflectíon on culmre as a 

semiotíc text and toward more superficial perceptíon of culttire as a commodity. 

Whereas Aronowitz's 1977 work addresses postmodem power formulatíons in a 

way distant from pedagogical concems, his coUaboratíons with Henry GU-oux focus on the 

topic from a specificaUy pedagogical perspectíve. The most complete enacttnent of this 

liberatory goal is offered m Chapter Five of Aronowitz and GU-oux's book, Postmodern 

Educatíon. The chapter, entítíed "Border Pedagogy in tiie Age of Postmodemism," is a 

work originally pubUshed separately by GU-oux. His concept of the "border mteUecmal" is 

important as an mtersection of Uberatory and posttnodem positions, and also as a specific 

strategy with which to deal with self-modulating power formulations. As the phrase 

"border intellectual" suggests, the stt-ategy depends on a Deleuzean-lUce concept of findmg 

gaps among the modulations of power; tiius, tiie use of the word "border." Stuart HaU (Ui 

"Ideology and Communication Theory" 1989) also discusses such "gap-fmdmg" and bases 

the possibUity of that on the similar tendencies of both language and power formulations to 

create gaps precisely because of theU constant transformations—much the way ambiguity of 

meaning is created by the varied and changing connotations of any given word. Besides 

his more obvious postmodem influences, GUoux also ttaces this concept back to Freire 

("Paulo FreU-e and the Rise of tiie Border InteUectual" 1994). 

GUoux names three ways in which "border pedagogy" works to circumvent power 

formulations: as "counter-text," as "counter-memory," and as utiUzation of the politics of 

difference; these have already been discussed as dialogic strategies, but are even more 

clearly postmodem features as well. As "counter-text," border pedagogy "offers the 

opportunity for students to engage the multiple references that constitute different cultural 

codes, experiences, and languages. This means educating students to read these codes 

critically, to leam the Umits of such codes, including the ones they use to constmct their 

own narratives and histories." He points out that "Within this discourse, students must 

engage knowledge as border-crossers, as people moving in and out of borders constmcted 
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around coordinates of difference and power" (118-19). In deaUng witii the reading of 

codes, this description of counter-text fits clearly witiim BerlUi's postmodem category of 

signification. In fact, taken togetiier, aU tiiree of GUoux's characteristics of a border 

pedagogy constitute a stt-ategy based on tiie fundamental ambiguity of signification 

described m the previous paragraph, altiiough the otiier two characteristics m tiiemselves 

also puU m BerUn's categories of value and subject. For example, tiie next characteristic, 

"counter-memory," has a clear connection to a skepticism for metanarratives, and thus to 

the category of value. 

In regards to "counter-memory," GUoux cites Deleuze and Guattari in noting that 

postmodemism "celebrates, in part, the loss of certainty and the experience of 

defamUiarization." Here can be seen the skepticism for metanartatives. He continues, 

speaking also for Aronowitz, that "In opposition to conservative readings of this shUfting 

destabiUzing process, we believe that such a dismption of traditional meaning offers 

important insights for developing a theory of border pedagogy based on a postmodemism 

of resistance" (121). Thus Giroux's border pedagogy, built on a Freirean foundation, 

addresses yet another concem regarding how to enact a Uberatory pedagogy in a 

postmodem culture. Giroux goes on to cite Foucault's concept of counter-memory 

(Language, Counter-Memory, Practice 1977) as a means of doing this. The concept is 

similar to Jameson's process of historicizing the present by viewing it through the 

bmoculars of past and present cultures. Of this technique of counter-memory, GUoux 

writes that 

We want to argue that the discourses of democracy and difference can be 
taken up as pedagogical practices through what Foucault calls counter-memory . . . 
Counter-memory represents a critical readUig of how the past informs the present 
and how the present reads the past and it represents an attempt to rewrite the 
language of resistance m terms that connect human beings within forms of 
remembrance that dignify public life, whUe at tiie same time aUowing people to 
speak from theU particular histories and voices. Counter-memory refuses to treat 
democracy as merely inherited knowledge. (124) 

The tiiU-d aspect of border pedagogy, the utiUzation of a poUtics of difference, in 

Uself fits witiîin Berlm's category of subject It underscores tiie Unportance of the teacher 

as mteUectual, Ui tiiat "U is Unportant tiiat educators possess a tiieoretical grasp of tiie ways 

in which difference is consttiicted . . . such a pedagogy needs to address how an 
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understanding of these differences can be used in order to change the prevaiUng relations of 

power that sustain them" (128), thus appropriating the power formulations which cause 

different forms of oppression and making them self-reflexive, using them against 

themselves. That is, if an educator develops a deep understanding of how postmodem 

power formulations work to consttiict his students, his teaching, his department, his 

profession, and himself as both teacher and individual, then he or she can more readUy 

seek out the gaps in those power stmctures. 

AU three features of GUoux's border pedagogy stem, to one degree or another, 

from principles put forward by Paulo Freire in Pedagogy ofthe Oppressed, notably the 

overaU goal of a critical inquiry into aU aspects of society. The trait of counter-memory is 

most visible in the exhortations of FreUe for students to leam to emerge from their "culture 

of silence" to criticaUy examine theU world. The counter-textual feature is also seen in that 

Freirean aspect as well as m his emphasis on both functional and critical Uteracy, and the 

seed of the utUization of the politics of difference Ues in FreUe's axiom of leaming from the 

students what to teach. So while it is tme that Freire did not speak directiy to these 

postmodemist issues in his earlier, most influential works, it is also tme that his positions 

on these matters are impUed. 

In his later work, they are made clearer. One final important issue which FreUe and 

Macedo's dialogue touches on is the problem of appUcation of a liberatory pedagogy within 

a postmodemist cultural backdrop such as Althusser describes in his ISA concept, and 

which Aronowitz discusses in False Promises. An aspect of FreUe's work in the 

Pedagogy tiiat has seemed most dated is his msistence on referring to "an oppressor" as an 

identifiable agent This insistence has seemed to deny tiie more subtie and intrinsic 

qualities of oppression which, growing from the dominant ideology, become embedded in 

the institutions of that culture so tiiat most people are, in word and action, the often 

unconscious agents of that oppression. 

WhUe FreUe's stance on this matter still seems more open to criticism tiian other 

aspects of his pedagogy, nevertheless two points emerge in the "Dialogue" which bear 

noting. FU-st, once agaUi his position has not changed witii tiie passage of time. He 

reveals this in a response to the challenge from Gerald Graff and Gregory Jay, repeated by 
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Macedo, that "Freire assumes that we know from the outset tiie identity of tiie 'oppressed' 

and theU 'oppressors.' Who the oppressors and the oppressed are is conceived not as an 

open question that teachers and students might disagree about but as a given of FreUean 

Pedagogy" ("A Critique of Critical Pedagogy" 203). FreU-e responds tiiat "Those who 

materiaUy experience oppression have Uttle difficulty identifying tiieU oppressors. The 

adoption of a relativistic posture concemmg the oppressed and tiie oppressor not only 

points to Graff s privUeged position that enables him to mteUectualize oppression so as to 

make U abstract, but is also not unlike those Uidividuals who attempt to rewrite the history 

of oppression as mere narratives" ("Dialogue" 387). Clearly, FreUe continues for better or 

worse to visuaUze particular agents of oppression rather than, or at least antecedent to, 

seeing oppression as immanent and often unconscious. 

This brings up the second point that bears noting conceming FreUe's stance on 

oppression. On the one hand, a reading of Althusser and others does m fact cast doubt on 

this abUity of the oppressed to know the identity of theU" oppressors. That is ttiie to 

whatever extent Althusser's ideological state apparatus is an accurate description of 

postmodem formulations of power, because the ideology is intrinsic in the very language 

itself, as well as in the institutions which use language and direct society. As noted earUer 

in this section, within such a context oppression tends to act as Derrida describes language 

itself as behaving: Whereas language refers never to the acmal referent, but always to 

another sign, and so on, a search for the sources of oppression must continue to seek it at a 

further remove, never finding that source because the oppressor as referent of oppression is 

never locatable; oppression is immanent, not simple as a subject-verb-object construction. 

This interpretation foUows Graff s and argues against FreU-e's. 

On the other hand, FreU-e seems to sense the very real danger of disengagement in 

the face of an oppression which is not ttaceable to an identifiable source. In this sense, 

FreUe's insistence on referring to oppressors as agents, rather tiian beUig content to refer to 

oppression as a fact of Ufe, becomes a strategy with which to combat the ennui which can 

stem from perceived inabUUy to confront oppression at its source and which consequentíy 

leads to disengagement Disengagement m tum separates actíon from reflectíon, and thus a 

critical consciousness is not possible. Macedo, in his dialogue with Freire, goes beyond 
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even this possibUity, poUiting out how such an approach can also lead to the injustice of 

blaming the victUn: 

Imagine that Uistead of writíng the Pedagogy ofthe Oppressed you had 
written the Pedagogy ofthe Disenfranchised. The fttst títíe utílized a discourse tíiat 
names tíie oppressor, whereas the second fails to do so. If you have "oppressed," 
you must have "oppressor." What would be the counterpart of disenfranchised? 
The Pedagogy ofthe Disenfranchised dislodges tiie agent of the action whUe 
leaving in doubt who bears the responsibiUty for such action. This leaves tiie 
ground wide open for blamUig tiie victUn of disenfranchisement for his or her own 
disenfranchisement This example is a clear case m which the object of oppression 
can also be understood as the subject of oppression. Language such as tiiis distorts 
reality. ("Dialogue" 392) 

By contrasting Graff's position with FreU-e and Macedo's, much can be leamed, the 

fîrst point beUig not to dismiss either possibUity. But strictiy in terms of Freire's continued 

insistence on identifying an agent or at least an agency of oppression, what emerges is the 

realization that his stance is not mere dated naiveté but rather a conscious strategy to combat 

the real danger of loss of purpose, which is as much a haUmark of postmodemism as, 

historically, it once existed in the form of what was caUed "Renaissance melancholy." 

Freire does open himself to various charges by his position, some of them valid, but he 

simply refuses to take part in a characterization of oppression which can lead either to 

intellectual disengagement or worse, blaming the victims. 

Nor is his position so simplistic as searchUig for a scapegoat so as to easily name an 

agent of oppression. The key, as always with FreUe, is in leaming the craft of critical 

reflection, which can expose, if not a particular agent of oppression, then its ideological 

agency: "If all of this is tme, the education of human beings should never be restticted to a 

tme inteUectual training that limits itself to merely exposing students to what Graff caUs a 

pedagogy of conflict—as if aU existed on an equal basis-without creating conditions that 

wiU enable students to understand the nature of the ideologies that created the conflicts in 

the first place" ("Dialogue" 389). To do otherwise creates what he caUs "the social 

constmction of not seeing" (387). RecaUing his position in Pedagogy ofthe Oppressed 

that stresses how both action and reflection are each misdUected without tiie other, we can 

see that above all FreUe is engaged, and if that subjects him to criticism, then he is 

unapologetic: "I must Uitervene, as I must mtervene in teaching tiie peasants that theU 
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hunger is sociaUy constmcted and work with them to help identUy those responsible for 

this social constmction, which is, m my view, a crime against humanity" ("Dialogue" 391). 

Freire's position regarding the contemporary exigencies of Uberatory pedagogy can 

be clearly seen Ui tiie several issues explored above. While he remams tnie to tiie compass 

of his principles as outimed m Pedagogy ofthe Oppressed, he has contmued to elaborate 

tiiose principles. More to the point, tiiose principles in themselves are stUl central to 

contemporary Uberatory pedagogy, lending gravity to a posttu-e which has, as Macedo 

says, "poUtical clarity-a posttire that makes many Uberals Uke Graff very uncomfortable" 

("Dialogue" 391) witii what he considers "Radical educational theorists Uke FreU-e, Henry 

GU-oux, and Stanley Aronowitz" (Graff, "Academic Writmg" 215). Naming FreUe 

together with GU*oux and Aronowitz is appropriate, as theU works, along with Shor's, 

constitute the four most influential voices in contemporary Uberatory pedagogy. 

Subject: Confusion over Smdent and Teacher Roles 

For Postman, his distmst of muIticulturaUsm, already cited as evidence of 

confusion regarding postmodem power formulations, also suggests simUar confusion over 

the interplay of roles of the teacher and student, which is the thUd great barrier to a 

postmodem liberatory pedagogy. Along with this confusion over respective roles is a 

related issue, the constmction of the student subject This area is very closely connected to 

the preceding area of adaptation to power formulations and in some ways is a subset of it. 

In his confusion over the teacher's proper role towards a postmodem student subject, 

Postman is certainly not alone, but in distmsting multiculturalism in itself, his resolution to 

his confusion is poorer than most 

Shor contends with aspects of this problem, as well. An incremental refmement 

from Freirean thought is evident in Shor's description of a "conceptual habit of mind," 

which he defines as the abiUty to "synthesize student responses whUe class is m progress" 

(113). This definition offers a partial explanation for the manner in which a teacher can act 

on the cmcial Freirean dictum of teaching clearly what we receive confusedly from 

students. However, Shor does not clearly explain how, other than repeated effort, an 

instmctor might acquire this quality. In this, Shor's pedagogy, like Postman's, shows a 
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weakness in that it gives the impression of relying too heavily on an instmctor's abiUty and 

wUUngness to bring to bear a remarkable intensity of personal effort When an instmctor 

begins to rely too heavily on his own efforts, that usually means that he is taking on part of 

his students' proper load for carrymg tiie class. That in tum impUes that a certain passive 

sort of student subject is being constmcted, despite other intentions. 

The position taken by Aronowitz and GUoux on the teacher/student relationship, 

and consequentiy on the type of student subject which may be constmcted, is like Shor's in 

that it derives from what they say about theU ideal of a "border mteUectual" as teacher. 

This may be seen as a weakness, especially when FreUe's much more focused 

concentration on the student, as such, is considered. On the other hand, unlUce FreUe, 

Postman, or Shor, Aronowitz and Giroux make no attempt to present a complete 

pedagogy, instead concenttating on an effort to "explore some of the elements of an 

altemative vision for schools without claiming to have a recipe" (Education Under Siege x). 

One element of theU border inteUectual concept is the way that Aronowitz and 

GU'oux caU for "reformulating the social and ideological role of educators," specificaUy as 

intellectuals. This provides the connection to the area of the constmction of a student 

subject "By viewing educators as Uitellectuals, we want to expand the theoretical insights 

provided by FreU*e and Gramsci on the role of the UiteUectual in modem society and, 

specificaUy, of the role of educators m public schools and m higher education" (20). In 

essence, what they want is identical to the caU withm the field of composition for 

theoreticians to become practitioners and practitioners, theorists: "We want to transform 

that model of the labor process and redefme the nature of inteUectual work in schools so as 

to joUi conception and execution" (20). Of course, given theU own radical stance, by 

theory tiiey mean primarily (though not solely) social and political theory, and thus, as they 

say in theU- dedication to FreUe, they want to see to it "tiiat pedagogy should become more 

poUtical and that tiie political should become more pedagogical" (v). Or as FreU-e himself 

wrote, action and reflection should be one. What is Unplied by this emphasis on tiie teacher 

as inteUectual is a very different type of student subjectivity as weU. To put it as plaUily as 

possible, an insttiictor who is tiieoretically well versed yet stiU very much m touch witii tiie 

acttiaUties of tiie classroom should be able to help sttidents see themselves not as objects, 
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but as subjects, as agents. Of course, it is worrisome that this is only implied and not 

addressed directiy. Perhaps if Aronowitz and GUoux were to more ambitiously dedicate 

themselves to the stmcturing of an actual, complete pedagogy, theU writmgs would not 

seem to be somewhat canted toward attention given the teacher rather than the smdent 

As for FreUe himself, Giroux refers to FreUe as a "border pedagogist" whose work 

straddles both modemism and posttnodemism, and thus GU-oux's own "border pedagogy" 

owes a large debt to FreUe's work ("Rise of tiie Border InteUecttial" 1994). As GU-oux and 

Peter McLaren point out, Freire's dictum that the roles of smdents and teachers must be 

reciprocal is scarcely modemist; neither is his reticence to set goals untU they have been 

roughly articulated by students ("Radical Pedagogy as Cultural Politics" 1991). Because 

FreU-e's original system was discussed earlier in considerable detail, those views on the 

teacher/student relation need not be repeated. However, because FreUe has been accused 

by some (e.g., BerUn, Pietrykowski) of ironically assuming a too "Neo-classical" or 

authoritative stance toward students, ignoring diversity, it is useful to mm once again to his 

dialogue with Macedo for an update. 

One school of thought criticizes Freire for what it considers his presumptiveness to 

already "know what world the oppressed want to be in," in Macedo's words. "What if the 

oppressed do not want the world that you may have in mind for them?" asks Macedo. 

Freire's answer is to delmeate a distinction between the insttnctor's proposing and 

imposing his or her view of the world: "Imposition is when one wiUfuUy refuses to 

present altematives and multiple points of reference." Educators, he claims, "have the right 

to propose their view of the world . . . what educators cannot do is to Unpose their view. 

What educators must do is to never faU to debate various positions without imposing any" 

("Dialogue" 390). At another point he adds, "Making my beliefs bare does not constitute, 

in my view, a form of imposition" (388). 

Then FreU-e shifts tiie plane of tfie argument: "In criticizmg my educational proposal 

as being too dkective, tiiese educators are also dUective. There is no neuttal education. AU 

education is directíve" (394). In saymg this FreUe is making an impUcit distmction 

between "directive" and "coercive." It is tiie same distmction as between "proposmg" and 

"UnposUîg" his view of tiie world. He is also Ukening the charge that his pedagogy 
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preconceives or prescribes students' outcomes to tiie sometUnes implicit caU for neu ^ t y 

on the part of the instmctor or course materials. By now U is a well-known constmctionist 

axiom that tiie most poUtical Uisttiiction of aU is that which claUns to be poUticaUy neutt^; it 

just conceals its mevitable poUtical stance, perhaps even from itself: "In de-emphasizing 

tiie teacher's power by claUnmg to be a facUitator, one is bemg less tiian ttiitiiful to the 

extent that the teacher tumed faciUtator maintains the power institutionaUy created in the 

position" ("Dialogue" 378). FreUe is answering this chaUenge by emphasizing tiie 

presentation of altemative viewpoints, and a good evidence that he genumely does this is 

the readiness with which he calls Marxism to task for a too-rigid set of expectations about 

the necessary outcome of history. 

That position, it was been pointed out earlier, is consistent over two-plus decades in 

Freire's work; so is his stance on the teacher's role. In the Pedagogy (1970), he writes that 

"Education must begin with the solution of the teacher-student contradiction, by reconcUing 

the poles of the contt^diction so that both are sUnultaneously teachers and students" 

(Pedagogy 53). Twenty-five years later, Freire elaborates that position when he writes, "I 

consider myself a teacher and always a teacher. I have never pretended to be a faciUtator. 

What I want to make clear also is in being a teacher, I always teach to facUitate. I cannot 

accept the notion of a faciUtator who facUitates so as not to teach" ("Dialogue" 378). He 

contends that "A better way to proceed is to assume the authority as a teacher whose 

direction of education includes helping leamers get involved in planning education, helping 

them create the critical capacity to consider and participate in the direction and dreams of 

education, rather than merely foUowing bUndly" (379). 

Technology: Going Bevond the Bias 
of Classical Marxism 

Whereas Berlm's work has suppUed tiie three precedmg areas or categories in 

which Uberatory pedagogy shows movement towards postmodemism, the fourth, 

technology, is not mentioned by Berim-probably because he hUnself is not a network 

pedagogist Without tiiat perspective, technology to a liberatory tiieorist tends to mamtam 

the industrial, modemist patina which it was given by classical Marxist dogma. 
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That is the case not only with BerUn, but almost unanUnously with every major 

liberatory voice, until fmaUy Aronowitz and GUoux Ui theU later work do see, to some 

extent, the recent and explosive posttnodemist tum of technology, particularly computer 

network technology. 

FreU '̂s early position has aUeady been demarcated. His later works do littie to 

change tiiat position, and tiiat is unfortunate. Ira Shor scarcely addresses the issue, either. 

His early-seventies contemporary, NeU Posttnan, does address technology, but not in an 

approving manner. Postman's basic resistance to technology is anotiier way in which his 

work resembles FreU-e's, tiiough botii are counterproductive in that respect In the 1969 

work, Postman notes that 'Technologically wrought changes in tiie envUonment render 

vUtuaUy all of our tt^ditional concepts . . . Urelevant" (208). He goes on to claim tiiat "We 

are just beginning to confront the problems emerging as a consequence of the assumption 

by electronic machmes of human Uitellectual functions" (211). This technophobia, which 

ignores digital computer technology and focuses mstead on video media, is most apparent 

in his 1985 work Amusing Ourselves to Death, in which he argues that "the declme of a 

print-based epistemology and the accompanying rise of a television-based epistemology has 

had grave consequences for public Ufe" (24). Postman continues, "We have reached, I 

beUeve, a critícal mass in that electtonic media have decisively and irreversibly changed the 

character of our symboUc envUonment. We are now a culture whose informatíon, ideas 

and epistemology are given form by television, not by the printed word" (28). Postman 

seems mired in a vision of technology-analogical rather than digital, visual rather than 

texmal or multí-media—not even equivalent to MarshaU McLuhan's because McLuhan had 

the excuse of writing in the 1960s. Richard Lanham in The Electronic Word (1993) 

observes that Postman "simply ignores, mdeed appears ignorant of, all the digital 

technologies that have emerged to change expression; multimedia, in all its forms, plays no 

part whatsoever in his attack . . . Analogue broadcast television is the target" (237). His 

1996 videorecording, as noted previously, shows that this focus has not changed. 

The beginnings of Aronowitz's positíon on technology may also be seen in his 

early work, False Promises. He actuaUy (and perhaps unintentíonally) provides a basis for 

an argument that undermines the tt^ditíonal stance of liberatory pedagogy against 
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technology, where he writes tíiat revolts against tiie conditions that produce exploitation 

"are often dU-ected against tiie appearance of tiUngs ratiier tiian tiieU essence. Thus, tiie 

early labor sttuggles were dU^ted agamst tiie machme. Workers, recently migrated from 

the land of artisanship, beUeved tiiat mechanization itself was the enemy, just as many 

social tfieorists today raU agamst technology as such" (8). One can extt^polate from tiUs 

tiiat technology which is decentt^ized, inexpensive, versatUe, and requUes littíe specialized 

tt-aming to use need not necessarUy be seen as a tool only for dominatíon. And further, 

such a technology which pemUts relatívely uncensored global communication-lUce 

networked electt-onic discourse-should logicaUy be embraced by libertorians, tiiough that 

has not generally been the case. 

A sign that Aronowitz shares the typical liberatory bias against technology, despite 

the impUcation of his own above passage, is found elsewhere in False Promises: "The 

appropriatíon of the productíon of linguistíc forms by mass communicatíons has had a 

disintegrating effect on the autonomous language of aU sectors of the underlymg 

populatíon," he writes (16). IronicaUy, here too he unintentíonally notes a potentíaUy 

liberatory effect: "This process dismpts the meaning-stmcture of words and phrases, but it 

forces ordinary people to invent new words and phrases in order to preserve the shreds of 

autonomy of theU culture. Even though all subcultures have capimlated to the assault of 

mass culture, there remains an impulse toward inventíon and independence that can be 

observed every day in the games, language, symbols, that are constantíy evolving" (16). 

Though described as merely preserving shreds of culture, Aronowitz's 1977 vision, read in 

1998, is curiously remindful of both contemporary e-maU Unguistic inventíveness and of 

the "nomad language" of such concepts as Lyotard's parology and Deleuze's rhizomatics. 

By the tíme of 1985's coUaboratíon, Educatíon Under Siege, Aronowitz along with 

Giroux has assumed the more predictable Uberatory antí-technologist stance. TheU history 

includes a more complete accountmg for Uberatory pedagogy's rejectíon of computer 

technology than is to be found in other liberatory works. Of course, theU argument 

regaiding technology predates the spread of digital technology for global communicatíons 

and thus is dated on that ground alone. Once summarized, however, that and other parts of 

their argument can be brought up to date by examining several of theU more recent texts. 
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Aronowitz and Giroux's discussion of computer technology seems an incongmous 

mis-fit in tiieU larger attempt to reorient radical education tiieory toward a discourse of 

possibUity. In going against the radical stance of dismissing Dewey "because of his lack of 

sociological and poUtical msight" (9) and against tiie dismissal of Uberal humanism m 

general as "constituting a Unchpin of bourgeois mystUication" (7), Aronowitz and GUoux 

indeed show a wUUngness to look at Marxist positions witii new eyes; tiiey go so far as to 

pomt out tiiat "the left ignores tiie degree to which popular forces might appropriate tiie 

democratic ideology of schools, elements of existing school knowledges, and on tiie basis 

of these, fmd tiie possibUity of accumulating power within the schools" (6). 

To whatever degree networked computer technology can be seen as such a "popular 

force," Aronowitz and GUoux can be pardoned, m theU 1985 text at least, for ignoring its 

possibiUties-it hadn't occurred yet in any widespread fashion-but nevertheless it is 

disappointing to find tiiat they do not extend to digital technology theU wUUngness to find 

"dismptions that could provide a basis for a real educational movement" (6). TheU account 

of technology begins ominously, noting a resurgence of the "technological rationality" 

which Marcuse wamed against. Sure enough, they quickly note that the "most ubiquitous 

current form" of this supposed malaise is "the so-caUed computer revolution" (14). They 

do go on, prescientiy enough, to contend that "computers have mediated work, leisure and 

vUtuaUy all communications-and in this sense have become a form of culture" (15). 

Beyond that point, their discussion of computer technology is unrelentmgly 

negative. An example of this is the way in which they cite David Noble and others as 

viewing computers "as merely the latest stage of capital's offensive agaUist labor"; the only 

new element of this argimient as presented here is an ironic reading of computer 

technology's decenttaUzing ability. In Noble's view, vouched for by Aronowitz and 

Giroux, production which is computerized is "subject to radical decenttaUzation of 

execution whUe faciUtatUig centtalized control" (15), thus eroding the ttaditional basis of 

workers' power, the factory. While tiiere is some vaUdity to tiiis danger, as stated 

previously this critique seems stiU dependent on a modemist conception of technology 

which even in 1985 scarcely held tme. As Aronowitz and Giroux themselves note, 

although supportively, "The most sophisticated critics of contemporary technology are 
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merely extending Marx and Weber's critique of capitalist rationality to processes of 

production and administtation" (16). Aronowitz and GUoux conclude tiieU account of the 

worth of computer technology by flatiy statmg, "We fumly reject the notion that computers 

or any other machine addresses tiie crisis in education" (19). 

In theU two later coUaborative works, Aronowitz and GUoux extend theU effort to 

estabUsh a rejuvenated Uberatory voice m the education debate, and they modify tiieU stance 

on computer technology-only sUghtiy in the fu-st of tiiese, but to a surprisUig degree in tiie 

latter. The fu-st of tiiese two works is Postmodern Educatíon (1991). In tiiis later work, 

their anti-technologic position is in the guise of a dismissal of what they caU "technological 

utopianism." The chief way in which this edition differs from that of Educatíon Under 

Siege is a brief discussion of hypertext, which is electronic text-such as now found on the 

World Wide Web in more multi-media embodiments-containing "hot" words or images 

which, when selected, navigate the user to a different "Unk" or electronic location. What is 

notable is the continued overlooking of networked electronic discourse. They cite 

hypertext as the most cmrent example of what they view as "distinctiy anticritical discourse 

that is seemingly postpoUtical and, simultaneously, worshipful of the infinite possibUities 

for leaming and teaching in new computer technologies" (190). 

The fear, predictable and even valid from a liberatory standpoint, is that in such a 

new world, the out-of-hand aboUshment of prior cultural signifiers by a naiVe attempt at 

ignoring poUtics wiU make impossible the task of what GUoux has caUed counter-memory 

and what Jameson has called historicizing. But as within tiie 1985 work, this argument, a 

valid concem in itself, disappointingly leaps over the issue of the presence or absence of 

Uberatory potential in networked computer discourse. Only brief mention is made of that 

aspect of computer technology, and it is lumped-anticriticaUy, to use the authors' own 

term-within the technological utopian tiimst which they criticize: "In this new world 

MarshaU McLuhan's (1964) most radical fantasy, the global vUlage, is on the brink of 

realization. PoUtics exists, but it is viewed as a massive obstacle to the creation of the 

electronicaUy mediated community m which we are all digitally linked. The stmggle for 

social power, having been rendered obsolete by the now realized dream of total individual 

autonomy made possible by the machine, may be conceived as an iUusion" (192-93). 
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The most recent collaboration by Aronowitz and Giroux is a second edition of theU 

1985 text Education: Stíil under Siege has been added to, but in aU respects but one is a 

recapittilation of tiie positions and concepts put forward by tiiem in tiie 1985 and 1991 

pubUcations. The one area m which Aronowitz and GU-oux depart significantiy from tiieU" 

previous position is the issue of computer technology, which receives an entUe chapter. 

The chapter is curiously undecided in terms of its message. That is, it begins witii a 

seeming continuation of Aronowitz and GU-oux's vaUd but shortsighted disparagement of 

merely functional computer uses such as tutoring exercises (186). But at about the midway 

point, a different message begins to emerge, one more favorable to the potential of 

computer technology within a liberatory pedagogy. The final Unpression given is that 

Aronowitz and Giroux have by 1993 begun to reaUze the potency of computer technology, 

but stUl have not discovered fu-sthand its dialogic capabiUties. 

TheU- main focus is stUl on hypertext which, tiiey write, "may become a form of 

techne, in Heidegger's usage [thereby echoUig Michael HeUn m Electric Language 

regarding electronic text], but beneath this new kind of text lies a larger wiU to playfulness" 

(189). They also refer to Heidegger's concept of technological enframement, but Ui an 

ironic sense which foUows on the possibility of hypertext as a form of techne: "The 

enframing that does occur makes the opposite point-that what we had thought of as 

permanent is reaUy oiUy contingent, that high and popular culture are ineluctably 

intertwined with technology. The assertions that the reader is tiie author and tiiat the text is 

a system of signs whose meaning possesses no fixed center have moved beyond the pretty 

formulations of a Uterary critic to become, at least tendentiously, our new historical 

situatíon" (189). Here, of course, they echo George Landow (Hypertext 1991, Hypertext 

Theory 1994) and others. 

Aronowitz and GU-oux move even closer to an appreciatíon of the ttansformatory 

potentíal of computer technology when tiiey assert tiiat "The technoculture, notwitiistandmg 

its appropriation by capital as tiie condition of its growth, is, m all its forms, mherentiy 

destabUizing to the regUne that gave it birtii-tiie result of dispersal of knowledge by the 

technology that separates it, at least in part, from power. Or, to be more optimistic, power 

and knowledge shift away from centers where the new technologies can be easily 
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assUnUated into tiie old culttu^ and mdusttial order" (190). This reading of posttnodemist 

power formulations witiim computer technology is the exact opposite, it should be recalled, 

from tiieU text of eight years earlier, in which they charged tiiat tíie decentt^zation made 

possible by computer technology merely dispersed workers whUe mamtammg cenu^zed 

contt-ol (Educatíon under Siege 15). Now, tiiey assert that "The judgments of such writers 

as Andre Gorz, tiiat the technical experts are merely an adjunct to tiie capitaUst order... 

need to be reversed" (190). At last, it seems that GUoux and Aronowitz have begun to 

examUie the "dismptions" witiim technology made possible by the shift from an analog to a 

digital basis-from a modemist to a postmodemist concept of technology. 

Such a reaUzation, in tum, opens the door for a "language of possibUity," a 

doorway they peer through but don't yet enter: 

Thus, history may no longer be conceived Ui the model of approved 
tradition but as a terrain . . . of counter-memories, an opportunity to store narratives 
of resistance on disks written by 'leamers' as weU as by traditional historians. At 
the same time, in contrast to the physical book tiiat must be subject to processes of 
industrial production, autobiographies and other stories inscribed in the computer's 
memory may be tt-ansmitted via e-mail to a vast unseen network of readers who 
can, in tum, comment, reply, and supply theU- own stories. (192) 

Aronowitz and Giroux stand here on the very brink of a reaUzation of the radical 

possibUities of both hypertext and networked electronic discourse. LUce Hawisher and 

Selfe in composition studies, however, Aronowitz and Giroux do not assume that this 

potential which they newly see in computer technology bears friUí of its own accord: 

"However, whether the computer emancipates or subordinates is not as technological 

determinism would have it given" (192). Rather, the outcome "inheres not in its chip and 

keyboard but in its discursive position in the larger fi^mework of social production and 

distribution of knowledge" (193). Despite these valid reservations, the computer seems 

finaUy to be seen by Aronowitz and GUoux as potentially a formidable means of 

"cortosive, anti-authoritarian effects" (191). "Or," write Aronowitz and Giroux, "the 

computer realizes Jeremy Bentham's panopticon on a scale unimagined by the phUosopher" 

(193). As Howard Rheingold notes in The Virtual Community (1993), these futures are a 

choice, and we will choose by our acts, or as Paulo FreU"e admonishes, by how well we 

temper and guide our actions with critical reflection. 
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Problems of Enacting a Contemporarv Liberatorv Pedagogv 

The difficulty of adapting liberatory pedagogy, witii its Marxist patina, to a 

postmodem context which resists any hUit of a determined future is considerable; m tiie 

preceding pages, this and other complex, interwoven problems of posttnodem adaptation 

of a liberatory pedagogy have been sorted into areas corresponding to sign, subject, and 

value. This sorting shows that Freire, Aronowitz, and GUoux have gone further than most 

others in this adaptation. Paulo Freire's pedagogy, though it has existed now for a number 

of years, shows the seeds of the more recent work done by GU*oux and Aronowitz, and is 

stUl the most complete and specific pedagogy to do so. 

Then there is the issue of technology, which is another problem of postmodem 

adaptation. However, as this work contends, and as Aronowitz and GUoux have by the 

níUd-1990s begun to agree, technology can be, rather than a problem in itself, a solution to 

the problem of postmodem adaptation of liberatory pedagogy. This chapter has attempted 

to show that Uberatory pedagogy as exempUfied by Paulo FreUe's system connects readUy 

both to the foundational work of Bakhtin and Vygotsky through its dialogism-the first of 

two characteristics examined in the previous pages-and to the postmodemist voices of 

such writers as Lyotard and Deleuze, with this postmodem quality bemg the other 

characteristic examined at length. 

Connections can be drawn from these works to the theory and practice of 

networked electtonic discourse pedagogy. Therefore, the argument at this point is a sUnple 

one: If a Freirean liberatory pedagogy shows an affinity for the dialogism of Bakhtin and 

Vygotsky as well as an affmity for the outsider, nomad thought of postmodemist writers 

lUce Lyotard and Deleuze, and if network pedagogy shows similar affinities, then it follows 

that the two pedagogies are lUcely alUes, despite decades-old biases to the contrary. 

Following this logic, the task of Chapter ni wUl be to outUne the dialogic and posttnodem 

characteristics of networked electtonic discourse pedagogy. 
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CHAPTER m 

THE PLACE OF NETWORK DISCOURSE 

IN A LIBERATORY PEDAGOGY 

Social Constnictíonism. Networked Electt-onic Discourse. 
And Liberatorv Pe/Iagngy 

In "Social Constiiictionism, Language, and tiie Autiiority of Knowledge" (1986), 

Kenneth Bmffee defines a social constmctionist position as one which 

in any discipUne assumes that entities we normally call reality, knowledge, 
thought, facts, texts, selves, and so on are consttiicts generated by communities of 
lUce-minded peers. Social constmction understands reaUty, knowledge, thought, 
facts, texts, selves, and so on as community-generated and community-maintained 
Unguistic entities-or, more broadly speaking, symbolic entities-tiiat defme or 
'constitute' the communities that generate them. (774) 

Writing in the mid-1980s, Bruffee accurately observed that there was much work 

beUig done with consttiictionist theory m various fields, but most theorists were mutuaUy 

unaware of one another despite doing similar work. Bmffee was among the fu-st theorists 

within the field of composition to begUi coUating this parallel work from various fields. 

At approximately the same time, an element of postmodem technology was 

developed which fit hand in glove with social constmctionist theory. It was around 1985 

when technical advances fû st permitted the practical use of networked microcomputers 

within a location so that, as described in Chapter I, users could type messages or 

documents and then send them electronicaUy and Uistantiy to any or aU other users within 

the room, conducting a conversation electtonically and textuaUy rather than in the 

customary oral fashion. Although this manner of mnning a classroom discussion has 

already been briefly outUned, a clearer description is needed, prior to any more theoretical 

discussion of network discourse, for those less famUiar or those—ever fewer in number-

altogether unfamUiar with it 

Here, then, is a "seat-of-the-pants" description of the networked electronic 

discoiu"se which instantiates social constmctionist theory so remarkably. In such a 

classroom, as Trent Batson has already been noted as observing, "Everyone is generating 

messages on tiieir keyboards and sharing tiiem with the group" (Network-Based 
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Classrooms ix). This text-sharing is made possible because the microcomputers are 

connected, typicaUy, by ethemet cablUig into a LAN (local area network) which, writes 

Dean Barclay, "enables students at several networked computer stations to interact with one 

another simultaneously, synchronously-in 'real' as opposed to 'vUtual' time-through 

'writing.' That is, students assemble simultaneously, and in the same room, but converse 

in typed text only, tiiough tiieU computer screens" ("Ire, Envy, Irony, and ENFI" 24-5). 

This "synchronous" conversation, adds Fred Kemp, is often referred to as a "chat" format: 

In a widely used network software like Daedalus Interchange, "one of the two windows on 

each computer screen is an editing window in which the student can compose and send a 

comment, and the other window displays aU the smdents' comments in chronological 

order. It becomes an easy matter for several or all of tíie students to engage m a real-tUne 

written conversation, in which the transcript of the conversation is shared at the same time 

by everyone who is logged on" ("Writing DialogicaUy" 185). The immediate outcome of 

this simultaneous exchange is "to have a room fuU of computers all conttibuting comments 

to a shared text stt-eam" ("The Origins of ENH" 164). 

Anyone who has not experienced such discourse as this frequentiy has a hard tUne 

imagining the vigor of the discussion and even the actual appearance of the type of multi-

topic, multi-voiced document U creates. At least a suggestion of the nuances of network 

discourse may be seen in this sample, taken from an early-semester assignment in which 

composition students were asked to brainstorm, communally, possible topic choices for an 

upcoming assignment: 

FROM: Sandi Mendoza TO: CLASS 6/2/98 5:46 pm 

To class: 
I stUl haven't selected a topic to write about, but I was tiiUUdng about domestic 
violence, does anyone have any opinions on this? 

FROM: Cherise MUler TO: CLASS 6/2/98 5:46 pm 

I tiimk I wUl write my essay on why teens should get tiie same penalty for a crime 
as adults....any comments? 
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FROM: Sarah Penders TO: (XASS 6/2/98 5:46 pm 

David, he said funny and there isn't anytiiUig funny about same sex adopting kids! 

FROM: Gabe Ureta TO: CLASS 6/2/98 5:50 pm 

Cherise: I totally agree witii you. I tiiUik if tiie teen made tiie choice to commit an 
adult crUne he should get an adult punishment 

FROM: David Santiago TO: CLASS 6/2/98 5:52 pm 

To Crissy: Yes. The chUd wiU sometUnes wonder what it would be like to have 
the other parent. But if the Mom or Dad plays both roles U can be harmless. 

FROM: Jesse Valenciana TO: CLASS 6/2/98 5:52 pm 

To class: 
I picked gangs in the community because I think U's a big problem now a days and 
society should be aware f this problem. 

Even in this brief sample, five distmct but loosely related topical "threads" can be 

seen, having been listed by the network simply in the order in which they were sent. Some 

systems even aUow after-the-fact re-coUating of comments by topic. 

In the apparent sUence of a classroom producing such a text, the superficial quiet is 

broken only by the sound of keystrokes and the occasional oral comment or exclamation as 

participants take part in this vigorous, multivocal communication which has several notable 

advantages over oral discussion. Among them are the way in which the computer network 

aUows participants to respond simultaneously, thus encouraging broader participation 

(e.g., Faigley 1992; Batson 1993; Tomow 1997), and the way in which the entire 

conversation is archived as text, to be explored later and more tiioroughly at wiU. Barclay 

notes that "As it encourages a talker to compose and send written statements quickly, the 

resultant discussion resembles a Spanish class in which no English is spoken: One writes 

because one has to; one cannot participate otherwise, except by reading" (25). 

Both the theoretical apparatus of social constmctionism and the technical apparatus 

of networked electronic discourse, by the mid-1980s, had begun to pass out of the hands 

of a few enthusiastic supporters and into more general knowledge and use. Thus with a 

startiing synchronicity, both social constmctionist theory and the technology to support 
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msttiictional use of computer networks came into awareness and into use almost 

sUnultaneously. Given tiiis convergence of theoretical and technical events, it is no great 

surprise that consttiictionist theory soon came to be seen as a foundation for an entire 

pedagogy built around tiie technical abiUty to share text electtonicaUy witii an entUe group 

of people at once. In "Electt-onic Meetings of tiie Minds" (1992), GaU Hawisher writes, 

I would argue that until the profession accepted and endorsed a view of 
meaning as negotiated, texts as sociaUy constmcted, and writing as knowledge 
creating, we were unable to value tiie kinds of taUc m writing classes that electronic 
conferences encourage. In otiier words, tiie adoption of the electtonic conference 
as a pedagogy corresponds closely to the profession's evolving tiieories of what it 
means to leam to write in the late eighties and nineties. (83) 

This correspondence of social constmctioiUst theory and network discourse 

pedagogy is important to Uberatory pedagogy. It is important because there are close 

paraUels between the dialogic and postmodem qualities of liberatory pedagogy and those 

same qualities within social constmctionist theory. If that claim bears out, and if network 

pedagogy is also supported by constmctionist theory as Hawisher says, then it is no great 

leap to expect Uberatory pedagogy and network pedagogy to mesh together weU, despite 

traditional Uberatory distmst of technology such as was outUned in previous chapters. 

This merging of these two pedagogies mto what could be caUed a liberatory 

network pedagogy is in tum important because of two factors, botii already discussed: the 

need, in these turbulent postmodem times, for the critical consciousness which liberatory 

pedagogy nourishes, yet the ironic difficulties faced by Uberatory pedagogy precisely 

because of postmodem conditions. Chapter n concluded with a discussion of four 

postmodem issues for liberatory pedagogy. These issues can also be seen as chaUenges. 

The last was the chaUenge to accommodate itself to postmodem technology, particularly 

computer technology. The otiier three dealt with, fttst, the postmodem skepticism of 

metanartatives, or in Berlin's terms, the issue of value', second, signification, or the issue 

of adaptmg to Unmanent, decentralized and self-modulating postmodem forms of power, 

and last, subjectformation, or the issue of defining an instmctor's role in such a way as to 

encourage effective teaching whUe not Umiting the student to the role of container or object. 

The position taken was that Uberatory pedagogy is successfuUy emerging as a postmodem 

entity, as judged by its responses to these issues. Yet while it is showing itself to be a valid 
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posttnodem pedagogy, it is not at present a vital pedagogy, judged sUnply by the absence 

of its widespread use m anytiimg close to its fuU array of tiieory and curriculum. 

This faUure to flourish is atttibutable in large part sUnply to Uberatory pedagogy's 

own sttnggles witii its nascent posttnodem self, but whUe tiiese debates and mtemal 

quarrels have taken place, tiie educational stage m the United States has been seized by the 

neoconservative presence. This cUcumstance wUl be discussed fuUy m Chapter IV, 

because it has to do with tfie placement of tiie community coUege withm the American 

educational landscape, but it is appropriate to summarize it for present purposes. In 

Educatíon Under Siege, Aronowitz and GUoux sort the contemporary debate on education 

into three camps. These camps, briefly noted in Chapter n, are the liberal progressive 

camp, the neoconservative camp, and tiie radical or liberatory camp. According to 

Aronowitz and Giroux, botii the Uberal and the radical camps have eitiier faUen sUent or 

have seen their most potent assertions appropriated by the neoconservative camp: 

Neoconservatism is grounded in the radical critiques of reform that 
prevaUed in the sixties. Educational conservatives have echoed the demand that 
school knowledge be relevant to smdents' Uves. But they wish to subordinate 
educational priorities to those of the corporate order on the grounds that this is the 
relevant social and economic effect of knowledge. Lacking an altemative, many 
students and their parents buy into this idea because they have accepted the notion 
that the business of America is business. (x) 

Driven by highly visible connections between education and employment which are 

easy to comprehend on a superficial level, the average individual has assumed that the 

neoconservative narrative of American educational Unperatives is in fact the whole story. 

This appropriation of the argument of educational relevance, added to intemal struggles, 

has tended to eviscerate Uberatory pedagogy as an educational program to be reckoned 

with. The solution to this complex of problems is to focus on technology, the one 

remaining area where Uberatory pedagogy stUl remains almost fuUy bUnd to the exigencies 

of postmodemity. By allying liberatory pedagogy with tíie powerful postmodem 

technology of network discourse, there can be created, as Aronowitz and Giroux call for, a 

"counterhegemony" of educational tiieory and practice formidable enough to help liberatory 

pedagogy become more widely avaUable in its fuU range of possibiUties. 
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Dialogic OuaUties of Social Constt-uctionism 

Chapter II, besides examining m Uberatory pedagogy the four postmodem issues 

summarized above, also traced the dialogic quaUties of Uberatory pedagogy from FreUe to 

his successors. It is these quaUties which nourish a critical consciousness m the fu-st place, 

no matter tiie historical period, and so they must be carried forward Uito any new liberatory 

application such as network pedagogy. These quaUties begin witii tiie dynamic ambiguity 

oflanguage which dictates the nature of communal dialogue as an epistemological process 

which can give rise to a critícal consciousness. Because these four qualities could be found 

as well m the dialogism of BakhtUi and Vygotsky, U is clear that they may appear elsewhere 

besides formal Uberatory pedagogy. With this in mind, tiiis chapter wUl fttst examine 

social constmctionism for the presence of these dialogic quaUties. This wiU be done even 

before looking within constmctionism for the postmodem quaUties Usted above. 

Constmctionism wUl then be located within the rhetorical foundations of composition 

before making the final move of examining the dialogic and postmodem quaUties in 

network pedagogy itself 

The Dynamic Ambiguity of Language 

James Berlin, in Rhetorics, Poetics, and Cultures (1996), cites Derrida's concept of 

differance in regards to the overlappUig, creative ambiguity of language. He Usts three 

meanings. Differance means "to differ," terms have significance only in contrast to other 

terms, not in relation to a referent Second, it means "to scatter," where meaning is 

dispersed because a word is never complete in itself, but only in relation to another word. 

Third, it means "to defer," where total meaning is always deferted because a word always 

points to another word. Before Derrida, Saussure ("Nature of the LUiguistic Sign" 1913) 

also noted how final meaning is indefinitely postponed, and thus continuaUy restmctured. 

I. A. Richards, writing well before the advent of what is generaUy termed 

constmctionism (1936), echoes Saussure, foreshadowmg Derrida and constmctionism 

itself Richards says that the essence of language is Us ambiguity, its overlapping of 

meaning, which is both inevitable and Uidispensable, because U is what gives language life. 

He caUs this dependence of meaning upon context the "mterinanUnation of words." And 
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so, by the way we Uiherit and mevitably tamper witii the meaning of words, we project 

meaning onto Ufe itself and thus create our world through language: 

Our world is a projected world, shot through with characters lent to it from 
our own life . . . The processes of metaphor in language, the exchanges between 
the meanmgs of words which we study in explicit verbal metaphors, are super-
imposed upon a perceived world which is itself a product of earUer or unwitting 
metaphor, and we shall not deal with them justiy if we forget tiiat tiiis is so. 
(Philosophy ofRhetoric 108-09) 

It is possible to see in this mterinanUnation of words a rough paraUel to Bakhtm's 

heteroglossia of centtifugal forces which fray tiie centripetal fabric of unitary language; and 

Ui projection of meanmg on prior perceptions of meaning it is equally possible to see 

paraUels with Bakhtin's polyphony of voices. Thus tiiis quality of social constmctionism 

meshes weU with the dialogic quaUty at the core of Uberatory pedagogy. 

Saussure, Richards, and Derrida can be considered as precursors to 

constmctionism. That is also tme of Thomas Kuhn, whose work is more often directly 

cited in regards to consttiictionist tiieory. Though writUig Ui a field usually thought of as 

alien to composition, Kuhn's work, particularly The Structure ofScientífic Revolutíons 

(1970), serves as a preface for broader constmctionist theory. So it is significant tiiat his 

work reflects this same concept of language as dynamically ambiguous. 

The most pertinent aspect of Kuhn's work is his description of how paradigm shifts 

occur, and what implications theU rejection and adoption have for our understanding of the 

nature of knowledge itself. His thesis is that "when paradigms change, the world itself 

changes with them" (Structure 111). This is an utter departure from Cartesian thinking, 

which stipulates instead that tiiough our mterpretation of reality may change, reaUty itself is 

static. This feature impUes the presence in any paradigm shift of fresh epistemology; 

beneath that impUcation lies an understanding of language simUar to Richards and others. 

Kuhn lists three features of any new scientific paradigm which combine to change the 

world by changing our knowledge of that worid: Scientists measure with new instmments; 

they look in new places; and they see new things even in the old places. This third feature 

is the most reveaUng of the dynamic ambiguity of language. Kuhn means by it that even 

"data are not unequivocaUy stable" (121). What Kuhn is actuaUy arguing is not that 

physical reality is somehow magicaUy altered, but rather that we can never know reality 
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otiier than by editing it, filtering it, via language, through human consciousness. Therefore 

reaUty becomes, defacto, our knowledge of it, which changes. 

Another writer often linked witii constmctionist tíieory and its concept of language 

is Nelson Goodman. His Ways ofWorld Making (1978) can help make sense of what 

might be called the central paradox of social constmctionism, that reaUty seemingly both 

does and does not change. Goodman contends with Hume and Kant, who saw certain 

events as mental constmctions which nevertheless were stiU projected on an objective 

world. Goodman, however, says in essence that the existence of such an objective world 

is moot, because for human consciousness, there is no perception without conception. 

That is, all "worlds" or world views are buUt on other ones, which in mm means that 

former ones can be taken as givens. This is Goodman's "Principle of Recursion," which 

states that it simply does not matter if former thoughts were "accurate;" if they are buUt 

upon, then they are real as given. Goodman asserts that only in this way can the 

complexity of thoughts about thoughts be explained. In regards to language itself, this 

manner in which thought leads on to thought closely resembles how, as Derrida and 

Saussure say, word leads on to word, forever deferring fmality of meaning. 

Communal Dialogue 

Just as constmctionist theory shows an understanding of language sinUlar to that of 

both Uberatory pedagogy and Bakhtmian dialogism, U also values communal dialogue 

highly, just as those theoretical constmcts do. For example, although Goodman's 

Recursion Principle is valid in regards to thoughts buiU upon thoughts within an individual, 

it is even more clearly vaUd when appUed to communal dialogue with its Uievitable 

misunderstandings and misinterpretations. WhUe Ui one sense one may be "mis-" 

understood or mterpreted, in the sense Goodman speaks of, each of these occmrences 

creates its own reality. WhUe this point Unplies epistemological knowledge making, as 

does Kuhn's concept of paradigm shift, the condition on which it is based must not be 

overlooked, and that condition is a communal dialogue. Kuhn reinforces the recognition of 

this sort of dialogue when he notes that the knowledge leading up to the sort of paradigm 
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shifts he describes is "inttinsicaUy the common property of a group or else nothing at aU" 

(201). That is, such knowledge is based on communal dialogue. 

Richard Rorty is perhaps the theorist whose work has been most often cited to 

support consttuctionist concepts. Bmffee names Rorty, along with Kuhn and Clifford 

Geertz, as tiie three most prominent figures m this regard ("Social Consttiictionism" 1986). 

What Thomas Kuhn asserts m the realm of tiie hard sciences, Richard Rorty generalizes. 

As Bruffee notes, "Whereas Kuhn says that scientific knowledge is a social constmct, 

Rorty says that aU knowledge is a social consttuct" ("Social Consttiiction" 774). Rorty 

speaks of the triad of Locke, Descartes, and Kant as having together given rise to the 

concept that knowledge must be defmed as accuracy of representation. Therefore 

philosophy, as the epitome of human representations of knowledge, is the most highly 

polished "mirtor of nature." The image is a visual one, where the accuracy sought is that 

which mirrors or most exactiy mimics the contours of the natural world. 

Against this supposed "tribunal of pure reason" Rorty presents the counter-triad of 

Wittgenstein, Heidegger, and Dewey. Wittgenstein, notes Rorty, has deconstmcted the 

mirror metaphor and other such "captivating pictures." Heidegger, with his concepts of 

enframement and cultural drift, furthers this historical awareness of how our concept of 

knowledge is driven by certain paradigms. And in Dewey, Rorty fmds a different 

conception of knowledge altogether. Rather than seeing knowledge as accuracy of 

representation, Dewey, in Rorty's words, defines it as "what we are justified in believing" 

(Philosophy 7). Rorty notes that this defmition places no enduring boundaries on what can 

count as knowledge, because "justification" is a social phenomenon, not a transaction 

between the "knowing subject" and "reaUty." This concept of knowledge clearly shows the 

central place of communal dialogue within constmctionist theory, just as it is central to 

liberatory pedagogy. Rorty's use of Dewey also should recaU the cortespondence seen by 

Aronowitz and GU-oux between his ideas and FreUe's, as weU. 

Another way in which Rorty makes the distinction between these two camps is 

worth noting. The fu'st camp tends to feature what Rorty, following Kuhn, calls "normal 

discourse," which he defines as any discourse "which embodies agreed-upon criteria for 

reaching agreement" (11). Such discourse is typical of a Cartesian concept of knowledge 
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and reaUty because, beUig based on knowledge as accurate representation, it namraUy 

places much emphasis on a unitary language, to use Bakhtin's term. This is tiie case 

because a more polyphonic discourse would be considered, at best, one which had not yet 

weeded out tiie "maccurate" representations of reaUty. By conttast, Rorty characterizes 

"abnormal discourse" as one which lacks such agreed-upon criteria for agreement. Such 

abnormal discourse is typical of a Deweyan definition of knowledge as "what we are 

justified m beUevUig" m tiiat a discourse among members of different social communities 

wUl tend to exempUfy differing criteria about what justifies beUef Witiiout tiie yardstick of 

"accurate representation," tiie various voices representmg different discourse communities 

must then negotiate these matters in other ways. 

This concept of abnormal discourse cortesponds to Bakhtm's centrifugal, 

heteroglossic forces. It also helps explain the Unportance of FreUe's exhortation that 

teachers must leam from sttidents just as tiie reverse should be tt^e. It is only tiirough such 

a reciprocal process that the dangerous but necessary navigation through tiie shoals of 

abnormal discourse is possible. IronicaUy, normal discourse is the goal of a Uberatory 

classroom, in that students and teacher, if all are working in good faith, strive for mutual 

understanding-which may be also described as striving to acquire at least some common 

standards for justifying belief They strive for a normal discourse. But it cannot be 

achieved by prescribing the standards for agreement as to what beUefs are justifiable; it can 

only be achieved by first negotiatmg tiie rough waters of abnormal discourse. 

Another important voice within social constmctionist theory which emphasizes its 

communal aspect is Clifford Geertz, especially in his work Local Knowledge (1985). 

From his background in anthropology and ethnography, Clifford Geertz is weU placed to 

underscore the multivocaUty which Rorty's concept of abnormal discourse Unplies. In his 

work Local Knowledge, Geertz notes that the haUmark of contemporary consciousness is 

the "enormous multiplicity" of its cultural values and belief systems (161). In other words, 

where Rorty generalizes tiie work of Kuhn in the sciences, Geertz can be said to show how 

Rorty's phUosophical position is bome out culturally. 
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Epistemological Process 

As with the first two qualities of Uberatory dialogism, the third quaUty of 

epistemological process is also cmcial to the dialogism of social constt^ctionism. Kuhn's 

concept of paradigm shift Ulustrates this within the sciences. He points out how scientific 

knowledge does not change as presumed, by steady accumulation, but ratiier by a 

realization that an old paradigm is no longer an adequate representation of what is agreed 

upon as knowledge. The change to a new paradigm is often prepared for unconsciously 

and incrementally, but the shift itself is frequentiy Uke a gestalt switch. Kuhn uses the term 

"normal science" to refer to work whose aim is to extend an existing paradigm, but which 

falls into crisis when that paradigm itself begins to be seriously questioned; this is the chief 

source for Rorty's broader term of "normal discourse." 

Goodman's Recursion Principle, like Kuhn's work, also shows that the reason 

communal dialogue is valued by constmctionism is because it is the source of the making 

of new knowledge. Goodman's argument is that meaning is irreducible to some pure point 

of origin, some unchanging reaUty. Meaning is particular and situated, so that conflicting 

tmths may just be tme in different worlds, different contexts, just as Newtonian physics 

gives way at a certain point to quantum physics, but neither is "false." Jerome Bmner in 

Actual Minds, Possible Worlds explains Goodman's argument as stating that, "Contrary to 

common sense there is no unique 'real world' tiiat pre-exists and is independent of human 

mental activity and human symbolic language . . . what we caU the world is a product of 

some mind whose symboUc procedures constt^ct the world" (95). All such meanings are 

quite real if only because they have quite real effects; they are acted upon and in tiiat way, 

built upon. They are real as given. And it is these meanings which are the epistemological 

offspring of communal dialogue. 

Rorty's idea, taken from Dewey, to measure knowledge by what is justifiable in a 

particular context also substantiates the epistemological emphasis witiim constmctionism. 

What is justifiable must be determined via communal dialogue. Rorty says that the notion 

of knowledge as an assemblage of accurate representations may be replaced by "a 

pragmatist conception of knowledge which eUminates the Greek cono^st between 

contemplation and action, between representing the world and coping with it" (11). Put 
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tiUs way, the constmctivist position on the nature of knowledge and language bears 

noteworthy resemblance to tiie FreUean, Uberatory insistence on tiie merging of reflection 

and action which yields "ttiie words" which can "ttansform tiie world by naming iL" 

Consttiictionist emphasis on knowledge-making can be seen in Geertz's work, too. 

Geertz explains tiiat the deficiency of tiie Cartesian, positivist world view is its attempt to 

generalize. He poUits out tiiat such attempts at generalizable, universal tmth are givmg way 

to local, situated explanations for cultural phenomena which are more Uregular and 

pluralistic. This emphasis on locaUzed, polymorph conceptions of ttoith is one of several 

features of Geertz's work which reinforce the epistemic element of constmctionist tiieory. 

A second valuable feature of Geertz's work is that, havUig brought attention to tiie 

vaUdity of differing, locaUzed versions of "ttiitii" or "reality," he nevertheless decUnes to 

dismiss the value of generaUzable knowledge, either. Instead, he favors an oscUIation 

between the two, as called for and permitted by cUcumstances. This osciUation is visible in 

his ethnographic method itself, in which he advises that a researcher "tack between the two 

sorts of descriptions""that is, between more and more specific narrative descriptions of 

local phenomena and more and more "synoptic [general] characterizations' '-so that 

together they flesh out a picture of life (9). Geertz's osciUation, like Rorty's abnormal 

discourse, recaUs the merging of action and reflection which FreUe beUeves can be 

transformatory, although the osciUations are between different terms. Geertz's osciUation 

also recalls the border stance between the modem and the postmodem which Aronowitz 

and Giroux recommend for Uberatory pedagogy. But for constmctionism itself, it 

indirectiy points out the epistemological knowledge making of communal dialogue~in this 

case, on the meta-level of dialogue between locaUy and generaUy justifiable beUefs. 

Critical Consciousness 

The fourth and most consequential dialogic quaUty of liberatory pedagogy, the 

acquisition of a critical consciousness, is not readily visible within social constmctionist 

theory. However, such a possible outcome of consttnictionism's view of language, 

communal dialogue, and resultant knowledge-making is m fact sttongly impUed, and so its 

apparent absence can be more accurately seen as merely a matter of different emphasis. 
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Because constmctionism in itself is not a pedagogy, it consequentiy presents itself Ui a less 

results-oriented way. Yet the element of critical reflection is present. 

In general, the possible outcome of a critical consciousness is UnpUed by the 

condition of free access to open dialogue, coupled with tiie dynamic ambiguity of language 

which ensures a wide variety of positions witiiin such dialogue. From that condition, the 

negotiation of knowledge is a lUcely, almost inevitable outcome, and so over time, more 

experience at such epistemological behavior wiU encourage the bUth of an abiUty to 

historicize the various viewpoints encountered, including one's own. Ira Shor, as noted, 

sees this difference between occasional critical reflection and a critical habit of mind as the 

difference between a semi-transitive state and a critical-transitive state. Of course, if the 

outcome of a critical consciousness were not strongly consttained by cultural power 

formulations, then in an ostensibly free society such as our own, it would be so 

commonplace as to likely dispute the need for such a thing as a Uberatory pedagogy Ui the 

first place. But nevertheless, open dialogue is cmcial; negotiation of meaning foUows, 

which, when given direction, wiU tend to mature with experience. A critical faculty can 

result, and as argued earUer, there is littie difference except terminology between referring 

to such abiUty as "historicization" or as "a critical consciousness." 

A more specific argument for the presence in constmctionism of an impUcit impulse 

toward a critical consciousness can be found within Rorty's discussion of normal and 

abnormal discourse. Abnormal discourse, as described by Rorty, can lead to confusion 

and discord, especiaUy initially. But in contrast to the assumed primacy of a unitary, 

Cartesian view of reaUty, it is also the necessary cmcible for the ultimate formation of a 

critical consciousness. This is so because, as Freire writes, "it is only through one's 

historical location that one is able to develop the critical tools to understand the globaUty of 

oppression" ("A Dialogue" 398-99). In other words, a person must be free to respect his 

or her own cultural and inteUectual bUthright before tiiat person is apt to wilUngly and 

curiously examine the position of another. 

Put another way, a Cartesian paradigm tends to encourage competing claims to 

possessing the only accurate representation of reality, whUe a constmctionist paradigm 

presents the potential for mutual respect of difference. To whatever degree abnormal 
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discourse carries the risk of oppression due to misunderstanding, this risk is much greater 

with either the insistence on a unitary language with which to encompass and read the 

world, or the insistence on a single Cartesian yardstick by which to measure reaUty. Both 

imply intolerance, which tends to create oppression when a power differential also exists. 

Thinking of the liberatory framework of Freire, AronowUz, and GUoux, such a "border 

pedagogy" as they call for simply is not supportable by Cartesian epistemology, which is 

incapable of straddUng borders; it always must reject one thing for another as a more 

accurate representation of tmth. Both liberatory and abnormal discourse concepts, by 

contrast, are predicated on shifting borders of all sorts-topics, audience awareness, nature 

of the audience itself, authority of the author and teacher, even the nature of the language 

itself all tend to shift in rapid and disorienting ways. These features aU make endless 

negotiation and renegotiation of meaning aU but unavoidable. And while it is tme that such 

a condition does not necessarily result in a critical consciousness, it does fumish the 

required fertUe ground for its growth. 

Another way in which constmctionism encourages a critical consciousness is by its 

tendency, unlike Cartesianism, to treat theory and practice as different but equal, or even to 

merge them. The Cartesian, cognitive world view by its hierarchical nature always places 

practice below theory. As Bmffee notes, "The tendency to classify our knowledge into 

'theory' and 'practice' has its source in the cognitive understanding of knowledge. 

Cognitive thought assumes a vertical, hierarchical relation between theory and practice" 

("Social ConsttTiction" 781). In consttnctionist thought, by implication, theory and 

practice tend to merge in a more horizontal characterization. So in potential, at least, 

constmctionism aUows a merger of theory and practice which Cartesianism does not. This 

is quite simUar to tiie FreU-ean mergUig of thought ("tiieory") and action ("practice") into tiie 

transformatory critical reflection of conscientízagão. In Uberatory pedagogy, there can be 

found a fuUer merging of tiieory and practice tiiat academic consttiictionism aUows for but 

tends to shy from. Therefore when Freire speaks of social constmction, for instance, his 

poUit is that "I must intervene in teaching the peasants tiiat tiieir hunger is sociaUy 

constmcted and work with them to help identify those responsible for this social 

constmction, which is, in my view, a crime against humanity" ("A Dialogue" 391). 
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This merging of theory and practice which is evidenced in Uberatory thought by its 

attention to oppression points out an apparent difference between liberatory and 

constmctivist theory, potentiaUy a ttoublesome one. This is the insistence of liberatory 

theory on the reality of material oppression, which is visible in FreUe's statement about 

hunger above. This Uisistence Unplies a level of reality which is untouchable by language 

and conception, and so the Uberatory view would seem counter to tiie constmctionist view 

of reality of Kuhn, Goodman, and Rorty. Yet tiiis issue too, Uke the question of 

constmctionism and critical consciousness, is mostiy one of different focus, not of 

different concept. On the one hand, to FreU"e and to most liberatory thmkers, there does 

exist a sort of bottom-Une reaUty which is defined by tiie material effects of oppression; to 

them this reaUty always exists, or at least historicaUy has always existed. But in another 

sense, Freire does ally himself with consttiictionist thought: The material effect of hunger 

exists truly as a social constmction, in that it is not a necessary material reaUty, but rather 

exists precisely because of the force of certain mental constmcts. As Bmner says of 

Goodman's constmctionist stance, "what we caU the world is a product of some mind 

whose symbolic procedures constmct the world" (95). And so in order to ttansform even 

oppression as material as hunger, the fu-st and cmcial step is, through language, to name it: 

"To exist, humanly, is to name the world, to change it" (Pedagogy ofthe Oppressed 69). 

This transformative power of language, implied here to be a conscious act, once again 

suggests the presence of a critical consciousness. 

Postmodem Oualities of Social Constmctionism 

Whereas the dialogic quaUties of social constmctionism recaU those of Freire's and 

even Dewey's work, its postmodem qualities seem fresher, becoming evident scarcely a 

decade and a half ago roughly concmrent with constmctionism itself, or only shortly prior. 

As BerUn writes, there are "central features of posttnodem theory that workers Ui rhetoric 

have found especially relevant to theU- efforts" ("PoststmcturaUsm" 17). The postmodem 

features to which he refers are those whose labels have already been borrowed from Berlin: 

value, sign, and subject Through these it can be readUy seen that social constmctionism is 

closely related to postmodemism. 
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Skepticism of Metanarrarives 

Postmodem skepticism for grand narratives is visible throughout social 

constmctionism. For example, whUe Geertz does not reject generalizations out of hand, he 

grows skeptical of theU- ttiie universaUty. Such narratives are not useful because tiiey are 

universal ttiiths, he says, but because tiiey offer a useful conttast to local versions, which 

he finds to be enormously varied and multivocal. One one level, Kuhn addresses this same 

level or type of metanarrative when he speaks of paradigm shifts; tiie narratives beUig seen 

with newfound skepticism are the old paradigms. 

On a broader scope, the entUe concept tíiat such paradigms are progressively clearer 

reflections of tmth is called into question fu t̂ by Kuhn, then more seriously by Rorty. On 

this level, the narrative being questioned is tiie grandest one of all: the very notion of there 

existing some Platonic, ideal narrative of tmth. Goodman sUnUarly challenges this same 

narrative when he sets aside the entUe question of accuracy and instead focuses on the 

actual effects on persons caused by the complex web of meaning created when people think 

thoughts about thoughts. 

Signification in "Societies of Conttol" 

Berlin notes both in "Poststmcturalism" (1992) and in his 1996 work (Rhetorics, 

Poetics, and Cultures) that the ambiguous, creative characteristic of signs is also one of the 

three main characteristics of postmodemism; thus constmctionist theory and postmodemity 

are Unked in this way, also. This has already been seen above, in the similarity of 

Goodman's concepts conceming "thoughts about thoughts" and the aforementioned simUar 

concepts of Saussure, Richards, Derrida, and BerUn himself on the arbitrary nature of 

signs. Signs differ because they find meaning in contrast with one another, they disperse 

meaning because they are never complete in themselves; and they defer meaning because 

they are never complete over time, either. 

An important inference which goes beyond linguistic signification in itself is the 

simUarity of these functions of difference, dispersal, and deference to the immanent and 

decentralized power formulations, previously discussed, which Deleuze caUs self-

modulating webs of control and which Althusser caUs tiie Ideological State Apparatus. 
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Ironically, the same dynamic ambiguity of language which fuels the knowledge negotiation 

of constmctionism and the critical consciousness formation of Uberatory pedagogy also 

drives the main constraint working against both these simUar functions. As aU-eady noted, 

Barthes has shown tiiis is possible because tiie semiotic tendencies of signs extend far 

beyond words alone, encompassing all forms of signification (Mythologies 1972). And as 

Lyotard has also been noted in saying, "Knowledge and power are sUnpIy two sides of the 

same question" (Postmodern Conditíon 9). Just as knowledge attaches to signification, so 

does power, where meaning becomes scattered and deferred, so does power. 

Subject Formation in the Constmctionist Classroom 

As BerUn writes m Rhetorics, Poetícs, and Cultures, we are spoken by language as 

much as it is spoken by us. This abUity of language to define how we see ourselves is at 

the core of both the postmodem and constmctionist conceptions of subjectivity. These 

simUar conceptions have obvious impact within a classroom. Regarding the reciprocal 

roles of student and teacher, John CUfford quotes Kenneth Burke's analogy: "The 

shepherd, qua shepherd, acts for the good of the sheep, to protect them from discomfiture 

and harm. But he may be 'identified' with a project that is raising the sheep for market" 

(Burke, Rhetoric 27). CUfford elaborates Burke's imagery: 

More pointedly, do we want to fulfUl our conttactual obUgations to the 
university and the state by focusing primarUy on rhetorical competence, syntactic 
clarity, and other communicative conventions highly valued in business, industry, 
and govemment; or do we dare to encourage oppositional thinkers, social activists, 
and resistant readers and writers? Are these two goals incompatible? Must we 
choose, or could we or should we do a Uttle of both? ("The Subject in Discourse" 
38) 

For the composition teacher, or any teacher, fulfUUng our "cono^ctual obligations" 

in the way Burke aUudes to and Clifford describes can only occur by artestUig the 

epistemological dynamics of communal dialogue by something akin to what Freire 

describes as a "banking" curriculum, and what Bakhtin describes as unitary language, 

which arrives with its authority already attached from above-in this case, by the teacher. 

In many cases, however, this sort of consttaining, centripetal language is used quite 

unconsciously of its fundamental nature. In this way, the more chUling aspects of the 
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institutional power of self-replication are found lodged unconsciously within the instmctor, 

just as Althusser, Deleuze, and others describe. 

Social consttiictionism, on the other hand, privileges the sort of dialogue and 

meanmg negotiation which tends to consttiict students as "oppositional tiimkers, social 

activists, and resistant readers and writers." And one who bases his or her teaching on 

constmctionist concepts is generaUy aware of what sort of sttident consciousness is 

privileged by tiiese concepts. That is, tiie very dialogic qualities of dynamic language use, 

communal dialogue, and epistemological knowledge-making resulting in rhetorically 

justifiable beUef, are the same quaUties which engender tiie formation of a student subject 

who matches the posttnodem conception of subjectivity. Student subjectivities within a 

classroom consciously based on constmctionist theory tend to be less nartowly prescribed 

by this or that yardstick of what opinions are accurate or appropriate. They more closely 

resemble a concept of subjectivity akin to what Geertz refers to when he notes that in the 

study of cultures, boundaries begin to blur "as soon as one looks from labels to cases" 

(Local Knowledge 8). Geertz is no pedagogical theorist, but his concepts are broadly 

applicable. By labeUng students in various ways, Cartesian, hierarchic pedagogies tend to 

cut the student to fit the instmction in a Procmstean-Uke process. By contrast, 

constmctionist pedagogies foUow a more postmodem path by tailoring the instmction to fit 

the student, "tacking back and forth"-again, Geertz's term-between student and teacher, 

as Freire recommends for liberatory pedagogy. 

Constmctionist Affmity for Postmodem Technology 

The key differences between modemist and postmodemist formulations of 

technology have already been laid out. Modemist technology was monumental in sheer 

physical size, immensely costly, operable only by expert technicians, and thus utiUzable 

only by entities with the resources of tiie state itself or its largest institutions. 

Postmodemist technology, especiaUy digital computer technology, by contrast is immense 

in appUcabUity (e.g., the World Wide Web) whUe beUig compact in physical size; it is 

affordable by many individuals and famiUes, and becoming more so; it is operable by most 

individuals, with the youngest generation absorbing computer literacy much in the way 
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tiiey absorb theU- primary spoken language; and tiius it is utUizable on an egalitarian scale 

unimagined by most Uberatory theorists even today-though U must be noted more soberly 

that where inequities of access stiU occur, they usually are focused on disempowered 

groups such as ethnic minorities. 

Despite this reservation, posttnodem technology, particularly global communication 

technology, is clearly fertile ground for the communal dialogue which is valued by 

constmctionism, liberatory pedagogy, and poststtiicttiralist theory as weU. The difference 

between the positions of Uberatory and constmctionist theory regarding technology is that 

constmctionism, unburdened by the classical Marxist edict against technology, welcomes 

that technology much more readUy. The reasons for tiiis are bound up in the quaUties of 

constmctionist theory itself. For example, the dialogism of constmctionist theory is 

possible on an unparalleled scale because of communication technology, although one must 

remember Freke's caution that not all dialogue is dialogic. As George Landow notes in 

Hypertext: The Convergence of Contemporary Critícal Theory and Technology (1991), 

exponents of both poststmcturaUst theory and of computer technology "argue that we must 

abandon conceptual systems founded upon ideas of center, margin, hierarchy, and linearity 

and replace them with ones of multiUnearity, nodes, Unks, and networks" (2). 

So as Landow argues, postmodem qualities are clearly embodied by contemporary 

computer-mediated communications. Because of the way in which global communication 

Uteralizes McLuhan's concept of a "global vUlage," diverse value systems are being 

juxtaposed more frequently and more intensely than ever before. Thus the skepticism of 

both constmctionist and postmodem theory for metanarrative is being "mstantiated," in the 

words of Landow, within computer-mediated communication. Secondly, this same 

multivocal, diverse dialogue such as exists in various guises on the Intemet also provides 

both a demonstration of and a context for the posttnodem quaUties of signification: 

meanings, in the form of diverse opinions, constantiy differ; they are dispersed, never 

beUig hierarchically organized but rather decentered, endlessly scattered; and they are 

deferted, with no agent able to render fmal verdicts on any topic whatsoever. Thirdly, 

given these fttst two conditions, subjectivity as constmcted by global communication can 

only be referted to as self-organizmg, in the sense that complex systems are self-
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organizing. This is an important topic that wiU receive more attention within the discussion 

of network pedagogy itself 

AU these effects of computer-mediated communication technology are observable, 

in more compact form, within a local networked classroom or lab-although in the former, 

they are more amenable to the sort of dUection that Uberatory pedagogy can provide, due to 

the greater oppormnity for teacherly dUection. Describing a class "informed by Ira Shor's 

notions of critical teaching" and one he "believes to be congment with social epistemic 

rhetoric," BerUn writes that "This is a place based on dialectical coUaboration-the 

interaction of student, teacher, and shared experience within a social, interdisciplmary 

framework-and the outcome is always unpredictable" ("Rhetoric and Ideology" 492). 

BerUn correlates liberatory and constmctionist pedagogies, but makes no reference 

to instmctional use of computer networks. However, taking BerUn's description a step 

further, Hawisher adds that "In such a class, there is a decentering of authority where the 

students' contributions are as valued as the teacher's and, like Porter's and Bmffee's social 

views of language, Berlin's words evoke tiie feel of the electronic conference that teachers 

and researchers continue to document" ("Electtonic Meetings" 95). 

The Place of Constmctionism and Network Pedagogv 
in the Field of Composition 

To clearly show the dialogic and postmodemist characteristics of networked 

electronic discourse pedagogy itself, it is fu"st necessary to place both network pedagogy 

and its parent constmctionist theory within composition and rhetoric. Both constmctionist 

theory and the network pedagogy buUt upon it are historical outcomes of broad sweeps of 

rhetorical theory, and to fuUy understand them, tiiey must be placed witiiin that history. 

Product and Process Paradigms 

The most fundamental move Ui placmg network pedagogy is to note the fairly recent 

shift within composition from a product to a process paradigm. Hairston's article "The 

Winds of Change" (1982) is generaUy regarded as having heralded this shift. As Hairston 

points out, the hallmarks of the product orientation are emphases on usage and style, the 
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UnpUcit assumption that to teach editing is to teach writmg, and the also UnpUcit 

dissociation of writing from epistemology (Hairston 76). These feamres m tum are usually 

seen as identifying what is frequentiy referred to as current-traditional rhetoric, while tiie 

process orientation is often Unked to epistemic rhetoric, which views the act of writing as a 

way of making meaning in itself; thus the emphasis is on the process of writing because it 

is that process which makes meaning. 

Expressive. Cognitive. and Social Rhetorics 

At about the same time as Hairston was chronicUng the shift from product to 

process paradigms, various writers were applying a related classification, tiiat of rhetorical 

focus. These classifications aU stem more or less directly from the field of Uterature. In 

The Mirror and the Lamp: Romantíc Theory and the Critícal Traditíon (1953), M. H. 

Abrams identifies the mirtor metaphor as a "reflector of extemal objects," using it to 

characterize "much of the thinking from Plato to the eighteenth century." By contrast, the 

lamp is a "radiant projector which makes a contribution to the objects it perceives" (vUi). 

With no great imaginative reach, one can see in Abrams's mirtor the Cartesian philosophy 

which Rorty debunks; the lamp manifests the phUosophy which values the negotiation of 

knowledge, and by extension, constmctionist theory (though Abrams no doubt did not 

foresee such an appUcation of his terms). Negotiation of meaning, nevertheless, is visible 

in how the lamp "makes a contribution to" what it perceives, thus renegotiating its namre. 

In an interesting sidenote, Abrams credits his book's beginnings to smdy under I. A. 

Richards; thus the cUcle from rhetoric to Uterature to rhetoric is complete. 

Based on these contrasting metaphors, Abrams conceives four categories of literary 

criticism: mimetic, pragmatic, expressive, and objective theories. These categories-

designed to Uluminate works of Uterary art-respectively see such art as imitative of reality; 

or as designed to achieve certain effects; or as the sudden overflow of powerful feeUngs; or 

as self-sufficient entities to be objectively analyzed. Then m "Four PhUosophies of 

Composition" (1979), Richard Fulkerson imports these categories, with littie change, to 

composition. Fulkerson's categories of composition are mimetic, rhetorical, expressive, 

and formalist, with the rhetorical category bemg a faUly clear substitute for the pragmatic 
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and formaUst for objective. Subsequentiy, in "Contemporary Composition: The Major 

Pedagogical Theories" (1982), James Beriin poUits out how these four categories each 

foUow one of the four elements of the communication ttiangle of classical rhetoric: reaUty, 

reader, writer, and language, in that order. 

By 1986, Lester Faigley's classification of theories of the composmg process 

("Competing Theories of Process: A Critique and a Proposal") reduces these four to three 

categories. He Usts expressive, cognitive, and social categories, where tiie cognitive has 

descended from Abrams's mimetic category by way of classical rhetoric's focus on reality; 

and the social stems from Abrams's pragmatic category, Fulkerson's rhetorical one, and 

classical rhetoric's focus on audience. Left out by Faigley is the formalist or objective 

category, which is identified by rhetoric as focusUig on language: current-ttaditional 

rhetoric, the same found wanting by the shift from product focus to process. 

Faigley traces the expressive conception back through Peter Elbow and Gordon 

Rohman to Romantíc expressivism, and describes it as privUeging qualities of "integrity, 

spontaneity, and originality." Examples of cognitive theorists are Linda Flower, John 

Hayes, Andrea Lunsford, and Emig; Faigley credits Janet Emig with the term "recursive," 

which the cognitivists use to counter the prewrite/write/rewrite linear model of composing. 

Further, Faigley points out that cognitivists such as James Britton (The Deveiopment of 

Writíng Abilitíes 1975) draw on developmental psychology and American cognitive 

psychology regarding both sense of audience and the developmental stages of writing. 

Lastíy, Faigley Usts social process theorists such as Patricia Bizzell, Shirley Brice Heath, 

and Kenneth Bruffee within composition, and Lev Vygotsky and Thomas Kuhn outside 

composition. The common denominator of social theorists is that language cannot be 

understood from the standpoint of a smgle individual. 

Faigley's three categories of the composing process are very similar to James 

BerUn's almost identical categories of rhetoric: cognitive, expressionistic, and social 

epistemic. These categories are developed from his earUer article and are elaborated in the 

work Rhetoric andReality (1987), which he begins by Usting three broader categories, 

those of subjective rhetorics, whose epistemology assumes that reaUty is made of the 

extemal world; objective rhetorics, which find reality m the inner self; and transactional 
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rhetorics, which see a transaction between these two worlds (Rhetoric and Reality 6). By 

the early 1960s, according to BerUn, objective rhetoric consisted mostiy of the current-

traditional variety, although a behaviorist variety could also be found (e.g., ZoelUier). 

Expressionistic was the main variety of subjective rhetoric, whUe transactional rhetoric was 

represented by classical rhetoric, cognitive psychological rhetoric, and epistemic rhetoric. 

By the mid-1970s, the dominant rhetorics as listed by BerlUi are expressionist, cognitive, 

and epistemic (with more of a social focus; expressionist rhetoric is epistemic as weU, but 

privately so). Thus according to BerUn, both epistemic and cognitive rhetorics stem from 

transactíonal rhetoric, with expressionist rhetoric growing out of subjective rhetoric. BerUn 

dismisses the objective varieties of behaviorist and current-traditional; the former is Uttie 

practiced, while the latter, though stUl frequentiy practiced, is roundly criticized by 

contemporary theorists. 

Berlin's social-epistemic category includes several theorists whose work offers 

support for the contention that the genre of Uberatory pedagogy bears a notable affmity for 

social epistemic conceptions of composition: Kenneth Bmffee, whom Berlin traces to 

Richard Rorty; Patricia Bizzell, working from Rorty, Thomas Kuhn, and Terry Eagleton; 

and Ira Shor, working from Paulo Freire. BerUn's Usting of Shor and Freire within the 

same category as Bmffee, Rorty, Kuhn, and others, is tiie most telling cortelation. 

SimUar links are visible in Kenneth Bmffee's bibliographic article "Social 

Constmction, Language, and tiie Authority of Knowledge" (1986). He names Rorty and 

Kuhn, along with Clifford Geertz, as fundamental theorists of social constmctivist thought. 

Bmffee goes on to name two strands of social consttiictivist thought in literary criticism, 

now more often termed critical methodology: One stt^d follows Rorty, and the other 

foUows tiie work of Bakhtin and Vygotsky ("Social Consttaiction" 783). Bmffee's 

placement of both Bakhtin and Rorty withm social constmctivist theories of language is 

significant because it mdU-ectiy offers further support for the connection between Uberatory 

and electronic network pedagogies, via the similarity of Bakhtin's dialogism to the social 

constmctivist foundations frequentiy cited by network pedagogists. 

The three categories of expressive, cognitive, and social epistemic process theory 

and rhetoric listed by Faigley and Berlin represent the synchronic or latimdinal portrait of 
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tiie significant varieties of composition Uistmction m the late twentieth century, if one 

agrees with the dismissal of cmrent-ttaditional rhetoric. Diachronically, BerUn points out 

how by tiie mid-1980s, all rhetorics had become more epistemic. Since tiiat pomt, tiie 

social epistemological emphasis has contmued to grow, tiiough as noted by Cyntiiia Selfe 

and her coUeagues, by the mid-1990s "A concem for personal voice appears with a 

frequency that suggested writing teachers were experiencmg a reaction to tiie field's 

privUeging of social consttiiction and tiie dUnmished sense of agency tiiat can come witii it" 

(Computers and the Teaching ofWritíng 221). Even with tiiat in mind, however, the three 

categories remain the theoretical framework of tiie composition field. 

The Rhetorical Basis of Computer Software 

These various rhetorics have been enacted in computer-oriented pedagogies just as 

they have been elsewhere in composition-sometimes consciously, sometimes not. Gail 

Hawisher, in "BUnding Insights: Classification Schemes and Software for Literacy 

Instmction" (1994), shows the connection between networked discourse software (e.g., 

the Daedalus System) and social epistemic and constmctivist rhetorics. Hawisher's 

software categories also help show the history of computer use in composition instmction. 

Originally, of course, computers were seen sttictiy as computational devices. Once 

introduced into composition, they were first conceived whoUy as word processors. This in 

itself was a gestalt shift. After a time, software began to be written which utUized 

computers as drUI-and-practice tutors and style checkers. These functions, the second 

major use of computers in writing instmction, are Umited by the inabUity of computers to 

read natural language for meaning; they can only check for specific pattems. The 

realization that computers can act as communication devices, which constituted the third 

major use of computers within composition, was another paradigm shift of the sort that 

Kuhn speaks of; according to Hawisher, Cynthia Selfe, Charles Moran, and Paul LeBlanc, 

it was a "Copemican move," the more so because it is occurring globally, not just witiiUi 

composition (Computers and îhe Teaching ofWritíng 1996). 

These three uses of computers are evident Ui the several software classification 

schemes which Hawisher compares. FUst, she shows how Robert Taylor (1980) presents 
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an early scheme which focuses on how the computer functions for tiie student, offering the 

categories of tutor, tool, and tutee. The fu t̂ category, tutor, includes such software as 

heuristics and drUl-and-practice programs. Taylor's second category, that of computer as 

tool, includes word processing programs and stylecheckers; his third category, mtee, 

centers on how computers may be programmed ("mtored") by the student, examples beUig 

Hypercard and Seymour Papert's Logo software. What Taylor leaves unmentioned is tiie 

impUcit common denominator of the categories' focus on students as individuals. This is 

because his scheme predates the realization of computers' communication potential, 

This same focus is apparent m the second software classification system which 

Hawisher summarizes, that of Helen Schwartz (1982). Schwartz's scheme includes four 

categories: text feedback, driU and practice, simulations, and tutorials. The first, text 

feedback, refers mainly to stylecheckers. The second, driU and practice, is sUnUar, 

including grammar and punctuation programs; Schwartz sees both these categories as 

having to do with mastery of skiUs. Her thUd category is meant to show a developmental 

advance from the first two, in that simulation software (e.g., computerized haiku 

programs) can lead to deeper analysis by the student of his or her writing. SimUarly, tiie 

fourth category of tutorials (e.g., invention heuristics) she sees as helping to intemaUze 

leaming, and thus representing a stiU further developmental advance. 

Hawisher sees a major step being taken in software classification schemes by Fred 

Kemp, whose categories are constmcted not according to use but expUcitiy according to 

what rhetorical theory the software reflects. His new rationale is significant, says 

Hawisher, because it was the first to show the dialogic possibilities of computers: 

Not untU Kemp's scheme did it become clear how computers can be used 
instmctionally by Unking writers over a network so that they can communicate with 
one another. The connected writers can then read and comment on one another's 
texts, making theU writing more pubUc than private, more coUaborative than 
individual. In other words, it was only in 1987 that the social perspectives on 
Uteracy insttiiction began to be reflected in software schemes. ("Blinding Insights" 
41) 

Kemp's scheme was developed in a conference presentation (Penn State 1987) and 

further elaborated, particularly his fourth category, in "Network Theory: A Postmodem 

Pedagogy for the WritUig Classroom" (Kemp and Barker 1990). Kemp offers four 
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categories: current-traditional-based software, expressive-based software, cognitive-based 

software, and social-based software. The connection of all these categories to Faigley's 

and BerUn's rhetorical classifications is clear from tiie names themselves, though a 

difference is tiiat Kemp acknowledges tiie tenacity of cmrent-ttaditional rhetoric. 

Current-traditional software, tiie fu-st category, is Usted as including stylecheckers 

and drill-and-practice programs. Such software is current-traditional because of the C-T 

emphases on micro issues of error correction over the macro issues of writing process, and 

on presentation over student-guided or coUaborative leammg. Although the student does 

take a role in using such software, his or her choices have been severely delimited 

beforehand. His second category, expressive software, includes such things as freewriting 

and invisible writing programs, though of course such things can be done without tiie need 

for dedicated software. The thUd category, cognitive software, includes heuristic programs 

like Bums's TOPOI, though freewritUig can also be used as a heuristic. 

The fourth category, socially focused software, is the distinctive feature of this 

classification scheme. It includes all network programs which permit actual person-to-

person textual communication; examples are the Daedalus System's Interchange function, 

Norton Textra Connect, Common Space, and also any software which, though it is not 

dedicated instmctional programming, enables buUetin board service (bbs), listserv, or 

electtonic mail type communication. This fourth category is distinctive because, as 

Hawisher says, it shows for the first time the way in which computers can make explicit 

the social aspect of writing; put differentiy, it is the fu"st classification to make apparent the 

connection of network software to constmctionist theory. The importance of this 

connection is difficult to overestimate. Although many theorists such as Ruggles-Gere and 

Bruffee had for some time been recommending group work for students, it was only when 

computer-mediated-composition (CMC) technology became feasible that the considerable 

logistics of group work and text sharing could be effectively managed. 

Kemp's scheme supersedes the earlier ones of Taylor and Schwartz because of its 

self-conscious Unks to aU the major rhetorical theories, especially the social; as Hawisher 

says, classificatíon schemes are barometers of the profession, and so any such scheme wUl 

be animated (just as pedagogies are) eitiier overtiy or covertly by one of the rhetorics which 
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drive the field of contemporary composition insttiiction. It is advantageous, then, for a 

system to display these connections openly as Kemp's does. And m doing so, his system 

makes plain to see the connection between the praxis of social-epistemic software 

programmmg such as permits networked electtonic discourse and its tiieoretical foundation 

of a dialogic, social-epistemic and consttiictivist conception of language and leaming. 

A General Descriprinn of Networked 
Electt-onic Discourse Pedagogv 

The main point of this chapter, of this entire book, bears repeating at this juncture: 

tiiat network pedagogy, Uke liberatory pedagogy, is fundamentaUy dialogic and 

postmodemist, and so is a natural aUy for Uberatory pedagogy despite the customary 

liberatory disdain for technology. This point has been prepared for withUi the chapter by 

outiUiing the dialogic and postmodemist quaUties of constmctionist theory and tiien placing 

network pedagogy withUi a social-based rhetoric, and that in tum witiiUi the contemporary 

array of rhetorical theories. What remains is the most important move: to display the 

dialogic and postmodem ttaits of network pedagogy itself. 

Yet even from the cursory description given in Chapter I of what smdents do on a 

microcomputer network-write to each other and respond in tum to the text they receive-it 

seems almost a given that network discourse and by extension network pedagogy is 

dialogic; after aU, everything one sees and does m network discourse is dialogue on one 

level or another. And if network pedagogy was bom in a postmodem era, one might 

conclude that surely it must be postmodemist. So from these perspectives all the 

comparisons of this chapter seem needless. But a pedagogy bom of a postmodem era is as 

likely to be a reaction against that era as an affumation of it; witness the back-to-basics 

movement. And as Freire cautions, there is a difference between dialogue and dialogism. 

The former, it should be recalled, may lead nowhere; the latter "characterizes an 

epistemological relationship" ("A Dialogue" 379). So a careful grounding of network 

pedagogy in postmodemist and dialogic theory is stiU needed. Preparatory to that, a more 

complete description of network discourse and its accompanying pedagogy are in order. 
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A Fundamental Definition of Network Discourse 

The most basic question asks, "What is networked electtonic discourse and how 

does it work?" This question was addressed very briefly in Chapter I and at greater length 

early in this chapter, but even so more can be added to ensure an adequate working 

famiUarity on which to base a discussion of theory. In general, such discourse has been 

variously caUed computer-mediated communication, computer telecommunications, area 

networkUig, or (originally) ENFI-Electt-onic Networks for Interaction (Network-Based 

Classrooms 1993). George Landow, in Hypertext: The Convergence of Contemporary 

Critical Theory and Technology (1992), defmes a network as consisting of electronically 

Unked computers arranged m LANs or WANs (23)-that is, m what are caUed "local area 

nets," such as a classroom or buUdUig, or in "wide area nets," of which the Intemet is the 

most obvious example, though neither the fu-st nor the only one. 

EssentiaUy, each of these labels describes the same act of communicating via 

typewritten text which is then ttansmitted electtonicaUy (as "e-maU" or "electtonic chat") 

from one microcomputer to others, either one or several simultaneously. Thus the basic 

electronic, textual act of communication varies little whether it occurs in a finite physical 

classroom, as described at the beginnUig of the chapter, or in a virtual classroom which can 

ignore geography due to the computer-mediated communication capabiUties. The receiving 

computer may be at one's elbow, as is sometimes the case in a classroom, or across the 

globe. In either case the message arrives witii approximately equal rapidity, usually within 

seconds, normaUy traveling through fiber-optic cable connections or modems (which 

convert text to digital signals capable of ttaversing telephone cable) or some combination of 

these, though recentiy wireless networks have come into use. Additionally, discourse of 

this nature is generally classified as either synchronous (with aU participants being "onUne" 

simultaneously) or asynchronous (with e-mail being read and responded to hours or days 

after it is sent). Lastiy, electtonic discourse may be personal, between individual sender 

and receiver; or it may occur within a community such as a conference or listserv, the 

primary distinction between these being that one receives Ustserv messages automaticaUy 

whereas one has access to conference messages but must seek them out. 
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Basic Feamres of a Pedagogv of Network Discourse 

Lester Faigley describes what can stUl be considered tiie two main subtypes of 

network instmction, which coincide with the above arrangements of the networked 

computers into eitiier WANs or LANs: "The fu-st approach is to use some version of 

electronic maU. Electtonic maU makes communication possible outside of scheduled class 

times and across great distances, aUowmg students at remote locations to participate in class 

discussion . . . The second approach is far more computer Uitensive. It requUes that each 

student in a class have access to a computer configured m a network so tiiat class 

discussions can be conducted m writUig during class tUne" ("Subvertmg the Electronic 

Workbook" 291-92). Pedagogically, in what ways do teachers of writing make use of 

these features? Given these characteristics of network discourse, it foUows that a 

pedagogy, particularly a writing pedagogy buUt around such discourse, seeks to take 

advantage of these same key aspects of the discourse: its textual, semiotic medium and its 

communal nature. 

Based on these textual and communal features, Joy Peyton and Bertram Bmce 

present a taxonomy of network pedagogical practices, essentially a Ust (doubtless not an 

exhaustive one) of various reaUzations of network discourse instmctional possibUities. 

Included are role-playing, response to student writing (both Socratic mtoring by the 

instmctor and peer-response groups), language games, coUaborative writing, distribution 

of text to provoke discussion, and distance networking. And of course they Ust electronic 

discussion itself, of which they count at least seven varieties: open discussion, cross-age 

tutoring, confrontation of issues, analysis of data, discussion of texts, therapeutic 

discourse, brainstorming, and prewritmg ("Understanding the Multiple Threads" 50). The 

attention they give to the element of electronic discussion accurately portrays it as the axis 

around which the other practices tum. 

On a deeper, more significant level than typical practices are certain traits which, 

though they do not always take positive configurations, seem to be inherent in the namre of 

the pedagogy. Batson in his introduction to Network-Based Classrooms (1993) lists five 

traits of network-based writing instmction: One is new social dimensions, notably that the 

teacher is more of a coUaborator and students tend to participate more equaUy. A second 
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trait is immersion in a writíng community, because of tiie mttinsic texmal namre of tiie 

communication. Third is collaboration in writíng, because the writing is communal, not 

private. The fourth quality which Batson sees as intrinsic to network pedagogy is writing 

across the curriculum, meanUig that the pedagogy is not Umited to composition msttoiction. 

And lastiy is writingfor authentic purposes, which builds on the different social 

dimensions, the immersion in writing, and the coUaborative nature of the dialogue. These 

quaUties, simply Usted at tiUs pomt, are valuable to tiie argument for the collaboration of 

Uberatory and network pedagogies. They wUl be retumed to later in a deeper analysis of 

the dialogic and postmodem nature of network discourse. 

Genesis and Development of Network Pedagogy 

Such a pedagogy is quite different from earlier instmctional uses of the computer. 

Two other uses influential in composition were mentioned earUer whUe connecting 

computer softwares to rhetorics: word processing programs and tutoring programs, the 

latter usually being either driU-and-practice exercises or grammar/style checkers. It is 

worth noting that each of these three uses cortesponds to one or another rhetoric: tutoring 

programs, as Kemp points out, belong to current-traditional, formalist rhetoric. Word 

processing itself must be considered an expressionist use, rhetoricaUy. Recentiy this 

function has expanded exponentially into fairly sUnple and accessible HTML (hypertext 

markup language) authoring software, which aUows individuals to write program language 

sufficient to set up sophisticated multi-media websites on the World Wide Web. Network 

discourse software itself faUs within social-constmctivist rhetoric, but we see m website-

authoring capabiUties a synthesis of the expressive and the social rhetorical functions. The 

hypertextual, often Uiteractive nature of websites (aUowing e-mail) dictates tiiis synthesis. 

To understand this pomt, a defmition of hypertext, mentioned in Chapter II, bears 

repeating. Hypertext lets a person "cUck" on a word that is an active Imk to anotiier 

document, and within seconds that document appears on the user's computer screen. This 

function may simply be used to "hop" to a different section of a Unearly-arranged piece of 

writing, but more often, there is no such linear or even hierarchical artangement to the 

possible places to which a user can jump. Rather, the "Unks" are arranged associationaUy. 
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This is the quality that leads Landow to point out how such systems are centerless, 

featuring "muItiUnearity, nodes, Unks, and networks" (Hypertext 2). 

Such lUiks as websites are not the only form of hypertext, just that form currentiy 

most popularized. Landow lists four types of "networks," two of which are "a gathering 

of lexias, a web," and "Imked computers such as LANs or WANs" (Hypertext 23)-local 

and wide area nets, respectively. So network discourse itself may be considered a type of 

hypertext which sUnply has lUnited navigational capabUity-but emphatic dialogue 

capabiUty, which is the quaUty which places botii website-based and electtonic conference-

based pedagogies within social-constmctive rhetorics. 

While the concepts of hypertext and networks have been around since such 

pioneering works as Vannevar Bush's article "As We May Think" (1945) and Ted 

Nelson's Literary Machines (1981), current forms of networked electronic discourse are 

modeled on such distance communication systems as Bitnet and tiie Intemet. 

Instmctionally, the first "paperless classroom" has been attributed to Ted Jennmgs m 1982. 

Instmctional uses of networked electtonic discourse were pioneered by Trent Batson at 

GaUaudet University in 1985 ("The OrigUis of ENFI" 1993) for deaf students akeady 

famiUar with written communication m the form of TDDs (Teletype Devices for the Deaf). 

The innovation of ENFI-meaning Electtonic Networks for Interaction, though it 

began as EngUsh Natural Form Instmction-spread by 1986 to the University of Texas, 

where Jerome Bump took advantage of an opportunity to acquire a networked computer 

classroom under the auspices of IBM's Project QuesL Ironically, the networked classroom 

was available before a vision for its use was fuUy reaUzed, but graduate smdents working 

with the lab soon realized tiie potential for utiUzing the networked microcomputers for the 

purpose of imiting the technology pioneered by Batson at GaUaudet with the collaborative 

pedagogy of Kenneth Bmffee and his social constmctivist forebears such as Richard Rorty 

("Origins of ENFI" 1993). This was a major synthesis of practice and theory. Many of 

those who would later become innovators within network pedagogy were aUied to this 

project, such as Valerie Balester, Wayne Butier, Locke Carter, Fred Kemp, and Paul 

Taylor. SimUar efforts were spreading elsewhere, spurred on by Batson's work at 

GaUaudet and by each other. By 1987, tiie "ENFI Consortium" had begun as an effort to 
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encourage wide adoption of both network technology and its underlymg theoretical 

foundations, and in the ensuing years, such technology has become widespread. 

Today, the three most widely used softwares which implement a network pedagogy 

are the Daedalus System, which is m use in over 500 schools and universities (Kemp): 

Norton Textt^ Connect, which is used in over 120 schools (McFarland); and Common 

Space, which is the newest avaUable of tiie tiiree, and is found in over 300 academic 

locations (Kulevich). At the core of aU three systems are tiie alUed capabUities to send and 

receive text and to comment on that text in various ways ranging from separate messages to 

comments embedded in the original text to providing an adjacent column on the page of the 

text to aUow for comprehensive commentary. 

Significance and Implications of Network Pedagogy 

The above numbers alone indicate that the instmctional use of network pedagogy is 

widespread. Furthermore, those most familiar with network pedagogy say that its 

significance is fomúdable beyond numbers alone. In "Electtonic Meetings of the Minds" 

(1992), GaU Hawisher names two innovations which have "profoundly influenced writing 

classes." One is word processing; the second is the "electtonic conference" (81). This 

claim for network discourse is reiterated and expanded in Hawisher's 19% coUaboration 

with Cynthia Selfe, Charles Moran, and Paul LeBlanc, where word processing and global 

networked conmiunication are caUed the two "Copemican moves" of the late twentieth 

century (Compuîers and the Teaching ofWritíng 1996). 

Richard Lanham, author of the influential work The Electronic Word (1994), 

concurs on the significance of network pedagogy; m his foreword to Carolyn Handa's 

Compuíers and Community (1990), he calls network discourse pedagogy nothing less than 

"a new referential form of Uteracy insttnction," the fourth such form to come into being. 

He Usts the first as oral Uteracy Uistmction, dating from classical antiquity; second, the 

letter, dating from the Middle Ages; tiiUd, tiie essay, smce Montaigne and Bacon; and now, 

a form "with no name-the polyvocal, interactive, volatUe flle' " (vi). Paul Taylor agrees 

with Lanham; his conclusion is that "Computer conferencing is evolving into a new genre, 

a new form of communication that has not been possiWe before now . . . We are beginning 
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to value texts that are produced communaUy-texts lUce tiie ttanscripts of electtonic 

conferences, texts which are s iicturaUy self-organizUig much like thunderstorms or 

Jupiter's Great Red Spot" ("Social Epistemic Rhetoric and Chaotic Discourse" 145-46). 

Such self-organizing, communal texts are fuU of possibiUties for the development of critical 

consciousness such as called for, for instance, by the postmodem liberatory pedagogy of 

Aronowitz and Giroux. 

A Powerful Constraint 

Yet the cautionary note of Chapter One must be reiterated, tiiat just as Uberatory 

pedagogy is no panacea for education, neither are instmctional microcomputer networks. 

As noted in Chapter One, "computers fundamentaUy shape, and are shaped by, cultiual 

values. Hence, these machines continually magnify and reproduce the complex social 

conditions connected with those values in fundamental ways-much like educational 

systems in general" ("Reflections" 298). This statement underscores a seeming paradox 

regarding network discourse and its pedagogy: On the one hand, network pedagogy has 

certain qualities as Usted by Batson which are intrinsic to the pedagogy: new social 

dimensions, immersion in a writing community, coUaboration in writing, writing across the 

curriculum, and writing for authentic purposes. On the other hand, if Selfe and Hawisher 

are correct, then depending on how these intrinsic qualities are affected by "complex social 

conditions," then they may be either productive or counterproductive in regards to 

instmctional purposes. The presence of arguably intrinsic qualities which may nevertheless 

serve positive or negative ends is the paradox, Ui that it might seem more lUcely that 

intrinsic quaUties would also be intrinsically positive or negative. 

However, the cultural influence named by Hawisher and Selfe is the key that 

unlocks the paradox. The tendency of network discourse to reflect its cultural context 

means that inttinsic quaUties are not necessarily enfi^chising or instmctionaUy helpful. 

There can occur either instmctionaUy helpful or counterproductive enactments of the same 

inttinsic quaUties, depending on how they are animated by the various elements of a 

particular context. Bertram C. Bmce m "Innovation and Social Change" (1993) identifies 

five factors affecting the realization process of any innovation. FUst is the institution where 
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the innovation is appUed-its goals, practices, and gateposts. Second are the avaUable 

resources-funds, technical assistance, and "teacher time." The third factor concems tiie 

technology of the mnovation-hardware, software, room location, and layout. The fourth 

factor is the teacher-his or her pedagogy, personaUty, and practices. Last and perhaps 

most importantly, the students themselves are cmcial in theU characteristics and their 

expectations (31-32). Bmce does not discuss ceremony game theory as outiined by Judy 

Segal in Chapter One, but it is clearly appUcable in deciphering smdent expectations and 

theU likely effects on the local realization, positive or negative, of an innovation such as 

network pedagogy. 

The common phenomenon known as flaming-akin to oral shouting matches, but 

textual—is an example of an often counterproductive manifestation of intrinsic traits one 

might assume to be necessarUy positive. Flaming is often attributed to such features of 

interactive discourse as its lack of paralinguistic cues, and its disembodied namre which 

shows less evidence of individuaUty such as gender, ethnicity, and so forth (Flame Wars 

1994). Yet flaming in aU these respects is arguably an embodiment of the very quaUties 

listed by Batson, which might naively be assumed to be intrinsically positive. That is, 

flaming may occur because of inadequate sense of audience, but on the other hand it wiU 

not occm- in the absence of audience; thus it is Uonically dependent on a community. And 

the disembodied nature of network discourse which seems to contribute to flaming almost 

certainly can be attributed largely to the textual nature of such discourse, along with other 

quaUties like its rapidfu-e exchange and the presence of multiple topic threads. And as might 

be anticipated, there is not even universal agreement that flaming is ultimately negative in its 

effects (e.g., Kremers "The Case for Riding tiie Beast" 1990). That evaluation too 

depends on cultural biases as well as what theory is brought to bear. 

What does this Uifluence of culture on tiie quaUties of network pedagogy mean? It 

suggests that in order to best guide pedagogical use of network discourse m instmctionaUy 

productive directions, a soUd theoretical knowledge is essential for the instmctor. This in 

tum clearly caUs for a knowledge of the field and of consttiictivist theory m particular. Yet 

another need is impUed, as weU: Network pedagogy may weU need Uberatory pedagogy as 

much as the reverse is tme. Because the sttength of Uberatory pedagogy is precisely in 
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nurturing the sort of critical consciousness that can permit sound evaluation of lUcely 

cultural influences, then it foUows that a knowledge of liberatory pedagogy is as valuable to 

a network pedagogist as other knowledges which are more usually connected with 

network pedagogy. 

Dialogic Oualities of Network Pedagogv 

With an adequate superficial famiUarity with network discourse pedagogy in mind, 

it is possible to examine its imderlying theoretical principles. Dialogic quaUties are UnpUed 

for network pedagogy by theU* presence in Us underlying constmctionist theory. This 

impUcation can be seen to a degree, for instance, in Hawisher's aforementioned statement 

that the sort of text produced in networked classrooms could not be appreciated untU the 

field of composition began to see "meaning as negotiated, texts as sociaUy constmcted, and 

writing as knowledge creating" ("Electronic Meetings" 83). The same impUcation can be 

found in Cynthia Selfe and Susan HiUigoss's Literacy and Computers (1994). Here, Ann 

HiU Duin and Craig Hansen characterize network pedagogy in their article "Reading and 

Writing on Computer Networks as Social Constmction and Social Interaction." They also 

connect network pedagogy to social constmctivist theory, but imply a sequence: Social 

interaction via the computer network is the mechanism for social constmction of meaning, 

which in tmn creates a situated literacy. These two descriptions of network pedagogy 

share the Uberatory defmition of being dialogic in the sense of "characterizUig an 

epistemological relationship," that is, constmcting meaning through language. 

The three-part sequence Unplied by Duin and Hansen goes even further, 

cortesponding closely to the similarly sequenced dialogic quaUties already tt^ced from 

Freirean liberatory pedagogy through tiie dialogism of Bakhtm and Vygotsky to social 

constmctionism. When Dum and Hansen refer to social interaction via tiie computer 

network, they are in essence taUdng about communal dialogue. The dialogue is texmal, not 

oral, which in tum creates certain other differences, but the essential communal use of 

language is the same. Secondly, Duin and Hansen see this textual, network-based social 

interaction as bringing about the constmction of meaning. This matches the 

epistemological process traced from Uberatory pedagogy through social constmctionism. 
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ThU-dly, they see this constmction of meaning as resulting m a situated literacy. The 

correspondence between this outcome and the Uberatory outcome of a critical 

consciousness is less obvious than the other correspondences. Nevertheless, it is 

appropriate to recall the earUer association pointed out between the faculty of a critical state 

of mind and the abUity to historicize Ui tiie sense tiiat Jameson uses the term. Botii enable 

one to see one's immediate cUcumstances as a local moment m tUne. That abiUty UnpUes 

the converse abiUty to see tiie larger contexts as being sUnilarly rooted m tUne and place, as 

well. This abiUty to view concrete circumstances from multiple and varying "scopes," in 

Keimeth Burke's term, is at the heart of Freire's conscientízagão. So when Duin and 

Hansen speak of the nourishment of a "situated literacy" by network-based interaction, that 

implies the historicizing, critical faculty valued highly by Uberatory pedagogy m that such a 

locaUzed Uteracy forms the foundation, at least, for a critical consciousness which can 

further encompass and compare broader scopes. The only dialogic quaUty omitted m tiiis 

sequence is the core concept of language as dynamically ambiguous, but this concept is 

implied by the presence of epistemological knowledge-making. 

This cortespondence between the dialogic quaUties taken from Freirean pedagogy 

and those named by Duin and Hansen, suggestive in itself, is a good point of departure for 

a more complete discussion of how the four dialogic quaUties of liberatory pedagogy may 

be found within network pedagogy. As before, the discussion begins with the core quality 

of the dynamic ambiguity of language. 

The Dynamic Ambiguity of Language 

As shown in Chapter H, any dialogical concept of literacy depends at its base on the 

arbitrary nature of signs, which always refer to other signs to determine meaning. VUtually 

aU major accounts of the electtonicaUy communicated, textual language which is the basis 

for network pedagogy subscribe to this concept of a dynamically ambiguous language. For 

example, Richard Lanham in The Electronic Word (1994) describes electronicaUy produced 

and manipulated language as displaying three main traits: it shows a mixing of alphabetic 

and iconic signs, it is voIatUe, and it is plastic, that is, fluid. AU three characteristics imply 

a language which is dynamically ambiguous. Lanham argues, m essence, that 
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electt-onically manipulated language does not change tiie fundamental nature of language 

itself, but rather accenmates its dynamic ambiguity as opposed to the language uses of the 

print culture, which tend to immobiUze these qualities to a greater extent. 

Other major voices besides Lanham's present much the same set of qualities. 

George Landow in his aforementioned work Hypertext (1991) lists three similar qualities 

for hypertext, of which he counts network discourse a variety; the qualities he Usts are 

multivocality, decenteredness, and mtertextuaUty. The last two ttaits in particular suggest 

the concept of language as dynamically ambiguous, m the way signs refer to otiier signs 

(intertextuality) and in the way this in tum prevents a central, authoritative meaning 

(decenteredness). Jay David Bolter in Writing Space (1991) echoes Lanham and especially 

Landow in Usting the quaUties of an interplay of alphabetic and iconic signs, dynamic lack 

of closure, and associative intertexmaUty. Even Michael HeUn, who considered only word 

processing, Usts simUar traits. In Electric Language (1987), he prescientiy lists traits of 

automated manipulation, constant reformulation, and mtertextual Unkage for electtonic 

word processing. AU three ttaits, particularly the last two, reinforce the way in which 

electronic discourse makes plain the dynamic ambiguity of language. 

Descriptions of the qualities of network discourse itself share the assumption of a 

dynamically ambiguous language. For example, the oral/written hybridization of language, 

commented on by several studies, can be seen as a dynamic ambiguity-an 

interinanimation, in Richards's words-on the level of Unguistic genre itself Fertara, 

Bmnner, and Whittemore (1991), working from the linguistic concept of register, note 

various features (e.g., surface brevity) as "emerging norms" of electtonic discourse which 

draw both from spoken language and from certain written forms such as note-taking. 

The quaUties of dynamic ambiguity of language extend to the pedagogy of network 

discourse as well. For instance, GaU Hawisher m "Electt-onic Meetmgs" (1992) presents a 

list of characteristics of network pedagogy m the form of reasons to use U. She Usts six: it 

is text-based; it presents writers with a real audience; it can generate a sense of community; 

participants tend to be more involved than in other composition pedagogies; participation 

tends to be more equitable; and there occurs a decentering of authority. Dynamically 

ambiguous language underUes aU of these to some extent, but it is particularly clear in the 
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decentering of authority. Since this decentering occurs in a textual, verbal context, it 

implies a reUance on a basic ambiguity of language, once the use of language is freed from 

tiie greater resttaints which attach to a lecmre format-perfect for "bankUig" pedagogy and 

for immobiUzing the dynamism of language. 

Even Hawisher's Ust of reasons not to use network pedagogy reflect a sense of 

language as dynamicaUy ambiguous: She Usts flaming, communication anxiety, sensory 

overload, and the danger of ineffectiveness. Flaming, notorious for reflecting lack of 

sensitivity to audience, can also be described as an mtoxication with the very dynamism of 

language, m Us frequency of "impoliteness, swearing, charged outbursts, and often a high 

use of superlatives" (91). Communication anxiety, by contrast, can be described as an 

overemphasis on the ambiguity of language, in that one fears being misunderstood or 

belittied because of unreaUzed naivete of tone or idiom, for instance. Sensory overload 

refers not only to the "sheer buUc" of texmal messages but also to the multiple and ever-

diverging "threads" of topics, a trait of network discourse which is clearly a result of the 

ongoing suggestion of further meanings. And of course, regarding the possible 

ineffectuality of instmctional network use, it must be recognized that there is nothing 

intrinsically positive about the dynamic ambiguity of language; its effects can be 

counterproductive pedagogicaUy without proper direction, as seen in these above quaUties. 

Other writers Ust simUar characteristics for network pedagogy, again with the same 

underlying assumption of dynamic language. Batson's Ust of traits, already mentioned, 

can be noted again: Network pedagogy creates different social dUnensions (including 

potential for greater student empowerment); it lends itself to student coUaboration; it 

immerses them in a writî ig community; and it holds the possibUity of writmg for more 

authentic purposes. The creation of different social dimensions would be difficult if it 

depended upon a language of static meanings; such a language, as Bakhtin says, would 

come with its authority attached, and witii static roles as well. And the last trait depends on 

student awareness of the power of language, which in tum depends on smdents realizing 

that the meanings a teacher places upon words are not the only possible meanings. Only 

with a reaUzation of this dynamism of language can writing for authentic purposes occur to 

those who, like students, do not hold the power of a unitary language. In other words, for 
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tiiose comparatively lacking in power and aware of that lack, language can only be 

authentic when U opens new dUections of meaning for tiiem. 

Another list of network pedagogy ttaits is offered by Richard Lanham, related to 

but distinct from his traits for electtonic discourse as a whole. He presents this list in his 

foreword to Carolyn Handa's Computers and Community (1990): an osciUation of creative 

and analytical skiUs; more balanced conttibution from smdents; a further balance of less 

input from the teacher and more from the students; a primary motive of play; and 

("arguably," he writes) better writUig. The fu-st quality, osciUation of skUls, would be 

neither needed nor possible if language itself were not ambiguous and creative. The 

shifting center of focus from teacher to students implies a growing awareness of such 

creative ambiguity; lacking tiiat, tiie whole process of leaming could be much more 

effectively handled by "banking" static facts, via static language, m students. And tiie 

motive of play which Lanham sees in network pedagogy also impUes the creative, dynamic 

ambiguity of language itself, always present in all language but not unshackled in some 

uses as it tends to be in a network pedagogy. 

Communal Dialogue 

The presence of the second dialogic quaUty, communal dialogue, is in a sense "buUt 

in" to network pedagogy by the very architecture of the network which permits texmal 

electronic conferencing. However, there are compelUng reasons why this communal aspect 

can and should be emphasized, just as there are ways in which it can be misused or 

overlooked altogether. At its simplest, communal dialogue is important because the 

dynamically ambiguous creativity of language is intensified in a multivocal context; this in 

tum makes more Ukely the other liberatory, dialogic quaUties of knowledge making and the 

formation of a critical consciousness. Network pedagogy, then, is stmctured in such a 

way that these further quaUties can more readUy appear. 

The emphasis on communal dialogue within network discourse and its pedagogy is 

indicated by many sources, for instance by Hawisher's references to negotiated meaning 

and social constmction of texts. Negotiation of meaning is likely if an assortment of 

individual positions are contending with one another-thus a communal dialogue is implied. 
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And the impUed community in which a social constmction of texts occurs is so clear as to 

be self-explanatory. Communal dialogue is also evident in the social interaction noted by 

Duin and Hansen. Various other evidences of its presence can be found, as well, within 

the broader sets of qualities Usted by Lanham, Landow, Bolter, and Heim, most obviously 

in the quaUty of multivocaUty which Landow notes. Accounts focusing more specificaUy 

on network pedagogy further reinforce both the presence and tiie importance of communal 

dialogue. Hawisher's list of six characteristics all assume a communal dialogue: a real 

audience; more involved participants; more equitable participation; and the same decentering 

of authority mentioned by Landow and Bolter in more general terms. Her list also 

expUcitiy mentions the potential of a sense of community, though it must be noted that the 

presence of dialogue does not automaticaUy create a sense of community. SimUarly, 

Batson's list of network characteristics aU assume the presence of dialogue, and he 

expUcitiy mentions the "immersion in a writing community." Lanham's Ust which pertains 

to network pedagogy makes these same assumptions, for example his Usted quality of more 

balanced contribution from smdents. 

Despite the clear emphasis on the importance of communal dialogue to network 

pedagogy shown by its advocates, it would be a grave mistake to assume that communal 

dialogue exists and functions unproblematically within a networked classroom. Network 

pedagogy can give liberatory pedagogy a context in which dialogue and text-sharing are the 

norms rather than logistically difficult endeavors, and in which more egaUtarian 

participation tends to occur, and even in which the fundamentals of rhetoricaUy sound 

composition are reinforced texmaUy in a geniUne writing situation. But these quaUties do 

not occur automaticaUy just because dialogue is present The very fact that they do not is 

the basis for suggestmg liberatory pedagogy as a directive force to channel the dialogue that 

exists so vigorously within a network pedagogy. But for that to be possible, tíiere must be 

an awareness of likely problems. 

One problem faced by the networked classroom is the tt^ditional hegemony of the 

lecture, or what has been caUed the proscenium classroom, which is the primary medium 

for the delivery of a "banking" education. Judy Z. Segal, as noted m Chapter I, names the 

"genre" of lecture as such a problem. Segal defmes lecture as a role-giving, social genre 
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which acts as a persistent "ceremony game," a game which estabUshes tiie mles for 

subsequent games and which by extension assigns roles to the "players" ("Pedagogies of 

Decentering" 187). The expectations thus created may remain strong even m the absence of 

lecture itself This m ttun tends to create a passivity in students, common in the lecture hall, 

which may mterfere with tiie contt^sting participatory, dialogic mode of network 

pedagogy. It may even mean tiiat an insttiictor habittiaUy bypasses use of network 

dialogue m favor of lecturing, tiius defeating the entU-e purpose of the network classroom. 

As also noted in Chapter One, an almost opposite problem may occur once the 

lecture genre is "defused" by the regular use of mstmctional computer networks: dialogue 

which is not dialogic. As quoted in his 1995 interview with Donaldo Macedo, FreU-e 

cautions that this may occur if dialogue is understood as "a mere technique." Instead, it 

"characterizes an epistemological relationship," says FreU-e. Macedo describes this sort of 

antidialogic dialogue as a misuse which can "mechanisticaUy reduce the epistemological 

relationship of dialogue to a vacuous, feel-good comfort zone" ("A Dialogue: Culture, 

Language, and Race" 379). The epistemological goal of dialogue which is also dialogic is 

the enabUng of a critical consciousness. Purposeless dialogue may degenerate into what 

Macedo describes, or it may tum in the opposite direction of flaming. Either sort of 

apparentiy directionless dialogue may be brought about by an unfamiUarity with a more 

dialogic type of communication. This unfamiUarity can in tum be traced in some academic 

contexts to a lecture-based classroom background, and in other cases, particularly with 

younger students, may stem as weU from the sort of adolescent one-upmanship which is 

often the only model students have for interchange among peers. Or it may be a habit 

imported from unmoderated Intemet Relay Chat (IRC) groups characterized by a textual 

"shouting down" of unwelcome ideas (Stamer 1998). 

In the first case, passive response to lecture has acted as a ceremony game; in the 

second case, the role of ceremony game has been played by a much more agonistic 

interchange. In both cases, the potentially dialogic, transformatory middle ground is lost, 

but some writers withUi network pedagogy (e.g., Kremers, "The Case for Riding the 

Beast" 1990) argue that students must go through precisely this sort of pendulum swing in 

order to achieve any awareness of that middle ground in the fUst place. This may be so; 
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certainly an instmctor must work with the given. A sense of community cannot be told to 

students meaningfuUy; they must discover it for tiiemselves. 

Another ceremony game which may erode the frequency of network use is the older 

use of computerized classrooms for word processing-as oppormnities for aUowing 

students to compose tiieU assignments. Though tiiis function can be effective in a 

workshop context, it can also be abused. Because this word-processmg function was 

common in computer classrooms prior to network technology, it constimtes a ceremony 

game which can act as a barrier to network use, especiaUy if the instmctor is also 

uncomfortable with the loss of authority which tends to occur during network discourse. 

One account of how a conscious implementation of dialogic principles can help 

ensure a pedagogically effective use of networked communal dialogue is Dean Barclay's 

"Ire, Envy, and ENFI: Electtonic Conferences as UnreUable Narrative" (1995). Barclay 

specifically examines Bakhtin's concepts of "dialogization (heteroglossia), 

defamiUarization, refraction of the Unplied author's intent, and multiple reading" (26). 

Citing such poststmctural critical theorists as Stanley Fish and Wolfgang Iser, Barclay 

defines any utterance as happening "not on a printed page-static and outside-but m a 

reader's mind, actively interpreting" (26). He tiien argues that the concept of heteroglossia 

means that language in many diverse uses "drags along with i t . . . not just one context but 

the many, often unintended, contexts in which [a] word has appeared before" (29). 

This concept of dialogization leads recursively to what is called "defamiUarization." 

This defamiUarizing is encouraged by the network dialogue, according to Barclay. He 

defmes the concept of "algebrization" as "our tendency to experience famiUar objects too 

automaticaUy, too inteUectually." Its opposite is what Bakhtin caUs "defamiUarization," 

which "happens in the reader's mind, as soon as she or he notices the clash of contexts that 

heteroglossia makes inevitable." Barclay comments tíiat "In my class's computer-mediated 

dialogue, defamUiarization empts each time a writer's words reappear, made sttange by a 

different speaker's response" (30-31). He argues that 

These shifts of perspective "prolong" perception . . . That is, students "by 
violating form" make us "attend to it"; and "awareness of form through its 
violation" thus becomes theU "content," more compelUng than any other object to 
which their language allegedly points. The ENFI classroom m this way bounces 
students out of their former "automatism of perception." As Ann Berthoff (1986), 
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paraphrasing Lev Vygotsky, might put it, students here feel and savor "the naming 
and articulating powers of language," its capacity to provide "the means of making 
meaning." Emotional vigor results. (31) 

Barclay Usts otiier features of network discourse which, more so than in oral 

speech, he contends also aid in defamiUarization: 

Creating written equivalents for pitch, volume, cadence, facial expression, 
and body language over ENFI fosters a writerly inventiveness that speech 
precludes. ENFI participants may see and alter their messages before tiiey send 
them into the dialogue window. Students may scroU back, and, although utterances 
continue, review earlier statements. And participants may later use as an invention 
heuristic the hard-copy (paper) log of theU conversational experience. (32) 

IronicaUy, at least some of these items, notably the lack of paraUnguistic cues, are 

the very features which elsewhere have been just as accurately pointed to as fostering 

flanrUng and other miscommunications. 

The point is that any time the network capacity of a computer classroom is used, 

then a dialogue in some sense wUl occur. If, in addition, this dialogue is given adequate 

direction to become a communal dialogue, or if it by chance finds its own communal 

identity with little or no teacherly direction, then it very lUcely creates a suitable context for 

the third dialogic, lit)eratory quaUty, an epistemological making of knowledge, which in the 

case of a networked classroom occurs primarUy textuaUy. 

Epistemological Process 

Building on the communal use of dynamic language, the occurtence most cmcial to 

the formation of a critical consciousness is the knowledge-making function. This quality, 

unlike the quaUty of communal dialogue, is not "built into" network pedagogy. As Freire 

says, not all dialogue is dialogic, by which he means that not aU is epistemological. Yet 

knowledge-making is desired by network pedagogists as much as by liberatory 

pedagogists. Accordingly, many are attuned to its presence m network discourse. For 

example, Hawisher mentions "writing as knowledge creating" ("Electronic Meetmgs"). 

Likewise, Duin and Hansen also see the social interaction of classroom networks as the 

mechanism for social constmction of meaning ("Reading and Writing"). 
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Regardmg electronic discourse as a whole, Lanham's exploration impUes 

knowledge-making Ui its qualities of volatUity and plasticity, tiiough U must be granted that 

knowledge-making is not a necessary outcome of these features. The same can be said of 

the multivocaUty, intertextuaUty, and decenteredness which Landow attributes to networks 

and other forms of hypertext. That is, these features create a context which is, to say the 

least, sympathetic to knowledge-making in that differing opmions are given more equal 

voice than in print, which in tum bolsters what Bakhtin caUs the heteroglossic, centrifugal 

forces of language, thereby encouraging the disintegration of old meanings. Bolter's listed 

qualities of mixing of signs, lack of closure, and intertexmaUty have sUnUar impUcations. 

Of these writers, Heim comes closest to an outright naming of an epistemological function 

in the quaUty of constant reformulation. 

Among writers more specifically concemed with network pedagogy, Hawisher 

refers to writing as knowledge creating and also mentions network qualities of fumishing a 

real audience and tending to involve participants to a greater degree. These are features 

which wiU tend to nurture the knowledge making to which Hawisher refers. Such 

epistemology can be seen as a result of a ttansaction between writer and reader (or speaker 

and Ustener, or text and audience), and as such it is aided when both sides are highly 

engaged. By contrast, lack of engagement tends to curtail knowledge-making; Janis 

Forman, foUowing the work of Lunsford, Moglen, and Sleven, speaks of a sort of inverted 

or imploded epistemology, "agnosis," which is defined as "not wanting to know" 

("Literacy, CoUaboration, and Technology" 1994). 

Batson too sees network pedagogy as enablmg, at least potentially, the negotiation 

of meaning and the making of knowledge. Qualities he lists which suggest this 

epistemological function are the possibUity of greater student empowerment (one of the 

different social dimensions he names), and the possibUity of writing for more authentic 

pmposes. If students are empowered by network pedagogy, this does not occur from 

recounting banked mformation, but from leamUig to discover meaning for themselves. The 

accumulation of banked mformation results only in a prescribed smdent subjectivity as 

discussed, for instance, by Faigley (Fragments ofRatíonality 1992) and CUfford ("The 

Subject in Discourse" 1994). Likewise, if students do indeed feel that they are writing for 
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more authentic purposes, then this authenticity is a function of the act of knowledge-

making, just as working with banked, prescribed information implies mauthentic purposes 

—inauthentic because they are not the writer's own. 

Now a cmcial juncture has been reached. WhUe these various impUcations or 

attributions of epistemological process are useful to a point, a valid question to ask is 

whether network discourse or its pedagogy is distinctive or superior m encouraging 

knowledge-making. If several deeper explorations of electronic discourse can be relied 

upon, then in fact network discourse is distinctive in its encouragement of epistemology. 

Lanham permits such a deeper exploration into how network pedagogy might acmally 

enable knowledge-making. In his foreword to Handa's Computers and Community, he 

Usts the osciUation of creative and analytical skUls as a quaUty belongmg to network 

discourse, one which network pedagogy strives to encourage. In his longer and later work 

The Electronic Word, he has more to say on this osciUation m his description of electtonic 

discourse as opposed to print. Whereas the print medium privileges looking "through" 

language to its supposedly separate thought content, Lanham describes electronic discourse 

as encouraging its user to look "at" the language itself and how it helps shape content; and 

so one may leam to do both, to osciUate between the two views of language: 

The textual surface has become permanentiy bi-stable. We are always 
looking first AT it and then THROUGH it, and this osciUation creates a different 
impUed ideal of decomm, both stylistic and behavioral. Look THROUGH a text 
and you are in the famiUar world of the Newtonian interlude, where facts were 
facts, the world was reaUy "out there," folks had sUicere centtal selves, and the best 
writing style dropped from the writer as "simply and directiy as a stone faUs to the 
ground," precisely as Thoreau counseled. Look AT a text, however, and we have 
deconstmcted the Newtonian world into Pirandello's and yeam to "act namraUy." 
(Electronic Word 5) 

Lanham distinguishes between print-based discourse and electronic discourse 

(including network discourse) on the basis of the communication triangle of classical 

rhetoric. In regards to the "object"-the text-print sees it as ttansparent, looking through it, 

while electronic discourse looks at U, seeing it tiierefore as opaque. Print thus assumes that 

the "viewer"-the audience-looks through the text at sometiiing beyond it, while the viewer 

in electronic discourse can do that, but can also look at the text itself, and can therefore see 

how it accompUshes its ends by rhetorical means. Print sees reaUty as a "biogrammar," 
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that is, as "an act as natural and unthinking as a mother's love for her child," while 

electronic discourse sees it as drama, "as self-conscious as an acttess playing the same 

scene" (14). As for the writer, Lanham speaks rather of the motive of composmg, which 

attaches to the writer (though m sometimes complex ways). In print, the motive is to 

achieve hierarchy, while in electt-onic discourse tiie motive is one of play. 

Both these motives pursue knowledge, but of different kUids, and in different 

ways. Print sorts and builds hierarchies descending from Platonic tmths, making a Great 

Chain of Being whose parts can merely dimly reflect tiie glorious fu t̂ cause; electtonic 

discourse such as network dialogue Uistead exhibits a Bakhtinian spirit of carnival, in 

which meaning may take unexpected and ironic directions. OveraU, whereas print-based 

thinking and knowledge-making tends to be unselfconscious, that of network discourse 

tends to be, according to Lanham, selfconscious. Not only that, but it can choose whether 

to look at or through language-thus the oscUlation which Lanham notes is a superior 

quality in terms of rhetorical awareness, and by extension it is also superior in terms of the 

sort of knowledge-making which engenders a critical consciousness. This quality exists in 

electronic discourse such as takes place in networks, according to Lanham. The task of a 

network pedagogy, then, is to nurture this quality. 

This osciUatory quaUty that Lanham identifies takes us beyond merely attributing 

knowledge-making capabiUty to network pedagogy, because it identifies what is different 

about network pedagogy which makes it a superior agency for constmction of meaning. 

SimUarly, Bolter identifies another such ttait, focusing on the textual nature of electroiUc 

discourse. This quality, he contends, nourishes a skUl of semiotic interpretation, as 

opposed to the lesser skiU of perception, which he identifies as being called on more by 

purely visual media. This privileging of semiosis over perception recalls Vygotsky, who 

sees language as organizing both perception and action. Like Lanham, Bolter focuses on 

the selfconscious aspect of language in electronic discourse-a selfconsciousness similar to 

that valued by liberatory pedagogy. He notes that electtonic discourse, especiaUy in the 

type of network famUiar as the Worid Wide Web, has resumed use of pictorial language 

(icons, as with the now-ubiquitous Graphic User Interface of computer software) simUar to 

the earliest forms of writing. But a synthesis has taken place, resulting in a heightened 
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awareness: "Both writer and reader are aware that they are manipulating signs withm a 

sophisticated visual writing system. The responsiveness of tiie computer medium is 

balanced by the distancing and absttacting quaUties of visual writing itself' (Writing Space 

59). This balance cultivates the faculty of semiotic Uiterpretation, which is invaluable to the 

making of knowledge. 

Barclay's juxtaposition of BakhtUiian dialogism to network pedagogy sheds stUl 

more light on how network pedagogy emphasizes the epistemological function of network 

discourse. Relating the element of dialogization to network composition pedagogy, 

Barclay says that "This mixture of voices, in ENFI, forces what Bakhtin calls m extended 

prose fiction 'an indeterminacy, a certain semantic openendedness, a Uving contact with 

unfinished, stiU-evolving contemporary reality (the openended present)' " ("Ire, Envy, and 

ENFI" 29). Citing SUc and Reynolds ("Seeing Students as Writers" 1993), he notes that 

"acadenUc writers must engage in bricolage-that is, 'constmction of meaning from what is 

at hand'; this element of the process makes ENFI 'a Uving drama of the way in which 

writers draw on various cultural sites (sources) to produce a text' " (30). 

As already noted, Barclay sees dialogization as progressing recursively to a state of 

defamUiarization. This in tum leads to a refraction of authorial intent. That is, utterances 

may not be not taken as intended. This wiU occur more in network discourse to the extent 

that it actually does, as Lanham contends, encourage a user to look at language rather than 

through it. As Barclay says, "The heteroglot rough-and-tumble of ENFI conversation 

refiacts these implied intentions, as Bakhtin would predict, and casts camivaUike 

distortions on the waU" (35). He adds that "When, in electtonic conferences, students latch 

onto written utterances (even typographical ertors) and bend them into meanmgs perhaps 

unintended by the author, they are.. . at once being unruly (resisting authority) and 

playing by the rules (experimenting with the disciplined, recursive adding, reartanging, and 

deletmg that aU experienced writers use as tools for generating ideas)" (Barclay 35). 

Beyond the widespread attribution of a knowledge-making process to network 

discoiu'se, the presence of the epistemological quality is shown, then, by at least three 

elements which are distinctively present Ui such discourse. These elements are the self-

conscious, bi-stable nature which Lanham points out; what might be caUed the semiotic 
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aptítude encouraged by the texmal and even multi-media nature of network discourse, as 

described by Bolter, and the Bakhtinian processes of diaiogization, defamiliarization, and 

refractíon ofauthorial intent as traced by Barclay in network pedagogy. 

Critical Consciousness 

To an extent, these above elements of network discourse in and of themselves, 

without direction, wiU evoke knowledge-making, the outcomes of which are "always 

unpredictable" as Berlin says ("Rhetoric and Ideology" 1988). Teachers, m otiier words, 

are not always necessary, and this is tme also in the absence of network discourse, though 

perhaps less so. However, whUe network discourse may indeed accentuate knowledge 

making, this is tme only to an extent, and so a directive or mentoring agency—though not a 

coercive one—is desirable. Without it, many constraints can compromise the extent of 

knowledge making. For example, Duin and Hansen point out the fallacy of the assumption 

that "listeners and readers [always] apply conscious effort in analyzing an utterance, and 

are determined to contribute to further dialogue." Ratiier, such efforts "may be reserved for 

utterances that are judged to have special importance for the individual or that originate 

within the same specific discourse community. Voices with differing Uteracies are denied a 

response" ("Reading and Writing" 97). 

Because of such consttaints, some of which have been noted elsewhere, an 

appropriate teacherly presence is desUable, as is a sound pedagogy. This is in fact why 

computer classrooms are more lUcely sites for knowledge making than computer labs are. 

However an appropriate teacherly presence is defined, its goal within liberatory pedagogy 

is to cultivate a critical consciousness m students. And just as network pedagogy exhibits a 

recognition of the dynamic ambiguity of language, privilegmg of communal dialogue, and 

encoiuagement of knowledge-making, it also purposes a critical consciousness, though its 

terminology is often different 

Duin and Hansen, for instance, see a "situated Uteracy" as an outcome of social 

constmction of meaning, which in mm stems from social interaction via networked 

computers. An argument for equating a situated literacy with a critical consciousness has 

already been presented. Batson, on the otiier hand, speaks of "writing for authentic 
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purposes" as an outcome of network pedagogy. It is a standard suitable to liberatory 

pedagogy, because it implies engagement on the part of the smdent, and though engaged 

discourse is not necessarUy equivalent to liberatory discourse, there can be no Uberatory 

discourse without engagement; writing without engagement, in Freire's words, is merely 

taking part, Uonically, in the culture of sUence. The goal of network pedagogy to 

encourage writing for authentic purposes, then, bears some resemblance to tiie liberatory 

goal of a critical consciousness. On the other hand, one can write for authentic puiposes 

and stUI not do so with the faculty of selfconscious insight which characterizes 

conscientizagão, a "consciousness as consciousness o/consciousness" (Pedagogy 60). 

For a more compelUng argument that network pedagogy can enable the dialogic 

outcome of a critical consciousness, it is necessary to further explore some of the network 

features which have aU-eady been put forward as encouraging knowledge-making. 

Lanham's principle of oscUlation is worth examining in this regard. He acmally describes 

two versions of this. The fu^t, mentioned in his foreword to Handa's book, is oscUIation 

between the creative and analytical spheres. This osciUation resembles Heim's reference to 

the Greek term techne, which Heim defines as a synthesis of the opposites of useful, 

craftsmanly skiUs and artistic creativity. Heim cites this synthesis as making possible an 

interface, what he calls a "prosopon," between human and machine. He sees such an 

interface as a hedge against the technological enframement which is described by Heidegger 

as tending to reduce language to information management and diminishing its cmcial 

metaphorical aspect. Techne, argues Heim, can metaphorize that enframement itself 

(Electric Language 88-94). Bolter touches on the concept of techne also. Like Heim, he 

points out that the root means more than our contemporary term "technology," something 

extemal and avaUable for use; it is an art, a craft, and as such becomes intemalized. So a 

particular kind of writing, while being a technology or tool, also becomes a state ofmind 

(Writing Space 35-37). Consequentiy, the osciUatory characteristic of network discourse 

which Lanham describes tends to become a habit of mind. This capabUity suggests tiie 

selfconscious critical faculty at the heart of conscientízagão. 

Whereas in Lanham's forward to the Handa anthology he mentions osciUation in 

regards to creativity and analysis, m The Electronic Word his poUit, as already noted, is 
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tiiat whUe print discourse usually is restticted by its nature to look through text, electtonic 

discourse can not only look mstead at the text itself, but is versatUe enough to choose eitiier 

option, to osciUate between the two. Agam, this abUity tends to become mtemalized as a 

critical habit of mind. The connection of Lanham's oscUlatory description of electronic 

language to network pedagogy is shown by his comparison of tiiis Unguistic osciUation to 

tiie Renaissance sprezzatura of Baldesare CastigUone's Book ofthe Courtíer, a kind of 

"rehearsed spontaneity" which as Lanham writes, works best "in time" (11 l)-tiiat is, U 

favors the fluid context such as feattwed by network discourse, not tiie permanent 

timelessness of prinL Furthermore, the smdied nonchalance oí sprezzatura, apparentíy so 

aUen to the engaged nature of FreU-ean conscientízagão, nevertheless shares with it the 

cmcial quality of awareness, of conscious intentionaUty, of "consciousness as 

consciousness o/consciousness" as FreUe writes. Network pedagogy, like electronic 

discourse as a whole, under the right conditions can encourage both the above quaUties, not 

so different from each other after aU. 

In becoming a critical habit of mind, this osciUation goes beyond the encouragement 

of knowledge-making, important as that is. Like the osciUation between the creative and 

the analytical, this osciUation between looking at a text and looking through it cultivates the 

same selfconscious depth of insight which defines a critical consciousness. What is 

created, claims Lanham, is a "bi-stable self': "The central self would always be created by 

a series of social selves, the social self always conttoUed by a central self that was in the 

occasion but not of i t . . . Self-consciousness was consequentiy volatile and yet not 

unstable" (Electronic Word 148). This stabiUty is cmcial, for a critical consciousness, as 

Ira Shor points out, goes beyond occasional insights to form an ongoing mindset-a habit 

of mind—that informs aU of one's thinking and writing and relations with others. 

The above argument for network pedagogy as cultivating a critical consciousness is 

further reinforced by Barclay's examination of Bakhtinian dialogism in a network 

environment. Here, the way in which network discourse encourages one to look at writing 

grows now even larger in significance, because it is precisely that quaUty which also 

encourages what Bakhtin calls defamiUarization, and what Freire calls "consciousness as 

consciousness í?/consciousness." Therefore Barclay's argument for network discom-se as 
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defamiUarizmg is also a powerful argument that a pedagogy which uses such discourse 

shows a strong mcUnation towards a liberatory potential. 

As with the concept of defamiUarization, refraction shows a Uberatory potential 

once Barclay's focus is enlarged. In it, smdents are made to confront the limitations of 

their own assumptions when others take theU comments to mean thmgs so different from 

the meanings they themselves assumed were clear. This abiUty to confront one's own 

assumptions is a significant step toward critical Uisight, what Bakhtin caUs "ideological 

becoming." Cooper and Selfe (1990) help Unk tiiis activity back to Bakhtm. They describe 

Bakhtin's phrase, "ideological becoming," as leaming to discriminate between 

"authoritarian discourses," "intemally persuasive discourses," and "discourses that don't 

matter" (851). Liberatory purposes are not mentioned expUcitiy, but they are implied in the 

passage quoted from Cooper and Selfe; the abUity to discriminate among such discourses 

as described above sttongly implies a critical consciousness. Even further, surely the 

impUed reason for acquiring the abUity to recognize authoritarian discourses is to resist theU 

oppressive tendencies-the prime goal of liberatory pedagogy and Uberatory thought in 

general. So Cooper and Selfe, and by extension Barclay, are espousing Uberatory 

purposes for network pedagogy, whatever label may be used. 

The outcome of a critical habit of mind becomes more obvious in the last concept of 

Bakhtin's which Barclay juxtaposes to network pedagogy, which is that of "multiple 

reading." Here Barclay draws on such writers as Barthes and Fish, and on reader-

response theory in particular. LogicaUy, multiple readings are a predictable extension of 

refraction of authorial intent, where "a reader's creative Unagination-acting on shiftmg 

notíons of his or her 'interpretive community'-tentatively stmctures and restmctures and 

again restmctures the text" (37). Or as Fish hUnself writes in Is There a Text in This 

Class? (1980), any text only exists "if one means by text tiie stt^cmre of meanings that is 

obvious and inescapable from the perspective of whatever Uiterpretive assumptions happen 

to be in force" (vU). 

Barclay relates this concept to network discourse by citing Faigley's observation 

(1992) that computer-mediated classes resist closure "because each comment always raises 

the potential for another response" (Faigley 184). This phenomenon, Barclay contends, 
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demonstt^tes an ongoing process where smdents imagine another and another context of 

meaning, old connections falUng away only to be replaced by new ones as the communal 

text resists completion. Paulo Freire sees not anarchy, but a critical consciousness coming 

to bUth in such a process of continual renegotiation of meanUig, tiiough with typical 

Marxist technological bias, he never saw network discourse in such a light. Nevertheless, 

FreUe denies the fear that conscientizagão, critical consciousness, is anarchic. Instead, he 

writes, it is creative; it makes it possible "for people to enter the historical process as 

responsible Subjects"; it "enroUs them m tiie search for self-affumation" (Pedagogy ofthe 

Oppressed 18). Its mechanism is much tiie same as Barclay describes: "The problem-

posing educator constantiy re-forms his reflections in the reflection of the smdents. The 

students—no longer docUe listeners-are now critical co-investigators in dialogue with the 

teacher" (Pedagogy 61-62). 

As Cooper and Selfe note, instmctors should "draw on the revolutionary potential 

of computer technology to recreate non-traditional forums that aUow smdents to re-examine 

the authoritarian values of the classroom, to resist theU sociaUzation into a narrowly 

conceived form of academic discourse, to leam from the clash of discourses, to leam 

through engaging in discourse" (867). Only a slight, but consequential, change is needed 

to recast Cooper and Selfe's statement in broader Uberatory terms: If students should "re-

examine the authoritarian values of the classroom," should they not re-examine the values 

of the ciUture which creates that classroom? If they should "resist theU sociaUzation into a 

narrowly conceived form of academic discourse," should they not also resist theU 

sociaUzation into a nartowly conceived place m society? Any pedagogy which encourages 

these broad goals is Uberatory m orientation, no matter what it caUs itself. 

Postmodem Oualities of Network Pedagogv 

Chapter II argued that Uberatory pedagogy, Ui addition to being dialogic and 

therefore simUar to network pedagogy in that way, is also postmodem in important ways. 

Because network pedagogy is scarcely more than a decade old, its postmodem qualities are 

even more evident than those same quaUties within liberatory pedagogy. Once again, the 

qualities to be considered are technology, signification, value, and subject formation. 
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Technologv: Information versus Interpretation 

As noted, computer networks exemplify postmodem technology. In contrast to the 

ponderous, expensive, and inaccessible technologies of modemism, computer-mediated 

communication technology is portable and versatUe, mcreasingly mexpensive, and 

accessible botii physically (e.g., laptop computers) and in ease of use. Liberatory 

preconceptions of technology as necessarily being a tool of tiie state sUnpIy no longer make 

sense m the case of CMC technology. And just as network (CMC) technology in itself is 

postmodemist, network pedagogy is an example of postmodemist utUization of 

technology. In its manner of supporting multiple threads of discussion simultaneously. it 

visibly demonstrates a postmodem concept of signification Ui how meanings rapidly give 

way to new interpretations and departures. Also, these same threads encourage a 

multivocal set of values which resist prescription or limitation. And thirdly, this same 

communal dialogue is that which helps constmct smdent subjectivity in richly layered and 

multiform ways which a top-down, prescriptive strategy simply cannot manage. 

AU these quaUties are to a great extent self-organizing in the sense explored by 

contemporary complexity theory and are thus open-ended in terms of their possibUities, as 

opposed to the far more limited, closed system of possibiUties represented by any 

prescribed set of meanings, no matter how enUghtened. Yet in network pedagogy, this rich 

set of possible meanings, possible futures, is paradoxically contained within the pedagogy 

itself. This containment is only seemingly paradoxical, because the task of the pedagogical 

apparatus is not to prescribe meaning but rather to ensure that the network dialogue takes 

place in a manner which is truly dialogical, as explained earlier. 

This potential loss of the cmcial dialogical aspect of dialogue is the tme paradox, 

the problem for both liberatory and network pedagogies. Though expressed differentiy by 

various writers, it represents the loss of the critical consciousness which one needs to exert 

any degree of conttol over one's cUcumstances. It is a problem of language, then, of 

language being reduced once again to what Lanham calls an iUusion of ttansparency, where 

language is presumed to be a mere channel. Or it is a problem of value, because the 

modemist view of language Ui tum assumes that there is some finished thing, some 

finished tmth, which is carried by language in this fashion, as opposed to seeing language 
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as an epistemic means of helpmg to fashion locaUy justifiable ttoitii. Or it is a problem of 

subjectivity. Bolter in Writing Space discusses tiie problem as being one of simpUstic 

perception precluding semiotic mterpretation, which takes more effort; subjectivities 

constmcted mainly through perception Uve m tiie perception of the moment, and are thus 

unsophisticated, dangerously simpUstic, and lack the abUity to historicize themselves. In 

this Ught, Rhemgold, m The Virtual Community, poses tiie problem as a choice between an 

informed democracy or a panoptic disinfomocracy. 

Or the problem can be seen as one revolving around technology. Hawisher, Selfe, 

Moran, and Leblanc, m Computers and the Teaching ofWritíng, foUow tiie work of Walter 

Ong (The Technologizing ofthe Word 1982) and assert tfiat tiie problem is largely whether 

technology is seen as Uistmmental or as transformative. Yet the description of technology 

as being one or the other, instmmental or transformational, fish or fowl, is itself overly 

simplistic. On the one hand, both the ttaditional liberatory objection to technology and the 

network pedagogist's embracing of it would seem to deny the conception of technology as 

merely instnmiental, yet for opposite reasons. The Marxist Uberatorian in essence argues 

that technology, no matter its nature, is necessarUy a tool of the capitaUst oppressive class. 

The network pedagogist often has argued that technology, especially network technology, 

in and of itself is a liberating instmctional force. Both these views are incomplete accounts 

and are heard less and less frequentiy, but both assume that technology is purely 

transformational: the first negatively, the second positively. On the other hand, the typical 

modemist view of technology ranges from seeing it as transformative (but due to accuracy 

of measurement) to seeing it as purely instmmental-that is, it is no more than a neutral 

tool, that it brings with it no Uitrinsic quaUties which in themselves must be reckoned with. 

These views are equaUy naive. 

Mary Bryson and Suzanne de Castell, in "Modemist, Critical, and Postmodem 

'Tme Stories' about Educational Computing" (1994) describe tiiree competing narratives of 

educational computer technology which roughly parallel the above summary of 

contradictory beUefs. The fu t̂ described is the modemist/romantic tale, which sees 

computers as leading to Utopian progress via the wonders of measurement. The second 

narrative is the critical/tragic tale, which argues against the instmmental assumption of 
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computers as completely neutral tools; instead, this narrative sees inequitable and 

oppressive pattems of access and use. Although many of the problems observed by this 

narrative are real, the fundamental stance is the same as tíie ttaditional Marxist one. The 

tiiUxi narrative is tiie posttnodemist/Uonic tale. Here Bryson and CasteU cite Rorty and 

Donna Haraway in describing an emphasis on the dismptive, transformative capacities of 

computer use; this tale is an optimistic one lUce tíie fU t̂, but for different reasons. The only 

narrative unrepresented here is the purely msttiimental one. 

More important than theU descriptions of the various narratives, however, is their 

thesis. They argue that the differences in the narratives stem not from the technology itself, 

but from the interpretive consttaints posed by the stories (199). In other words, each 

nartative suppresses certain aspects of the actual possibUities of educational computer 

technology. Working from this argument, we can say that m tiie seed of the critical/tragic 

nartative is a positive transformative vision, given more equitable access to the 

transformative power of computer technology; and in the seed of the posttnodemist/Uonic 

tale is a threatening vision of disintegration, what Johnson-Eilola and Smart Selber in 

"PoUcing Ourselves" (1996) caU "less a global viUage and more a great dispersal" (289). 

In essence, Bryson and Castell call for the same more encompassing description of 

educational computing as is argued for throughout this present work: that postmodem 

technology has certain qualities of signification, value, and subject formation which, 

though intrinsic, can nevertheless be productive or counterproductive mstmctionally. 

When contained within and guided by a Uberatory perspective, they can be productive. 

Signification: Self Organizing. Adaptive. and Dvnamic 

Jay David Bolter notes that "The goal of alphabetic writing is to simplify by 

exclusion. Electronic writing by conttast is inclusive" (Writíng Space 60). Though an 

oversimplification, this conttast distinguishes the modemist from the postmodemist state of 

mind by pointing out how modemism as a whole simpUfies by exclusion, whUe 

postmodemism enriches by inclusion. In being inclusive, network discourse as a form of 

electronic writing is open-ended. This in tum works in much the same way that other 

"complex systems" work, by a principle of self-organization. This principle, not even 
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recognized untU very recentiy, is smdied by tiie emerging discipUne of complexity theory, 

also caUed chaos theory. The term "chaos" is a misnomer, because the fundamental lesson 

of complexity theory is that most conditions which appear to be sUnply anarchic, chaotic, 

are actually ordered in complex, self-organizing ways. Significantiy, this is much the same 

argument that Paulo FreUe makes about the dialogue at the core of liberatory pedagogy. 

The basic question addressed by complexity tiieory has to do with tiie apparent 

contradiction between the progressive entt-opy, or decay, of aU matter on tiie one hand and 

on the other hemd, the way "the universe has also managed to bring forth stmcture on every 

scale," as MitcheU Waldrop notes Ui Complexity: The Emerging Science at the Edge of 

Order and Chaos (1992). Waldrop frames the issue by asking, "Is the cosmic compulsion 

for disorder matched by an equally powerful compulsion for order, stmcture, and 

organization? And if so, how can both processes be going on at once?" (10-11). In 

simplified terms, complexity theory postulates a four-part answer to these questions. The 

apparentiy opposite conditions of order and disorder can indeed both occur simultaneously 

because, fu-st, systems m which both occur together are complex "in the sense that a great 

many independent agents are interacting with each other in a great many ways," says 

Waldrop. Second, "the very richness of these interactions allows the system as a whole to 

undergo spontaneous self-organizatíon." Examples are the way in which people merely 

contending to satisfy theU individual needs unconsciously form a global economy; the way 

individual organisms, similarly cognizant only of theU own needs, evolve into a balanced 

ecosystem; and on a more local scale, the way individual language users, when given 

freedom to interact such as is found withm a microcomputer network dialogue, create a 

communal document which transcends the dUection given it by any one participant, 

including an instmctor. 

"Furthermore," says Waldrop, "these complex, self-organizmg systems are 

adaptive, in tiiat... they actively try to tum whatever happens to tiieU advantage." And 

fourthly, "every one of these complex, self-organizUig, adaptive systems possesses a kind 

of dynamism that makes them quaUtatively different from static objects such as computer 

chips or snowflakes, which are merely complicated." In sum, complexity theory argues 

that "very simple dynamical mles can give rise to extraordinarUy mtticate behavior." 
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Complex systems—such as language and its uses—have "the abUity to bring order and chaos 

into a special kind of balance. This balance point-often called the edge ofchaos-is where 

the components of a system never quite lock mto place, and yet never quite dissolve Uito 

turbulence, either. The edge of chaos is where life has enough stabUity to sustain itself and 

enough creativity to deserve tiie name of Ufe" (Waldrop 11-12). Or as Katherine Hayles 

writes in Chaos Bound (1990), complexity theory sees unpredictabiUty itself as "a fact of 

Ufe rather than the abertation it had seemed Ui Newtonian mechanics," concenttatmg on 

"deep stmctures of order within tiie apparent disorder" (xiU). She addresses the broad 

significance of complexity theory when she notes that by our era, "society itself had 

become a complex system in a technical sense. Thus the feedback cycle connected theory 

with culture and culture witii theory through the medium of technology" (xiv). 

Within this broader cuUural feedback loop, the self-organizing, adaptive, dynamic 

nature of network discourse is impUed by a description of the apparently disconnected field 

of biological systems theory, which sees how "disorder at one level of communication 

within an organism would become order on another" (Hayles xiii). In network discourse, 

disorder at the level of any two sequential responses—which almost certainly wiU refer to 

altogether different topical threads-nevertheless results in order at tiie level of the whole 

document, an order which can be traced in the archived ttanscript of the online conference. 

Paul Taylor, in "Social Epistemic Rhetoric and Chaotic Discourse" (1992), explores the 

self-organizing nature of network discourse. He fmds that one way in which onlUie 

discourse is self-organizing and adaptive is in taking on certain qualities of oral speech 

whUe retaining other print-based qualities of writing. Using M. A. K. Halliday's concepts, 

he notes that writing tends to show more lexically significant nouns, whUe speech has more 

complex clausal stmctures. Taylor interprets this to mean that writing tends to tteat things 

as products, while speech tends to tteat tiiings as process. In comparing a class's formal 

documents to class dialogue using the network software of Daedalus Interchange, Taylor 

finds that the formal papers do show a higher lexical density, while the Interchange text 

shows more complex clausal conventions, like speech. From this he concludes that, lUce 

oral speech, network discourse focuses more on processes than on products of processes. 
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This trait in itself is postmodem in that a process focus is more Uiclusive, taking account of 

a broad range of phenomena, while a product focus is exclusive of such thmgs. 

Further, Taylor notes more thematic emphasis in network text because of the many 

topical threads of the network conversation, which he calls "chaotic discourse." This 

finding supports the contention tiiat whUe network discourse is disorderly at tiie level of 

any particular message or partial sequence of messages, it reveals a deeper order when read 

as a multivocal, multi-tiiematic whole. His conclusion is tiiat "Computer conferencmg is 

evolving into a new genre, a new form of communication tiiat has not been possible before 

now . . . We are begmnmg to value texts that are produced communally-texts lUce the 

tt-anscripts of electt-onic conferences, texts which are stmcturally self-organizing much lUce 

thunderstorms or Jupiter's Great Red Spot" (145-46). 

Such self-organizing, communal texts are fuU of possibiUties for the development 

of critical consciousness through open-ended, dialogic knowledge-making, but represent 

dangers as well. In the work of Johndan Johnson-Eilola, for example, there is an impUed 

connection between the nonlinear, self-organizing quaUty of electtonic discourse to 

postmodem signification. Rather than a linear link from sign to referent, the postmodem 

concept of signification sees intertextuality, or in other words connection from sign to sign, 

not from sign to referent. In "Conttol and the Cyborg" 1993, Johnson-Eilola addresses an 

U-onic danger raised by this intertextual, self-organizing, thread-to-thread topical 

progression. Johnson-EUola characterizes what he caUs "cyberspace exploration" as a 

combination of capitaUsm and the travel genre in the guise of a sort of vUtual coloniîUism. 

As such, cyberspace colonialism shows three features, according to Johnson-

Eilola. Citing Jacques EUul's The Technological Society, he lists the fUst feature as power, 

in tum characterized by technological efficiency and speed. Secondly, this neo-coloniaUsm 

features what Lyotard calls the "performativity principle," which judges the worth of an 

utterance according to the amount of information one has about the referent. ThUdly, 

Johnson-Eilola tums to Paul VUilio (Speed and Politics 1986) for the concept of the "war 

machine." This entity merges technological efficiency with the performative, operational 

concept of knowledge to enact a type of cyber-colonization. Both space and time are 

annihilated by increasing compression (recaU David Harvey's argument). In this way 
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posttnodemism itself, and more particularly computer technology, threaten to Uonically 

fulfiU the old colonization tale through over-reUance on speed of information processmg 

which devalues the worth of critical reflection, consequentiy neutraUzing the very tool by 

which to best judge the meanmg and worth of information. As Lanham poUits out, the 

scarce commodity in posttnodem society is not information at aU-he offers the Unage of 

trying to drink from a ftte hose-but tiie abUity to manage mformation. That abiUty is 

critical reflection which can evaluate more and less useful mformation, not indiscriminate 

electronic storage and retrieval. 

If digital storage and retrieval were in fact the fuUness of what computer technology 

has to offer, then one would have to finally admit that the Uberatory bias against 

technological rationaUsm is to be ignored at our peril. Various writers, however, have 

described how other, more encouraging uses are permitted by the same postmodem 

qualities which permit the threat described by Lyotard, Johnson-Eilola, and others. 

Joan Tomow is one who addresses network pedagogy Ui particular (LinklAge: 

Composing in the Online Classroom 1997). Tomow's work altemates between theoretical 

discussions and descriptions of classroom occmrences. To organize this wealth of diverse 

text, she employs a metaphorical usage of the particle/wave nature of Ught The metaphor 

can also be used to represent the oscUlating nature of electtonic discourse as described by 

Lanham: Electronic discourse as a static entity is particle-Uke, whUe its dynamic nature is 

wave-Uke. One can say that Ui looking at text as opaque, electronic discourse treats tiiat 

text as a static entity in itself worthy of scmtiny, and in looking tiirough that text at its 

message, it treats the ideas of the text as dynamic, reaching beyond the text to link with 

other texts in intertextual associativity. As with light itself, here the one function cannot be 

fuUy separated from the otiier, but rather the purpose of the observer is the main factor that 

makes one aspect or another stand out in reUef This osciUation of the capabUities of 

language is a postmodem quality, as Lanham has shown, and furthermore it is one which 

encourages the critical reflection which digital space and time compression can discourage. 

Another postmodem quality of network discourse which Tomow addresses is the 

complexity of its communal text. Like Paul Taylor, Tomow sees such communal text as an 

open-ended, complex system which resists closure. In this regard she cites Ilya 
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Prigogme's concept of disequilibrium, which is cmcial to any open system. As Tomow 

explains, "an open system needs fluxes, perturbations, anomalies, ertors; these are tiie 

triggers which set off reorganization" (167). Such ttiggers are prevalent in network 

discourse because of its open-response nature, its dialogism. Another work which makes 

this same point is Francesconi and Kneupper's "The Knowmg/Knowledge Interaction" 

(1987), which describes rhetorical invention heuristics as sUnulated stochastic processes, 

ways to impose order on a stream of events. Francesconi and Kneupper write that such 

systems work best when they have two feamres: a selection process and a random 

component. Randomness is essential to achieve newness conceptuaUy because, they write, 

such newness is an evolutionary process. In network pedagogy, the discourse itself is the 

random component; the teacherly direction and underlying pedagogy are selection 

processes, though more subtie ones are embodied in the discourse as well. 

Another important connection to Tomow's and Taylor's Ukening of network 

discourse to an open, complex system is found in W. E. DoU's article, "Foundations for a 

Postmodem Curriculum" (1989). According to DoU, a postmodem curriculum must 

feature an open system of leaming rather than a closed system; it must feature a complex 

stmcture as opposed to a simple, accumulative sttiicture; and it must bring about change 

which is also not accumulative, but rather transformatory (Doll 4). As Taylor, Tomow, 

and also Fred Kemp ("Writing DialogicaUy" 1996) have pointed out, network discourse is 

open-ended in the way one comment leads almost mexorably to another and also m the 

decenteredness of its authorship; Tomow says it foUows the cathedral model, always under 

consttiiction. It is a complex system which because of its multivocality is largely self-

stmcturing, despite the instmctor's voice, which is reduced m role to Uttie more weight 

than any other voice. And it is also self-stmcturing because of the firequent random 

components introduced by many writers with different agendas, whose comments are then 

variously inteipreted and/or misinteipreted (in relation to intent) by equally various readers, 

aU of which leads to the creative disequiUbrium described by Prigogine, by Francesconi 

and Kneupper, and also by Bakhtin's camivalism. Lastiy, network classroom discourse 

can be transformatory, m the dialogic sense of a constant renegotiation of meaning which 

offers no guarantee but nevertheless the potential to deepen tiie thought processes of its 
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participants by adding "more candor and depth," and by helpmg people move past the 

tendency to "see things Ui black and white terms," writes Tomow (167, 145). Or in 

Lanham's words, such a system teaches tiie osciUation between public and private self 

which is a kind of posttnodem sprezzatura. Or yet agaUi in FreUe's terms, students can 

leam to read the word and to read the world as well. 

Value: Multivocal Threads and Nomad Thought 

Network pedagogy manifests a postmodem conception of signification in the way 

topics diverge, reconverge, and transform in tiie turbulent flow of simultaneous postmg of 

comments and responses to comments; it is this dynamic which is the self-organizing 

element of network pedagogy. At the same time, these multi-topical threads of dialogue 

also exhibit divergent values and, to an extent difficult to measure at the time, these 

multrform values certainly influence each other just as Bakhtin describes when he speaks of 

a clash of heteroglossic forces. These influences are various, subtle, and reciprocal. 

Moreover, because of the buUt-in "leveling" feature of network discourse, which reduces 

the instmctor's voice to being littie more mfluential than any otiier, the complex network 

discourse system resists the prescription or censoring of values by the teacher. 

In essence, the resistance of network discourse to prescribed values is a special case 

of the larger postmodem skepticism for metanarrative. As is tiie case with the self-

organizing quality of network discourse, this resistance to prescribed values can either help 

or hinder the formation of a critical consciousness, depending on tiie dynamics of the local 

context. Lyotard describes one potential problem regarding this. In The Postmodern 

Condition (1979), though Lyotard has no use for tiie tmth nartatives of modemism, he 

nevertheless notes that theU loss has initiated a "legitimation crisis." This loss of tmth 

narrative has affected what counts as knowledge; this has caused many people to move 

towards the same "operationalism" mentioned before, wherein the side that artays the most 

information gets to be "right." Lyotard points out how leaming is therefore ttanslated into 

the absorption of quantities of information. Furthermore, this conception of leaming 

amounts to a thorough exteriorization of knowledge with respect to the knower. Put 

differentiy, knowledge is determined by quantity of mformation, not critical reflection. 
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This relates to computer technology in terms of both its speed and storage 

capabiUty, recalUng tiie "war machme" described by VUiUo. Knowledge comes to seem 

lUce something which can be spatiaUzed and commodified. In terms of network discourse, 

this can take the form of conttoUmg an exchange by sheer frequency and speed of posting 

responses, combined witii eitiier ignoring differing voices or ridiculing them. 

"Knowledge," at such times, is reduced to a mere barrage of words. Johnson-Eilola in 

Nostalgic Angels (1996), foUowmg Lyotard's lead, points out how such a conception of 

knowledge can easily lead to a "poUtics of amnesia" because of the devaluation of critical 

tiîinking skiUs. Fredric Jameson in "Marxism and Historicism" characterizes such a state 

as a loss of the abiUty to historicize; the present cannot be known without the perspective of 

the past, and vice versa, and neither can be known without the abiUty to reflect criticaUy. 

Johnson-EUola names several counter-sttategies to this danger. One recaUs his 

description of colonization of knowledge via cybemetics, recounted earUer ("Conttol and 

the Cyborg"). Johnson-Eilola mms to Deleuze and Guattari (A Thousand Plateaus 1987) 

to claim that the cyborg "war machine" described by ViriUo can indeed be used as a 

hierarchical system of control-or it can be used as a nomad force to destabiUze 

counterproductive boundaries. The rhizomatic nomad operates "in an infinite series of local 

operations" (Deleuze & Guattari 383) as opposed to always speeding on to tiie next goal. 

In this case, the war is one of Uberation, writes Johnson-EUola, not domination. He 

cautions, however, that the cyborg "war machine" can as easUy be used in one way as 

another, critical reflection, he writes, is the key to nomadism. 

Pedagogically, nomadism means to break down boundaries. This does not have to 

be initially earth-shaking. It may mean somethmg as apparentiy trivial but potentiaUy 

transformatory as, via the communication of a classroom network, presenting the 

possibiUty for an extended exchange of thoughts between a nineteen-year-old Latina and a 

middle-aged, recentiy laid-off Anglo oUfield roustabout, or between a sixteen-year-old, 

early entry high schooler who just started his fUst band, and a fortyish mother of grown 

chUdren who mns a flower shop—that is, between people who would be unlikely to 

communicate at length m almost any otiier conceivable context. 
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In Nostalgic Angels, Johnson-EUola gives accounts of several otiier systems of 

thought which present much tiie same nomadic potential, though they each present it 

differentiy. The fu-st system he describes m this way is tiie contact zone tiieory of Mary 

Louise Pratt Contact zones are places where culttu-es clash, and where power relations are 

often asymmettical. The value of contact zone tiieory is to deUneate tiUs asymmetty and 

thus minimize U. These goals recursively involve the acquisition of a critical 

consciousness. Network pedagogy creates a continuing electtonic contact zone which 

makes power relations more visible tiian usual botii because of its archived texts, because 

of its sheer volume of discussion, and most of all because of its documented tendency to 

encourage participation by ttaditionaUy sUent smdents (e.g., Tomow 1997). That factor in 

tum can at times exacerbate power relations (flaming, hatespeak), but in a different 

particular context U can minimize those power relations, as Tomow and others vouch. And 

to the degree that network discourse deepens thought processes, as Tomow also notes, 

then it may be argued that such discourse offers the potential to acmally ttansform those 

power relations in seemingly small but nevertheless important ways. 

The second thought system Johnson-EUola describes revolves around Althusser's 

articulation theory. His distinction between RSA and ISA, tiie repressive and ideological 

state apparatuses, has already been described at some lengtii, the key feature of the ISA 

being that the oppressed come to see theU state as namral. But after noting that Althusser's 

thinking is fairly pessimistic in that it does not aUow for resistance, Johnson-EUola tums to 

Stuart Hall, who offers a much more optimistic portrayal in which resistance is possible 

("Signification, Representation, Ideology" 1985; "Ideology and Communication Theory" 

1989). Hall's interpretation depends upon the way in which dominant ideologies are 

constmcted with and supported by chains of signifiers. And as Richards, Saussure, 

Derrida, and others point out, language is ambiguous; therefore these chains of signifiers 

which support any ideology, no matter how dominant, are not without gaps. Hall notes, 

for one thing, that connections between ideological elements are specific and particular, 

meaning that they may be broken m other particular cUcumstances. AdditionaUy, they vary 

in their intensity and in their relative power. Last, the articulations empower different 

possibUities and practices in different contexts, again because of the ambiguity of language 
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itself So according to Hall, resistance is possible because the connections are variable and 

contexmal. In terms of network discourse, all tiiese features tend to be ampUfied. This is 

so due to its openendedness and its complexity, which serve to accenmate the core 

ambiguity of language m ways which have akeady been explained. These quaUties in tum 

create tiie tt^sformative potential of such discourse, for which HaU's gap-findmg 

articulation theory helps account. 

Subject Formation: Richlv Lavered and Multiform 

Despite the various constraints and worrisome possibiUties described m the last two 

sections, the potential exists for network pedagogy to encourage the constmction of student 

subjectivities which, lUce value judgments, resist prescription and lUnitation and which, 

because they are constmcted within a complex system, are themselves self-organizing, 

adaptive, nomadic, and capable of critical reflection. 

Traditionally, this has not been the case in composition; on the contrary, 

composition has historically not even seen smdent subjectivity as problematical, and 

precisely for that reason, as Lester Faigley points out in Fragments ofRationality (1992), 

the student subject in composition has been an effect of classroom discourse, not a cause of 

it~and a covert effect, at that. Faigley contends that much confusion m the field of 

composition, as often reflected in its textbooks, is due to profound but often hidden 

disagreement as to what nature of student subject should be produced. He says, in fact, 

that this effort at engineering certain student subjects is itself denied in modemist 

conceptions of composition instmction, which presume an autonomous subject. 

Postmodem composition instmction, by conttast, is at least wUUng to recognize the field's 

role in producing certain smdent subjectivities. 

This postmodemist conception of subject as effect is of cmcial importance to both 

network pedagogy and liberatory pedagogy. In a networked classroom, this formation of 

multiple and changing student subjectivities is hard to deny. Some instmctors prize it and 

some fear it. But when the liberatory emphasis on tiie self-consciousness of student 

subjectivity is combined witii the tendency of network discourse to encourage diverse 
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subjectivities, the potential exists for merging tiie breadtfi of such multiplicity with the 

depth of subjectivity made possible by liberatory pedagogy. 

Tomow points out ways m which network pedagogy can help constmct a critical 

subjectivity in students. She describes, for instance, how networked discussion removes 

the need to negotiate for a chance to speak, and how it encourages participation by the shy, 

by ethnic minorities, and by women. From Ervmg Goffman she takes tiie concept of 

"underUfe," whereUi individuals subvert institutional roles assigned tiiem by carvmg out 

unique identities "beneath" the Uistitutional gaze, and she relates this to smdent network 

discussion, where such behavior is both encouraged and made more visible, via archived 

text, on a classroom computer network. She relates this concept to Faigley's contention 

that the field of composition has always consttiicted its students as subjectivities. Citing 

Robert Brooke ("Underlife and Writing Insttiiction"), she foUows Brooke m claiming that 

such underlife helps students see themselves as original thinkers, but beyond Brooke, she 

also contends that network discourse enables this even more. In this sense, then, computer 

network discourse can U*onicaUy enable not what Faigley points out that our profession has 

often done—covertiy constmct student subjectivity-but what our profession has claimed it 

wishes to do—encourage and ttain students as thinkers, further as critical thinkers. 

Tomow also addresses the nature of postmodem community and how that also 

affects student subjectivity in network discussion. She cites Ray Oldenburg (The Great 

Good Place) in how he names three places an individual needs: a place to Uve, a place to 

work, and a place to freely associate with others in a communal way. Tomow contends 

that computer networks, including classroom networks, are such a "thUd good place" 

(141). Two characteristics needed for such a place are neutral ground (where the 

conversants neither Uve nor work) and leveUng (where diversity of perspectives is 

tolerated, even celebrated). The defining characteristic, however, is what has been 

described as casual or "phatic" conversation, which according to Deborah Tannen often 

conveys Uttle information, but demonsttates connection and rapport. Despite the 

encouragement of flaming by the postmodem characteristics of network discourse, those 

same characteristics also encourage phatic conversation, almost worthless by modemist 

standards. Oldenburg says that "nothing more clearly indicates a third place than that the 
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talk there is good; that is is lively, scintUlating, colorful, and engaging" (Oldenburg 26). 

Interestingly, these qualities recaU those which Bakhtin attributes to his concept of carnival. 

Another way in which network pedagogy can positively affect smdent subjectivity 

has to do with the distmction between network discourse and nctwoTk pedagogy: the 

presence of teachers. Francesconi and Kneupper's discussion of tiie stochastic processes 

which encourage creative tiUnking pomts out the cmcial role of a random element, a part 

played in network pedagogy by the discourse itself, as aUeady noted. On tiie other hand, 

just thiiUdng randomly offers too broad a scope, so some selection mechanism must 

nartow the boundaries of randomness and thus nartow the time frame needed for new 

concepts to evolve. In lx)th liberatory and network pedagogies, the supplying of selection 

mechanisms can be said to be part of the teacher's role; for example, FreU-e's graphic 

codifications (sketches, photos) serve precisely this purpose, but in a way tiiat does littie to 

tmncate the openness of response. More generally, any assignment can and ideaUy does 

function in such a way; meanwhile the inherent dialogic momenmm of network discourse 

helps prevent any selection mechanism from being overly deterministic. Although there is 

much debate about the proper extent of the teacher's role in a postmodem classroom, 

Richard Murphy, Jr., writing in Ann Gere's Into the Field: Sites of Composition Studies 

(1993) notes that the directivity of teachers-teachers usUig theU knowledge m the 

classroom—is justified by the postmodem awareness that even the most sUent observer, 

especiaUy one in a position of power, cannot help but affect the activity observed. This, 

writes Murphy, justifies the role of teachers, who know weU the context of the site of 

leaming. 

Toward a Liberatorv Network Pedagogv 

The third nomadic or rhizomatic set of concepts which Johnson-Eilola summarizes 

in Nostalgic Angels is significant, because it brings to fmition tiie argument for the affUiity 

that should be recognized between network pedagogy and liberatory pedagogy. The 

system is Giroux's border pedagogy, tiie very system which has been described 

previously. Johnson-Eilola says tiiat in both hypertext and posttnodemity, borders exist 

but are simply invisible. GUoux says that borders not only separate, but point out the need 
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for crossing and remapping. The two desUes, demarcating the unseen border and 

remappUig the seen one, are aUied. Both writers identify a critical consciousness as 

indispensable for these desUes. 

GU-oux's border pedagogy, as described earlier, consists of counter-textuaUty, 

counter-memory, and a poUtics of difference. These respective featmes, it was argued, are 

distmguished by theU" temporal focuses: present, past, and future. Johnson-Eilola, 

however, offers a somewhat different description of GUoux's liberatory pedagogy. It is 

founded, says Giroux, on the project of finding "a poUtics and pedagogy developed around 

new languages capable of acknowledging the multiple, contradictory and complex subject 

positions people occupy" (38). Johnson-Eilola notes that it draws from modemism (the 

Marxist focus on human emancipation), on posttnodemism (celebration of multipUcity), 

and on feminism (acknowledging the voice of the other). 

From this perspective, countertextuaUty poUits out the postmodem concept of 

shiftUig sigiUfication, as one text points to another the way sign points to sign. 

CountertextuaUty also reprises the postmodem contention that language constmcts 

consciousness, because that is precisely the liberatory intent with countertextuality, to 

constmct a consciousness broader than one's starting point. Thus the second postmodem 

quality, subject, is represented by countertextuaUty but even more so by counter-memory. 

In keeping with its emancipatory aims, however, Uberatory pedagogy does not rest with 

pointing out merely how subjectivity is an effect, but with counter-memory strives to offer 

a constmcted subjectivity with the abiUty to historicize Uself And the tiiird postmodem 

quaUty, value, is represented by the utiUzation of this politics of difference for the future 

good. In this the Uberatory stance itself treads the border between modemism and 

postmodemism. Here it is stubbomly modemist, yet adnUrably so, in its msistence on an 

attamable future good. Yet U is posttnodemist in its recalculated description of that future 

as resting on an appreciation of difference for its attainment. 

How, finaUy, do these positions relate to network pedagogy? Many postmodem 

qualities of network pedagogy have already been described and discussed, among them 

how network discourse is an open, complex, and potentiaUy transformatory system. The 

Bakhtinian dialogism of network pedagogy has also been discussed at length. These 
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quaUties can be gathered and ordered by referring to these same three concepts of sign, 

subject, and value. First of aU, sign: Being a complex, largely self-stmcturing system that 

is comprised of text, network discourse therefore demonsttates the postmodem concept of 

signification as leadmg always to further signification. This is reUiforced further by the 

openendedness of network discourse, by the osciUation between looking at and looking 

through its text which electtonic language encourages, by tiie disequUibrium which 

Prigogine describes and which Tomow finds m network discourse, and by the random, 

self-organizing nature of such tmly open-response and continuous discourse. 

The postmodem contention that language constmcts subjectivity is enacted within 

network discourse as well. The same qualities of openendedness and self-organization, for 

example, imply that the subjectivities of the participants are continuously renegotiated m 

small increments; if not, the discourse would not tend to be self-perpemating, given the 

same participants. In other words, more occurs than the continuous emergence of new 

topics. At the same time, participants are continuaUy modifying theU positions on extant 

topics in response to comments just read. This recaUbration then combines with and 

suggests fresh topics in a complex interplay of newness. This quaUty becomes even more 

accentuated when the participants themselves change, as is more typical of ongoing 

electronic conferences and Ustservs. This constmction of the authorial subject, whether 

student or other participant, is further represented by Tomow's Unking to network 

discourse of such concepts as Goffman's underUfe and Oldenburg's third good place, a 

place for good conversation. Yet these concepts differ from Faigley's description of the 

constmction of the student subject in his indictment of the field, in that the decentered 

nature of network discourse marginaUzes to some extent the Uistmctor and by extension the 

field itself, thus making room for the underiife personas of the students to merge with tiieU 

classroom personas, and consequentiy makUig room for students, via dialogue, to more 

consciously constmct theU" own subjectivitie^. 

This consciousness of self is also key to the thkd posttnodem concept, value, 

especiaUy m tiie liberatory sense which merges tiie modemist desUe for emancipatíon with 

tiie posttnodemist appreciation of difference. And tiiis is perhaps the place to recaU how 

the four dialogic quaUties of dynamic language, communal dialogue, knowledge-making, 
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and the formation of a critical consciousness inform and are enacted by network discourse. 

As both dialogic theory and social constmctionist theory maintam, a constant renegotiation 

of individual subjectivity via language necessarUy means an accompanymg constant 

rcnegotiation of meanmg, of value, of reality Uself As Goodman contends, once people 

begin to act on new sets of beliefs, they are real as given, and reaUty means littie other than 

tiie manner in which we respond to it. In this lies the great tt-ansformatory potential of 

network discourse, so long as these Uigredients come together or are brought together, by a 

teacher, in such a way as to allow tt-ansformation which brings greater consciousness of 

self, greater abiUty to place oneself historicaUy and culttu^ly Ui regards to others and witii 

respect for tiieU- differences, greater conscientizagão. If these things are ttansformed, 

reaUty is tt-ansformed, even as FreU-e says tiie material reality of hunger can be transformed. 

Of course, other discourses besides electtonic network discourse have proven to be 

adequate vehicles for a Uberatory concept of education. But networked electtonic 

discourse, the vehicle for the greatest resurgence of the written word m a cenmry, has the 

potency to be the "new language" around which Giroux desires to develop "a politics and 

pedagogy . . . capable of acknowledging the multiple, contradictory and complex subject 

positions people occupy." This potency derives from the various postmodemist quaUties 

which to such an extent are instantiated by electronic discourse, particularly network 

discourse, and which ironically mclude the very qualities of space and tUne compression 

which such writers as David Harvey and Johndan Johnson-Eilola wam of Network 

discourse is ubiquitous in postmodem culture and wUl become more so, and the manner in 

which it transforms our reaUty is largely up to those who use it. Either it can shrink time 

and space, commodify them, colonizing knowledge as mere quantity of information; or it 

can compress the gulfs of misunderstanding between individuals and cultures, and it can 

compress the span of generations required to see our places, our obligations and 

opportunities, in relation to others. 
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CHAPTERIV 

THE PLACE OF THE COMMUNTTY COLLEGE 

IN HIGHER EDUCATION 

The Communitv CoUege as a Unique Entitv 

The previous two chapters have described Uberatory pedagogy and networked 

electt-onic discourse pedagogy, arguing tiiat theU- purposes and tiieoretical stances are 

largely paraUel despite the fact tiiat theU discourses have seldom converged. Botii 

pedagogies were shown to be dialogic in recognizing the dynamism oflanguage, in 

privUeging communal dialogue, in encouragmg knowledge-making, and m seeking to form 

a critical consciousness, though their terminologies may differ. Additionally, both 

pedagogies were shown to share postmodemist conceptions of value, signification, and 

subjectformation, with a postmodemist concept of technology l)eing put forward as the 

fulcmm enabling the coimection of the two pedagogies. 

If such a strUdng similarity exists, it foUows that merging these two pedagogies can 

benefit each other and therefore the educational system as a whole. By extension, 

improvements to the educational system wiU benefit society as well. These possibiUties 

become clearer when both liberatory and network pedagogies are concretely situated in a 

particular context. And as mentioned in the inttoductory chapter, the locale chosen is that 

of the community coUege. The more predictable choice would be either the university 

environment or the public school environment. Yet the community coUege envUonment is 

the most neglected yet potentially the most fmitful context in which to situate a merging of 

Uberatory and network pedagogies. Its potential is great because the community coUege is 

widely recognized as a unique tier in the hierarchy of education in the United States. In 

fact, in some cmcial ways the community coUege must not even be considered a part of that 

educational hierarchy or "pipeline," which is itself a linear, modemist conception that is 

rapidly becoming obsolete in the opinion of many educators. Instead, the community 

coUege as an institution demonstrates dialogic and postmodem quaUties which position it, 

more so than either public schools or coUeges and universities, not only to cope with 

postmodem cultural characteristics but to thrive within that context. 
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The dialogism of the community coUege envUonment derives from the diversity of 

its students, its faculty, its programs, its missions, and at base from the emphaticaUy local 

and largely mdependent nature of its member institutions. In The Diverted Dream (1989), 

Steven Brint and Jerome Karabel note tiiat community coUeges "enroll a disproportionately 

large number of minority, female, and workmg-class smdents" (ix) and m fact are as a 

whole "tiie most common poUit of entry Uito coUege for tiiose groups that have tt-aditionaUy 

been excluded from higher education" (vi). If it is granted that a cmcial component of tme 

dialogism is a natural polyphony of voices buUt upon multicultural participation, then it 

foUows that such an enroUment as this wUl permit a dialogism not possible witii less 

multicultural student populations. Because of tíie importance of this culturaUy and 

socioecononUcally diverse student population, Brint and Karabel go so far as to suggest the 

resurrection of "a phrase that was common m tiie early years of the junior coUege 

movement... a truepeople's college" (vii). 

AU of these qualities such as students, faculty, programs, missions, and local 

nature present a keen potential for a dialogue on education not only on the local campus 

level, but one which, as CUfford Geertz has written Ui another context, can osciUate 

between local and broader or "synoptic" levels. This implies not only communication with 

other conmiunity coUeges, but discussions and aUiances with both pubUc school and 

university contexts, for example, and between education and govemmental entities such as 

in welfare-to-work programs. Dialogue is even implied between education and industry, 

though that reaUty is discomfitting to some. These broad examples of community coUege 

dialogues are not hypothetical possibiUties but instead are present realities which wiU 

continue to move from the margins of formal education to its center, and the entity which is 

best positioned to lead this trend is the community coUege. 

The reasons for this unique positioning of the community college are bound up in 

its very nature, the fundamental traits of which by whatever combination of comcidence 

and foresight have merged Uito an identity which can now be seen as clearly postmodemist. 

For example, the most visible characteristic of community colleges is the absence of the 

baccalaureate degree, a traditional goal of higher education which is omitted by design 

within the community coUege. Because of this fundamental choice not to offer the 
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baccalaureate degree, which is the smgle most defining characteristic of traditional 

Uistimtions of higher education, tiie community coUege has often been considered a 

stepchild of higher education, albeit a useful one. Now, however, this same unique choice 

and the equally unique nature which it signifies have begun to defme an entity which is 

more versatUe m its responses to posttnodem quaUties of life tiian otiier educational entities 

can hope to be. In otiier words, tiie very fumness of the self-identities and missions of 

pubUc and higher education is more and more frequentiy provmg to be a formidable 

stumblmg block to tiiem in a context of rapid and disorienting posttnodem change such as 

Lyotard, Jameson, and Harvey discuss-while the very lack of fmnly estabUshed identity 

and mission which has characterized community coUeges as a whole is aUowing these 

hybrid institutions to position themselves sttongly to cope with these same postmodem 

factors. Various educational theorists have begun to recognize tiiis potential. For example, 

Brint and Karabel point out that "One can make a case that there are many features of pubUc 

two-year coUeges-theU- openness to the entUe aduU population, theU rootedness to the 

communities in which they are located, and theU wUUngness to deviate from traditional 

academic pattems-that make them the most democratic component in the system of higher 

education" (vi). These three features, couched in the terminology of a Deweyan Uberal 

progressivism, are arguably postmodemist and liberatory. 

This claim for the community coUege of nascent postmodemity, an ambitious claim, 

can be examined within the scope of the several postmodem qualities already dealt with at 

some length: value, in this case referring to the competing missions of the community 

college and its place within the broader scope of higher education; signification, referring to 

the centerless and thus confusing way in which power formulations have coalesced in 

regards to the community coUege; and subjectformation, referring to the namre of 

community coUege students but also to that of its administrators, staff, and particularly its 

faculty. Not least, technology in its postmodem forms is a force which community 

colleges have been enthusiasticaUy utiUzing for some time, and so that factor alone makes 

the community coUege context worthy of scmtiny with regards to the proposed mergmg of 

liberatory and network pedagogies. These four postmodem qualities of the community 

college wUl each be examined withm this chapter to show the uniquely postmodem nature 
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of the community coUege as an educational mstitution. This discussion wiU also show the 

dialogic possibUities mherent in them as they exist Ui the community coUege contexL 

In being both dialogic and postmodem, the community coUege potentially becomes 

a fruitful ground for a newly postmodem liberatory pedagogy, though at present almost no 

one is dUecting a specificaUy Uberatory gaze on community coUeges. Major liberatory 

voices have ignored tiie potential of the community coUege even more profoundly than tiiey 

have ignored the potential of network discourse: Neither FreUe, Shor, Aronowitz, GU-oux, 

nor any other nationaUy recognized Uberatory theorist has taken account of the community 

coUege. Precisely because of this relative invisibiUty of community coUeges, especiaUy to 

Uberatory theorists, it is appropriate to summarize botii the history and present nature of tiie 

community coUege as an entity prior to the more detaUed consideration of its dialogic, 

postmodem, and potentially Uberatory qualities. 

History and Description of tiie Community CoUege 

According to Kathleen Bland Smith, writUig in Junior Colleges: 50 States, 50 

Years (1969), 'The concept of a two-year coUege, witii its special functions, began in 

Texas. Decatur Baptist CoUege, Decatur, Texas, founded in 1898 is considered by many 

to be the nation's first coUege founded specificaUy as a two-year coUege" ("Crossroads in 

Texas" 139). Even sUghtly earUer (1896), Smith notes, BUnn CoUege in Brenham began a 

two-year coUege course in business administration which was open to women, both the 

two-year concept and the coed admission poUcy being conttoversial notions a century ago. 

On the other hand, Brint and Karabel as weU as others cite Joliet, niinois, as the 

location of the fu-st/?MMc junior college, openUig its doors in 1901 to "grave doubts 

whether this odd hybrid would survive" (v). Smith notes that the fUst locaUy controUed, 

public junior coUege founded m Texas was in El Paso in 1920. So if local conttol is used 

as a defining characteristic, Texas must cede community coUege begUmings to IlUnois or 

even Califomia, which Smith notes as having "at least eighteen pubUc junior colleges 

before Texas' fu"st permanent one was estabUshed" (140). 

Certain historical events both before and after 1901 have acted as benchmarks in the 

early development of the community coUege and have provided community coUeges with 
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tiieU most significant characteristics. One such characteristic is tiieir unUmited open-door 

admissions policy. The American Association of Community CoUeges (AACC), m 

"Significant Historical Events Ui tiie Development of Community CoUeges," singles out the 

1862 passage of the MorriU Act, known as tiie Land Grant Act, as mdU-ectiy leading to tiie 

establishment of this poUcy. This act emphasized agriculture and tiie mechanical arts, 

spurring tiie founding of new land-grant coUeges, and in doing so expanded access to 

pubUc higher education by previously excluded smdents. It also heralded tiie offering of 

new sorts of courses. This act was foUowed in 1890 by tiie second MorrUl Act, which 

withheld funds from any state tiiat refused admission to tiie land grant coUeges based on 

race, unless tiie states provided separate faciUties for mmorities. This second act set an 

even more emphatic tone of open-door admissions, a poUcy which led to later formation of 

community coUeges. With this goal of unUmited accessibiUty m mind, JoUet Junior 

CoUege was founded m 1901 under the prestigious leadership of WiUiam Rainey Haiper, 

president of the University of Chicago. This open-door policy of education, though not 

originating with community coUeges, is more evident m them than in any other segment of 

higher education, and has become a cmcial element of community coUege phUosophy. 

By 1904, another important element of community college phUosophy had been set 

in place, which was the inception of community-based education. The "Wisconsin Idea," 

conceived by the University of WisconsUi, emphasized that the university was to "assist the 

general pubUc" via extension services and assistance to the state govemmenL In a move 

that was at the time largely symbolic, the university declared the entire state of Wisconsin to 

be its campus. "Today," notes the AACC, "most community coUege leaders view tiie 

college's service region as its campus" ("Significant Events" 1). It should also be added 

that whereas in 1904 this concept was largely symbolic, today it is a practical reality 

because of the various technological means of distance delivery of education, particularly 

networked discourse. Furthermore, this new concept represented a reversal of the 

ttaditional expectation tiiat students-and only selected smdents, at that-would seek 

knowledge within the relatively cloistered envU"onment of the formal campus. A natural 

extension of the open-door admissions concept can be seen in this further move to locate 

leaming outside the coUege campus, thus making higher education more accessible 
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geographicaUy as weU as Ui terms of educational background. An even further 

extrapolation of this concept impUes the sort of emphasis on community service which 

today is particularly evident in community coUeges. 

These two factors, open-door admissions and tiie realization that leaming does not 

have to be limited to tiie traditional university settmg, combUied to add momentum to the 

spread of the new sort of leaming institution begun in nimois. From 1901 through 1917, 

Califomia passed a series of legislative acts which allowed entities other than universities to 

offer postgraduate courses. This legislation also provided state and county support for 

junior coUege students, and most significantiy, provided for independent junior coUege 

districts that had their own boards, budgets, and procedmes. Califomia by 1994 boasted a 

community college enrollment of over one miUion, more than twice the 4(X),000 smdents 

found in Texas, the state with the second-highest total. Nationally, by 1994 community 

coUege enroUment stood at almost five and one-half miUion students ("Community College 

Enrollment" 1). These figures were largely made possible by that early CaUfomia 

legislation; it was at this point that the junior coUege, later to become known as the 

community coUege, transcended tiie status of an educational curiosity and became an 

increasingly important segment of higher education. By 1920, the American Association of 

Junior CoUeges (the predecessor of the AACC) was founded. By this junctme, "junior" 

coUeges had begun to attract enough attention that scholars started to chronicle tiieU-

development as a noticeable ttend (e.g., The Junior College Movement by Leonard Koos 

1925; The Junior College by Walter Eells 1931). 

In 1944, the philosophy of open-door admissions was given another tremendous 

boost with the passage of the Servicemen's Readjustment Act, popularly known as the GI 

BiU. This act provided fmancial assistance to World War n veterans who wished to 

continue tiiek education. Even more tiian the MorriU Acts of 1862 and 1890, the GI BiU 

"did much to break down tiie economic and social barriers to aUow nUUions of Americans 

to attend coUege. Indeed over 2.2 nUlUon veterans, Uicluding over 60,000 women and 

approxUnately 70,000 African Americans, attended coUege under the GI BiU" ("SignUicant 

Events" 2). Pattick CaUan, in an article entitied "WUl Educational Opportunity Survive?", 

refers to the GI BiU as an "enormous gamble" on open door-admissions that was 
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spectacularly successful: "At the time, tiie leadership of tiie most prestigious mstimtions m 

American higher education greeted the idea of the GI BUl witii enormous skepticism; Ui 

fact, most opposed it out of fear it would degrade the quality of American higher education. 

However, tiie GI BUl changed tiie whole notion of who was educable m this countty and 

who could benefit from higher education" (1). 

While the more secure and conservative instimtions of higher education voiced such 

doubts as these about tmly open-door admissions, junior coUeges saw opportunity for 

themselves and an entire generation of sttidents. Although many of these servicemen and 

women attended universities rather than community coUeges, the purer open-door 

admissions standards of community colleges attracted many veterans. This trend was soon 

reinforced by 1947's Tmman ComnUssion Report, more properly entitled Higher 

Educationfor American Democracy. The significance of this report cannot be 

underestUnated in the history of the community coUege. It caUed specificaUy for the 

establishment of a "network of pubUc community coUeges which would charge littie or no 

tuition, serve as cultural centers, be comprehensive in theU program offerings with 

emphasis on civic responsibUities, and would serve the area in which they were located" 

("Significant Events" 2). Plain to see in these recommendations are both the realization of 

the value of community colleges as tt^e open-admissions mstitutions, and also the 

community-wide emphasis of the "Wisconsin Idea." The commission's report also served 

to popularize the the phrase "community coUege," and soon hundreds of existing and new 

pubUc two-year coUeges began including the word "communUy" in theU names. 

The momentum created by the dual emphases of the GI BiU and the Truman Report 

set in motion a trend which over the next several decades led to the establishment of 

hundreds of locally-administered community coUeges. The trend was further accelerated 

by other events. One such was the creation in 1960 of the W. K. KeUogg Foundation 

Junior College Leadership Program grants, which were to be used to estabUsh "university 

training centers for trainmg two-year coUege leaders" ("Significant Events" 2). In all, 

twelve universities established such programs, from which graduated hundreds of future 

deans and presidents of community coUeges. Even more significantiy, 1965 saw the fttst 

of a series of student aid legislative acts which continued to be put in force until 1992. The 
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fu-st was the Higher Education Act of 1965, foUowed by the 1972 and later amendments to 

the act. Included in curtent legislation is the federal Pell Grant program. Together, this 

legislation made it financiaUy possible "for practicaUy every American to attend coUege" 

(3). Whereas the open-door concept has been remforced by the aid made available m this 

legislation, the second cmcial quaUty of community coUege phUosophy, community 

involvement and wide dissemination of leaming resources, was also reinforced m 1988 by 

the Commission on the Future of Community CoUeges. In tíiis commission report, entitled 

Building Communities: A Visionfor a New Century, the concept of "community" was 

specificaUy redefmed "not only as a region to be served, but as a clUnate to be created" (3). 

The evidence of numbers alone suggests that these community coUege concepts of 

tme open-door admissions and community service have been well received in this country. 

By the mid-1990s, the community coUege Unpact has become formidable. According to the 

AACC ("National Community College Snapshot"), besides the 5.5 miUion students 

enroUed in credit courses in American community coUeges, another five mUUon non-credit 

students are served, totaling 10.5 milUon students. Also in 1994, community coUege 

students comprised 45% of ali U. S. undergraduates, and 47% of fu-st-time freshmen. 

These students include 42% of aU African American smdents in higher education of any 

form; 55% of aU Hispanic students in higher education; 40% of all Asian/Pacific Islander 

students; and 50% of aU Native Americans. Fifty-eight percent of these students are 

female. Sixty-four percent are part-time, usuaUy due to need for employment. The average 

community coUege student is 29 years old. And thirty-five percent of these smdents 

receive financial aid of one kind or another, approximately half of this being in the form of 

PeU Grants and much of the rest being loans of various sorts ("Snapshot" 1-2). 

These students study at approxUnately 1200 community coUeges within this 

country, which are located within short commutes of all major cities and most rural areas. 

These conmiunity coUeges charge fees which average $1518 annuaUy, approximately half 

the cost of tuition and fees at pubUc universities at which students must also contend with 

room and board, unlike at hometown community coUeges where students may live at 

home. These community coUeges annually award an average of almost half a miUion 

associate of arts degrees, in addition to nearly 300,000 two-year certificates in various 
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vocational programs. Forty-eight percent of community colleges also offer welfare-to-

work programs, with fully half of those who do not rapidly adding this service. And 

additíonally, more than 95% of community coUeges are Intemet connected ("Snapshot" 2). 

This leaming is well received, to say the least; 95% of businesses and organizations 

whose employees use them would recommend conrununity coUege workforce education and 

tt^Uig programs. United States Senator Lauch FaU-clotii of North CarolUia has stated tiiat 

"Community coUeges are the only job training program I have ever seen the federal 

govemment put its money Uito tiiat works." Norman Rice, former Mayor of Seattle, says 

that "Community coUege prepared me and gave me tiie confidence I needed... 

Community coUeges are a great bridge, a bridge from high school to college, from welfare 

to work." Jim Adams, CEO of Texas Instmments, calls community colleges "an 

absolutely Unperative part of tiie fabric of education m tiiis country." And BUI Gates, CEO 

and founder of software giant Microsoft, noting that witiiUi half a decade "80% of new jobs 

in this country wiU be in high tech," says that the community coUege role is critical 

("People Are TaUdng" 1). In his keynote address to tiie 1998 community coUege 

Conference on Information Technology, Gates emphasized this point, describmg what he 

calls the developing "web Ufestyle" in which students take personal computers and the 

Intemet for granted as tools for "Ufelong leaming m the digital age." As to the role of the 

community college in this context, he adds, 

So here we have the phenomena of our age, the phenomena of the Intemet 
information age. And it's a question of how do community colleges fit in here. My 
answer is, they are absolutely critical to seizing this oppormnity. Community 
coUeges have always been in very close touch with employers in the community in 
exactiy what's needed... The community coUeges provide access to lifelong 
leaming reaUy for everyone. The more I've leamed about the community coUege 
system throughout the United States, the more I've been impressed. Impressed at 
the variety, impressed at the dedication, impressed at the pervasiveness; more than 
90 percent of people in the United States live within an hour's drive of a community 
college. And by being in close touch with theU communities, they adapt in a very 
rapid way to the new things that are going on. (Conversations on Community 
Colleges, Technology, andTomorrow 1-2) 

Constraints exist, of course. Despite these impressive statistics attesting to the 

broad utiUzation of community coUege resources and despite such testimonials, uncertainty 

over the fundamental significance of community coUeges is pervasive. This is evidenced 
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phiIosophicaUy in confusion as to the mission of community colleges, and U is evident 

fiscally in the chronic underfunding of community coUeges by state legislatures. The more 

noticeable profUe of the university context understandably obscures tiie importance of the 

many smaller and less prestigious community colleges, and tiie long shadow cast by 

universities extends to fundUig m most states, as concrete proof as can be had tiiat 

community coUeges are often overlooked. For example, "Recent studies show our 

community coUeges are operatmg on 15 to 20 percent fewer fmancial resources today than 

they did 15 years ago" writes AACC President David R. Pierce (x). 

This national pattem is visible in Texas as well. According to "An Overview of 

Texas Higher Education Fundmg for 1996-1997 Biennium," Texas public universities 

received during those years, for general academics alone, a total of some 2.8 bilUon 

doUars. AdditionaUy, system administration was funded at over 126 mUUon doUars, 

bringing the total university funding to a figure approachUig 3 bUUon dollars, not including 

health-related institutions (1.6 biUion doUars) and various Texas A&M services such as 

agricultural extension, forestry, etc. In contrast, funding for Texas community coUeges 

stood at a total of just over 1.3 bUUon doUars (THECB, "Overview"), less than half the 

university funding. If respective numbers of students served should be a primary factor in 

determining funding, the underfunding of community colleges is clear and startUng: As 

early as 1983, according to federal statistics, "almost 54 percent of the nation's fu-st-time 

coUege freshmen were enrolled in a two-year coUege" (Brint and Karabel v), with 47% of 

that number being in community coUeges as opposed to technical coUeges. 

And in Texas, as of fall 1995, pubUc community coUeges for the fttst time 

surpassed the total enrollment of Texas public universities, 401,049 to 400,633 (THECB, 

"Statistical Report"). Rather tiian an anomalous spUce, this figure was the cuUnination of a 

steady gain reflected in the previous four years of the report and lUcely signals a tidal shift 

of enroUment in Texas. Community coUeges, most small in enrollment and routinely 

underfunded, are together in terms of headcount alone a formidable force. 

Many community coUege advocates see great significance in both the trend toward 

underfunding of higher education and the role of the community coUege in regards to that 

trend. Patrick CaUan, for instance, notes that "Over the next ten or fifteen years, social 
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and demographic pressures wUl undoubtedly force tiie nation, states, and coUeges and 

universities to revisU the issue of higher educational opportunity, and ask again whether 

that broad extension of participation is a good tiiing" (1). In other words, underfundmg is 

largely driven by broad social and demographic forces such as tiie "baby boom echo," tiie 

influx of chUdren of tiie origmal post-Worid War II "baby boom" generation, which wiU 

result in "an increase of about tiiree-quarters of a nUUion young people graduating from 

high school between now and tiie year 2009" (CaUan 2). These Unplacable social forces 

threaten to undermine the dedication to open-door education which has grown in this 

country for over a century. To education, this is obviously a threat of the fUst order: 

WUI this period of massive access and high hopes for educational 
opportunity be just a blip on the screen that wiU be looked upon m the middle of the 
twenty-fu*st century as something this countty indulged itself in for a few decades 
when resources were available? Or wiU it be sometiimg deemed essential for the 
quaUty of American Ufe, the viabiUty of the economy, ú\c coUective view of social 
justice, and the very nature of democratic society? (Callan 3) 

Yet in the dedication of community coUeges to open-door education and the weU-

being of their local populace, CaUan sees a significant barrier to this tiireat. There are also 

others who see the community coUege concept as sUnUarly significant and unique. Brint 

and Karabel cite Clark Kert, whom they refer to as "a key architect of tiie cmrent system of 

higher education," as identifying the community coUege concept as "the great mnovation of 

twentieth-century American higher education" (v). They go on to note that 

When the junior coUege fttst appeared, the outUnes of a hierarchical system 
of coUeges and universities were already becoming visible. Nonetheless, the 
emergence of the junior coUege fundamentally altered the shape of American higher 
education, for it introduced a new tier into the existing hierarchy. Thus the two-
year institution was not simply another of the many lower-status coUeges that dotted 
America's educational landscape; it was a different type of institution altogether. (2) 

It is versatile yet locaUy rooted, and these quaUties give the community college a 

unique postmodemist potential. Brint and Karabel argue that the community coUege is not 

at all simply a minUnized university, but rather a different kmd of entity, one "with roots m 

both secondary and higher education" and a uniquely significant educational concept both 

despite and because of how, "Unlike even the humblest four-year institution, it failed to 

offer what had come to be considered the sine qua non oí bemg an 'authentic' colIege~the 

bachelor's degree" (6-7). As already noted, the absence of this most basic college credential 
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signals, in itself, the unique nature of the community coUege. It also signals a history of 

debate as to just what should be the goal of the community coUege, if not to award the 

bachelor's degree and therefore offer coursework culminating in that diploma. 

Debates on Value: Liberal. Neoconservative. 
and Radical Discourses on Education 

Norman R. Nielsen, m "Partnerships: Doors to the Future for Community 

CoUeges," notes three basic types of curricula within the community coUege: coUege 

transfer, vocational, and community education programming (3). Historically, these types 

of course offerings have represented the three broad missions foUowed by most community 

coUeges; the last, community-focused education, is at times at least quasi-liberatory, which 

is as close to a formal liberatory focus as the community coUege as a whole has come. The 

discussion of these sometimes competing, potentiaUy complementary purposes of 

community coUeges, on a deep level, resolves itself into the aforementioned discussion of 

value, which is the first of the four postmodem qualities to be discussed in regards to the 

community college. In short, the very confusion as to community coUege mission 

ironicaUy holds fruitful possibiUties for a movement into the postmodem era, a movement 

which can help combat the forces to which Callan refers. 

Before delving deeply Uito the three fundamental missions which community 

colleges have tried to enact at different times and places, however, the context must fu-st be 

set by discussmg three aUied, broader debates on tiie purposes of education. According to 

Stanley Aronowitz and Henry GUoux, the national debate on education reaUy consists of 

ongoing debates among advocates of three separate discourses regarding the direction of 

education in tiie United States. These are essentially debates about value; i.e., Which of 

several narratives should dU-ect tiie future of education? After tiiese tiu-ee primary nartatives 

on the national level have been described, tiien these disparate discourses wiU be shown to 

exist on tiie community coUege level, tiiough in somewhat differing terminology. 

The three stances as outiined by GUoux and Aronowitz are the Uberal progressive 

position, the neoconservative position, and the radical (critical or liberatory) position. 

Aronowitz and GU*oux make no secret of their own preference for the liberatory position, 
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which is also the stance of this present work. AU three positions can properly be referred 

to in the plural as "discourses" because of tiieU sttong tendency to ignore each otiier. The 

Uberatory voice is least heard and consequentiy has tiie greatest stake in addressing the 

other positions directiy and criticaUy. The neoconservative voice has been tiie dominant 

one at least since the Reagan and Bush administtations, and tiierefore has been in a position 

to largely ignore the other two, particularly tiie liberatory position, while being able to 

phrase the overall debate m Us own terms to a great degree. Richard Rorty's concept of 

abnormal discourse is an appropriate description of the education debate as a whole, and as 

Ui any such discourse, there is great difficulty in separating the biases of a particular stance 

from factual data and reliable interpretation, because even the measurement of data is 

subject to the differing yardsticks employed by different schools of thought. So an 

evenhanded consideration of such a debate as exists regarding education is a difficult matter 

at best, yet a great deal rides on a serious attempt at such a consideration. 

Here is a summary of the above stances, according to Aronowitz and Giroux. Each 

position, of course, views the problems of education differently. Aronowitz and Giroux 

vUtually dismiss the liberal model by noting that "Liberal optUnism has disappeared from 

the pubUc discourse on education since only a few unreconstmcted historians . . . retain 

their faith in the old leveUng model of the relation between schools and society. The once 

hovering figure of John Dewey has been pushed to the sidelines in educational ideology 

and replaced by new business heroes . . . whose popularity has grown proportionately 

with the concept of 'educator' as synonymous with 'manager' " (Education Under Siege 

x). Brint and Karabel write tiiat "The mission of schools as what John Dewey called 

'laboratories of freedom' has been aU but forgotten. Instead, we are besieged by a barrage 

of prestigious commission reports that use the specter of Japanese economic rivalry as 

legitimation for a program of school reform whose prUnary agenda is to create a more 

efficient labor force" (vi). This goal is indeed the distUiguishing quaUty of the 

neoconservative position. By conttast, tiie liberatory position seeks to "retum schools to 

their primary task: to serve as places of critical education in order to create a pubUc sphere 

of citizens who are able to exercise power over theU own lives and especially over the 

conditíons of knowledge acquisition" (Education Still under Siege 9). 
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Aronowitz and GUoux further characterize the neoconservative position by noting 

how conservatives have 

seized the initiative and put liberals and progressives on the defensive . .. 
In the fu t̂ place, conservatives have jomed radical critics m announcmg tiiat the 
schools have faUed to educate, a perception shared by most parents, teachers and 
administrators. And, secondly, tiiey have coupled theU poUit with a clear analysis 
of tiie causes and a program for curing tiie affUction. To be sure, tiieU* analysis is 
by no means origmal or inteUectually challengUig. They have taken tiieU- cue from 
radical critics who claim tiiat schooUng is merely an adjunct to the labor market. 
But, unlike the left, conservatives criticize tiie schools for faUUig to fulfUl this 
function. (Education Under Siege 1) 

Aronowitz and Giroux are essentially argumg that the neoconservative position sees 

problems superficially and tiierefore seeks superficial solutions: The conservative idea is 

that "the mastery of techniques is equivalent to progress. Their language of 'achievement,' 

'exceUence,' 'discipUne' and 'goal orientation' reaUy means vocational education or, m 

theU" most traditional mode, a retum to the autiioritarian classroom armed with the three Rs 

curriculum" (Education Under Siege 2). 

As for Uberal progressivism, Aronowitz and Giroux feel that its failure has been 

that at a cmcial juncture "the leading edge of progressive education had interpreted the 

relation between knowledge and practice in a different way" from the Uberatory 

inteipretation: "For progressives, practice was the test of tmth, and was understood as a 

vital pedagogical tool, but they largely ignored its transformative role." Postmodem 

educators, by which Aronowitz and GUoux mean Uberatory educators, "believe the 

curriculum can best inspire leaming only when school knowledge buUds upon the tacit 

knowledge derived from the cultural resources that students already possess" (Postmodern 

Education 15). Their argument is that without the awareness of this cmcial connection to 

the Uves of students, progressive liberal education has restricted itself to "uncritically 

transmit apparentiy unrelated discipUnes of math, Uterature, geography, and history, 

organized in discrete time periods of the school day" rather than try to "integrate these 

knowledges within a series of projects chosen jointiy with students" as postmodem, 

Uberatory education attempts to do (Postmodern Education 15). 

In summary, according to this analysis liberal progressivism has rendered itself 

ineffective-in Freirean terms, too much reflection and too Uttie action-whUe 
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neoconservatism is aU too proactive while forging in the wrong direction altogether-too 

much action based on too Uttle reflection. Meanwhile, in Aronowitz and GUoux's own 

estUnatíon, the Uberatory positíon itself has faUen closer to the meffecmaUty of UberaUsm, 

due to the Marxist paradox having to do witii tiie difficulty of educatmg radicaUy m tiie 

absence of prior global tt-ansformation. As aUeady noted in Chapter Two, "Marxism 

claims that... the language of possibUity must address only tiie project of global social 

tt-ansformation. LackUig an immediate prospect for tiie latter, Marxist education tiieorists 

are constt-aUied, at a certain point, to shut up" (Education Under Siege 6). 

However, Aronowitz and GUoux foUow Paulo FreUe m denying that radical 

education must wait on global transformation. Aronowitz and GU-oux prefer to seek a 

''counterhegemony as a category for enablUig students, parents, and teachers to wage 

political stmggle within schools." They seek to repair the way Ui which 

Marxist education theorists have spent little tUne discovering the intemal 
contradictions within prevaiUng school knowledge, dismptions that could provide a 
basis for a real educational movement. The discourse of demystification prevents 
the question of intemal, counterhegemonic moments within school knowledge from 
being asked. Furthermore, the power/knowledge antinomy is rarely, if ever, 
explored as possibility. That is, the left ignores tiie degree to which popular forces 
might appropriate the democratic ideology of schools, elements of existing school 
knowledges, and on the basis of these, find the possibUity of accumulating power 
within the schools. (Education Under Siege 6) 

With this past shortcoming in mind, they recommend a curriculum and theory 

wherein "the traditional curriculum must meet the test of relevance to a student centered 

leaming regime where 'relevance' is not coded as the rejection of tradition but is a criterion 

for determining inclusion . . . the teacher is obliged to encourage smdents to interrogate the 

values underlying a work of literature, or a traditional history, the buUc of which are 

devoted to the contributions of Great Men or are nartatives of canonical events" 

(Postmodern Education 15-16). Despite not writUig within the usual boundaries of 

liberatory discourse, but rather more from the Deweyan, liberal progressive perspective, 

Brint and Karabel support this goal: 'The most mgent task of the schools today is not to 

produce efficient employees, but rather to encourage the kind of critical Uteracy that 

empowers ordinary citizens in their confrontations with powerful public and private 

institutions" (vi). 
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Debates on Value: Confusion over 
the Communitv CoUege Mission 

It is important at this point to trace connections between the three major educational 

discourses as outUned above and the more muted discourses which have existed regarding 

community coUeges. GeneraUy, tiiese discourses have been dominated by the liberal-

progressive and vocational positions, with the vocational perspective actmg the part of the 

conservative, business-oriented position in the larger debate about education. Currentiy, 

vocationalism-the second type of curriculum listed by Norman Nielsen-dominates the 

debate on the community coUege mission, just as the neoconservative voice dominates the 

broader educational debate. The Uberal-progressive voice is represented in the community 

coUege arena by what Nielsen caUs the coUege transfer curriculum. This mission was the 

initial one undertaken by community coUeges, and though it is not so much discussed as 

vocationalism, it is stiU robustiy enacted. The radical voice has remained all but sUent, 

more so even than in the educational debate as a whole-although in tiie third type of 

curriculum Usted by Nielsen, commuiUty-based programming, there are a number of 

recommendations which at least approach Uberatory ideals. The basicaUy two-sided 

community coUege debate is notable in several ways: It reveals both the unique natiu-e of 

the community college as an educational entity and the accompanying uncertainty about the 

best direction for the concept. As Brint and Karabel note, "The two-year college . . . has 

from its very origins at the tum of the century reflected botíi the egalitarian promise of the 

world's first modem democracy and the consttaints of its dynamic capitaUst economy" (6). 

An important lesson to be taken from this uncertainty is that both dominant 

community coUege missions-the coUege transfer mission and the vocational training 

mission-are each too flawed to serve as tiie sole reUable guide for tiie community coUege's 

entry into the twenty-fu-st century. Further, because tiie most cmcial flaw is shared by both 

missions-the tendency to credential far more students than can realisticaUy expect to reap 

the rewards of tiieU efforts-tiien even togetiier, these combUied missions cannot adequately 

guide a postmodenUzed community coUege. So a centt^l part of this chapter's argument is 

that both tiiese functions can and should be subsumed under tiie broader, more significant 

goal of laying the foundation for a critical consciousness, on the grounds that oiUy such a 
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consciousness can conceivably change social conditions incrementaUy so as to eventually 

disempower or bracket market-driven flaws of these otiier missions. In this sense, then, 

even tiie uncertamty of competmg missions is a blessing, in tiiat it opens a gap into which a 

liberatory consciousness might insmuate itself with positive results. 

A second lesson, however, is that liberatory proponents must work witii the given; 

tiiis is ttiie m tiie community coUege context as U is elsewhere. What this means is tiiat 

both the coUege transfer and vocational missions do indeed have merits, or they would not 

have survived and flourished. More to the pomt is tiie sUnple fact tiiat they have flourished; 

they are dommant. Liberatory pedagogy, tiien, must work within tiiat given context, and 

seek what Aronowitz and GU-oux caU a "counterhegemony," as noted earUer; Uberatory 

pedagogists must spend time "discovering the intemal contradictions within prevaUmg 

school knowledge, dismptions that could provide a basis for a real educational movement" 

(Education Under Siege 6). Aronowitz and GUoux also call for curriculum and theory to 

"meet the test of relevance to a student centered leaming regime where 'relevance' is not 

coded as the rejection of tradition but is a criterion for determining inclusion" (Postmodern 

Education 15-16). Whether liberatory advocates like it or not, vocationaUsm is a core 

element within both community coUeges the Uves of theU students, and so to be relevant, a 

Uberatory curriculum must deal with that element, despite the feeling of the unreconstmcted 

left that such a thing is tantamount to deaUng witii the devU hUnself 

Yet once this necessity is granted, it becomes apparent that the very presence of the 

vocational mission within community coUeges-as it exists nowhere else in higher 

education-makes vocationaUsm as potentiaUy pUable to the guidance of Uberatory aims as 

vice versa. This potential for influencing the more callous side of both vocational and 

professional ttaining-"humanizing" is not too sttong a word-exists precisely to the extent 

that they already have placed themselves within the boundaries of the classroom and by 

doing so have opened themselves to critical scmtiny, so long as such a skUl is taught in 

those classrooms. And the manner in which both the vocational and coUege transfer 

missions must compete with each other within the community coUege context only 

exaggerates their vuInerabUity to critical examination, because neither has achieved a 

hegemony, to use the Marxist term. 
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With these considerations in nUnd, what foUows are summations of not only the 

college transfer and vocational purposes of tiie community college, but also the community 

education mission, in which can be seen fragments of a Uberatory pedagogy which might, 

with care, be nurtured. 

The Liberal-Progressive Mission: 
College Transfers 

The dominant mission in the early history of community coUeges was the Uberal-

progressive one. According to this vision, tiie purpose of tiie community coUege is 

preparation for transferring to universities. Historically tiie community coUege has 

successfuUy attempted to offer what is in essence an inexpensive mnnUig start at a 

baccalaureate degree, thereby enabling many students to attain this goal who would find it 

impossible to do so if the only option for beginning theU coUege educations were a distant 

university which was often both expensive and more scmpulous about admission 

standards. The Uberal concept of education, then, has seen the community coUege as part 

of a general move "from a narrow, eUtist university" concept to a "greatiy broadened 

system of higher education," writes Charles C. CoUins ("Exporting the Junior College 

Idea" 157). Or in the Deweyan terms which are stiU at times emphasized by many, the 

community coUege has been seen by Uberal-progressives as an integral part of "the ideal of 

an educational system that is dedicated to the cultivation of a democratic citizenry" (Brint 

and Karabel vi). So in the liberal-progressive vision of education, community coUeges 

have long served as a valuable hinge upon which, for many students, tmly open-door 

admission to coUege has tumed. To an extent, this pomayal is accurate. 

As suggested above, however, there is a darker side to the liberal-progressive 

vision of utUizing conrununity coUeges for university preparation and transfer. This more 

negative side does not invaUdate the demonstrated positive results of coUege transfer for 

generations of community college students, but nevertheless without considering its 

intrinsic constraints, the picture looks misleadingly bright. There is a close Unk between 

the advent of community coUeges and the field of composition which has been traced or 

Unplied by several scholars and which reveals some of these consttaints on the raditional 
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mission of coUege transfer. In a sense, both the community coUege as an instimtion and 

the teaching of composition at any level began for largely remedial purposes, a place for 

students to "get up to speed" prior to university enrolUnent. Albert Kitzhaber, writing Ui 

1963, made this point about composition in The Two-Year Coilege and the Teaching of 

English: A Report ofthe Incoming President ofthe NCTE to the Executive Committee. 

Kitzhaber's report, based on a survey of 215 junior coUeges as they were then called, 

describes composition witiiin these coUeges as a remedial course pattemed after high school 

grammar and composition courses. Composition m the university was begun for the same 

reason: to remediate open-admissions students, and to cuU some of them from the higher-

class student populace whUe cultivating in all the values of the prevaiUng economic system. 

In that same sense, the conmiunity coUege began as an even lower tier for even less 

well-prepared students, although the reaUty is that many capable students have passed 

through community coUeges. This remedial puipose itself, along with worrisome biases it 

has carried, are strongly impUed within James BerUn's study of the history of composition 

in the United States which is contained in Writing Instruction in 19th-Century American 

Colleges (1984) and Rhetoric andReality (1987), and in his later, more ambitious 

Rhetorics, Poetics, and Cultures (1996). EspeciaUy in the latter work, BerUn ttaces three 

distinct early movements within English, movements broad enough to be applicable to the 

whole of higher education. These movements are certainly connected to the Uberal-

progressive, neoconservative, and liberatory discourses, and also to the community college 

missions of coUege transferal, vocational traUimg, and community education, although the 

connections tend to intertwine in complex ways which have yet to be fuUy traced. 

However, certain points seem clear when these early movements are studied. 

The first of tiiese was what Berlin caUs "literacy for a scientific meritocracy," about 

which more can be said presently. BerlUi names tiie "Uteracy for Uberal culture" as the 

second major force at tiie century's tum. The last of the three significant forces acting on 

education at tiie tum of the century was tiie "literacy for a progressive democracy," which 

aimed at the education of a good citizenry. It is the movement fathered by Dewey which 

has already been described as havUig a close affinity with more ttansformatory branches of 

contemporary Uberatory pedagogies. There are connections between the coUege transfer 
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mission of community coUeges and the latter two early movements, both the Uberal culture 

and progressive democratic movements. The progressive democratic movement shows the 

clearer connection, as mdicated by Brint and Karabel Ui theU reference to tiie coUege 

transfer mission as "cultivation of a democratic citizenry." However, there are also 

mterestmg Unks between tiie aUns of tiie Uberal culttu-e movement as outUned by Berlm and 

the community coUege tt^sfer mission. This is tiie formative force behmd the Uterature 

"side" of the newly-formed entity of tiie English department Its message was that those 

versed in the aesthetics of great literature would solve the booming young country's social 

problems. According to BerUn, "This group embraced a phUosophical idealism sUnUar to 

Emerson's emphasis on the spirimal in human affaUs without his commitment to 

democracy" (Rhetorics 31). Lower classes and, notably, females were factored out of this 

student subjectivity; or as Gerald Graff notes, the Uberal culture subjectivity "saw national 

leadership as the virtual bUthright of the cultured classes" (Professing Literature 1987). 

The connection to the community coUege mission of university transferal (which 

Berlin does not discuss) tums on the relegation of presumably less capable students to 

composition classes, which were then considered remedial even on the university level. 

These students—many of whom did not enter coUege with adept writing skiUs largely 

because they came from less affluent and thus less privUeged backgrounds—historically 

have made up the majority of community coUege enroUments, precisely because they could 

neither afford university tuition, nor could many meet the more stringent entrance 

requirements due to the same complex nexus of factors which made up their lower 

socioeconomic status in the first place. Community coUege students, then, were often in 

effect stigmatized even before transferal into the university, at least wherever the standards 

of the liberal culture Uteracy prevaUed. Of course in practice, many students did and do 

manage to transcend this stigma by virtue of sttong performance on tiie university level, 

which is the grounds for claims for positive good havUig come from the coUege ttansfer 

mission. The other side to this, however, is that in a sense many universities were 

"cuUing" to acquire the cream of community coUege transfer students for admission into the 

more exclusive higher class. Meanwhile, many other transfer smdents have unsuccessfuUy 

fought the twin barriers of, fu-st, poorer preparation due to twelve years of inequitable 
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pubUc schooUng perhaps coupled witii Uiadequate famUy support for leammg; and 

secondly, largely covert expectations of theU faUure, stemming from the segment of society 

they came from, and which preceded theU arrival. 

Richard Ohmann, writing in English in America (1976), echoes this impUcation of 

BerUn's work: 

Instimtions built by teachers of Uterature are, lUce those of aU groups, a 
compromise among om own needs, the needs of society as we see them, and the 
needs feU by powerful people and classes of people. Such instimtions often bettay 
the ideals of the professional group . . . Society has other uses for us than those we 
have generally chosen. It uses schools and coÚeges to sort out young people for 
various kinds of work. EngUsh teachers must do that and use Uterature to help in 
the sorting. Society needs help from the schools to justrfy its present divisions, 
includUig much inequaUty. There is pressure-indirect but heavy-on teachers of 
Uterature to join in this effort. The nîling classes want a culture, including a 
Uterature and a criticism, that supports tiie social order and discourages rebelUon, 
whUe it sanctions aU kinds of nontiueatening nonconformity. (24-25) 

By the late 1990s, it can no longer be argued convUicingly that the central purpose 

of community coUeges is stUl remedial, but nevertheless that is part of the reaUty behind the 

coUege transfer mission. By itself, this element of remediation witiUn the coUege transfer 

mission means Uttie, because by the very definition of coUege transfer, community coUeges 

serve less advantaged smdents by helping them make a gradual transition to university 

educational standards which they might not be able to meet otherwise, and it is understood 

that not all such students wUl be successful in this transition. The question, then, becomes 

one of the frequency of success versus the frequency of faUure. An Unportant coroUary to 

this question is whether the anticipated rewards truly await those who do succeed. 

Aronowitz and Giroux point out that to many, a coUege degree has steadUy come to 

represent a defacto compeUed need arising from the competitive capitaUst economy of a 

post-industrial United States. This might be considered faU so long as there is a good 

chance that the promised payoff-a viable career-can be attained, given enough hard work. 

This optimistic vision of schoolUig is tiie classic model of delayed gratification, which stUl 

animates the Uberal-progressive position today. However, it is in stark conttast to 

Aronowitz and GU-oux's opinion that chances of widespread realization of this 

commonplace dream dwindled with the passing of the American industrial age: "The long-

held assumption that school credentials provide the best route to economic security and 
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class mobUity may prove to have been a ttnth confmed to the industtializing era, and, at 

tiiat, avaUable to perhaps half the population" (Education Still under Siege 4). The reason 

for this pessUnism is the weU-documented bifurcation of the labor market, leaving a 

"Umited number of jobs for highly educated and ttamed people" while middle-tier jobs 

dwUidle, leavUig only jobs for "low-paid, part-time workers; in tiUs connection, temporary 

substítutes are becoming more common m teaching. Even some professionals have 

become free-Iance workers with few, if any, fringe benefits. These developments caU into 

question the efficacy of mass schoolmg for providing the 'weU-ttained' labor force that 

employers stiU claim they requU-e" (Education Still under Siege 5). Increasmgly, students 

have been caught between the perceived need for a higher education and the even more 

keenly felt difficulty of extracting the desired economic success from such an education. 

Aronowitz and GUoux conclude that "Educators must reexamine tiie mission of the schools 

in the Ught of these shattering shifts" (5). 

The Neoconservative Mission: 
Vocational Trammg 

At least partiaUy from this above dUemma grew the vocational position regarding 

the purpose of community colleges. Brint and Karabel note that the community coUege has 

undergone a "transformation in recent years from an institution oriented to the provision of 

college-level transfer courses into one that is predominantiy vocational in character" (v). 

As with the coUege ttansfer mission, this mission addresses a real need. John E. Roueche 

and Larry Johnson contend that the most pressing need of our society is for "an adaptive, 

professional, world-class work force" (2). The factors they cite in making this claim are 

very real: America is "simultaneously creating more high-skiU jobs and more low-skiU 

workers," with the result that "up to 75 percent of the existing work force will requUe 

significant rettaining in the next decade, and nearly 80 percent of the new jobs created 

during that time wUl requUe at least two years of postsecondary education" (1-2). They 

tum to community colleges for a solution to this mounting problem, noting that "The 

infrastmcture of a nationwide worker ttaining and education system is aUeady in place at 

these institutions" (2). Larry Warford is one of many scholars who echoes Roueche and 
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Johnson in "Redesigning tiie System to Meet the Workforce Training Needs of tiie 

Nation." Warford says tiiat 

Only recentiy has any part of our formal schooling system paid any attention 
to the real needs of the work force. In tiie 1980s, however, community coUeges 
began to recognize the opportunity and challenge posed by customized conttact 
training designed for flexibUity and responsiveness to the needs of the curtent 
worker. Today, hundreds of community coUeges across the country are parmering 
with business, industry, labor, and govemment to deUver customized training to 
employees, often at tiieU workplace. (2-3) 

The trouble witii vocationaUsm is tiiat when it is divorced from a critical 

consciousness, as it tends to be, tiien its greatest strengtii of intense focus on currentíy 

useful job skiUs precludes any broader awareness of just how soon tiiose very skiUs 

themselves may grow obsolete. This shortsightedness is evident, for mstance, in a 

discussion of vocationaUsm by Kay M. McClenney, vice president of tiie Education 

Commission of the States. McClenney notes that "One ttend tiiat has been on the rise for 

some time is that coUege students are increasmgly unabashed vocationalists" (2). She 

further points out that if community coUeges and otiier sectors of higher education faU to 

offer vocational credentialing, the private sector certainly wiU: "Withm Uttie more than five 

years, postsecondary proprietary education has been transformed from a sleepy sector of 

the economy to a $3.5 bilUon-a-year business, making education one of the hottest 

emerging growth sectors of the U. S. economy" (2). 

The educational philosophy common to such private sector educational offerings, 

however, is deeply disturbing to liberatory pedagogists, or for that matter to anyone who 

values leamUig itself above the leaming credential. McClenney cites WiUiam Gibbs, 

president of the for-profit University of Phoenbc, which boasts "70,000 smdents on almost 

100 campuses in 32 states" and whose stock soared 1,650 percent since gomg public m 

1994. Gibbs, says McClenney, "understands the new student vocationaUsm." She quotes 

Gibbs as stating in a New Yorker mterview that "Our students don't really want the 

education. They want what tiie education provides for them" (2). What Gibbs means, of 

coiu'se, is that the education provides various commodities, including status, which 

unfortunately tend to be ephemeral. It is not altogether obvious whether McClenney is 

criticizing or admiring Gibbs. Whichever the case, this chiUing vision of education 
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represents vocationalism at its worst, mistaking commodification of leaming for pragmatic 

emphasis on tíie "bottom Ime." 

As with the coUege ttansfer mission of community coUeges, exploring the history 

of vocationalism can help reveal flaws which can act as built-m constt-aints. Vocationalism 

resembles and to some extent is descended from what Berim caUs tíie literacy for a 

scientific meritocracy, which has been noted previously. At tiie center of tiUs educational 

philosophy was tiie perceived need to certify a corps of managers for business and 

members of tiie newly bom professions (Writing Instruction 60, Rhetorics 28). Such 

certification closely resembles today's certification of members of various ttades. The chief 

difference between scientific meritocracy and vocationaUsm is tiiat the former, Uke the 

Uteracy for Uberal culture, sought to ttain an elite whereas vocationaUsm seeks to train a 

working class. This difference, however, does not disallow tiie connection between 

community college vocationalism and the scientific meritocracy; the explanation for this 

connection can be found in Brint and Karabel's work. 

Brint and Karabel offer an analysis of vocationalism which agrees with BerUn's 

interpretation. They trace the vocational stance as far back as the sUnilar position 

"developed earlier by tiie administrators of secondary education at the pomt when the high 

school was transformed from an eUte to a mass instimtion: the creation of a separate 

vocational track" (10-11). As the best statement of tiie "underlying logic of the vocational 

solution," they quote from a speech given in 1908 by Dean James RusseU of Teachers 

CoUege, Columbia University. Russell's presentation was entitied "Democracy and 

Education: Equal Opportunity for all." He asked, "How can a nation endure that 

deliberately seeks to raise ambitions and aspirations in the oncoming generations which in 

the nature of events cannot possibly be fulfiUed? If tiie chief object of govemment be to 

promote civU order and social stabUity, how can we justify our practice in schooling the 

masses in precisely the same manner as we do those who are to be our leaders?" (11). 

As Brint and Karabel explain, RusseU's answer was in the concept of differentiated 

education: "ParadoxicaUy, then, if mass education were to realize the promise of 

democracy, separate vocational tracks had to be created. In a society that generated far 

more ambition for upward mobUity than its stmcture of opportunity could possibly satisfy, 
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the logic of vocationalism, whether at the level of secondary or higher education, was 

compelling" (11). By comparing this analysis to BerUn's, the rise of vocationalism can be 

seen as a strategy to channel meritocratic "runoff," the excess candidates attracted to the 

advertised promise of the meritocracy who nevertheless did not show satisfactory aptitude 

for mclusion in the meritocratic conrmiunity. Therefore, contaUied m tiie scientific 

meritocratic phUosophy, and by extension in vocationaUsm as well, is the same flaw which 

plagues Uberal culture philosophy, which is a tendency to entice considerably more 

applicants than can be rewarded. 

Community colleges tumed out to be far more accommodatmg to this idea of 

vocationalism than did universities. As noted, Brint and Karabel accurately refer to the 

community coUege's "transformation in recent years from an mstitution oriented to the 

provision of coUege-Ievel transfer courses into one that is predominantiy vocational in 

character" (v). What should certainly be noted at this pomt is the clear distUiction between 

the meritocratic/vocational and Uberatory/radical interpretations of the problem Dean RusseU 

articulated. What is revealed is that initiaUy, both positions saw tiie same problem of 

creating a greater supply of educated citizenry than could be rewarded for theU sacrifices in 

the manner they had anticipated and, in essence, had been promised. The vocational 

position seized on the solution of differentiated education; the radical position, growing as 

it did from anti-capitaUst, Marxist roots, did and stiU does advocate the visceral 

transformation of the system which engenders such frequently unfulfiUable aspirations. 

The liberatory solution is tiirough the education not of a vocationally skiUed populace, 

though such skUls in themselves are not devalued, but instead through the education of a 

criticaUy conscious populace. Brint and Karabel write that "The most urgent task of the 

schools today is not to produce efficient employees, but ratiier to encourage the kind of 

critical literacy tiiat empowers ordinary citizens in theU confrontations with powerful pubUc 

and private institutions" (vi). The busUiess sector, of course, embraced the vocational 

solution over the ttansformatory one. Therefore it is clear that the vocational stance must 

be seen to closely paraUel the conservative position m the larger debate; the common 

denominator of botii is the reliance on solutions appetizing to the marketplace. 
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The Liheratorv Mission: Communitv-Based 
Lifelong í^aming 

Sttictiy speaking, tiiere is no Uberatory mission which is recognized among 

community colleges, let alone widely foUowed. The closest tiimg to a formal and 

widespread Uberatory movement Ui American educational phUosophy as a whole was tiie 

progressive democratic Uteracy of Dewey, which sought to cultivate critical tiimkmg skUls 

which could help foster democracy. But as BerUn describes tiie rise of progressive 

education in tiie 1920s tiirough the 1940s, it took two patiis. The earUer patii was a social 

focus, primarUy before World War I. After tiie fUst worid war, progressive education 

tumed more to developmental psychology as its model, and tiierefore its emphasis shifted 

to the individual. This shift ttiincated whatever sociaUy tt^sformatory element existed m 

the progressive democratic movement, and so as Aronowitz and GUoux pomt out, "For 

progressives, practice was tiie test of truth, and was understood as a vital pedagogical tool, 

but tiiey largely ignored its tt^sformative role" (Postmodern Education 15). So by tiie 

mid-1940s through the 1960s, the period of explosive growth for community coUeges, not 

only had the sociaUy tt^sformative element of the progressive democratic movement 

faded, but as pointed out in tiie previous section, the liberal progressive heirs of that 

movement had begun to exhibit characteristics resembling the more eUtist liberal culture 

movement. Thus Uberatory models for the community coUege have been scarce. 

As noted earUer, there is also a scarcity of liberatory scholarship addressing the 

community college. Even the work of Brint and Karabel, which as should be clear by now 

is demonstrably liberatory in both its interpretations and its recommendations, ttaces its 

own lineage to Dewey instead of Freire. And most Freirean liberatory scholarship never 

touches on the community coUege. One of the few examples of a clearly liberatory position 

which accounts for the community coUege is "Embracing a Democratic Vision of the 

Community CoUege: A Critical Multicultural Response to Recent Debates" (1995), by 

Robert A. Rhoads. Rhoads critiques two texts, one each from the Uberal-progressive camp 

and the vocational camp. The first is Strengthening Collegiate Education in Community 

Colleges (1994) by Juditii S. Eaton; tiie otiier is The Contradictory College (1994) by 

Kevin J. Dougherty, which leans toward the vocational stance. Rhoads makes the point 
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tiiat both positions fail to consider the changing needs of today's diverse students. He cites 

the muIticuIturaUsm and committnent to education as democratic practice which are inherent 

m Uberatory or critical pedagogy as offering solutions that few community coUege critics 

have considered. 

Beyond that article, Uberatory publication directiy focusUig on tiie community 

coUege quickly dwmdles to nothUig. Yet Uberatory elements can be found piecemeal m 

many works, some of which have aUieady been cited here. NeU Ann Pickett m "The Two-

Year CoUege as Democracy m Action " (1998) speaks of how 'Taking education to tiie 

people-democratizmg education-enables mdividuals to reaUze tiie dream of bettering tiieU 

Uves" (92). Sylvia HoUaday in "Voices from the Community CoUege" says that as 

community coUege teachers, our goal is to help students "develop tiie abUity to tiimk and U) 

write that wiU give them sufficient self-esteem, confidence, and authority to free 

tiiemselves, to change theU- lives" (30). She also cites Dale Pamell, past president of tiie 

AACC, as expressing concem "about the neglected majority in education, the Uidividuals 

who are not going to be doctors, lawyers, senators, executives, and professors but rather 

those who are goUig to be the workers~the plumbers, the air-conditioning repair persons, 

the automobile mechanics, the soldiers, the secretaries, the computer operators . . ." (33). 

And HoUaday herself concludes that "Helping students to attain personal power is a radical 

act" (35), though as with these other writers, there is no evidence that she considers herself 

as writing within the formal discourse of liberatory pedagogy. 

There are nmnerous Uberatory moments lUce these scattered here and there within 

various literature on the corrununity coUege, sometimes tuming up in unlikely places. 

Many of these no doubt owe theU existence to the progressive democratic legacy of Dewey, 

despite the way its focus shifted to the mdividual. A particularly rich source of such 

fragments of liberatory thought is the body of scholarship dealUig with the thUd community 

college mission Usted by Nielsen, that of community education. Another example related to 

community-based education is the concept of the "leaming coUege" which has lately 

aroused interest, particularly among community colleges. These fragments, once identified 

as seeds of critical consciousness, might weU respond to the nourishment of attention from 

the liberatory sector. 
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When one ceases to look for a systematic and weU-articulated Uberatory movement 

within community coUeges and instead focuses on what fragmentary moments there are-

agaUi, workmg with tiie given-a good many such fragments become visible, and it is 

useful to survey some of tiiem. For example, Roueche and Johnson, at the same tUne they 

are caUing for an adaptive, world-class work force, also caU for a "well-informed 

citizenry:" They write, "Perhaps tiie most difficult of society's needs to satisfy, but 

nonetheless vital to the pubUc good, citizens must be able lo analyze and assess policies and 

actions on the basis of our common beUef system" (2). This analysis and assessment can 

only stem from a critical consciousness, whatever the label given. Roueche and Johnson 

note that this skiU has tt^tionally been approached via the undergraduate core curriculum, 

which they say has unformnately become "an anachronism," an evaluation witii which 

Uberatory pedagogists would agree. Here then is a gap which presents an opportunity for a 

liberatory pedagogy, though Roueche and Johnson themselves do not say so. 

Yet by drawing on the community education programming named by Nielsen and 

which surely is the descendent of Dewey's progressive democratic movement, Roueche 

and Johnson do call for the community coUege to become "a community nexus and catalyst 

for change"—purposes which are, or can be, distinctiy Uberatory. Roueche and Johnson 

specificaUy recommend a merging of instmction for a weU-mformed citizenry, workforce 

ttaining, and community involvement-aU three primary missions of the community 

coUege—along with "new knowledge, new technologies, and new applications." They 

write, "The purposes just described are not mdependent-they are, rather, mutually 

reinforcing and complementary. In combination, they represent a powerful force for 

societal change" (3). 

As an example of the sort of united effort they recommend, Roueche and Johnson 

mention how Miami-Dade Community CoUege "has enlisted tiie support, commitment, and 

resources of dozens of agencies and organizations in an effort to revitaUze and renew one 

of the poorest neighborhoods in the nation, the Overtown section of Miami. With the 

Medical Campus located squarely in the center of Overtown, Miami-Dade's interest in this 

project is as real as its partners, and significant changes are taking place" (3). Another 

example is the Community CoUege of Denver, which is "supervising chUd care services for 
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tiie entire metropoUtan county in which U resides" (3), thus attackmg a very commonplace 

barrier against Unproved quaUty of life m a systematic way which is exttemely rare in this 

countty. Whatever tiie terminology, efforts and results such as these must certainly be 

viewed as Uberatory m the deepest sense of the word. Particularly wortii emphasizing is 

tiie belief of Roueche and Johnson that workforce ttaining can indeed be merged with what 

can only be considered Uberatory aUns. Liberatory tiieorists would do weU to consider tiiis 

possibUity, ratiier tiian Uidulge m disengaged mteUecttiaUsm whUe contmuing to wait for 

prior global tt-ansformation, which Aronowitz and GUoux note too often happens. 

Other significant moments of Uberatory tiiought are found in several sUnUar 

recommendations to formally shift higher education to a system of "Itfelong leaming," a 

concept which is closely related to the community-based programming which is widely 

used by community colleges aUeady. Kenneth C. Green, in "Technology as a Metaphor 

for Change" (1996), says that "Perhaps the best preparation for a world where change is 

the only constant... is to stress the importance of core knowledge, interpersonal and 

technical skiUs, and perhaps most important, a capacity for self-renewal" (3). A critical 

consciousness is a key ingredient in such a capacity. Similarly, in his 1998 keynote 

address to the Conference on Information Technology, BUI Gates emphasized that lifelong 

leaming wUl become not only commonplace, but a necessity; he sees it as encompassing 

the elements of curiosity, motivation, a reading Uteracy, and technological Uteracy. 

Lifelong leaming conttasts drasticaUy with the ttaditional model of education, 

which too often has amounted to achievUig a credential and then settUng into complacency. 

Larry Warford (1995), for example, points out how this ttaditional approach to education 

in this country is simply no longer working: "A gap has grown between the declining 

skUIs of our work force and the increasing skUl levels demanded in the global workplace" 

(1). The problem, says Warford, is that "Unfortunately, the formal American system of 

education is reaUy just a system of 'schoolUig,' and typically provided to young people not 

yet in the work force. The system, as it now stands, is 'front-end loaded' and too 

inflexible to meet the increasing demands for training that today's workers wiU experience 

throughout their Ufetime" (1). Recall the sUnUar criticism of Aronowitz and GUoux, that 

progressive Uberal education has restricted itself to "uncritically transmit apparently 
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unrelated disciplmes" rather than try to "mtegrate these knowledges withm a series of 

projects chosen jointiy witii students" (Postmodern Education 15). When tiie students are 

employed adults, it foUows that relevant projects must relate to work in some sense. This 

creates tiie opportunity to encourage a critical evaluation of tiie workplace by workers who 

are also students. 

Warford cites Edmund J. Gleazer, Jr., a former president of the AACC, for a way 

to remedy the problem of Urelevant, inflexible "schoolUig." Gleazer advocates 

emphasizing Ufelong leamUig such as community coUeges already offer, and expanding it: 

"In Gleazer's view, lifelong education is distUict from traditional forms of adult education; 

it is the continuum that encompasses and unifies aU stages of education-preprimary, 

primary, secondary, and beyond-and aU pattems of education, whether formal or 

informal" (1). In particiUar, if the conscious, critical mergUig of both formal and informal 

pattems of education could be accompUshed, such a step could help this concept of Ufelong 

leaming become a continuaUy ttansformatory process, socially as weU as individuaUy. 

John and MeUssa Quinley, in "From PipeUnes to Cycles: Changing the Way We 

Think about Leaming and Leamers" (1998), suggest a new metaphor which can help 

substantiate the shift that Gleazer caUs for. Traditionally, note the Quinleys, the community 

coUege has occupied the role of a "second chance" mstitution, "providing reentry options 

for students who stopped short of reaching a desUed level of education or who who failed 

in previous educational endeavors"-smdents who, in other words, "prematurely seep out 

of this pipeline" of primary to secondary to higher education. The Quinleys note how this 

pipelUie metaphor is less and less adequate, especially witiim tiie community coUege. For 

example, they poUit out tiie existence of "a different population of 'reverse tt-ansfer' 

students"-students who move from four-year back to two-year mstitutions-"who are 

usUig community ^olleges as graduate schools and entering two-year programs after 

successfuUy compléting four-year degrees . . . Depending on tiie source, tiie proportion of 

community college students with a bachelor's degree or higher varies between 10 and 24 

percent of the total credit and noncredit population" (1-2), a significant proportion. These 

and a growing number of other examples, such as participants in workforce development 

programs, lead the Quinleys to suggest a new metaphor for higher education, particularly in 
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regards to the community coUege role: "It may be time to thmk differentiy about how we 

describe the role of community coUeges in education, and to conceive of them as 

institutions that support multiple cycles ofeducation' (1). This metaphor is a good fit for a 

Uberatory educational philosophy because it challenges both the lack of relevance and the 

lack of versatiUty of traditional education, both of which are barriers to the nurturing of a 

critical consciousness. 

A concept related to multiple-cycle education is tiiat of "leaming-centered 

education." Like the phrase "Ufelong leaming," there is danger of leaming-centered 

education existing only as a ttendy catchphrase because of ambiguity of terms. Terry 

O'Banion addresses this ambiguity in "Leaming Communities, Leaming Organizations, 

and Leaming CoUeges" (1996). O'Banion defmes leaming-centered education by dividing 

it into the three categories named in the titie of his article. "Leaming communities" are the 

most classroom- and course-specific of the three; a leaming community "purposefully 

restmctures the curriculum to Unk together courses or course work so that students fmd 

greater coherence in what they are leaming, as well as increased intellectual interaction with 

faculty and fellow students" (1). Both conditions are conducive to the development of a 

critical consciousness. "Leaming organizations" have a larger scope than leaming 

communities; leaming organizations are those "skiUed at creating, acquUing, and 

transferring knowledge, and at modifying its behavior to reflect new knowledge and 

insights" (2). This type organization, m other words, pays self-conscious attention to the 

skUls of leammg Uself, and also exhibits tiie abUity to adapt to changing cU-cumstances. 

Though agam, it is much easier to label one's organization as possessmg tiiese qualities 

tiian to acttiaUy practice tiiem, nevertheless U is ttne that botfi tiie self-consciousness of 

leamUig and tiie versatility listed are valued by Uberatory pedagogists, especially when 

found in combination witfi tfie curricular coherence and the sense of community noted as 

being created by leaming communities. 

O'Banion's tiiUd category, tiie leaming coUege, occupies a stUl larger scope. "In 

some ways," he writes, "a leamUig organization is designed for tiie staff of the instimtion, 

while a leammg-centered institution is designed for tiie students" (2). He lists six 

principles which identify this type of institution: 
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• Creating substantial change in individual leamers; 

• Engagmg leamers as fuU parmers m tiie leaming process, assummg prUnary 

responsibiUty for theU own choices; 

• Creating and offering as many options for leaming as possible; 

• AssistUig leamers to form and participate in coUaborative leaming activities; 

• Defining the roles of leaming faciUtators by tiie needs of tiie leamers; 

• Being judged as successful only when Unproved and expanded leammg can be 

documented for its leamers. 

A leamUig institution, tfien, seeks substantial change at least on tiie individual level, 

sees sttjdents as partners, offers multiple ways of leammg, emphasizes communal dialogue 

and social consttiiction of knowledge, encourages teachers to adjust tiieU roles to tiie needs 

of the students, and tties to ensure tiiat tiiese tiimgs acmally result in demonsttable leammg. 

The first five of these characteristics, in particular, have a liberatory resonance, especiaUy 

when used to complement or emphasize the curricular coherence, inteUectual community, 

consciousness of the leaming experience, and adaptivity aUeady mentioned in regards to 

leaming communities and leaming organizations. O'Banion finds these characteristics to 

be emphasized in community coUeges, which as Brint and Karabel have noted, show an 

unusual "wUUngness to deviate from traditional academic pattems" (vi). Elsewhere, 

O'Banion calls these the principles of a "leaming revolution" which "in a matter of decades, 

wiU fundamentaUy change the education enterprise . . . by overhauUng the traditional 

architecture of education" ("The Leaming Revolution in the Community CoUege" 1). 

Another area which impinges upon Uberatory pedagogy and does take the 

community coUege into account is service leaming, which is akin to volunteerism. Yet in 

"Service Leaming and EngUsh Smdies: Retiiinking 'PubUc' Service" (1998), by Aaron 

Schutz and Anne Ruggles Gere, the authors describe service leaming as distinguishing 

itseU" from volunteerism "by its emphasis on reflection as weU as action," and the way in 

which it "combines community work with classroom Uistmction" (129). Service leamUig 

in this sense is very simUar to community-based programming. This defmition brings 

service leaming very close to the purposes of Uberatory pedagogy, which especially in its 

Freirean tradition emphasizes the merging of action with reflection. Service leaming is also 
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Uke Uberatory pedagogy m that students have taken an mitiative role in it; Schutz and Gere 

state that in many cases, fueled by calls for volunteerism m the broader culmre outside tiie 

university and by student desUe for experiential leaming within it, service leammg has 

"emerged from smdent-developed community service programs, whUe university faculty or 

staff involvement came later" (129). 

Schutz and Gere are m a sense taUdng about community coUeges without 

mentioning them. They do not mention the faUly clear appUcabiUty of service leaming 

withm community coUeges, but a handful of writers do. For example, "BuUdUig 

Sustainable Programs: A Guide to Developing and Maintaining Service-Leaming at 

Community CoIIeges," edited by Diana Bucco (1995), is a brief program description which 

describes service leamUig sUnilarly to Schutz and Gere's account of it: as combining 

community service with academic msttiiction, focusing on critical, reflective thinking and 

civic responsibUity. This text lists several reasons for developing such programs, 

including developing student self-esteem, buUding relations witii the community, and 

meeting the community coUege mission. 

Service leaming does indeed meet the community college mission remarkably well. 

An example of service-leaming as it is evolving within the community coUege is detailed m 

Community Leadership through Community-Based Programming: The Role ofthe 

Community College, by Edgar J. Boone and associates (1997). Community-based 

programming is defined here as "a systematic and rational process Ui which the community 

coUege functions as a leader and catalyst in effecting collaboration among the people, theU 

leaders, and community-based organizations in identifying, confronting, and resolving 

critical community issues that are adversely affecting . . . the community, its people, and 

their quality of life" (vii). Clearly, this description places such programs within the 

boundaries of service leaming, though in a scope which is beyond that discussed by most 

university-based writers on the topic. What this book makes clear is that an institution-

wide program is being proposed, as conttasted to a course spearheaded by one insttiictor 

within a department such as that by Bmce Herzberg which is described by Schutz and Gere 

in the university setting. Boone's program "begins with the conviction that commurUty 

colleges are community-based organizations" (v). Only such a locaUy situated institution 
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witii preponderantiy locally based students can marshal the steady commitment of 

institution, faculty, and students to enact what is essentially an instimtion-wide service-

leammg program. Just as clearly, the transformative purpose of such programs also places 

them witiim tiie Uberatory compass, as well. Whetiier effective results can filter tiirough 

the inevitable maze of institutional bureaucracy is another matter, but tiie chances may often 

be aided by the considerable degree of local conttol which most community coUeges 

experience, thus at least Umitmg the layers of bureaucracy through which effective change 

would be bound to negotiate its path. 

Boone and his coUeagues do not overlook the importance of the rootedness of the 

community coUege at aU. They Ust five factors which "provide a sttong case for the 

community coUege to assume this role as leader and catalyst:" 

1. "The community college is embedded in the fabric of its community by vUtue of 
its founding legislation, mission, funding base and achievements." 

2. "The comprehensiveness that characterizes the programs and resources of the 
community coUege is a strength unequaled by most community agencies and 
organizations." 

3. " The pubUc has a positive perception of the community coUege's capabUity, and 
there is a strong bond between the community coUege and its community." 

4. "The community coUege is viewed by the people and other community agencies 
and organizations as a neuttal institution devoted to education." 

5. "The community coUege has extensive knowledge of and sensitivity to the 
social, economic, technological, and poUtical forces that shape the envUonment 
of its community." (3) 

Each of these factors is an aspect of the local rootedness of the community coUege, 

and each one depends greatiy on the students and faculty of such community colleges, 

many of whom are home grown in a very literal sense. They live and work and remain 

locaUy, and therefore they are locaUy committed. Such programs as this one are forays into 

the transformative possibUity of liberatory discourse which nevertheless go vUtuaUy 

unnoticed in the Uterature of liberatory pedagogy, despite the much more ambitious nature 

of such service leaming programs Ui community coUeges than m most universities. 

An interesting speculation regarding service leaming in the community coUege is 

how network discourse might mesh with it. The tmth is simply that no one talks about 
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network discourse m regards to it, whetiier in tiie community coUege or university context. 

Yet the foUowmg scenario is imaginable: a liberatory program such as Boone describes, 

fueled by the energies of the community coUege as a local pUlar of expertise, and bound 

togetfier, in tfie face of tfie inevitable difficulties of communication and tiie logistics of 

innumerable needs for meetings, by tiie very sort of network discourse which composition 

teachers-and so many of tiieU- sttidents-are aU-eady fanUUar witii. Such a discourse, 

Unked dynamicaUy to the classrooms of tiie campuses tíiemselves, could conceivably be tiie 

very glue which bmds such a program togetiier m tiie face of tiie inevitable centtifuges of 

bureaucracies and differing poUtical and private agendas. And not tiie least effect of such a 

vision would be the galvanizing force on the coUege's students of reaUzing that they 

themselves, during their time in class and in between classes, were playing acmal, 

formative roles in the positive transformation of the very communities to which they have 

close ties. What sort of future citizens and leaders would such leaming mold? 

Signification: Seeking Gaps in Posttnodem 
Power Formulations 

Problems with the American educational system are related to broader issues within 

society and its economics. These issues are in tum related to the contemporary postmodem 

condition in which educational instimtions operate, which is characterized by the complex, 

interwoven power formulations such as are described by theorists lUce Lyotard, Jameson, 

Deleuze, Althusser, and Stuart HaU. These immanent, self-modulating forces have been 

grouped here under the general heading of signification, both because theU nature is weU 

described by the way signs always defer and postpone final meaning-thus theU interwoven 

nature-and because language is more than a metaphor in regards to power formulations. It 

is deeply impUcated as a primary dynamic of these formulations of power, as well. As 

Clifford Geertz says, "Cultural phenomena should be tteated as significative systems 

posing expositive questions" (Local Knowledge 3). 

The interconnectedness of aU aspects of contemporary life means that these aspects 

have no single center, instead, aU aspects must be seen as strands of a web. Another 

appropriate image is to view tiie whole as a complex interwoven ecology. This centerless 
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nature of postmodem formulations of power dictates that aU socioeconomic problems in 

one sense are perturbations of the complex ecology of postmdusttial culture; in another 

sense, they are inevitable feamres of tiiat cultme. Either perspective means tiiat the sources 

of socioeconomic problems are difficuU to pinpomt, let alone to resolve, because an effort 

aUned at one cultural problem creates a dozen unwanted effects m otiier places. This 

condition is tme in regards to problems faced by tiie community coUege just as witii other 

institutions and aspects of society. However, because of its unique nature, the community 

coUege is weU positioned to act on tiie realization of Stuart HaU tiiat tiie very centeriess 

connectivity of postmodem power formulations creates potential gaps which may be sought 

out and used to subvert some of tfie negative effects of these formulations. 

As explained m Chapter Three, HaU offers a more optimistic vision of postmodem 

power embodiments than does Altiiusser; in HaU's view, resistance is possible (1985; 

1989). Hall sees dominant ideologies as buUt and supported by chains of signifiers. 

Because language is ambiguous, these chains of signifiers contain gaps where meaning is 

uncertain. Therefore the connections between ideological elements, supported by these 

signifiers, are vulnerable in these gaps where meaning is uncertain. Not only do the power 

formulations vary in their relative Uitensity in tiie first place, but tiie articulations empower 

different possibUities and practices in different contexts, again because of the ambiguity of 

language itself. So according to HaU, because the connections are variable and contexmal, 

resistance is conceivable. At the core of this realization is the impUcation that while 

attempts at macro, culture-wide actions or reforms are aU but doomed to faUure because 

there is no centt^ problem to confront, local actions can take advantage of the very 

interconnectedness which stymies more generaUzed efforts. Or as Geertz writes, we need 

to "tum/r6>m trying to explain social phenomena by weavmg them into grand textures of 

cause and effect to trying to explain them by placing them in local frames of awareness" 

(Local Knowledge 6). 

The possibiUties for local efforts to improve quality of life clearly create 

opportunities for community coUeges, given their own locaUy situated nature. Brint and 

Karabel, as noted previously, have identified three facets of community colleges which 

"make them the most democratic component in the system of higher education." These 
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tiiree facets are "theU openness to the entire adult population, their rootedness to the 

communities in which they are located, and theU wUUngness to deviate from tt^ditional 

academic pattems" (vi). These quaUties aU cause certaUi gaps to become visible Ui the 

apparentiy seamless facade of contemporary problems confronting education. 

For example, the openness of community coUeges to all adults regardless of past 

academic record has created an impressive diversity of student populace which provides aU 

the necessary elements for a tmly multicultural dialogue. The lower echelons of American 

socioeconomic brackets are especiaUy well represented. This in tum can create a 

predUection to question the status quo in that such students come from "have-not" 

backgrounds; to them, even upper middle-class envUons represent "tiie otiier" and so tend 

to be looked upon with a natural skepticism (though acquiescence can also occur). Because 

this aspect of the community coUege faUs more closely within the topic of subject formation 

than signification, it wiU be dealt with m more detail there. But it can be noted that the 

diversity resulting from tme open-door admissions encourages the sort of dialogues which 

transcend social and economic class. This kind of dialogue is precisely tiie sort necessary 

to uncover gaps in the facade of the stams quo, because tiie talk among students and 

instmctors of varied backgrounds cannot be contained inside the usual boundaries of the 

students' experience. The community coUege, because of the particular namre of its 

students, is blessed with more of these oppormnities than other sectors of higher education. 

The local rootedness of community coUeges, as aUeady noted, is the most 

fundamental feature which can help locate and utiUze invigorating gaps of opportunity in 

the otherwise enervating complex of contemporary social problems. One way in which this 

can happen is that, as CUfford Geertz advises, values and knowledge are to a large extent 

determined locally: "Shapes of knowledge are always ineluctably local," he writes (Local 

Knowledge 4). This is a commonplace workmg out of the way in which language means 

different things m different places, yet it is also a stt̂ tegy for usmg local distinctions to 

overcome broad negative trends-a type of gap-fmding. In another sense, this same 

rootedness of the community coUege acts as a hedge against postmodem ennui, the 

disconnectedness and bewilderment that can ensue from this aspect of the postmodem 

condition-another type of gap-finding. Thirdly and most notably, local rootedness 
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encourages multiple alUances by community coUeges with local entities and with broader 

entities such as federal or state agencies, but with local expertise and locaUzed results. 

While local rootedness is the foundation of the postmodemist effectiveness of 

community coUeges, the most oppormnistic trait of community coUeges Ui terms of finding 

gaps in power formulations is theU wUUngness to "deviate from ttaditional academic 

pattems"; in a sense, the above mentioned wUUngness to form partnerships is one example 

of this wUlingness, besides being an effect of the coUeges' local rootedness. Traditional 

academic pattems themselves are often the very embodiments of power which smltify 

leaming. This is particularly tme in an era of rapid and accelerating change such as this 

one. Therefore instimtions such as community coUeges whose tradition is innovative rather 

than conservative find themselves in the ascendant in eras of rapid change. Together, these 

three qualities help commuiUty coUeges not only cope with the reaUties of postmodemity, 

but thrive, and in doUig so to substantially help their students and theU communities. 

DestabiUzed Roles and Work SkiUs 

Before discussing in more detail the above ways in which community coUeges 

possess advantages in deaUng with postmodem power formulations, it is appropriate to 

outUne some of the characteristics of those articulations of power, which are many and 

varied, and to expose their dynamics. TheU cumulative product is a marked destabUizUig 

not only of what constitute useful job skUls, but a similar destabilizing of social roles. 

Both these losses of stabUity affect education enormously. 

In general terms, this reaUzation of rapid and accelerating change is widely noted. 

Harvey, Lyotard, and others have aU-eady been cited m this regard. Similar mterpretations 

are easUy found. For instance, Myran, Zeiss, and Howdyshell, in "Community College 

Leadership m the New Century" (1996) note a general awareness tiiat "economic, social, 

and technological conditions-from local to intemational levels-are certain to change 

rapidly and unpredictably" (1). Terry O'Banion (1997) contends, similar to Harvey, that 

we are in a period of "sharp ttansformation" Ui which society wiU completely reartange 

itself, including "its world view, its basic values, its social and poUtical stmctures, its arts, 

its key institutions," including education (1). 
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Edgar J. Boone notes that "The chaUenges of the next century wiU differ from those 

of the past in kind, not merely in degree" (v). Boone goes on to note a ttend toward 

dependency on govemment for solutions to problems. If HaU and Althusser are correct m 

their interpretation of the contemporary stmctures of power, this approach is futile, and 

reUance on U sUnpIy creates anotiier set of problems. Boone approaches a liberatory stance 

in his description of these problems and tfie more desU-able type of solution: "This ttend 

toward dependency is manifest in an alarming deterioration m the quaUty of Ufe 

characterized by a sense of hopelessness and powerlessness and by lack of initiative, self-

sufficiency, and resolve." Of course, reliance on govemment for solutions which 

govemment is powerless to provide only accentuates people's sense of powerlessness. 

Boone continues, "Out of this mUieu, problems and issues have emerged that tiireaten the 

very fabric of American democracy: Underemployment and unemployment; adult iUiteracy; 

polluted environments; faiUng school systems; increasmg crime; rising substance abuse; 

concem over health services; and ethnic tensions." Boone contends that these problems 

"can only be resolved by a people that embrace a spirit of coUaboration and develop a sense 

of community in which they can use to the fuU potential tiieU rich personal talent and 

considerable resources" (1). His recommendation fits Hall's interpretation of the 

importance of local solutions to postmodem problems, and his suggested avenue for such 

coUaboration, the community-based programs of community coUeges, also makes sense in 

Ught of Hall's interpretation. 

As an aspect of these more generaUzed problems listed by Boone and others, job 

skUIs and entU-e ttades are increasingly destabiUzed and under duress. As aU"eady noted, 

Roueche and Johnson point out that up to 75 percent of the existing work force faces 

retraining in the next decade. This data is also cited by Warford (1995), who adds that 

today's workers can expect to make four to sbc career changes m theU Ufetimes, because 

"the half-Ufe of occupational skUls is only five years" (2). This in tum wiU mean that job 

mobUity as a whole wiU increase dramatically. Most disturbmgly, Warford and others also 

see a growing gap between the skiUs possessed by workers and the skills they need. To 

education, this means that students are not being weU prepared. Industry shares the 

perception that students are underprepared, according to Jacquelme Woods, Director of the 
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Office of Community CoUege Liaison, U.S. Department of Education: Despite a high 

school graduation (or equivalent) rate of over 80% by age 24, only one in seven students is 

considered adequately prepared to step Uito an entty-Ievel wage-eammg position (6). 

Further, the workplace is also becomUig much more diverse: by 2(X)0, "one out of 

three workers wUl be an etimic minority, and over 60 percent of tiie work force wiU be 

women" (Warford 2). Given the growUig gap between skiUs possessed and skiUs needed, 

tiiese ethnic minorities in particular often find tiiemselves members of a growUig 

"underclass." Aronowitz and Giroux write that when immigrants or ethnic minorities are 

unable to find satisfactory work, often they "become the core workers for a growing 

'underground' or mformal economy" (Education Still under Siege 4), the most obvious and 

harmful focus of which is dmg sales. 

The development of this underclass, particularly tiiose segments of it made up of 

ethnic minorities, serves as a good Ulustration of the centerless, unUitended, but 

nevertheless powerful self-modulation of postmodem power articulations, and also shows 

a connection to education. Aronowitz and GUoux point out how broad ttends in 

postindustrial capitaUsm have brought about the growtii of the etiinic underclass. Many of 

the least skiUed minorities are recent Unmigrants. In the past, such imnUgrants were 

assimilated into the overall socioeconomic stmcmre within several generations, but that 

seems no longer to be the case. The present situation conttasts with the previous peak 

immigration periods, for instance the late 1800s, when immigrants did indeed assimilate 

themselves into a fairly homogeneous culture. This was because, note Aronowitz and 

Giroux, those immigrations coincided with a period of explosive economic growth which 

gave immigrants a strong incentive for assimilation (Education Still under Siege 3). That 

factor, they point out, is no longer applicable. "As the evidence is increasingly showing, 

the historic assumption of immigrant 'meltabUity' no longer obtains because many, if not 

aU, immigrant groups hold fast to important elements of their native culmres whUe the 

prevaUing economic simation gives them littie reason to accept the standard curriculum [in 

schools] as the key to a better life" (7). 

This analysis explains to some degree the causes of both the stubbom heterogeneity 

of our contemporary culture and the prevalent assumption tiiat such heterogeneity is 
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supposed to be temporary and if not, then it is "wrong." That is, there exists a continuing 

assumption of steady and faUIy rapid homogenization which is based on acmal experience 

during the last great wave of Unmigration a cenmry ago. The problem is that the current 

wave appears to be dissimilar m that respect. The connection to education is that holding to 

the outdated expectation of rapid and steady homogenization means there is no perceived 

need to restmcmre curricula along multicultural Unes. This expectation, Aronowitz and 

GU-oux point out, "guided the early twentieth-century school reforms and stiU dominates 

the thinking of many 'progressives' Ui education" (Education Still under Siege 5). 

Significantiy, conununity coUeges, whose minority enrollment percentages are the greatest 

in higher education, are virtuaUy the only institutions which have shown much wiUingness 

for the sort of changes called for by our increasingly diverse population and work force. 

This overaU situation exhibits several postmodem power formulations. The 

destabiUzation of job skiUs; the etiinic resistance to assimUation; the resultant growing 

underclass; the assumption by the ethnic majority that minority assimUation could and 

should occur; and the resultant stubbomness of educational instimtions to adapt curricula to 

more diverse student populations and needs: AU are functions of the combined 

modulations of postindustrial socioeconomic forces. Each of these conditions named is a 

formulation or articulation of power, in that each possesses socioeconomic momenmm 

which effects all the other conditions. However, none of these conditions possesses or 

stems from any center of power in the sense that any person or entity is "Ui control" of tiie 

situation; postcapitaUst power is decentered but nonetheless stiU works its effects. 

As the above example shows, education is deeply involved in both the 

destabilization of job skills and the growing underclass, and must respond to these forces. 

Accordingly, in the last decade and a half or more, a persistent theme has been the caU from 

goveming bodies, accrediting associations, and industry for more accountabiUty on the part 

of institutions and instmctors Ui regards to student success. These frequent calls for 

accountabiUty are fed by a common and growing perception that too many students sUnply 

do not leam as they should and what they need. As Aronowitz and Giroux note, "The past 

fifteen years of educational tiieory and review have been marked by a nearly universal 

criticism of the effectiveness of schools. Conservatives and radicals alike have condemned 
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pubUc education from different sides, but have drawn the same blood" (Education Under 

Siege x). 

David R. Pierce, president of the AACC, notes that "We have some significant 

challenges to meet head on. GlobaUzation, fragmentation, technology, curricula reform, 

diminishing resources, changing accreditation criteria, and movmg from teaching to 

leaming organizations are representative of tiiese chaUenges" (x). On the national and 

federal level, the discourse on the problems of education both in themselves and as relatmg 

to society and economics took center stage in 1983. As Brint and Karabel put it, "With the 

appearance in 1983 of the conttoversial presidential commission report, A Nation atRisk, 

America entered into one of its periodic debates about the condition of the educational 

system. Initially, this debate focused on elementary and secondary schools, but in recent 

years it has come to encompass the nation's coUeges and universities as weU" (ix). 

IronicaUy, at the same tUne that schools are facmg greater accountabUity, they are 

also facing underfunding. Community coUeges, as shown, have experienced this in a 

routine manner, for example in Texas. But the problem has been endemic to all of 

education for several decades. Aronowitz and Giroux contend that the reUance on market 

economics in regards to funding education, begun by Reagan and Bush, has not been kind 

to the profession. "Under the incentive of school choice, market relations asserted 

themselves with a vengeance on pubUc schools and higher education. Devastated by the 

recession, diminished tax bases, and drastic cutbacks in federal expenditures, school 

systems around the country were forced to increase class size and decrease teaching staffs, 

while using fewer resources" (Education Still under Siege 1). AdditionaUy, reversal of 

these trends during the Clinton years has fallen short of what Uberal and radical educators 

had hoped for. According to Aronowitz and Giroux, 

Teachers have become Uicreasingly deskiUed tiirough an emphasis on 
accountabUity schemes, teachUig to tiie tests, and management by objective 
approaches that reduce theU work to reductionist, instmmental, and demeaning 
procedures. Demoralized by their working conditions, mcreasingly aUenated by the 
heavy-handed Unposition of reforms initiated through the growing corporatization 
of the schools, and left out of the dynamics of educational reform, teachers were 
reduced to clerks of the empU-e under the reform movement of the Reagan/Bush 
administrations. (2) 
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The greatest Uony is that these constraints which Aronowitz and Giroux poUit out 

were instituted as educational reforms aimed at eliminating the very inadequacies in 

education which they have exacerbated. Thus this general simation counts as another 

example of how, as Stuart HaU says, broad-based efforts at correcting problems involving 

postmodem power formulations most often faU because of unforeseen complications and 

reversals of intended effects brought about by the exttemely complex ecology of 

postmodem culture. In this regard, Richard Ohmann quotes the famed economist, John 

Kenneth Galbraith: "It is the vanity of educators that they shape the educational system to 

their preferred image. They may not be without influence but tiie decisive force is the 

econonUc system" (303). Education must work with the given, as community coUeges 

have perceived from their inception. 

Whatever the reaUty of underprepared students is, the difficulties of teaching wiU 

soon be compounded by more students: The "baby boom echo " phenomenon-defmed as 

the entry of the chUdren of the original baby boomers mto tiie educational "pipelme"-in the 

fall of 1996, broke the 25-year-old record for public school enrollment of 51.3 milUon 

students, whUe fall 1997 saw 52.2 miUion enrolled. By 2(X)1, a further 13% increase is 

expected (Riley). Such increases in the number of students in U.S. schools add even 

greater pressures to the calls for better teaching, pressures which too often may result in 

legislative or other intervention which is not always welcomed by educators. 

These various factors all add up to a destabiUzation of both what is needed from 

education and how to go about providing it. This in tum forecasts rapid change in 

education, as in society at large. Mark D. MUliron and Emest R. Leach (1997) cite Peter 

Dmcker, who contends that "in the next 50 years, schools and universities wiU change 

more and more drasticaUy than they have since they assumed their present form more than 

300 years ago when they organized themselves around tiie printed book" (1). 

Breaking Traditional Pattems: Transcending 
Time- and Place-Bound Education 

In addition to theU local rootedness, the other two community coUege quaUties 

mentioned by Brint and Karabel are tiieU openness to the entUe adult population, which 
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wUl be discussed within the next topic of subject formation, and their "wUUngness to 

deviate from traditional academic pattems." Many educational theorists write about 

innovations and transformations to ttaditional forms of schooUng, but community coUeges 

are most often the instimtions acmaUy enacting substantial changes. One reason they are 

able to is the relatively small size, an aspect of local rootedness, which aUows them to 

respond more efficiently to change. 

Another reason is that the many partnerships formed by community coUeges lead 

also to new purposes and new ways of serving those purposes. AUen Cissell, Assistant 

DUector of tiie Department of Education's Office of Community CoUege Liaison, says that 

"Probably the most spectacular theme that emerges from reviewing community coUeges is 

that virtuaUy everything involves instimtional coUaborations-with other schools and with 

business and industry. This just isn't tme in the four-year sector." CisseU also notes that 

"a number of foundations-Ford and KeUogg, for example-have begun to focus on 

community coUeges as 'economic development engines,' especiaUy for rural areas. From 

the perspective of many of us in the social sciences and humanities, this isn't the traditional 

role of coUeges, but community coUeges are not traditional coUeges. They always have 

l)een, and will continue to be, instimtions that 'break the traditional architecture of higher 

education' " ("Community CoUeges: A National Perspective" 17). 

The community coUege success in forging partnerships is acmally one element in 

the larger pattem of theU "wiUingness to deviate from traditional academic pattems." So 

before looking more closely at the trend among community coUeges to form partnerships, 

the broader trend should first be examined. In order to fuUy understand the ways in which 

community coUeges "break the tt^tional architecture of higher education," it is necessary 

to elaborate some of the problems in education which were referred to m the destabiUzation 

of roles and skUls. MUliron and Leach Ust "seven key issues that wiU drive change over the 

next three to five years." These issues are enroUment pressures, retirement waves, 

technology transitions, partnership programs, at-risk access, accountabUity mandates, and 

the aforementioned "leammg revolution." Of these seven issues, four may be seen as 

primarUy challenges, and three as ways to respond, although all seven embody both those 

aspects. The four chaUenges are enrollment, at-risk access, retirement, and accountabiUty. 
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The fUst of these, enroUment pressures, has to do prUnarily witii the "baby boom 

echo" phenomenon which has aU-eady been noted. Many of these smdents wiU be of 

minority ethnicities; in "beUwether states lUce Florida, New York, Texas, and Califomia, 

tiie percentage of total nUnority sttidents is slated to surpass tiiat of majority smdents early 

m tiie next centtiry." MUUron and Leach write tiiat "Community coUeges wUl be hard 

pressed to accommodate this second tidal wave of enroUment and mcreasmgly wUl hear 

calls to close tiie 'open door' tiiat has been tiie comerstone of theU egaUtarian phUosophy" 

(2). This pressure is also noted by botii Pattick Callan and WiUiam Wenrich. Another 

aspect of tiiis inundation of students is that "as our prUnary and secondary educational 

systems continue to face their chaUenges and universities deal with theU burgeonmg 

enrollments and shrinking budgets, community coUeges increasmgly wiU be asked to take 

on the challenges of at-risk smdents." And whUe these students' successes "are often the 

most rewarding to witness, they are also the most resource mtensive" (10). 

At the same time as this wave of students hits, community coUeges wUl be facing 

the third chaUenge, waves of retUing faculty. MUUron and Leach point out tiiat more 

faculty are expected to retire in the next ten years than in the previous twenty. These 

faculty mostiy were hired during the 1960s community coUege boom, and "are the faculty 

who helped define communUy coUeges as premier teachUig institutions" (4). They wiU be 

missed. And as though greater enrollments in the midst of waves of retirements were not 

problems enough, community coUeges, like otiier sectors of education, are also facing 

greater accountabiUty. 

Another who sees pressures for change is Kay M. McClenney (1998). Noting that 

over 200 institutions of higher education have closed theU doors in the last ten years (3), 

McCIenney Usts three forces for ttansformation, two of which largely echo MUUron and 

Leach: technology, the drive for performance and accountabUity, and the desUes of the 

market. Targets for these transformations wUl be the institutional systems themselves, theU 

faculty, and their functions (4-5). Tme transformation, she says, wiU be necessary simply 

because innovation alone falls short. It faUs short because it is often used as mere 

decoration, thereby acting as a constt^t on deeper and lasting change; because it is often 

simUarly Umited by bemg used as mere symbol; because it often focuses "on everything but 
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leaming"; and because, as Althusser and Hall point out, the nature of the system itself tends 

to blunt an mnovation's lasting or more widespread success. Lastiy, McClenney writes, 

Innovation faUs short because in this business the solutions are just plain 
difficult and sometimes just not known. How do you provide effective remedial 
education to a single mother with three chUdren, a 40-hour/week job, and no 
ttansportation, who reads at tiie 6tii grade level (perhaps witii Umited English 
proficiency), who has had a lousy experience with schools and suffers from 
incredibly low self-esteem, and who wants desperately to create a better life for 
herself and her family? And, how do you help this person advance about eight 
grade levels in a few months . . . and ultimately provide documented, quantified 
(but reader-friendly) evidence of success that only the devU himself could deny? 
How, exactiy? (4) 

Warford in "Redesignmg tiie System" (1995) takes a somewhat different tack tiian 

these authors on deciphering the flaws withm education. He sees two "clusters" of 

problems, stmctural and phUosophical. Philosophically, "for too many American policy 

makers, leaming is stUl equated witii 'kids' and 'schooL' Accordingly, this translates Uito 

a preoccupation with classroom-based mstmction that is provided at times and in formats 

and settings that are unsuitable for employed adults. SimUarly, prior leaming of adults is 

often ignored or devalued, with the result that an unwholesome separation of education and 

life is prevalent in our society" (1-2). StmcturaUy, says Warford, the entU-e educational 

enterprise is too fragmented and unsystematic: "Formal education providers are too far 

removed from the workforce reaUties of the community, and.. . in rising to fiU that gap, 

employers and labor unions tend to address education and training on a piecemeal basis in 

terms of their own immediate concems" (2). 

Terry O'Banion in "The Purpose, Process, and Product of the Leaming Revolution 

in the Community CoIIege" (1997) also criticizes the stmcmre of education, finding it 

"time-bound, place-bound, efficiency-bound, and role-bound" (2). It is time-bound, says 

O'Banion, by credit hours and semester-length courses, both "blocks of time that are 

artificial." It is place-bound within classrooms on expensive campuses. It is efficiency-

bound in that "Our model of education reflects in great part the adjustment to an agricultural 

and industrial economy of an earlier era. Public school students are stUI dismissed early in 

the aftemoon and in the summers so they can work on farms that no longer exist. 

Reflecting the mdustrial economy, education responded by creatUig a lock-step, put-them-
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in-boxes, factory model-tiie basis of American education today" (2). And lastiy, the 

system is role-bound: "We make the assumption that one human bemg, the teacher, can 

ensure that thirty very different human beings, one hour a day, three days a week for 

sixteen weeks, can leam enough to become enlightened citizens, productive workers, and 

joyful Ufelong leamers. Then we assume tiiat this one human being can repeat this miracle 

. . . for ninety additional individuals" (3). 

In summary form, tiie problems facing education which these writers detaU faU mto 

two broad categories. The first has to do with extemal pressures such as rising enrollment, 

greater accountabUity, and so fortii; tiiese problems can be best seen as articulations of 

broad postmodem forces and even prior phenomena, as witii the baby boom echo. The 

second category of pressure has to do witii intemal issues. These are also related to tiie 

postmodem phenomena in that the turbulence and rapid change caused by those factors has 

made traditional ways, means, and purposes of education more and more madequate. 

Many community coUeges are in the vanguard of education m responding to both these sets 

of pressures. Fmthermore, many of the strategies and solutions recommended by the 

above writers, and which many community coUeges are already enacting, are also 

Uberatory in spirit if not in terminology. 

Terry O'Banion in "Leaming Communities, Leaming Organizations, and Leaming 

Colleges" lists six strategies which have already been noted, at least five of which paraUel 

liberatory goals of instmction: An instimtion which tmly focuses on leaming as opposed to 

simply presenting mformation seeks substantial change in individuals, sees students as 

parmers in leaming, offers multiple leaming options, emphasizes coUaborative leaming, 

encourages teachers to be sensitive to the different needs of the smdents, and tries to ensure 

that these things acmaUy result in demonstrable leaming. Community coUeges, with theU 

small size, smaUer class enrollment, and a faculty dedicated to teachmg, have obvious 

advantages in implementing each of these strategies. 

Another liberatory goal for education is relevance of coursework to smdents' Uves. 

This goal is not a luxury add-on. Warford addresses it when he insists that to meet present 

and future leamUig needs, "policy makers must stop seeing work and leaming as separate" 

(2). In theU- many on-site course offerings, in facUity sharing, and in welfare-to-work and 
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dislocated worker programs, community coUeges encourage this vision and act on iL 

MiUUon and Leach echo this point in theU discussion of the issue of partnership programs. 

They note that "in the last five years, American industry has divested itself of an estimated 

50 percent of its in-house training programs. Community coUeges have become one of the 

central players m fiUing this growUig gap." They also mention facUity sharing as not only a 

way to merge work and leaming, but as a growing necessity: "Public resources wiU not be 

sufficient to buUd new facilities . . . Insttiictional access to private faciUties, an arrangement 

already modeled in many of the health technology programs, is one way to increase 

capacity and assure cmrency of practical appUcations. CoUeges are buUding joint-use 

educational facUities with business and industry, recreational faciUties with local 

govemments, and leaming resource centers with ttansfer institutions" (9-10). Community 

coUeges are already well along the curve of this trend, as wUI be shown. 

MUliron and Leach also suggest two other sttategies for community coUeges, 

"beconUng a leaming institution" and "technology ttansitions," both of which "are givmg 

students and faculty the abUity to break away from the time-bound and place-bound model 

of education" (6). "Placing leaming fu-st," is a change in focus which can enable a gestalt 

shift where the heretofore unquestioned customs of "fifty-minute classes, thUty-person 

classrooms, strictiy defined relationships, and restricting bureaucracies" can be overthrown 

in favor of newer pattems that better serve leamUig in a postmodem age. In the case of 

technology, that is a topic witiim itself to be addressed later m tiiis chapter, but in preface U 

can be said that, as MiUUon and Leach suggest, new technologies as used m community 

coUeges are also working to sinUlarly subvert tiie old unquestioned customs. MiUUon and 

Leach write that "one clear example of tiiis is in the area of asynchronous leaming. Open 

entry/open exit labs, interactive ttitorial materials, threaded discussions, buUetm-board 

services, chat rooms, net meetings, and a host of other technologies" are giving students 

"more access to both Uiformation and msttuctional options than ever before" (6). 

These trends are also echoed by CaUan and by McClenney. Callan writes that 

"CoUeges wiU stiU have to reduce costs. If that is to be done witiiout a sacrifice in student 

leaming, then major changes wiU be requUed in tiie organization and deUvery of higher 

education-especiaUy changes that wiU have the effect of extending the instmctional reach 
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of faculty and institutions, moving to altemative leaming paradigms, and mcreased use of 

technology" (3). McCIenney adds that boundaries wUl become more and more permeable: 

We wUI see the eradication of boundaries of all kinds. As geography and 
place become in-elevant, so wUI the boundaries of coUege districts, state lines, and 
accreditation regions. Gone, too, wiU be tiie boundaries of sectors, as both 
competition and accountabUity demand seamless aUgnment of curriculum and 
certification of progress. We wUI see a proUferation of jomt teaching arrangements 
and joint degrees involving community coUeges, baccalaureate instimtions, and 
research imiversities. Fmally, the boundaries between academic and vocational, 
and between credit and non-credit offerings wUI faU to dusL (4-5) 

In this new permeabUity of boundaries, plaUi to see is more of what community 

coUeges have already been doing for some time. This wUUngness to deviate from accepted 

academic pattems is a more particular version of what Lyotard describes as a mounting 

postmodem disregard of traditional metanarratives, and which Berlin addresses as value. 

Canons of aU kinds are called into question, and not merely literary canons. Whereas 

modemism is monumental and resistant to change in terms of Us values, postmodemism is 

versatUe and dynamic, plastic and variable. So when the community coUege "breaks the 

traditional architecture of higher education" in its vision and its wUUngness to adapt or 

abandon traditional pattems and functions, this is a postmodem act driven by postmodem 

conditions which are in some ways unique to the community coUege, and it is a Uberatory 

act which holds the promise of making education more responsive to society in order to 

ultimately make society more responsive to its members. 

Local Rootedness: Creating Partnerships and AlUances 

The primary key to the abiUty of community coUeges to ride the wave of rapid 

change is theU local rootedness. GeographicaUy, it has aUeady been noted that a 

community coUege is accessible by over 90 percent of the U.S. population within an hour's 

drive or less. Administratively, while pubUc community coUeges must generaUy conform 

to accrediting standards of one body or another (in Texas, to the Southem Association of 

CoUeges and to the THECB, the state's Higher Education Coordinating Board), 

nevertheless within those boundaries aU decisions are made locally by boards of tmstees, 

college administrators, and individual faculty, many of whom either were bom and reared 

in that locale or have long since settled there. These factors lead to a vigorous sense of 
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connectedness to the host communities, and this connectedness has frequentiy led in mm to 

many and varied partnerships witiiUi and on behalf of those communities. This has so 

often been the case that community coUeges have become widely known for this rich 

tradition of partnerships and aUiances, a tradition which aUows them to bring to bear withUi 

theU* communities an education program which synthesizes two sttengths which are too 

often contradictory: on the one hand, a local commitment and focus; yet on the other hand, 

a general breadth of resources and expertise. In tiiis way, community coUeges are very 

well situated to enact tiie type of local solutions to general problems which Smart Hall and 

Clifford Geertz discuss. Interestingly, this sort of approach also matches tiie current shift 

on the part of the federal govemment from federal to local conttol, according to Jacquelme 

Woods of the Department of Education. Woods says that a "driving force" of 

contemporary education is "the change in public policy dUection as we move from federal 

control to local conttol" (6). 

These partnerships and aUiances, key examples of tiie broader wiUingness of 

community coUeges to transcend ttaditional pattems in education, mn in many directions. 

Examples of them are plentiful in the body of scholarship conceming tiie community 

coUege. For example, in tiie "multiple-cycle" concept of education aUeady cited as 

presented by John and MeUssa Quinley, many "multicycle" smdents take classes at 

community coUeges as part of formal or semiformal agreements with their employers, who 

reimburse them in exchange for the benefits of their leaming. Likewise, Larry Warford 

notes the many community coUeges utiUzing some form of "customized conttact training." 

Warford also recommends what he calls "transcripting ttaining," in which community 

colleges would extend their credentialing power by constmcting a centraUzed, portable 

database housing records of not only students' formal credentials, but also theU 

documentable workplace training. A model for such a database aUeady exists m the credit 

banks of the Community CoUege of the AU Force (CCAF) (2-3). 

Another direction is explored by Stephen K. Mittelstet and Gerardo E. de los 

Santos, who note the existence of both intemal and extemal partnerships. An example of 

what they mean by intemal partnerships is the way Richland College of DaUas integrates 

new faculty by matching them with a mentor chosen from more experienced instmctors. 
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"This mentor role is not only useful for the new employee, but helps 'reignite' veteran 

staff," they point out (2). SimUar mentoring is also used in many community colleges by 

couplmg at-risk students with eitiier volunteer faculty members or other smdents; often this 

is combmed with funds, expertise, or botii as supplied by govemment agencies, as in 

welfare-to-work programs or displaced-worker programs. An example of the latter is the 

way Richland CoUege has worked witii both the federal govemment, via tiie Job Training 

Partnership Act (JTPA), and tiie DaUas County Local Workforce Development Board to 

create the "Dislocated Workers Program," which serves such smdents as single motiiers 

and victUns of company down-sizings. Mittelstet and de los Santos point out that "Not 

only are these disadvantaged and dislocated workers rettained, but most are placed in good 

paying jobs with local businesses, once again m a fmancial position to be better 

contributors to theU" various communities" (2-3). This is an excellent example of how 

community coUeges draw creatively on widespread resources, aUy them with theU own 

instmctional expertise, and use these combinations of resources to provide local solutions 

to commonplace, generaUzed problems. 

J. WUUam Wenrich m "Teaching the Disenfranchised" (1995) stresses the 

importance of partnerships that foster on-site training. He cites research on the value of 

context to leaming which shows that supposedly uneducable students have responded well 

when taught in a context that reinforces the same skUIs they are leammg. This was the 

finding of a Ford Foundation-sponsored smdy called "Cast Off Youth: PoUcy and Training 

Methods from the MUitary Experience" (1987). The study examined four occasions when 

the U.S. mUitary has accepted inductees considered unfit for training because of low scores 

on IQ tests. Two of these times were in periods of dUe need, one was an experiment 

proposed by tiien-Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara as part of the "war on poverty," 

and the last resulted from a miscalculation of normatives on IQ test scores. 

The overall attrition rate for these groups diuing mUitary training was 16 percent 

On the one hand, that is twice the normal attrition rate; but as Wenrich points out, "Since 

the group was theoretically 100 percent rejects, if only 16 percent left, that is an 84 percent 

success rate." Furthermore, fiUIy two-thirds of these servicemen went on to attend coUege 

on the GI BiU (2). These results obviously support community college efforts to provide 
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on-site training in partnerships witii business and govemment. Further, Wenrich relates 

this study to the community coUege role in combatUig the growing underclass: "The critical 

question is, in a contentious envUonment in which community coUeges are being 

confronted from all sides, can they address tiie issue of bringUig tiie bottom half of tiie 

bifurcated society Uito tiie mainstteam? The answer is that community coUeges can. Only 

community coUeges can; tiierefore, they must" (2). One of tiie chief tools for tiiis effort 

which community coUeges utUize more than other sectors of higher education is theU 

wiUingness to create partnerships of various kinds. 

Norman Nielsen also addresses the topic of aUiances m "Partnerships: Doors to the 

Future for Community CoUeges (1994). Acknowledging that the underfunding and rapid 

escalation of demands on community coUeges and other sectors of education are "not a 

short-term crisis," Nielsen calls for partnerships with both public and private agencies. 

Exploring the full range of alUance possibiUties, he says, means to "avoid tiie tendency to 

equate 'partners' with 'funders'. While many partnerships mvolve a contribution of money 

to the coUege, those that entaU an exchange of expertise, personnel, facUities, or other 

resources can be equally helpful" (1). 

Nielsen Usts five distinct types of partnerships, giving examples of each. One type 

of alUance is "national community coUege networking," in which community coUeges share 

information, development activities, and educational programming with each other. 

Examples of this mentioned by Nielsen are the League for Innovation, the Community 

CoUege SateUite Network, and numerous specialized consortia organized within the AACC 

umbreUa (3). Another example is the Virtual CoUege of Texas, which is beginnUig to share 

locaUy conceived courses in various disciplines by means of distance technologies such as 

onUne computer networks and two-way compressed video. 

Nielsen next mentions "off-campus tramUig and degree programs" such as Warford 

and Wenrich discuss. These include both credit and non-credit offerings, "particularly in 

the area of workplace literacy." While many such programs cater to business faciUties, 

there are other possibiUties. Nielsen notes how Virgmia Community CoUege offers 

courses at several miUtary bases in its service area, including the Pentagon. Another 

example of such off-campus training is the food service certificate program of Monroe 
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Conmiunity CoUege in New York, which is taught at the adjacent county jail using the 

prison kitchens and chefs, and provides students witii "skiUs for employment and/or for 

completíon of the coUege's credit degree program Ui food, hotel, and tourism, once tiiey are 

released from jail" (2). A third type of partnership is "economic development activities." 

Nielsen points out that "city, county, and industrial agencies are mcreasmgly mmUig to 

community coUeges for a variety of services to foster economic development Ui tiie 

community," such as tiie way Kirkwood Community CoUege of Cedar Rapids, lowa, has 

joined with community agencies to open a "one-stop site for career testmg, assessment, 

counseUng, academic advising, and placement services" (2). McClenney also refers to this 

last sort of aUiance, noting that "A major function for someone . . . wiU be educational 

brokering, working like fmancial planners or ttavel agents to help smdents craft coherent 

acadenUc programs from a universe of choices" (5). 

A fourth type of aUiance is "shared faciUties with pubUc agencies." BeUevUIe Area 

CoUege in IlUnois "serves as the umbreUa for an extensive county-wide program for senior 

citizens that centralizes educational and personal development oppormnities, weUness, 

housing, and job and volunteer opportunities on the campus," drawing more than 12,000 

participants annuaUy and linking hundreds of "mature volunteers with dozens of public or 

non-profit agencies across the community" (2). Fifth, community coUeges are also inviting 

industry on campus, as weU. Nielsen says that "housing business facilities on campus can 

create a synergistic relationship between coUeges and area employers." Examples of this 

are Maricopa Community CoUege in Florida, which shares faciUties with the Motorola 

Corporation, and Johnson County Community CoUege in Kansas, which does the same 

with Burlington-Northem Raikoad. In both cases, tiiese institutions gain facilities, funds, 

expertise, and additions to theU student populations. 

While many Uberatory scholars would fmd this option the most difficult to reconcUe 

with traditional liberatory theory, it is possible to do so. As pomted out earlier with 

students who are also workers, once business has entered the arena of the classroom, then 

there exists the possibUity of affecting business ideals via the appUcation of critical skiUs 

and dialogue. It may well be that the classic opposition of business to both labor and 

Uberatory education is as dated as Aronowitz and GUoux now find the classic Marxist 
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expectation of worker revolution to be. In any case, tiie ttend is funUy set among 

community coUeges for partnerships witii business, govemment, and other entities, and is 

showing undeniably positive outcomes in instance after instance. And as shown, this ttend 

is only one part of tiie larger movement m higher education to "break tiie ttaditional 

architecture," a movement which also mcludes ttanscendmg tt^ditional habits of tUne, 

place, and delivery method for education. Community coUeges are at the vanguard in each 

of tiiese areas due largely to tiieU local rootedness which aUows for local solutions to 

general problems such as tiie theorization of Stuart HaU and Clifford Geertz have predicted 

as necessary responses to centerless, self-modulating postmodem formulations of power. 

Subject Formation: Diversitv of Students. 
VersatiUtvofFacultv 

MartUi Kramer and Stephen S. WeUier, in DialoguesforDiversity: Community and 

Ethnicity on Campus, write that "The gift that diversity gives is tiie insistent invitation to 

ask hard questíons about what we mean by education, how we teach, which people should 

be included as students and teachers, and what we are accomplishing in our coUeges and 

universities. If we let it, diversity can renew our campuses" (Kramer and Wemer xi). In 

community coUeges, tiieU openness to aU adults regardless of past academic record, their 

inexpensive tuitions, and theU geographic proximity to students have created a diversity of 

student populace which, as already noted, provides aU the necessary elements for a truly 

multicultiu^ dialogue which transcends social and economic class and so can, if 

encoiu^ged, lead ultimately to a critical consciousness. In prior sections, community 

college missions have been examined, as has theU wUUngness to break traditional pattems 

of stmcture and insttiiction. It is time to narrow the focus further and speak of the diverse 

students and versatUe faciUties which are the focal points which enable commuiUty coUege 

efforts in both these other areas. 

A key way in which student diversity can help constmct a critical consciousness is 

in challenging the modemist assumption that students are autonomous beings, unaffected 

by whatever overt or covert values are contained and promulgated by what an instmctor 

does in the classroom. The different sets of values, clearly though complexly linked to the 
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students' own distinct ethnicities and cultural experiences, are the very thing which shatters 

the iUusion of autonomy: Most Uistt̂ ctors come to understand that just as these students 

have been constmcted by theU cultures and so respond in ways visibly linked to those 

cultures, the smdents may be similarly affected by what they encounter (and have 

encountered) in a classroom. A postmodemist, social constmctionist awareness reveals 

that m fact, neither sttidents nor people in general are isolated, coldly rational, autonomous 

thinkers. This postmodemist awareness is evident, for example, in Lester Faigley's 

Fragments of Rationality (1992). Faigley's concem is the composition classroom, and the 

center of his interest is how the composition classroom should address subjectivity. 

Faigley writes, "I argue that tiie production of a student subject is a chief outcome of a 

course Ui composition. The moldUig of these subjects results not so much from the 

imposition of power from above as from the effects of an array of discourse practices, 

which in part are set out in textbooks and which serve to justify and perpemate the 

discipline of composition" (23). The smdent as subject becomes an effect of classroom 

discourse, not a cause (9). 

As for instmctors, the modemist counterpart of the supposed autonomy of the 

student is the abUity to render value-neuttal instmction. But as Karl Popper writes m The 

Open Society andlts Enemies, "A point of view is mevitable; and the naive attempt to avoid 

it can only lead to self-deception, and to the uncritical appUcation of an unconscious point 

of view" (261). Faigley's contention is that for too long, such unconscious constmction 

of our students' consciousnesses was the rule, not only in composition but in education as 

a whole. Richard Ohmann, writing in 1976, foreshadowed Faigley's reaUzation that 

student subjectivities have often been buUt by what Popper calls the uncritical appUcation of 

an unconscious point of view: "Freshman English itself responds to the needs of powerful 

groups in the larger society," accordUig to "what kinds of intellecmal ttaining are most 

wanted by corporations and govemment among theU managerial recmits and also what 

self-disciplines and what tacU beliefs about society and social process" (172). He 

concludes that "I am certain that the values and folkways of freshman English have 

important subtertanean links to tiie values of industrial society, and that seeing these lUiks 

is essential to understanding our profession" (94). 
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However, Ohmann also points out that "The exchange is reciprocal. The leaders of 

industrial society let English teachers know~indirectiy, to be sure—what kind of writing 

they want; and EngUsh teachers help teach the next generation of leaders what kind of 

writing to want" (94). So, as Galbraith gmdgingly aUows, we as instmctors are not 

without influence. FoUowing Faigley's interpretation, this is seen to be truc m any case, 

consciously or not, but it is especially tme when instmctors realize that, as Popper and 

others point out, a teacher's presence wUl always have some effect, and sometimes a great 

effect, for good or for bad. As Faigley realizes, "the subject is the site where ethics enters 

postmodem theory" (21). And the intersection of students with each other and with tiie 

instmctor is the site where the student subject is largely consttiicted. Faigley asks us to 

consider what power systems are privUeged, and what exclusions are caused? Because a 

diverse student population such as is found in community coUeges can give the gift of 

"insistent invitation to ask hard questions" such as these, community coUeges have in theU 

students the chief resource for the formation of a critical consciousness. 

Students: Locallv Rooted vet Diverse 

As already noted, multicultural diversity is a prime benchmark of postmodemity, as 

is local rootedness. Students at community coUeges show both these qualities. AUen 

CisseU of tiie Department of Education's Office of Community CoUege Liaison points out 

tiiat of aU segments of American higher education, tiie community coUege is tiie one which 

is most "Uîcreasingly focusing on . . . mterculttu^ ttansitions" ("Community CoUeges: A 

Natíonal Perspectíve" 13). Community coUeges are m tiie vanguard of fiUmg this need 

largely because tiieir student populations are demonsttably more diverse than m most 

universities. These sttidents make up a rainbow of humanity whether judged by etimicity, 

reUgion, gender, language spoken, socio-econonUc status, age, or writing ability. It is also 

good to recaU Aronowitz and GUoux's contention that tiiese diverse groups, unlUce Ui the 

past, tend to resist homogenization. Lmda LaPointe says that tiie community writing 

classroom, in particular, must function as a multicultural envUonment, and she also notes 

that the traditional melting pot metaphor is a poorer description of such classes than the 

image of a mosaic or tapestry ("Connections through Inclusion" 1992). 
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Age also stands out in terms of tiie community college smdent. NeU Ann Pickett, in 

her chaU-'s address to CCCC in 1997, states that more than half of the smdents at her 

Uistíttition (Hinds Community College in Mississippi) are 27 or older ("The Two-Year 

CoIIege as Democracy Ui Action" 92). JacqueUne E. Woods also cites tiie large number of 

older students served by community coUeges, noting that members of tiiis one group itself 

are tt^mendously diverse. On tiie one end are part of the 40 miUion working adults who 

are functionally UUterate, and who can work to repair this lack aUnost nowhere but tiie 

community college, tiianks to GED and Adult Basic Education programs (Woods, "New 

Vistas for a New Centtuy" 5). AccordUig to Cissell, sk percent of all community coUege 

enroUees are GED graduates (Cissell 17). At tiie otiier end of the specttnm, "one out of ten 

of our students aU-eady possesses a baccalaureate degree. We need to serve this entire 

universe of students from that 17 or 18 year-old to that person who already has a 

baccalaureate and master's degree" (Woods 5). 

Ethnicity and gender are also significant factors in community coUeges' greater 

diversity. In Texas for example, according to the "Headcount EnroUment by 

Classification, Ethnic Origin, Gender," community coUeges enroUed 59.7% whites 

compared to 66.4% for universities (THECB, "Statistical Report"). This 6.7% difference is 

large enough to be significant, especially since it appears to be growing. Interestingly, most 

of this amount is accounted for by Hispanic students, a group demographers identify as 

growing enormously fast in Texas, compared to other ethnic groups~and likely to become 

the largest and most significant demographic segment of the future population of this state. 

AdditionaUy, The Department of Education projects a 19.7 percent increase in high school 

graduations in Texas over tiie next decade (Cissell 15), and an increasing number of these 

wiU be Hispanic and wiU attend community coUeges. Community coUege enrollments in 

1996 were 25.9% Hispanic, compared to 18.9% for universities, a 7% difference 

(THECB, "Statistical Report"). 

Behind these figures, what are these community coUege students really like? By 

common definitions, many community college students are at-risk students. John E. and 

Suanne D. Roueche, in "Responding to the Challenges of the At-Risk Student" (1994), 

point out that "The term at-risk describes the reality of today's students who possess 
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acadenUc, social, and economic problems that chaUenge theU success in coUege-e.g., poor 

academic history, low self-concepts, limited world views, an absence of role models, 

family and employment responsibiUties, and fmancial needs" (1). A majority of 

community coUege students meet one of more of these criteria, and a high percentage meet 

most of them. These smdents, according to WiUiam Wenrich, are members of the lower of 

two basic strata of society: "On one hand, many are highly educated, computer literate, 

globally-oriented people who ttavel, communicate across the world, and Uve very well. On 

the other hand, large numbers of people m the disenfi^chised half of society are 

functionally ilUterate high school dropouts with no job skUls, no jobs, no future, and no 

way out of dmgs, gangs, poverty, and self-deprecation" (1). 

Many community coUege students face, to a greater or lesser extent, the range of 

chaUenges Wenrich describes. A further compUcation is mentioned by Mittelstet and de los 

Santos: "Frequentiy our smdents are on campus for theU classes only before or after 

mshing to jobs or from famUy; most of our coUeges are without residence haUs, eUminating 

the opportuiUty for students to buUd community through tme UvUig/Ieaming situations; and 

most of our students only take a few classes before moving on to a job or a university, and 

thus never feel the sense of belonging that programs or coUege activities provide" (1). 

To this picture, Pickett adds that community coUege smdents "are majoring Ui such 

areas as chUd development, commercial art, criminal justice, dental assisting, drafting and 

design, electtoiUcs, hospitaUty and tourism management, landscape management, nursing, 

paralegal studies, veterinary technology," and see composition and other English offerings 

as service courses towaid tiiese smdies. Most are working towards an Associate of 

AppUed Science degree with plans to enter tiie workforce fuU time. In the meantime, 

Most of them work at one or more jobs, and most wiU be in school two and 
a half to five or more years off and on to meet the requirements for the so-caUed 
two-year program. While most are fuU-time students . . . an Uicreasing number are 
part-time-particularly those m the 30-to-50 age bracket, tiie baby-boomer 
generation. The community coUege often serves these persons through courses at 
nontraditional tUnes and locations. Taking education to tiie people-democratizing 
education-enables mdividuals to reaUze tiie dream of bettering tiieU lives. (91-92) 

Sylvia HoUaday adds, "Most of our students are nontraditional and at-risk and are 

locked in chaotic, crisis-driven lives. Usually they feel impotent when they enter the two-
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year college; our goal [as compositionists] is . . . to help them develop the abUity to think 

and to write that wiU give tiiem sufficient self-esteem, confidence, and autiiority to free 

tiiemselves, to change theU Uves" (30). "For each of these two-year college students," 

Holladay writes, "Itfe is a daUy sttiiggle-personal, financial, emotional, academic-tiiat few 

of us can imagine" (31). LUce Pickett, she asserts that 

In the democratization of education through equal access to excellence, the 
community coUege has a vital role to play. Most smdents are capable of reachmg 
demanding goals, but they are not aU prepared to reach tiiose goals m tiie hurried, 
depersonaUzed attnosphere of a large university. Some individuals wUl need more 
assistance than others; a number wUl respond to certam teaching metiiods whUe 
otiiers wUl require different techniques; a few wiU not be able to succeed witiiUi 16 
weeks but can perform adnUrably after 32 weeks. The community coUege, ideally 
situated to offer tiiese options, must take advantage of Us unique position . . . (36) 

If mdeed the growing diversity of students and our society in general are key 

postmodem challenges to higher education, community coUeges in the opinion of many are 

best positioned to meet tfiese challenges. They are local, with approxUnately 1200 widely 

accessible coUeges; they are small, with accordingly smaU class enroUments; they are 

innovative, as has been shown; they are committed to the success of at-risk students, since 

so many of theU* students faU in this category; and, adds Cissell, "We know that the 

American population is not afraid to go on these campuses. People who wouldn't set foot 

on a four-year college campus or university readily come to community coUeges" (14). 

This comfort level too is part of the local rootedness of the community coUege. 

Faculty: LocaUy Rooted and VersatUe 

Both the diversity and locaUy rooted loyalties found in community coUege students 

also tend to be present in faculty. Gertmde Fujii noted in 1979 that although initially 

community coUege faculty took such positions by default, as stepping stones toward 

university employment, that pattem is now the exception rather than the mle, with teaching 

in the two-year community coUege having become even at that poUit a unique profession in 

itself. Twenty years have emphasized this pattem: Those newly-credentialed instmctors 

who are more interested in teaching than in scholarship and research gravitate toward the 

community coUege. The weakness of this tt^nd is that such instt^ctors tend to faU out of 

touch with current theory, but the strength is a strong commitment to teaching and therefore 
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to the student which is often less apparent in a university setting which HoUaday describes 

as more "depersonalized," if only because of large class size. 

This commitment, an aspect of local rootedness, is cmcial. HoUaday quotes Page 

Smith from Killing the Spirit, where Smitii underscores "the need for the teacher's 

'personal mvolvement' witii tiie students' academic and personal concems: ' AU tiie rest is 

instmction or information transferal, communication technique, or some other . . . 

antiseptic phrase, but U is not teaching and tiie student is not ttiily leammg" (37). This 

personal committnent is the same as resonates tiiroughout the work of Paulo FreU-e, who 

writes in Pedagogy ofthe Oppressed that "this view of education starts witii the conviction 

that it caimot present its own program but must search for this program dialogicaUy with 

tiie people" (105). 

Besides commitment to teaching, diversity is apparent in the background of tiie 

instmctors. According to a survey of community coUeges in the state of Washington 

conducted by Scott Doug Loucks, many community coUege composition instmctors bring 

both secondary and university-Ievel teaching experience to theU community college 

teaching (Loucks, Effective Composition Instruction 1995). Although one would assume 

that because most community coUeges do not requUe the doctoral degree on the part of theU 

instmctors, Ph.Ds would be rare, this is not the case. Loucks's survey also shows that in 

Washington, the median teaching experience of respondents is 12.8 years. This longevity 

supports Fujii's cMm that community coUege instmctors now choose this teaching context 

because of its unique quaUties, rather than using it as a gateway to universities, while also 

reinforcing the profile of the local rootedness of community coUeges. 

Another important characteristic of the community coUege mstmctor is versatiUty. 

Pickett, whose specialization is technical writing, says that "Like many two-year coUege 

English teachers who have been around for awhile, I've taught everytiimg in the 

curriculum-mcluding developmental courses, honors courses, writing courses, literature 

courses" (91). Her description of the broad and variable course load of the community 

college instmctor is a typical one. Rather than dettacting from teaching effectiveness 

because of teaching outside one's speciaUzation, this versatiUty instead tends to give 

instmctors more appreciation for the overaU cUcumstances of theU- students because they 
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tiiemselves are not cloistered within narrow "ramparts" of speciaUzation, as Ohmann puts 

it. AdditionaUy, the variety of courses taught tends to let insttaictors teach smdents more 

than once in a succession of sequenced courses, thereby encouraging the sort of mutual 

famiUarity between instmctor and student which is worth much m a leaming environment. 

LUce multicultural diversity, botfi versatUity and committnent to local context botii 

stand out Ui community coUege faculty. On the otiier hand, tiie area of msttnctional 

methodology is seen as the AchUles' heel of community coUege faculty, who because of 

theU" mstmctional loads (normaUy five to sbc sections) tend to faU out of the tiieoretical 

conversations witiiin their fields. And to an extent, tiiis description is accurate. But there 

is another side to the story. It is told by tiie versatiUty of community coUege instmctors, 

which extends to teaching methods as weU as background and course load. Pickett says 

that "the realities of our students are the reaUties that we as teachers m two-year coUeges 

deal with each day. Syllabi, assignment sheets, paper-due dates, smdent conferences, 

portfoUo reviews—these are always fluid. Or we lose the student. And the student loses 

contact with formal education and ttainUig-at least for the tUne being." Though relevance 

in community coUege instmction too often is reduced to vocationaUsm by itself and in 

itself, Pickett gives a broader view: "Encouraging students, making every class meeting 

relevant to students' goals, using teaching/Ieaming materials that students can identify with: 

these reaUties are the continuous challenge for us as teachers" (94). Pickett's view 

approaches the liberatory view of relevance. 

This versatiUty helps to overcome the relative lack of participation in tiie discourse 

of the field. Sometimes this means reinventing the wheel. But at other times, it may mean 

that community coUege instmctors are working parallel to the field, and on rarer occasions, 

it may even mean tiiat connmunity coUege teaching methods are leadUig the field. 

Nevertheless, Mark Reynolds writes m "Twenty-Five Years of Two-Year CoUege EngUsh" 

that techniques have often been used before there were phrases to identify them or tiieory to 

explain them. These teaching methods of the community coUege instmctor, he adds, have 

been shaped largely by the needs of the students (Reynolds 1990). 

HoUaday concurs with this claim, describing community coUege composition 

pedagogy m this way: 
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Our curriculum and instmction have been shaped, not by past practices or 
theoretical models, but by the students' needs. Before the retummg student gained 
nationwide attention, we had developed techniques for working effectively with 
adult students. Before K. Patricia Cross wrote about the needs of the nonttaditional 
student, we were using conferences, self-pacing, student tutors, writing labs, and 
collaborative leaming to help underprepared students write more effectively. 
Before rhetoricians advocated the process approach, we were out of necessity 
working individually with students on the parts of the process, intervening at 
strategic points so that they could experience success instead of more failme. 
Before diversity was politicaUy cortect, our smdent body was multicultural and our 
teaching materials were noncanonical. Before the new critical and cultural theories 
were popular, we were implementing thek principles in order to show respect for 
and to reach the diverse students in our composition classes. (31-32) 

In commurUty coUeges, the faculty commitment to teaching and to community, theU 

diversity of experience, and theU versatiUty regarding both what they can teach and how 

they are wiUing to do it combines with the diverse and often highly motivated smdent 

population to create a fertUe ground for leaming and for nurturing a critical habit of mind. 

Technology: The Key to Transformation 

Kay McCIenney writes that although the wiUingness of American community 

colleges to innovate "has positioned us at the forefront of America's higher education 

conmiunity," nevertheless "we are at a point where innovation, even lots of it, is no longer 

enough. The reality is that innovation does not equal transformation, and multiple 

innovations do not add up to fundamental change" (1). She contends that innovation, 

which she calls "fUst order change," must give way to "second order change"-tme 

tt-ansformatíon, of the kind that Terry O'Banion and otiiers call for in leavUig behind tiie old 

assumptions of time, place, role, methodology, and even curriculum. Technology is being 

widely touted as tiie key to move from mnovation to transformation. McClenney herself 

says that "Many people argue convmcUigly tiiat tiie emerging technologies-particularly 

mteractive, onUne leaming-wiU revolutionize education, producmg an Unpact as profound 

as the invention of printmg" (3). Kennetfi C. Green, in "Technology as a Metaphor for 

Change," foretold that ten years would pass before this ttansformation would be well 

along. That was m 1996. Three years later, it is happening, with community coUeges m 

the vanguard, as they are in other areas of change. 
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Green, however, cautions that "We can and should debate, at length, fundamental 

questions of application (how we use the technology) and impact (what difference does it 

make in what and how students leam)" (1). Those are the very topics which have been 

explored throughout this work, with the focus in terms of application being placed on 

network technology which allows communal dialogue, and the argument being that such an 

arrangement makes a difference by encouragmg the deepest sort of social knowledge 

making, which over time can result in a critical habit of mind. As Larry Johnson notes in 

"Regarding Technology," "The locus of conttol over leaming is bemg shifted to the 

student" (2) with the result beUig what Green caUs a "capacity for self-renewal" (3)-in 

other words, a critical consciousness. 

There are numerous forces presentiy driving the rapid adoption of network and 

other contemporary technologies, with community coUeges being very active but certainly 

not alone in imagining uses for these technologies. Demography is among the most 

significant factors; the baby boom echo phenomenon has aUeady been noted. The 

relationship between this anticipated enroIUnent surge and technology, Green explains, is 

that "Demographic data point to a rising demand for postsecondary education that has not 

been matched by gains in core campus capacity." Distance education technology in 

particular is fueling the hope that "technology can resolve some pressing capacity problems 

for less money than the costs associated with expanding existing facUities" (2). Even more 

fundamentally, the rate of change itself is pressuring educators to tum to technology in an 

effort to keep pace. Green cites what is known as "Moore's Law" as a metaphor for the 

contemporary role of change. Gordon Moore, tiie chairman of Intel some two decades 

ago, observed that the capacity of technology would double every two years, whUe cost 

would drop by half in that same period. That has proven accurate. Green says that "At a 

symboUc level, Moore's Law also offers a significant statement about tfie pace of change m 

a technology-driven economy. Notiiing is static, everytiiing is dynamic, and change is the 

only constant. This applies to information and skiUs as weU as technology products and 

services" ("Technology as a Metaphor for Change" 3). Green's metaphor echoes David 

Harvey and others in regards to the ubiquity of change in our lives. 
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Technology itself is also driving its adoption for educational uses, in that personal 

computers are becoming as commonplace a household appUance as televisions. Investment 

in computers is mounting aUnost exponentiaUy. By the end of 1996,40 percent of 

American households owned a computer, up seven percent in one year, with growth 

comUig mostiy from among middle-income consumers (Green). This tt-end has contmued; 

by 1998, tiie figure was over 50 percent (McClenney). And in 1997, computers for the 

fu-st tUne outsold televisions (McClenney). By comparison, no mass media technology has 

approached the rapid proliferation that computer use has experienced; BiU Gates poUits out 

tiiat whereas radio took 38 years to accumulate 50 miUion users and television U)ok 13 

years, personal computers took only four years to reach the 50 miUion figure. Network 

uses have grown rapidly, too: Whereas in 1994 tiiere were tiiree miIUon Intemet users, by 

1998 tiiere were over 100 miUion. Currentiy, total traffic on the Intemet doubles every 100 

days (Gates). And by 1998, 23 percent of the population of the U. S. and Canada were 

Unked to the Intemet (McQenney). 

These same rates of growth are tme Ui other sectors, as well. In United States 

business, corporate spending on information technology outdistanced spending on 

manufacturing technology m the early 1990s, heralding the shift from the last vestiges of 

the Industrial Revolution to the Information Revolution. And this use cuts across all trades 

and professions, blue collar as well as white coUar (Green). 

The trend holds in education also, as nUght be expected; for example, by 1998, 80 

percent of public schools were onUne (McCIenney). Regarding commmUty coUeges, 

Johnson reports tiiat by 1995, community coUege access to the Intemet almost doubled 

over the previous year, by that point, over 75 percent of community coUeges were Intemet-

connected. By 1998, according to the AACC, over 95 percent were connected. Most 

significantiy, Johnson points out that by 1994, according to the USC National Survey of 

Desktop Computing in Higher Education, community coUeges were using computer-based 

labs or classrooms "in almost twice as many courses as other segments of higher 

educatíon" ("Regarding Technology" 1). 

This commitment on the part of community coUeges might weU play a key role in 

leading to a total transformatíon in how educatíon takes place. BiU Gates poUits out how 
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network technology use already aUows community coUeges to grant easier access to the 

many nontraditíonal smdents they serve, including those with irregular schedules, those 

with disabiUties, and those who are employed fuU time such as degreed reverse-transfer 

students. He sees community colleges as leaders in promoting what he calls the "web 

lifestyle," and cites examples such as Ricks CoUege m Utah which has used tiie Intemet to 

Unk to resources at Brigham Young University; Certo Coso Community CoUege in 

CaUfomia, which was among the fu-st to enable smdents to register and take courses via the 

Intemet; and Valencia Community CoUege m Florida, which has used network technology 

to train disabled students and place them in jobs at over a 90 percent rate. 

Gates sees the next step along these lines to be providing laptop computers to all 

students, faculty, and staff. Once again, community coUeges are among the leaders: 

Clayton and Floyd community coUeges in Georgia have such plans. Gates points out how 

across-the-board laptop access "allows you to do very different things with the curriculum 

and despite the chaUenge of getting the equipment, I expect to see that more and more, 

because it does have huge benefits" (4). At such a pomt, what Gates and others call 

"technology Uteracy" wUI not be a subject for smdy but instead "becomes the platform for 

leaming of aU types" (8). And at that point, it is safe to say that many of tiie ttaditional 

boundaries of time, place, student and insttiictor role, methodology, and curriculum wUl 

have disappeared This is the potential transformation which community coUeges are 

helping to bring about, and it may well be only years, not decades, m the future. 

Such networked envUonments cortespond closely to the Uberatory vision of 

postmodem instmction. Aronowitz and Giroux, in imagining a postmodem school, 

anticipate that "The classroom is not routinely organized in the traditional monovocal 

format, with a lecture, questions and answers after the lecture, and workbooks. In fact, the 

normal class (the length and frequency of which are indeterminate) now resembles an open 

classroom where smaU groups of students are sUnultaneously studying different aspects of 

the course subject matter, and others are engaged in individual tutorials with the teacher or 

another knowledgeable person" (Postmodern Education 21). 

Though these techniques can be employed outside the networked classroom, how 

much more readUy they may be utiUzed inside a networked computer classroom is 
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sometiUng with which many community coUege composition insttuctors are aUeady 

famUiar. And community coUeges are moving more and more rapidly into distance 

leaming, as for instance withm tíie VUtual CoUege of Texas, similar to the Westem 

Govemors' University model in many respects. As more classes are taught via Intemet or 

the World Wide Web, even the aspect of Aronowitz and GUoux's vision where "class 

length and frcquency are mdeterminate" is being made so. AUen CisseU notes tiiat 'FUty-

eight percent of public two-year coUeges offered distance leaming courses m 1995, or 39 

percent of all such courses in higher education." CisseU adds that "Twenty-five percent of 

those that did not offer such courses in 1995 planned to do so in the next couple of years. 

So clearly that ttend is set" (16). 

So it is that within composition especiaUy, but elsewhere as well, network 

pedagogy already experiences considerable cmrency within the community coUege. As 

Sylvia HoIIaday writes, "We have developed innovative techniques to provide 

opportunities for aU who enter to succeed in leaming, and we adapt our teaching materials 

to reflect respect for everyone. Helping students to attain personal power is a radical act" 

("Order Out of Chaos: Voices from the Community CoUege" 35). 

Communitv CoUeges and the Future 

Among the boundaries which are begmning to blur as the community coUege moves 

into the twenty-fu-st century are those separatmg the various missions of the community 

college. From a Uberatory stance, it is possible to argue that the vocational model is an 

outdated one which stiU foUows a theoretical basis (modemism) which has been discredited 

by many theorists and which risks sttanding students with only specialized skUls m a 

coming postmodemist world which wUl increasingly demand versatUe skUls. 

However, it is also possible to make a different argument, one that caUs for a 

synthesis of missions under tiie aegis of liberatory pedagogy. In such a synthesis, 

vocationaUsm can be versatUe m precisely tiie needed sense, because smdents can get a 

mixture of specialized and generaUzed coursework. As Anthony P. Camevale and Donna 

M. Desrochers write, "Community coUeges are graduaUy emergUig as the prototypical 

leaming institutions for the new economy. They equip graduates with a mix of applied and 
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academic leaming that is increasingly necessary to sustain careers m modera economies" 

(Zeiss vii). In this sense, vocationalism can be seen as an aspect of the local rootedness of 

the community college, in that usually these specific skiUs are useful in the local market, or 

they would not be taught. 

This vision for vocationaUsm m the community college comes closest to the 

Uberatory ideal. That is Unportant, because vocationaUsm certainly wiU not go away, 

having far too much momentum. Nor should it go away. As Aronowitz and Giroux write, 

"Pedagogy must be attentive to the content and context of the sites in which it takes place" 

(Education Still under Siege 11). Specific skiUs are useful, so long as they are subordinate 

to a critical consciousness. Conscientizagão grants reflection, and skUIs grant action. 

Because of the postmodemist and dialogic characteristics of tiie community coUege 

envUonment, community coUeges are weU equipped to provide such a balance. 

However, the usual reaUty of how these vocational and academic courses are mixed 

works against this vision because the two types of comses are too divorced from one 

another, frcquentiy leading students to devalue courses lUce composition or govemment or 

calculus whUe placing too much tmst in vocational courses. Too often, leaming is not 

dialogic, too unlike the educational vision of FreUe, Aronowitz, and GUoux in which 

"leaming occurs within conversation, and not as top-down mstmction between the teacher 

and student" (Education Under Siege 12). 

Currentiy, there is Uttie such conversation among the vocational and academic 

faculties of the commuiUty coUege curriculum, despite how innovative community colleges 

are in so many other ways. As things are, vocationaUsm is too close to "the conservative 

idea that the mastery of techniques is equivalent to progress" (Education Under Siege 2). It 

surrenders "the concept of systematic knowledge acquisition" and privUeges an "anti-

Uitellectual concept of student experience" (Education Under Siege 6). Even Dewey, who 

was "fairly blmd to class analysis," was opposed to schools that "try to educate individuals 

with an eye to only one Ime of activity" (11). Instead, schools should "integrate the 

sciences with social smdies and the humanities" (Education Still under Siege 6). And 

community coUeges can go stUl further, Uitegrating all tiiese areas with their sttong 

vocational offerings. Only if this is done can there be a truly "context-dependent series of 
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leammgs that wUl take account of student experiences" (6). Nowhere in American higher 

education does such a thing broadly exist. But the sector which comes closest, in which aU 

elements at least coexist separately, is the community coUege. 

And just as network discourse was described as a potential "glue" for community-

wide service leaming, it can also serve to bUid together these elements. The begmnings of 

a consensus on this possibUity already exist. From academia, Trent Batson mentions tiie 

ready affinity of network discourse for cross-discipUnary studies. From the business 

sector, BiU Gates, as just noted, describes a technological Uteracy as tiie platform for all 

higher leaming. Such discourse, utiUzed broadly and in a Uberatory manner within tiie rich 

expanse of courses taught within community coUeges, can begin to exercise its tme 

potential by encouraging dialogue among long-sundered sectors of faculty and 

socioeconomic divisions of students. It can be both instmmental and transformative, both 

medium and metaphor in helpUig create a vision which encompasses both Uberal-

progressive and vocational leaming under the umbreUa of a Uberatory pedagogy within the 

community coUege. 
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CHAPTERV 

SrrUATED INSTANCES OF LIBERATORY 

NETWORK PEDAGOGY 

"Soft" and "HaiiH"r An Artificial Dirhnfomv 

In his report on the 1987 EngUsh Coalition Conference, Peter Elbow wrote of "tiie 

importance of stories as a form of knowledge-not necessarUy polished, literary stories but 

the everyday stories we teU each otiier m passUig" (vU). Elbow sought to show that there 

should be "a better Uitegration and acceptance of the personal and playful witii tiie 

professional and cognitive" than is commonly granted (2(X)). Admittedly, Elbow writes, 

this "personal and playful" aspect brings witii U less positive connotations, as well: 

"comy, naive, unprofessional, impolitic .. . amateur, presence~and, worst of all, soft." 

Yet Elbow contends that "We badly need an analysis of the role of two central concepts in 

our culture, soft and hard, and all they connote . . . I think I see a genuine fear and 

avoidance in our teachUig and scholarship of what is feU as soft and oriented toward 

presence and the personal" (205). 

Regarding this "soft" aspect of the practice of writing, Elbow says that 

Perhaps I'm wrong to worry about the neglect of the soft, imaginative, 
personal, and popular dimension in our practice as a profession. It is probably too 
powerful to be squashed; it wiU come back wiUy-nUly~the retum of the repressed 
and aU that. But the lesson I take away from the English CoaUtion Conference 2md 
the exemplary functioning of the hoUstic group . . . is that this cmcial dimension 
comes back most fruitfuUy if mvited and accepted and mtegrated rather than as a 
dismptive force that must be fought. (209) 

If student networked discourse is "about" anything at all, it is about "presence and 

the personal." In fact, what Elbow calls a sense of "presence and the personal" has 

significance to all three primary elements discussed in the previous chapters: It is 

intrinsically valued in network discourse and its pedagogy, in Uberatory pedagogy, and 

within the community college. Networked classrooms can offer a fertUe ground for this 

personal, so-caUed "soft" dimension in theU of-the-moment immediacy which is akin to 

that of oral dialogue. Network pedagogy values this element because it engages students 

and for other reasons already discussed. Yet because such discourse can be explored more 
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deeply and thoughtfuUy m its archived form just as witii tiie medium of print, it is also 

"about" tiie cognitive and tiie analytical. Bemg m tiiese ways botíi "soft" and "hard" at 

once, networked discourse points out tiie sttained artifice of the dichotomy, tiie supposed 

mutual exclusivity of affective and cognitive, pathos and logos. The dichotomy itself, as 

argued on different fronts by Stephen ToulmUi, Richard Lanham, and others, is a 

modemist consttiiction. Being posttnodemist and inttinsicaUy dialogic, network discourse 

by its very existence puts the lie to this assumed "timeless" dichotomy. 

LUce network pedagogy, liberatory pedagogy also UnpUcitiy rejects tiie soft/hard 

bmary. This rejection is clearly present in Paulo FreUe's caU for a mergmg of action and 

rcflection. It is overiy simple yet broadly accurate to equate action witii softtiess, tiie 

passions; while matching reflection with hardness, mteUecttial rigor. Liberatory pedagogy 

since FreU-e values botii quaUties in equal measure, and by its own admission cannot 

prosper without that mix. The connection to network pedagogy is that such a pedagogy 

offers a timely opportunity to re-enUst liberatory pedagogy as action, via a vigorous 

classroom discourse that easily spiUs beyond classroom boundaries; network discourse can 

offer a fertile ground for this personal, so-called "soft" dUnension. This dimension, in 

fact, is nothing less than the necessary field for tiie growth of a critical consciousness, 

which cannot be leamed from intellectual, rational presentation. It is a skUI, albeU a skUl of 

mind, and must be leamed experientiaUy. Liberatory discourse, faced witii the curtent 

strength of the neoconservative position as discussed in Chapter IV, has languished as 

mostiy reflection, in the guise of powerful textual exhortations (e.g., Education: Still 

under Siege) that go largely unacted upon despite theU- eloquence. Networks in educational 

contexts offer a vital opportunity to reverse this condition. 

Lastly, the dimension of "presence and the personal" is also highly valued within 

the community coUege, both because it can be and it must be. Community coUeges are able 

to value the individual circumstances and feeUngs of each student because theU many 

institutions and smaU individual size make smaUer classes feasible, along with the other 

humanizing, high-contact possibUities which smaUer classes enable. And community 

coUeges must value this dimension because of the large employed and otherwise at-risk 

proportion of theU students. These students, as MUlUon and Leach have aUeady been 
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noted as pomting out, "bring a level of chaUenge to sttident services and msttuction tiiat 

other populations do not. WhUe theU successes are often the most rewarding to wimess, 

tiiey are also tiie most resource mtensive for the organization and its services" (10). Taken 

out of tiie context of objective, analytical, "hard" phraseology, what "resource intensive" 

reaUy means is lots of softness: frequent one-to-one insttiiction witii an extt̂ oiximary 

flexibiUty of teachmg style and wUlUigness to fit insttiiction to tiie needs of tiie student, 

rather than expecting tiie student to conform to tiie desUes of tiie msttiictor. These things 

are often sUnpIy not possible witiiUi tiie mevitable consttaints of large mstimtions. 

Because all tiu^e of these elements stt^ssed through four chapters simUarly value 

tiie "soft," personal dUnension along with tiie more inteUecmally familiar "hard" dUnension, 

it is Unportant to show the presence of the personal, the mdividual, the intimate as it exists 

within the communal dialogue of particular local contexts involvmg tiiese elements. As 

Elbow indicates, this can best be done by acknowledging "the importance of stories as a 

form of knowledge." Accordingly, this chapter draws on five distinct narratives of 

differing local enactments of network pedagogies with liberatory guiding purposes. Four 

of these narratives teU of experiences of instmctors in community coUeges, the other within 

a university setting. The primary narrative, my own, acts as a vehicle for exceipts from the 

other four, which appear in whole form within separate appendices. Three of tiiese four 

accounts are not avaUable elsewhere; the fourth is locatable on the World Wide Web. My 

own account contains numerous transcriptions of actual classroom network dialogue which 

together are meant to make the concept of Uberatory network pedagogy as concrete, 

accessible, and understandable as possible. 

In other words, these narratives are intended as stories-Ulusttative examples of the 

sort of classroom contexts and classroom purposes discussed m the previous four chapters 

-and together are meant to make up a broader and deeper story. They do not yield 

generaUzable results; to expect tiiat from one chapter, m whatever form, would be both 

pretentious and grandiose. Neitiier wUl they clearly show a fmal outcome of a critical habit 

of mind; if a single course covering a matter of weeks can achieve just moments of critical 

insight which might at some further point coalesce into a critical consciousness, that has 

been a successful course. As Christel Taylor of BellevUle Area College of DUnois writes of 
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her own students, "I don't expect them to change tiieU opinions much, altiiough I'm 

excited when tiiey do. I do expect them to develop a broader understanding of those issues 

they do hold opinions on. Many students come into my class expressing a particular 

opinion simply because tfiat's what tfiey were taught by theU" parents" (381). 

Instead of claiming to show a fmished critical consciousness, these stories are 

instead concemed with the mUiutia of the process, how liberatory purposes have worked 

out in specific networked classroom contexts for a handful of insttuctors who themselves 

come from various backgrounds and employ various approaches to theU teaching. In terms 

of the larger stmcture of tiie work, these locaUy situated narratives extend the overaU 

pattem of the whole work, which has been one of greater and greater particularity: First 

liberatory theory and its pedagogy; as manifested within network discourse and its own 

pedagogy; as generaUy situated witiUn tiie context of the community coUege with its 

particular nature and features; and lastly as actually enacted Ui various such locales. The 

narratives themselves will be drawn on in sections addressing the two fundamental 

principles examined in each of the other four chapters: postmodemity and dialogism. 

On another level, these narratives not only are stories, but call attention to stories-

to what Elbow caUs "the personal, storyteUing, celebratory, imaginative, metaphorical, 

relationship-oriented side of things-the connection of the cognitive to the affective, and the 

connection of the professional to the amateur and playful" (199). In doing this, it is clear 

that these narratives are not only about theory and pedagogy. They are also about people, 

about their complex responses to liberatory network pedagogy, suggesting both its and 

their successes and failures, problems and opportunities. Together, these stories will 

provide tiie leavenmg of actuaUty to tiie tiieory of tiie four preceding chapters. IronicaUy, 

tiUs is a grounding, a "hardness" of a different sort-a grounding of tiieory in tiie rich soil 

oípraxis, which lUce network discourse itself is self-organizing, always building itself as 

local instances which depend upon local cUcumstances. 

Person and Place: Situating the Narratives 

The point was made earlier m this work that on the whole, liberatory and network 

theorists work isolated from each otiier, but nevertheless that network theorists and 
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pedagogists show more awareness of liberatory principles tiian vice versa. So while it is 

rare to fUid insttuctors of composition utiUzing network discourse Ui a ttoUy formal and 

complete liberatory pedagogy, many network pedagogists do employ key elements of 

Uberatory pedagogy, at times m fact implementing what is close to a fuU-fledged liberatory 

network pedagogy and faUing short of tiiat characterization m Uttie more tiian name. The 

five insttnctors represented m tiiis chapter fit tiiis description well. 

The institutions and insttaictors represented m tiiis chapter are diverse. BelleviUe 

Area CoUege of lUinois, at which Christel Taylor teaches, is relatively large for a 

community coUege, serving approximately 21,000 students on tiiree campuses. More 

typical is BelleviUe's use of extension sites, over twenty in various nearby communities. 

In tiie most recent semester, tfie coUege offered 149 sections of Basic WritUig I and II and 

Rhetoric and Composition I and II, tiiough Taylor notes tiiat "we have tiie usual problem 

witii too much administrative reliance on adjunct faculty" (380), with only 20 percent of 

those 149 sections having been taught by fuU-tUne faculty like herself. Taylor is a 

compositionist, teaching all four of these courses at one time or another in a five-section 

load. She says her approach to teaching writing is "more social constmctionist than 

anything else," though her further description of her pedagogy reflects the close kinship 

between social constmctionism and Uberatory theory: "I try to provide lots of opportunities 

for critical thinking. TheU writing and reading assignments chaUenge them (I hope) to gain 

perspective on their prior beUefs and understanding of various aspects of their world: theU 

adolescence, home life, the world of work, the envUonment, curtent issues . . . " (380-81). 

BelIeviUe's enroUment is largely Caucasian (84.4%), with few Hispanics (1.9%) 

and even fewer Asian or Native American students, though African-American students 

make up 10% of the enrollment. Being near Scott Air Force Base, many students are from 

the mUitary and have lived in various parts of the world, "which enhances our classes 

greatíy," says Taylor (380). The average age of these students is quite high, around thirty 

years. In terms of facilities, whUe most of BelIevUle's classrooms are tt^ditional, there are 

two networked classrooms, where all Taylor's sections meet A Local Area Net (LAN) 

connects both classrooms witii the faculty offices, and Intemet access is also provided. A 

system of shared class directories permits document sharing, while synchronous 
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conferencmg is accomplished witii Daedalus Interchange. Although "encouraged by tiie 

admUUstt-ation to mcorporate technology mto our teachmg," Taylor and her coUeagues 

work at an mstitution which shows the inconsistent poUcy regardmg technology which is 

tiie too-frequent outcome of rapid change and piecemeal response: Taylor notes that 

"Unfortunately, tiie only centt^zed (not located m a specUic department) computer lab on 

campus does not offer Intemet access. The dU-ector is concemed that smdents wUl puU up 

naughty sites or waste tiieU- time on emaU. Recently, tiie Writing Committee has sent a 

memo to the dUector (with a carbon-copy to higher-ups) requesting Intemet access in the 

lab, partly because email is one of the thUigs we WANT them to do" (383). 

Amanda Inskip Corcoran, who teaches at American River CoUege m Sacramento, 

Califomia, enjoys more institutional support for network-based insttiiction. She refers to 

her instittition, ARC, as "technologically embracmg" (393). Corcoran notes that she has 

used networked computers in her writing classrooms "smce 1991 when I was inttoduced 

by Dr. Fred Kemp [ofj TTU to DIWE (tiie Daedalus Integrated Writing EnvU-onment)." 

She credits that inttoduction with having "changed my teaching style forever because it 

reaUy demonstt^ted to me that liberatory pedagogy could be accompUshed. The network 

really does de-emphasize the instmctor's role in the classroom... The network really does 

emphasize leaming community, particularly if you embrace Intemet tools such as buUetin 

boards and lists into your classroom" (392). Corcoran adds that she has found that 

"networked instmctors tend to faU into two groups: (a) those who really do use the 

network for distribution of power and its accompanying responsibiUty, and (b) those who 

use the network for the distribution of handouts." Nevertheless, she says that "the smdent-

centeredness of this pedagogy meshes so well with the networked classroom, it's almost 

hard (but not impossible as my workbook coUeagues wiU attest) to avoid using it" (392). 

Corcoran teaches EngUsh 1A, IC, and 60-fu"st year composition, developmental 

business writing, and critical thinking. Her course Imeup strikingly recalls the discussion 

in Chapter Four about how community coUeges present unique opportunities to merge 

liberatory, college transfer, and vocational missions; Corcoran's typical course selection 

bridges all three. She has taught on both Macs and PCs usmg a rich and varied spectmm 

of software: "Word97, DIWE, CommonSpace, hypertext, HTML, StorySpace, Intemet, 
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Netscape, and lE [Intemet Explorer] 4.0. I include Intemet software in there because 

although lE and Netscape aren't sttictiy networked software, they act as gateways to 

coUaborative tools I use frequentiy and heavily in class" (393). 

In terms of students, Corcoran says that there is a "huge difference" between 

university and community coUege smdents in her experience: 

I have, depending on my class type of course, many more at-risk students 
than I had at Tech. These students do face legitimate difficulties finding time to 
work on computers on campus when they must balance famUy, job, and welfare 
requirements with papers and research. I fmd myself wavering between "They 
must choose—school or not" and "I need to give them a break on research etc. 
because they're working fifty hours a week with two preschoolers and a custodial 
hearing at the end of the week." It's easy to forget that some have a two hour bus 
ride to campus. 

I didn't have that "humanity" at Tech. There, I assumed, quite safely I feel, 
that my students were not working 50 hours a week with two kids at home, 
searching for a way out of theU welfare bind. Consequently, I felt quite 
comfortable requUing computer oriented projects from them. (394) 

The contrast is stark between these students Corcoran describes and those described 

by Janet Wright Stamer of Lehigh University (now of East Stroudsburg University, PA), 

whose nartative is the only one of this group to focus on a university rather than 

community coUege context Stamer says that she has been seriously interested Ui the 

pedagogical use of networked computers for two or three years. She and a coUeague, 

David Leight, recentiy offered "Cybercomp: Communications in Cyberspace." The resuUs 

were little short of disastrous, though Stamer says that she has leamed from tiiem, as weU: 

Indeed, tiie students in my section of EngUsh 10 were not what I expected 
they would be, nor did they react to the electtonic writing spaces as other smdents 
have m the past. WhUe they lUced computers very much, tiiey didn't lUce English 
class. Despite a subject they had chosen, tiieU professed excitement about the 
experUnental nature of tfie course, theU initial enthusiasm for the course web page 
and final projects, they were no more interested m a second-semester writUig 
course, in any guise, than were other students I've had in the past. 

They didn't, m fact, lUce to read anytiiing at aU. (397) 

NotUig tfiat "tiie ground on which we teach is shiftmg," Stamer says tiiat "It is tUne 

to reconsider what we mean when we taUc about sttident and teacher 'autiiority' and a 

'community' of writers. The appeal of the networked computmg envUonment has hmged 

on its claim to de-center tiie classroom," she notes. Yet "this tt^sformation many expect is 

neither clean nor neat," she points out (396). At the same time, she adds that 
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I beUeve absolutely that the abiUty to think criticaUy and write weU are 
indispensable skiUs for each member of our democracy. ín an age of increasing 
separation from each other, of deterioratmg communities, of abrasive and divisive 
pubUc rhetoric, we need to teach students how to authorize theU* own reasoned 
claims. Now, more than ever, we need avenues to build community. And we can 
no more resist the effect of computers on discourse practices than Queen EUzabeth 
could resist tiie printed word, tty as she did to conttol and repress it. (400-01) 

Thus despite her sobering experience m "Cybercomp," Stamer contmues to 

advocate both liberatory and network pedagogies. 

The two additional narratives drawn from m tiiis chapter, David MuUy's and my 

own, are both situated at Odessa CoUege in Odessa, Texas, and tiius involve simUar 

student populations and similar technology. As instmctors, however, our backgrounds 

could hardly be more different 

Odessa CoUege itself is located in a community of close to 100,000 residents in tiie 

West Texas Plains close to southem New Mexico. Odessa is an oil field community whose 

economy has gone through frequent boom-and-bust cycles smce the late 1970s, as dictated 

by the vicissitudes of the world oil and gas market. These cycles have sent many people to 

Odessa CoUege in search of new job skUls even as the area itself has tried to diversify its 

economic base to cushion the impact of such downtums in a single industry. The coUege 

itself has a service district which reaches several hundred miles to the Big Bend area along 

the Rio Grande, includes classes offered in twenty-two communities, and is one of the 

largest service areas of any institution in the country. Unlike BelleviUe Area CoUege, most 

classes are taught by fuU-time faculty; in fall 1996,71.7 percent of all sections were taught 

by fuU-time faculty, 15 percent of which hold a doctorate. 

The coUege has a typical enroUment of close to 5,000 students, whose average age 

is 26. The student-to-instmctor ratio is 16 to 1. ApproxUnately one-thU-d (32.6%) of 

Odessa CoUege students are fuU-time, whUe two-thirds are part-time. Fifty-seven percent 

are enroUed in academic programs, with the remaining 43 percent m vocational programs. 

Only three percent of students Uve on-campus, and 27 percent are first-tUne coUege 

students. The student body is 58 percent female. Thirty-seven percent of students are of 

an ethnic minority, mostiy Hispanic (31%). Interestingly, Odessa is among the Texas 

communities experiencing an explosion of Hispanic residents; over a five-year period 
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ending in 1996, the Hispanic enrollment at Odessa CoUege increased by 17.9 percent while 

white enroUment actually dropped 7.3 percent. And 1996 alone accounted for 9.9 percent 

of tíiat 17.9 percent (Odessa College Fact Book 1996-97). 

The technology used m the composition sections discussed m both Mulry's 

narrative and my own was based on IBM PC-type microcomputers runnmg Norton Textt^ 

Connect network software on a Local Area Network. Textt-a Connect resembles the 

Daedalus System m most respects: Most importantiy, both permit synchronous "chat" 

among networked computers, and both also include adequate word processing programs. 

The most noticeable difference between the two is tiiat Textta Connect lacks tiie heuristic, 

bramstorming feature which Daedalus possesses. Most other differences are relatively 

nUnor ones having to do with sUght variations in architectme and labeling of functions. 

Of the two instmctors, I am a composition speciaUst (though like most community 

coUege instmctors I teach many literature sections), while David Mulry's background is in 

literature, and mostiy on the European continent, at that. Witii such a background, his 

nartative is interesting because more than most, he brings fresh insight to his experience 

with network discourse. MuUy is a scholar of Conrad whose doctoral degree was eamed 

at the University of Kent m Great Britain. He has taught variously in England, Greece, 

and France, so his experience with diverse student populations is quite broad. Most 

recentíy, he taught at New Mexico Highlands University m Las Vegas, New Mexico. His 

classes at Odessa CoUege, however, have provided his first experience with network 

discourse m an insttiictional context MuUy says of networked discourse that 

The way in which a network class is decentered can be unnerving for the 
instmctor who is accustomed to "professing" his knowledge (even if he eschews 
the lecture mode and does so from within the more egaUtarian intimacies of a round-
table or seminar format). In my case, a predonUnantiy Uterature-based background, 
the experience was unsettUng despite my own convictions that dialogism is a 
necessary precursor to knowledge (whether it be between reader and text, or 
professor and student). The fact is tiiat I was not prepared for the unnerving way m 
which the Network itself drew the focus of the class away from the msttiictor. 
Nor was I prepared for the sudden freedoms and consttaints under which I began to 
work. And stt-angest of aU, I discovered that the apparent weaknesses of a network 
classroom are often its strengths. (385) 

He goes on to explain that one might expect such a class which "interacts via 

computer to lack either cohesion or a human dynamic, but in my experience the contrary is 
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ttiie. A networked envUonment breaks down the isolation of the mdividual, and enforces 

stt-ong, collegiate bonds within a class" (386). This featme, he adds, "seems particularly 

suited to, and perhaps even emblematic of tiie community coUege envUonment" (387). 

MuUy's background seems no more Ukely to engender a liberatory pedagogy tiian it 

seems Ukely to have led hUn to either tiie community coUege or tiie teaching of 

composition. Yet while he Uideed does not utUize a fuUy formalized liberatory pedagogy, 

tiiat element is UnpUcit m the dialogism which he values, and m his pleasure at the "active 

and discrUninatmg participation" which tiie network encourages. At one pomt in his 

narrative, MuUy describes a certaUi dialogue his sttidents participated in, discussing writing 

topics they were aUeady well along with. His account of this particular discourse 

essentiaUy amounts to a description of the communal dialogue which is the epistemological 

field in which a critical consciousness is apt to grow: 

The advantages of the networked class can really be summed up in that 
experience. Everyone was participating. Everyone was busy thinking and talking 
and enjoying the session. Ideas were being raised and discussed. Tangents were 
made and pursued, abandoned and reopenSl. AU of this was goUig on among a 
group of students for whom the written word was not necessarily the preferted 
mode of expression, and they participated not only vigorously, but 
unselfconsciously—moving forward with a sense of purpose, largely unaware that I 
wastiiere. (390-91) 

My own background could scarcely be more different than that of my coUeague, at 

least superficiaUy, yet it has simUarly led to a liberatory world view and philosophy of 

teaching. My work experience, though it now encompasses a dozen years in the teaching 

profession, is nevertheless mostiy blue coUar overaU. What teaching expertise I have is 

mainly within composition, though my first post-graduate work was in American literature. 

Throughout this checkerboard past, in itself so simUar to that of many of my students, a 

strong thread of continuity has been my conscious attention to language and awareness of 

its enormous power for transformation, especiaUy language as used interpersonally. It is 

this fascination with language-which I sensed to be epistemic long before I ever leamed 

the term-and how it has coupled with the sometimes hand-to-mouth nature of my personal 

history which laid the foundation for my interest in liberatory pedagogy. 

Put plainly, language has been deeply impUcated in every change of circumstance I 

have experienced, good or bad, because even work cUcumstances apparently having to do 
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witii nothing but manual dexterity have nevertheless been dependent in either direct or 

subtie ways on interpersonal relations, which Ui tum always depend to an tremendous 

degree on communicative dialogue. Thus it has become experientiaUy clear to me that 

language, and thus reflection (or lack of it), is always at tiie core of every action and 

reaction, as Freire Unplies. Language may be Uberatory or it may be disenfranchismg to 

oneself and disempowering to others, but it is never neutral. 

My awareness of this power of language has found expression in a further 

reaUzation of the importance of conscious use of language in becoming more aware of 

one's circumstances-in other words, of the importance of a critical consciousness. This is 

an awareness that I have long pursued with my students as weU as myself, although my 

students were not formally labeled as such until I fmally entered the field of teaching, and 

Ukewise my forays into critical thinking were not formally Uberatory until I discovered the 

work of Paulo FreUe. Yet just as I understood the term "epistemic writing" on an intuitive 

level before I ever encountered it, I also knew what "liberatory pedagogy" was about 

before I ever knew such a thing existed. 

If it is a ttiiism that one's circumstances largely mold tiie person, then I owe my 

affmity for liberatory pedagogy to my own hard scrabble from job to classroom to job, and 

to witnessing the even harder stmggles of coworkers, subordinates, and students who 

were not blessed with my own comparatively effective early schooling-and who therefore 

also lacked my awareness of the significance of language. Given my view of language, it 

is no surprise that upon discovering the dialogic capabiUties of instmctional computer 

networks, I began to view them in a Uberatory fashion even before gaining theoretical 

knowledge to Uiform that naive but accmate Uberatory sense. And lastiy, as I examine my 

own background it comes as no surprise that I should gravitate toward the community 

coUege, a hospitable venue for those who feel tiie caU to privUege teaching itself as chief 

among their various professional obUgations. 

It was with this background tiiat m the fUst summer session of 1998, withUi an 

Odessa CoUege composition class of fourteen students, I made my fUst attempt to 

consciously mesh a FreU-ean liberatory pedagogy with the network pedagogy which I have 

used for half a dozen years now in both LAN-type and (more recentiy) in DL (distance 
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leammg) type course envUonments. This particular course, Freshman Composition and 

Rhetoric 1301, was to be taught four days a week for six weeks within a classroom 

equipped with Norton Textra Connect, an electtonic network composition software which 

is similar, as noted, to the Daedalus system (DIWE), with which I also have experience. 

The class of fourteen students was roughly evenly spUt among Hispanics and Anglos, and 

among females and males. The students knew they had enroUed in a class to be held within 

a computer lab, but because most of my coUeagues use tiie "stand-alone" aspect of the 

Norton system, my students were generally surprised to leam that the course would be 

focused emphaticaUy on in-class electtonic group discussion, as opposed to the more usual 

custom of aUowing considerable class tUne for composing writing assignments. 

My intent to privUege electtonic discussion within the class and to insist that my 

students compose theU more formal documents outside of class was absolutely central to 

my more fundamental intention to formalize a Uberatory purpose within the course. For 

years I have viewed both my own role as teacher and my students' roles as leamers as a 

potentiaUy transformatory experience at least on the mdividual level, but had not untU now 

informed that fairly instinctive approach to teaching with an adequate theoretical 

underpinning. However, my long-held view of writing as epistemic-knowledge-making-

had already been meshed with the dialogic capabUities of computer networks for haU" a 

dozen years, and so the additional step of a more formaUzed liberatory purpose for tiie class 

did not feel Uke a great leap. 

The Posttnodem in Situated Instances 
of Liberatorv Network Pedagogv 

The postmodem quaUties discussed throughout this work in regard to both 

liberatory and network pedagogies-signification, value, and subject formation-are visible 

in various ways in actual classroom situations where these pedagogies are combined. That 

is tme both for the class described above and for classes taught by and referted to by 

Taylor, Corcoran, MuUy, and Stamer. For example, the quality of subject formation is 

first evident in the high degree of engagement evidenced by the participants in network 

discourse, which buUds student subjectivities communally, rather tiian prescriptively-
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altfiough as Stamer pomts out, engagement may not always be, simply m itself, a 

productive behavior. Further, tfie namre of student engagement shows tiie lingering 

presence of prior cultural forces which have aUeady formed smdent subjectivities in various 

ways, a phenomenon which is expIaUiable, as noted previously, via tiie concept of tiie 

ceremony game. Most signUicantiy, subject formation is shown in the moments of critical 

insight exhibited by the students. 

Second, tfie decentering of autfiority from msttiictor to students already mentioned 

by several of the above insttaictors must be seen as an obvious instance of postmodem 

formulation of power, and tiius has to do witii signUication. Another example of 

postmodem signification is the way m which topic leads to topic within any typical tiu-ead 

of classroom network dialogue. The quality of value is visible in a positive sense withm 

the diversity of students, who naturally display a divergence of values because of theU-

differing ethnicity and other factors. It is also visible m several examples of "flamUig" 

during classroom discourse, a behavior which shows in a negative way a skepticism for 

exigent value systems which is typical of postmodemity-though it should be mentioned 

that such skepticism is not necessarily always manifested Ui negative ways. 

In-Class Composing as an Expressivist 
Ceremony Game 

Right away in my summer course, I had to grapple with the issue of student 

subjectivities formed in part by prior expectations which might mterfere with my own 

intentions for the class. Students' expectations regardUig English classrooms fUled with 

computers are stUI generaUy that they wUl use those computers to compose essays in class. 

My insistence on emphasizing in-class electronic discourse rather than in-class formal 

composing was perhaps the one most drastic change I made in my approach to this coiu"se. 

Previously, I have tended to tum considerable amounts of classroom time over to the 

students for composing formal assignments. 

This decision was significant not only on this personal level, but because as noted 

there is a strong expectation on tiie part of students, even as they fUst walk in the door, that 

the purpose of a computer lab is to compose theU assignments, not to converse 
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electt-onicaUy. This is likely changmg as Intemet use becomes popularized, but for now, at 

least in this West Texas community coUege, it stUl exists. The expectation is a predictable 

one because, as Hawisher, Selfe, Moran, and LeBlanc state in Computers and the Teaching 

ofWriting, word processing is tiie fu-st of tiie two "Copemican moves" of recent years 

involving computers, which of course originaUy were seen as just that, "computers." The 

second "Copemican move," using computers as communication devices, is the one I was 

and stiU am more Uiterested m. But understandmg tiiis expectation for word processing is 

important, because the expectation tends to color any network discussion, especially early 

in a course. 

One reason for the staying power of the word processUig expectation is that the 

almost universally commonplace use of computers for word processing is actuaUy an 

enactment of expressivist rhetoric. It is accurate to identify this expressivist rhetoric as a 

strong justification for the early and stiU prevalent practice of simply aUowing students 

during class time to use computers as word processors to compose theU writing 

assignments—usually very predictably conceived and stmctured essays, because since the 

class time is used for doing assignments, they have no opportunity to leam other 

approaches. This practice, though little discussed by computer mstmction theorists m 

publication, is widespread. As David Mulry points out m his description of his fu t̂ 

encounters with word-processing classrooms, "That was the most striking ertor of my fu"st 

semester's lab experience-the class was so busUy engaged in writing, that I sometimes 

wondered what and when I was teaching. Addressing that issue requires a balanced 

approach. It also required the understanding that students wiU not compose everything in 

class, despite the temptation of theU motivation and the medium itself' (388-89). Lacking 

network capabilities, in-class composUig of formal assignments is, if not the only use to 

which the word processors could be put, at least the most obvious use. 

The potential uses of computer classrooms were enormously broadened, in theory, 

with the advent of network software, which opens up the vast horizon of student dialogue, 

and does so in textual format so that every utterance hones both composition skUls and, 

with guidance, critical thinking skUls as weU. In practice, however, the dedication of class 

time to assignment completion continues, and is probably more prevalent in community 
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colleges due to the comparative absence there of famiUarity with network tiieory, even 

whUe, as Larry Johnson notes (1995), community coUeges can place higher percentages of 

their smaUer per capita smdent enrollments in computer labs than universities are able. 

Though no known studies exist as support, anecdotal evidence can pessimisticaUy note the 

extent to which tiie practice contmues. For example, in one modest department of ten 

msttuctors (here at Odessa College), every departtnent member teaches at least one section 

of freshman composition in a lab environment equipped for half a dozen years now with 

Norton Textt-a Connect. The Connect software can be used m the more simple stand-alone, 

word-processor mode, where Ui essence the computers function as no more than 

typewriters. Out of ten instmctors, only two in six years have utilized the network 

discourse possibUities of tiie system, despite hands-on tutorials. As Amanda Corcoran 

concurs, it may be hard to avoid usUig the network capabiUties of such a classroom but it is 

"not impossible as my workbook coUeagues wUl attest" Corcoran estimates that in tiie 

community coUege, the old and new paradigms for networked classroom usage are "about 

half and half stiU" (392). 

An even more compelUng reason for this phenomenon, certainly a fmstrating one 

both to network pedagogists and to Uberatory pedagogists, is to be found in Judy Segal's 

work. The concept of the "ceremony game," which she brings to bear on the genre of 

classroom lecture, suggests that the above phenomenon can be considered a simUar type of 

ceremony game, that is, a game which sets up the mles and routine for games to foUow. 

Segal notes what might be called the "afterlife" of lecture, the way in which the student 

habituaUy accustomed to presentation pedagogy wUl carry with him or her an expectation of 

more of the same; that expectation in tum wUl tend to negatively color the student's 

response to any other pedagogy. Thus an old pedagogy or practice exerts a centripetal pull, 

very much akin to that which Bakhtin describes witiiin language use. In the case of 

devoting class time to word processmg for completion of assignments despite the ready 

presence of more fmitful uses of the classroom computers, it seems clear that to whatever 

extent this older, pre-network use continues to occur, it is exerting a centripetal puU 

opposed to newer, more dialogic uses of the computer system, and does so much in the 

manner of a ceremony game. Stand-alone word processing created certain "rules" for 
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microcomputer use which continue to exert force on both instmctors and students. 

Abetting this effect, no doubt, are the additional factors of technophobia, leaming curve for 

instmctors and smdents, and the simple physical look of the system: TopographicaUy, a 

network system looks all but identical to a roomful of stand-alone word processors, 

lending the impression that it can do no more than stand-alone word processors. 

I began the summer 1998 course determined to defuse this ceremony game of in-

class composing. To begin right away Ui guiding student expectations m a more dialogic 

direction, I helped log in everyone who had a book (6 of 10 this fttst evening) and plunged 

them into electronic discourse right away. My method for doUig tíiis was to simply ask 

them to introduce themselves to one another by describing themselves either by appearance 

or by location (because these things are not obvious "onUne"). The results of this ice-

breaker, which I have used successfuUy for some time, are usuaUy cacophonous, both 

electronically and orally as weU. Some sense of this may be visible in the transcript: 

FROM: Gabe Ureta TO: CLASS 5/26/98 6:51 pm 

Hi, I'm Gabe, WilUford what ever you would lUce to caU me. I'm the guy on the 
second row with the green cap with a tooothpick in the bUI. 

FROM: Sandi Mendoza TO: CLASS 5/26/98 6:59 pm 

WeU it sounds lUce this might be a very interesting class so far there are no boring 
people, Uicluding the balding guy with the red hair. 

. . . referring to me, their teacher. 

FROM:RobertBustamante TO: CLASS 5/26/98 7:00 pm 

Hi! my name is Robert, Im sittUig on the thUd row I have black haU-, brown eyes. 

FROM: Gabe Ureta TO: CLASS 5/26/98 7:02 pm 

Tammy, I'm sitting right behind you and if I'm correct you use to work at La % 
Bodega Restaurant. 

My request that everyone get to know each otiier both visually as weU as by name 

resulted in a low-pressure, playful yet friendly atmosphere. A good deal is not evident in 

the transcript: For example, students wheelmg right and left and backward in theU seats to 

put faces to the messages on theU screens, a type of behavior which immediately negates 
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tiie passivity which usuaUy characterizes an mitial class meeting, Peals of giggles and 

muttered jokes and remarks are not uncommon responses to creative and often self-

deprecating descriptions. For whatever reason, perhaps because students are describing 

themselves and not each other, I have never known tiiis activity to resuU m caustic 

exchanges, despite the Ureverence displayed, for instance, m the rather tongue-Ui cheek 

reference to myself by Sandi. While not proof against flaming, in tiiis case this sort of 

icebreaker helped set a tone for this group of students that was maintamed tiie entUe term. 

What this has to do with liberatory purposes is to help establish a relaxed yet courteous 

tone in which creative dialogue can flourish. "Looseness" and courtesy, as is widely 

known among Net users, are often mutuaUy exclusive qualities, because a jocular tone may 

be taken as offensive, while courtesy may remain too stUted, as writers fear giving offense. 

Either of these tones can be unintentionaUy exaggerated by the lack of paraUnguistic cues 

(e.g., facial expression) in electronic discourse. WhUe opinions differ on how combative a 

liberatory or network context can be and stUl encourage a critical consciousness, my own 

feeling is that a balance is desUable and that either quality, carried too far, can stifle tme 

dialogism, which as Freire points out, is more than mere dialogue ("A Dialogue" 1995). 

In this case, both courtesy and comfortable looseness were evident, and 

furthermore the icebreaking strategy exerted a powerful and, I think, positive pull on tiie 

students. One evidence of this has to do witii the lack of books on the part of four of tiie 

ten students. That is significant because witii tiie Textt^ Connect system, one cannot log m 

initially without the serial number contaUied in tiie textbook. So four of ten students were 

apparentiy locked out of the icebreaker activity, but as it tumed out, they were moved to 

respond to that situation both proactively and cooperatively. Witii no dUection from me, 

two adjacent students, one with a serial number and one without, began sharing the one's 

terminal for emailmg, and soon the otiiers witiiout books were doUig the same: 

FROM: Sandi Mendoza TO: CLASS 5/26/98 6:56 pm 

My name is Crissy. I am single and have an 18 montii old daughter named Jade. I 
have long brown highUghted haU and I am wearing faded jeans with a white shUt. 

WeU you know my name is Sandi, I am also married and have no kids. You wiU 
know who I am since I was the late comer and wUl probably be mshing in here 
right after work. 
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FROM: Gabe Ureta TO: CLASS 5/26/98 6:57 pm 

What's up class!!! I'm David Santiago and I'm sitting in tiie second row next to 
Gabe (The dude with the tootiipick in his green cap). I'm wearing a RED cap and a 
brown shirt. So if you want to talk then talk to me. 

This smgle moment in class can be usefully viewed from the perspective of aU three 

postmodemist qualities. In terms of subject formation, the "icebreaker" activity 

successfuUy deflected, from the begmning, expectations tiiat the class would be mn as a 

word processing lab, and in place of that expectation the new one of network dialogue was 

estabUshed. In this sense the icebreaker acted as a new ceremony game. Additionally, the 

tone of courteous yet spirited, even "camivaUstic" interchange was also important in 

estabUshing that tone as part of the new routine. In a different sense, this courteous yet 

camivaUstic tone can also be seen as a set of values estabUshed within the local context of 

the class. And lastiy, certain parts of this first few moments of smdent interaction also 

demonstrate the decentering which is evidence of postmodem signification. This is 

specifically visible in a positive way in how the students Sandi and Gabe spontaneously 

and with no instmctor direction began to share "space" within the initial class dialogue by 

sharing keyboard time with their adjacent classmates who were not yet able to sign on. 

Engagement and EgaUtarianism 

One of the most common observations about student network discourse is the high 

degree of engagement which it produces. The nature of network discourse tends to 

emphasize student participation even as it de-emphasizes the mstmctor's traditional 

"professorial" role. As aU âdy noted, Corcoran says that "The network reaUy does de-

emphasize the mstmctor's role in the classroom (yet I have to pomt out tiiat students aren't 

blUided by tiie computers; they stUl know tíiat tiie mstmctor ultimately evaluates tiieU 

work). The network really does emphasize leaming community, particularly U" you 

embrace Intemet tools such as buUetin boards and Usts Uito your classroom" (393). Such a 

leaming community as Corcoran refers to presupposes the presence of a high degree of 

engagement on the part of the students. MuUy also notes this quaUty of engagement: "A 

networked environment breaks down the isolation of the Uidividual, and enforces sttong, 
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collegiate bonds witiiin a class. Various mechanisms of tiie networked class reinforce such 

ties. For example, in my network lab classes we spend a long time practicing emaU 

functíons, participating in group discussion threads . . . and posting work shop 

assignments and full papers to a shared-access database for peer critique and evaluation" 

(386). These activities, done in a context of network dialogue, result in a high level of 

participation. More students are engaged, and to a greater degree: 

WhUe small taUc often begUis each Uiteractive session it generally dissolves 
Uito the kind of discourse that does not often take place in traditional classes (which 
too often, try as we may, pivot around vocal and dynamic individuals). While that 
may not be a faU comment for upper level or graduate classes in a university 
envU-onment, the nature of a community coUege open enrollment poUcy ensures that 
entry level classes are going to be uneven m terms of skiUs, experience, academic 
reacÚness and committnent The networked writing lab and tiie compeUing 
authority of a computer screen offers a more egaUtarian approach for such smdents; 
it levels the playing field for some who might otherwise be disadvantaged in a 
traditional classroom. (386-87) 

Whereas Mulry focuses on the way network discomse encourages individual 

students to feel more comfortable with sharing tiieU thoughts-thus encouraging 

engagement in that way-Christel Taylor speaks of this engagement m terms of the 

students' sense of audience, theU sense of being Ustened to: 

The shared directory [to which students post theU writmg] provides a 
feeling of a concrete community. Many students are quite hesitant about having 
anyone read theU" writing. As we progress through the semester, they (most of 
them, anyway), lose theU reservations about posting theU writing to the shared 
directory. The procedure becomes automatic. Audience awareness has a real side 
to it, and this becomes part of their developing writerly selves. As they relax, their 
writing becomes more expressive, developed, and purposeful. (381-82) 

Besides pointing out tiie growing engagement tiiat comes from a real sense of 

audience, Taylor's account also shows another of the ceremony games common to more 

traditionally delivered composition courses: No one reads students' writing except the 

instmctor. This is simply a matter of logistics, more often than not; whUe it is certainly 

possible to mn a workshop writing class that does not have access to a computer network, 

the voluminous and awkward photocopying or paper trading that it necessitates tends to 

make this activity tiie exception rather tiian tiie rule in traditional classes. Thus students 

have l)ecome so used to writing for no one but their instmctor that when exposed to a 

broader audience, some students actually balk, just as some students do not feel they are 
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being properly taught unless they are passively attending to a lecmre. Botii stances are 

ironic. The common trait of both those ttaditional routmes and expectations is the 

devaluing by smdents of the various ways in which tíiey tiiemselves and tiieU classmates 

can contribute to their own leaming. Network discourse mttinsicaUy encourages greater 

sttident engagement because of greater ease of interposmg comments witiiout having to 

compete to do so, and also because of the sense of a genume audience; tiiis engagement Ui 

tum furthers botii independence of tiimkUig and greater awareness of what it takes to botii 

write for and be part of a genuine audience. 

In my own class, I madvertently demonsttated to myself tiie great inttinsic power of 

network pedagogy to engage students to a much greater degree, and more positively, than a 

tt-aditional lecture pedagogy can do. After we were far enough into the course that the 

students had aÛ eady reinforced tiie positive and engaged tone of that fu-st day dialogue, I 

chose to use most of a class to lecture oiî various organizing principles. In the foUowing 

excerpt from my own daily class log, I discuss the outcome of this choice: 

6-1, MON. 
Gave online quiz to start class. Used rest of class to verbally explain the 

format. Maybe was overkill for some. Most interesting: the student (Gabe U.) 
who has possibly the most compelUng, genuine voice m the email, was bugging me 
by frequentiy wisecracking to the guy sitting next to him (David). The 180 degree 
shift in demeanor was interesting. For him at least, the emaU approach is clearly 
better. And as a whole, it's the fírst time I've seen yawns and general sighs of 
boredom and inattentiveness in the 4 class days. 

Contrast this reaction to the tone of engaged interest in the foUowing emaU 

transcript from the previous day's class, during which students held a discussion intended 

to help them choose and focus their first major formal assignment topics (about some 

curtent social issue of theU own choosmg). In the first message, David is replying to 

Crissy (a single mother), who is addressing the question of whether single parenthood is 

harmful to children; in the second, Crissy is responding to an earUer thread Ui which David 

listed several possible topics, one being "When someone tells you that they tmly love you, 

do they mean it?": 

FROM: David Santiago TO: CLASS 5/28/98 6:44 pm 

To Crissy: That is a big issue and I admire the way that you think about it. I'm not 
a mom but I know some smgle parent moms that went through it and succeeded. 
They did it because they wanted to and because they were always tiieU for theU 
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kids. So keep your head up along with that positive attitude you have. You'Umake 
it. I know you wiU. 

FROM: Crissy Lopez TO: CLASS 5/28/98 6:53 pm 

To David: 
Love is not something you say out of convenience, as far as I am concemed 

if someone teUs you tiiat tiiey TRULY LOVE YOU, then I would take it at heart. I 
mean Love is really a serious thing that you teU someone when you know deep 
down in you are heart tiiat you really feel love for this person. Obviously, if you 
are having doubts about someone teUmg you that they love you, and believing if if 
that person reaUy means it, then I would take a good look at the relationship and 
wonder whether it is worth staying in or maybe confront that person and hope that 
they are being tmthful with you. 

FROM: Oscar Cisneros TO: CLASS 5/28/98 6:53 pm 

Gabe, 
good Students are such a small group that they considered uncommon. The reason 
tiie media dweUs on the bad things is because that is what people want to read and 
people want to hear. 

FROM: Nadme Henry TO: CLASS 5/28/98 6:54 pm 

well David take it from me, while I suppose there are people who can do both and 
keep thier grades up, I am not one of them. My first year in nursing school was 
tough. I did not work. I lived for school, had no life and was taking 24hr. and had 
a 4. Now I work fuU tUne am taking 12hrs and stmggled to keep a b in ssome 
cases to just to pass. I haven't found that "happy" medium yet 

FROM: Robert Bustamante TO: CLASS 5/28/98 6:55 pm 

David: 
Have you been to a rooster fight. 

FROM: Gabe Ureta TO: CLASS 5/28/98 6:56 PM 

Nadine: 
Your name is really cool, but anyways I do believe m tiie power of positive 

tiiUUdng because witii out tiiere would be no motivation and without motivation 
tiiere is no joy m life. Or at least tiiat's what I tiiink. 

FROM: David Santiago TO: CLASS 5/28/98 6:57 pm 

To Crissy: You sound lUce you've been tiu-ough it a few tUnes. I'll remember tiiat. 
Thanks!! 
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FROM: NadUie Henry TO: CLASS 5/28/98 6:58 pm 

Sarah, your right about both tiiings. I tiimk U is tiie fact that it has become common 
knowledge. It's like if we aknowledge it we are accepting it 

FROM:OscarCisneros TO: CLASS 5/28/98 6:58 pm 

Jesse 
I believe that kids have to much protection thats why they act the way tiiey do is 
because they know that they wiU get away with it. 

FROM: Tammy MUls TO: CLASS 5/28/98 6:58 pm 

To aU the chicken fighters: I reaUy Don't care about chickens except eatmg them, so 
I don't see why it is not legal. I am a dog lover though & do not want to see dogs 
figUt. 

The engaged tone is clear, not only in the fu-st two messages, but in some of the 

more humorous messages as well. Besides engagement, other feamres are apparent in this 

excerpt, which is long enough to begin revealing this class's general discourse pattems. 

Similar engagement, as it tumed out, remained typical throughout the course. Another 

lasting pattem was that of egaUtarianism. As MuUy noted for his own class, class 

participation in this course was far more evenly spread in network discussions than is 

usuaUy the case wdth oral discussions in my own experience, even in small group work— 

and certainly in conttast with teacher-led "discussions," which almost without faU devolve 

into lectures. For example, in a later emaU discussion which in one hour generated 26 

pages of text, all 14 students participated steadily. The students postmg the most 

messages, Sarah and Tammy, typed 25 and 24 messages, respectively. The student 

sending the fewest, Gabe, nevertheless stiU posted nine-and my log for that class shows a 

note by Gabe's name, saymg "good stuff!". As otiier writers have reported elsewhere 

(e.g., Kiesler et al. 1984; Cooper and Selfe 1990), network discourse in this class was 

tmly egalitarian, which meshes wonderfuUy with dialogic and liberatory purposes. 

Both engagement and egaUtarianism, besides encouraging a Uberatory dialogism, 

are also postmodem as weU. Both quaUties discourage the sort of prescribed smdent 

subjectivity which Faigley and others denigrate as modemist and counterproductive to 

leaming; they do this in that the greater and more even the participation in any group 
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discussion, the more difficult it becomes for any one participant, even the instmctor, to 

impose a single dominant and orthodox view. Instead, communal dialogism "becomes part 

of theU- developing writerly selves," as Taylor puts it The connection of tiiis more 

egalitarian and committed expression of views to tiie diversity of postmodem value systems 

should also be obvious. And this engaged and evenhanded participation may also be seen 

as an example of a postmodemist decentering of power, where power foUows language: 

the more widely spread the use of language, the more widely spread are tiie sttoictures of 

power in a classroom. 

Self-Organizing Topical Threads 

This last quaUty of decentered power is akin to another phenomenon of signification 

which occurs m network discomse, and tiiat is the way meaning is deferred. This is visible 

in the complex, self-organizmg topical threads of any typical network discussion. This 

interweaving of topical threads wUI be found in either synchronous chat contexts or in 

asynchronous email discussion Usts, but it is especiaUy noticeable in synchronous network 

dialogues because the time element is compressed compared to emaU Usts. The result can 

be dizzying, yet the entUe transcript is avaUable to aU students for later sorting and 

"mining" for ideas. Thus such topical threads can serve as heuristics for invention of 

topics and supporting arguments, both at the moment and later as weU, in a more 

thoughtful manner. 

In the above messages, one fmds threads on smgle parenting, the credibUity of 

love, adolescent violence, Ufe as a working student, cockfighting, tiie importance of 

motivation, and the CUnton scandal (m Nadine's message to Sarah). An interesting poUit 

concems who is addressing which thread. It is not a case of certain students addressing 

certain threads, aU of which are then mixed into the overall discourse-a relatively sUnpIe 

pattem. Rather, môst smdents are in essence multi-tasking, responding to a number of 

threads in quick sequence, reading the messages as they arrive. David Bartholomae notes 

this same complex pattem ("WritUig on the Network" 1993), which he notes is 

postmodemist in Us intertextuality (255). 
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He also attributes postmodemist qualities to the "camivaUsm" of network 

discourse, m the Bakhtmian sense (255); tiiis quality has aUeady been noted in tiie class 

discourse. An mteresting observation m regards to tiiis camivalistic tone is that tiie 

message on cockfighting, apparentiy off-task, in fact was not That student, Robert, later 

wrote a bizarrely powerful narrative about how a neighborhood woman had mentored him 

in tiiis craft, cultivating in hUn, tiirough it, a sense of purpose tiiat gradually supplanted his 

lifestyle at the time, which was random neighborhood vandalism. From this anecdote, one 

can note that serious purposes and surprising outcomes can sometimes lurk beneatii 

apparentiy pointless camivaUstic Ureverences. And m regards to liberatory pedagogy, one 

of its techniques must be to value such apparentiy dead-end discourse topics as this one, 

which was nurtured m the class's network discussion and later bore fmit. This student 

used the topic to examine his life, surely a cmcial foundation for a critical consciousness. 

At the end of the course, Robert, by most measures an at-risk smdent, wrote to me that 

"This was the first time I've done so many essays in one term, but it was good because I 

have never had the chance to write about some topics that I really know"-such as 

cockfîghting. He went on to note that it was the first EngUsh class he had ever enjoyed, 

attributing that outcome largely to the electtonic group work and its intrinsic freedom. 

In regards to this heuristic function of topical threading, I saw-too late-that at the 

beginning of this summer term course, I faUed to take advantage of this network feamre in 

the way I led up to the assignment to write on a social issue of tiie students' choice. That 

is, rather than asking the students to generate topic possibilities then and there, thus using 

the network and each other's fu-st suggestions to spur each other's further suggestions, I 

simply made the topic invention an out-of-class assigiunent which smdents then tt^scribed 

to the network. This ttanscription was certainly better than leaving theU topic ideas strictly 

private and unshared, but it did not take fuU advantage of the network because m simply 

transcribing theU preconceived ideas, there was less room m theU minds for new ideas that 

might have sprung up spontaneously if theU individual thoughts had not already been 

soUdified by having done the brainstomUng outside of class and privately. This conclusion 

could be drawn from the relative lack of discussion generated by the topics presented on the 
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network by each individual. The smdents focused on Usting theU own topics, not on 

reading about and responding to the topics presented by others. 

With this missed opportunity m mind, I used tiie same assignment the foUowing 

semester (fall 1998), but asked for topic ideas to be presented spontaneously on the 

network. The results were positive and the topics plentiful. The class was working in fom 

groups of five or six students each, and in order to get some sense of just how many and 

what sort of topics they were introducing, and how one topic might be generating otiiers, I 

focused on one of the four groups and charted their messages, noting each time an 

altogether new topic was mentioned and each time that a subtopic spun off a previous 

cormnent The resiUt of this was reveaUng and can be seen in the chart below: 

Teen Morals (Ruth) 

Drinking Pregnancy Drugs (Ruth) 

/ 
Abortion (Ruth) 

As Birth Control (Brad) 

Aircraft Safety (Brad) 
Racism (Abe) 

\ 
Clothes Boycott (Abe) 

Adoption (Mii(a) 

Danger of Infertility (Miica) 

Raising $ for Heaith (Mii(a) 

Hunger in U.S. (Fiora) 

Morals of Leaders (Abe) 

Legalízation of Marijuana (Abe) 

Child Violence (Abe) 
(Mil(a) 

Chíid Punishment (Ruth) 

Ch 
/ 

Id Dlscipline by Parents (Flora) 

Child Insecurities (Flora) 

Gun Controi for Children (Flora) 

Figure 3. Chart of Connective Threads m Student Topic Invention 

In general, it was clear that most new offerings were subtopics prompted by other 

students' remarks, as can be seen from the chart above. When I improvised a version of 
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this chart on the class whiteboard that very period, the students of that particular group 

were themselves surprised at the many topics, all worthy of attention, which they had 

prompted from each other. One reason for their surprise is the seU-generating, self-

organizing quality of such discoiu-se; no one student let alone myself as mstmctor, was 

"mnning" it The document they generated was a communal effort, and so at fu-st each 

part-each of them-was imaware of the nature of the whole. Secondly, because tiie 

electronic comments on the Textra Connect system accumulate strictiy according to which 

is sent fu-st, the impression on first reading is of simple chaos. Compare the following 

partial transcript to the chart above. Note how, given the above chart, some of the charted 

topics may be seen developing. But note also how that development is concealed by the 

apparent lack of causal relationship in immediately adjacent comments, due to the sequential 

rather than topical "stacking" of messages by the network. AIso, many of the topics are not 

labeled as topics and so may not be recogiUzed as such by students, especially in the heat of 

rapid interchange. Here is tiie transcript: 

FROM: Jane Oversttwt TO:GROUP04 9/8/98 9:18 am 

i thiiUc it is so stupid to bring guns to school when you are there to leam but kids do 
it because they are scared 

FROM: MUca Beardsley TO:GROUP04 9/8/98 9:19 am 

I think the plane that crashed was a very sad event that happened. I feel sorry for 
the famUies of the victims. 

FROM: Rutii MUler TO:GROUP04 9/8/98 9:19 am 

MUca -1 do agree tiiat the solutions start with parents taking conttol of tiieir own 
kids before they are influenced by other people, and I do think that CUnton should 
be booted out of the White House. 

FROM: Jane Overstteet TO:GROUP04 9/8/98 9:20 am 

have they figured out why the plane crashed 

FROM: MUca Beardsley TO: GROUP 04 9/8/98 9:21 am 

Jane - Me too. Clinton should have never been elected into office to start with. AU 
he has done is cause trouble. 
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FROM: Rutii MiUer TO:GROUP04 9/8/98 9:21 am 

I don't understand why kids brings guns to school when tíiey're scared. That is 
definately not the solution. AU that does, of course, is make the problem a bigger 
concem for the entUe nation. If kids hadn't started bringing guns to school Ui the 
first place, no one would have to be scared. 

FROM: Jane Overstt^t TO:GROUP04 9/8/98 9:23 am 

i agree witii tiiat but people just look past all of tiiis gun smff why does a kid need a 
gun or better yet why do they know how to use them 

FROM: Rutii MUler TO:GROUP04 9/8/98 9:23 am 

How many did you say were on the plane? 

FROM:MUcaBeardsIey TO:GROUP04 9/8/98 9:23 am 

Does anyone have any different issues? 

FROM: Rutii MUler TO:GROUP04 9/8/98 9:23 am 

Yeah, what do y'all think about the issues of teen pregnancies and abortions? 

FROM: Abe Braziel TO:GROUP04 9/8/98 9:24 am 

Oh Yeah! I heard that the Tommy HUfiger guy went on the air and said he was 
racist and that he donated money to the KKK. I think everyone should boycott his 
clothes and get Polo. 

FROM: Brad Howard TO:GROUP04 9/8/98 9:24 am 

I thUik teens are using abortions as a form of bUth control 

FROM: MUca Beardsley TO: GROUP 04 9/8/98 9:28 am 

Where did you hear about Tommy Hilfiger is a racist? 

This apparent lack of order, coupled with my students' surprise at being shown the 

hidden order of theU own conmients, makes the role of the instmctor clear in regards to 

such communal documents: There is a need to guide students through their own such 

documents in some marmer or other. The way I did it, offering a chart showing the pattem 
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of their comments, is one. Better yet, such a task could easily be made tiie basis for a 

followup assignment during a subsequent class period, as a second tier of communal 

brainstorming. Such an assignment would carry many potential lessons: on the 

recursiveness of both writing and thinking; on the worthmess of their own and others' 

comments; on how to penettate beneath superficial meaning in search of deeper pattems; 

and not least, on what it means to perceive one's discourse in a less Unmediate context of 

both time and community, and thus begin to acquUe the abiUty to historicize the stances of 

oneself and others. 

An issue tangential to that of topical threading but nevertheless significant to 

liberatory pedagogy is also visible in the several messages regarding the fashion designer 

Tommy Hilfiger and racism. All the above comments except for the very last one are 

presented here in the order they were saved onto the network. I have included the last 

comment ahead of sequence to show the presence of critical thinking even as the rapid 

assembly of topic ideas goes on. Mika's question as to the source of the racist declaration 

by Hilfiger—which in fact seems unlikely and was nothing anyone else in class had heard 

of—could be simple cmiosity but also appears to show a critical skepticism, a reluctance to 

accept imsubstantiated claims. Altogether, this ttanscript shows not only the postmodem 

quaUty of sigiUfication in the way topic leads to topic, but in that topic invention and 

especially in this last instance also shows a degree of critical msight into social issues 

which is part of the larger process which can lead to a critical habit of mind, a process of 

subject formation. And the presentation and discussion of social issues mevitably focuses 

as well on debates of value, which in this particular class, as in tiie summer class, never 

devolved into the sort of flaming contests which do at times occur. 

Raming as Antidialogic Engagement 

Although neitiier of the classes of my own which I have cited above exhibited the 

sort of overtly contentious behavior usually referted to on computer networks as 

"flaming," it is unrealistic to ignore the possibUity of such occurtences. As Faigley notes 

and Janet Stamer acknowledges, "Implications of postmodem theory for the networked 

classroom do not stop with giving voice to difference, de-centering the authority of the 
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teacher, or with demonstrating the social constmction of knowledge. We are in what 

Lyotard caUs a 'legitUnation crisis,' where there is no extemal authority to which we can 

appeal nor any way we can establish enduring values" (Fragments of Rationality 191). 

The complex causes of any particular incident of this sort of behavior are difficult to 

trace. And as aU^ady mentioned, tiiere is even disagreement among network pedagogists 

as to how counterproductive such behavior actually is, with one school of tiiought seeing it 

as, in some circumstances, an mevitable stage which students must be permitted to go 

through if they are to emerge from the cocoon of prescribed subjectivity. This may be so. 

On the other hand, almost no theorists see flaming in itselfas pedagogically valuable. It 

seems clear that whUe flaming may on occasion be a necessary stage, at tiie tUne of 

occmrence it is nevertheless anti-dialogic. That is, because harsh comments and responses 

harden respective positions, participants become adversaries and express tiiemselves with 

such certainty that, as Bakhtin might put it, their pronouncements act as if theU "authority is 

already attached." Of course, this stance only provokes more of tiie same from others. 

So whether flaming is at times a necessary stage or not, instmctors need both 

deeper understanding of its causes and of strategies to tum that reckless and often hateful 

but dynamic engagement toward dUections of thought and response which are critical, as 

opposed to pejorative. Otherwise a panicked instmctor wiU most likely retteat into 

precisely the sort of prescriptive classroom regimen which Uonically wiU displace the very 

process that can help prevent flaming: the cultivation of a critical consciousness and its 

related abUity to historicize one's own viewpoints. Such a state of mind wiU tend to be a 

sobering mfluence that dampens the temptation to respond in self-righteousness 

indignation. An analysis which can offer both understandmg and counter-sttategies is 

suggested by the concept of the ceremony game which has aUeady been outUned. 

Not all my own network classes have been immune from flaming. Here is an 

excerpt from a thUd class, different from either of those cited above, which met in the fall 

of 1997. In the particular network discussion excerpted below, the students were asked to 

focus on ways in which theU own gender tended to create problems in a relationship. 

IrorUcally, the discussion quickly deteriorated from a general antipathy for the assigrunent 

and the class itself Uito an inflammatory round of sexist attacks and counterattacks: 
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FROM:TmaYeager TO: CLASS 9/11/97 1:33 pm 

ok what next? 

FROM: Jerri Toliver TO: CLASS 9/11/97 1:33 pm 

I thiiUc we are suppose to be discussing om thoughts on the essay. 

FROM: Shay Cooper TO: CLASS 9/11/97 1:33 pm 

I have an idea. This essay is stupid 

FROM:EricKeUy TO: CLASS 9/11/97 1:36 pm 

lets go eat 

FROM: Jeni Toliver TO: CLASS 9/11/97 1:36 pm 

Because of coiu"se women are close to perfect so how can we bring problems to a 
relationship. 

Jerri's comment, possibly meant merely as a way of pointing out the difficulty of 

"looking in the mUror" and seeing one's own shortcomings, nevertheless set off a cascade 

of harsh rebuttals and coimterattacks: 

FROM:JeffMulUns TO: CLASS 9/11/97 1:42 pm 

WOMEN WERE PUT ON EARTH TO SERVE THE MAN' S NEEDS!!!! 

FROM: Tavonda White TO: CLASS 9/11/97 1:43 pm 

I don't even think so, women were put on this earth to teach men and tiimgs they 
think they know OK******** 

FROM: Shay Cooper TO: CLASS 9/11/97 1:43 pm 

Mrjordanisatool 

FROM: Jeni Toliver TO: CLASS 9/11/97 1:43 pm 

In your dreams Jeff, just because women and men were brought up to beUeve that I 
am finding out the opposite is tme and my husband would agree with me. 
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FROM:JeffMulUns TO: CLASS 9/11/97 1:44 pm 

WOMEN HAVE A RESPONSIBILITY AND THAT RESPONSffilLrTY 
BELONGS IN THE KITCHEN 

FROM: Jeni Toliver TO: CLASS 9/11/97 1:44 pm 

I think Jeff better watch hUnself or he wiU have a few women ready to take hUn 
down after this class. 

FROM: Tavonda White TO: CLASS 9/11/97 1:45 pm 

WOMEN ARE THE SOLEPROPRrTEROF OUR NATION WrTHOUT US MEN 
WOULD BE LOST 

FROM: Blanche Yarbrough TO: CLASS 9/11/97 1:45 pm 

Woman don't belong in the kitchen, that's why TACO BELL was made. 

FROM:JeffMuIUns TO: CLASS 9/11/97 1:46 pm 

EITHERIN THE lOTCHEN OR SHOOTIN OUT BABIES 

FROM:JeffMulUns TO: CLASS 9/11/97 1:47 pm 

TACO BELLIS ALOT BETTER THAN ANY WOMENS COOKING 

FROM: Connie Velasco TO: CLASS 9/11/97 1:47 pm 

Jeff wiU you be supporting aU yoiu" kids 

At this point, sensing that female students in particular were becoming genuinely 

(and justifiably) angry, I ttied to assert some control, only to be forced to realize just how 

dUuted the instmctor's authority really is when it is displayed as just one of many textual 

voices (and one not using all caps, at that). My waming was completely lost in the 

momentiun of the attacks and counterattacks: 

FROM: Mark Jordan TO: CLASS 9/11/97 1:48 pm 

Okay, Jeff. What's it take to get a substantive comment out of you? Is there any 
substance m there? 
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FROM: Jeff MuIUns TO: CLASS 9/11/97 1:48 pm 

MY KIDS ARE GONNA LIVE ON THE STREETS 

FROM:JeffMulUns TO: CLASS 9/11/97 1:56 pm 

SHSOOTING SOMETHING THE SIZE OF A WATERMELON OUT 
SOMETHING THE SIZE OF A LEMON DOESN'T AT ALL COMPARE TO A 
TATOO 

FROM: Ben Deering TO: CLASS 9/11/97 1:57 pm 

women are better seen than heard 

FROM: Jerri Toliver TO: CLASS 9/11/97 1:57 pm 

Ok now we are getting Ben's point of view and I don't tfimk I like U any more tiian 
I do Jeff's or Shay's 

FROM: Shay Cooper TO: CLASS 9/11/97 1:58 pm 

I think women whine to much when it comes to the subject of birth. How bad 
could it hiut any way? 

There was more. It is difficiUt to find much of worth in this class time spent, in and 

of itself, imless one values verbal exchange for its own sake; FreUe did not ("A Dialogue" 

1995). Examining the transcript excerpts for pattems, however, is another and more 

valuable matter which network discoiu-se permits because it is archiveable. On one level, 

the discussion is an example of how readily smdents can shunt aside a topic which has self-

Uluminating potential and make it into a vehicle for hatespeech. Such a move obviously 

works against liberatory piuposes-unless students are chaUenged directiy to examine the 

archived transcript of such a discussion. Network discourse permits this also, but 

unfortunately I did no such thUig in that particular class; whether from discouragement or a 

failiu'e of nerve or simple lack of imagination, I cannot say. Probably all three were 

factors. But using an Althusserian perspective to view the students' preference for ranting 

over introspection, such a refusal to examine oneself can be seen as an unconscious 

yielding to the Unmanent power formulations which serve to disttact a person from the real 

issue, at least as radical pedagogists see it: How can these same power formulations (in 
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this case, gender-related formulations) be made visible and thus more amenable to change? 

In this Ught, this class discussion can be viewed as a losing battie between self-awareness 

on the one hand and on the other, ignorance which is sUnuItaneously wUIed and coerced, or 

"hailed" as Althusser would term U. 

On another level, the above excerpts show how easily one or two strident voices 

can commandeer a dialogue. The very engaged, egaUtarian quaUty of network discourse 

which decenters teacherly authority can encourage such privateering; from this quality, at 

once both the weakness and strength of network discourse, come the conflicted opinions of 

such discourse that many practitioners express. The phenomenon can also be described as 

a sort of game, which it very much is, and the spoUs go to the most aggressive and fastest 

typist In this case, the mles of the game come quickly into focus: 

First, respond as rapidly as possible to conttol the discussion with sheer numbers 

of messages sent Notice how Jeff at times sends a second message before anyone can 

even respond to his first one. Clearly, he is not writing to interact; he is writing to 

dominate. Second, facUitate this domination with brief, pithy replies, which convenientiy 

enough are often also the most verbally aggressive. (Good crisp Anglo-Saxon cmsewords 

are wieldy in this way, but interestingly this class, even Jeff, did not take that step, though 

Shay approached it.) Third, use all caps, which is tantamoimt to texmal shouting and 

which at the same time speeds up the typing process by obviating the need for the shift key. 

And most importantíy, seize every opportunity to be as insulting as possible. All of these 

devices are apparent in Jeff s vimlent messages, in particular. 

This whole interchange, m this sense of being a game that I as teacher did not invite 

but got anyway, can also be seen in terms of Segal's ceremony game concept. From that 

perspective, the ceremonies of adolescent insult contests superseded my own purposes, 

and the mle sets of such contests were quickly and fluentiy adapted to the network 

capabiUties. These ciUtural games tims acted as ceremony games to set the mles on how to 

address a sensitive issue which, if addressed, caUs for setf-examination. More specificaUy. 

they suggested a defensive posture, an artful dodging of the issue, which was thinly 

cloaked by the offensive posture of the sexist insults which flew back and forth (but 
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mostly ̂ rom males toward females-not a coincidence, given the formulations of power 

among genders in our culmre). 

Beneath such a defensive posture is often some pain or discomfort which the 

participant does not want revealed. In otiier text from Jeff, for example, I later leamed tiiat 

he had, on his own, only recently finished high school after being more or less abandoned 

by fU-st his mother and tiien his father. His mother had apparentiy left his fatiier for anotiier 

man and moved out of town altogether. Jeff nominally Uved then witii his father, but soon 

actually lived by hUnself because his father began to spend his nights at his new gUl 

friend's house. Jeff s email conmient tiiat "MY KIDS ARE GONNA LIVE ON THE 

STREETS" becomes, witii this knowledge of his background, sadly and ironically 

applicable to his own recent cUcumstances, or nearly enough. It is ironic because Jeff 

never showed any awareness of a possible causal relationship between his personal history 

and his emaU pyrotechnics directed at women. 

There exists in archived network text an opportunity to use tiiat text much as FreUe 

used "fanned themes," wherein previous discussion archives could be examined for hidden 

themes much as has been done here-but then acted on in the course itself, which I did not 

do with the fall 1997 course. This could be done on the level of the class as a whole, and it 

could also be done with the text of specific students. In the latter case, that is uncertain 

psychological groimd for which a composition instmctor is almost certainly not 

professionally prepared, unless that instmctor has a counseling background. But as 

anyone in the field knows, we as teachers are often faced with this very choice, whether to 

remove oiu'selves from the needs of our students that extend beyond sentences and 

paragraphs, or to act as t)est we can as ad hoc counselors. 

And it should also be noted that this sort of discomfiting work is not so far from tiie 

pmposes of a Uberatory pedagogy. This is tme so long as one assents that societal 

transformation either stems fu-st from personal transformation, or goes along with it in a 

type of feedback loop. Any attempt at cultivating in students the self-awareness of a critical 

consciousness is serious business indeed, and carries certain dangers with it. Freire 

impUes the sort of feedback loop mentioned above when he points out how "during the 

initial stage of the stmggle" to acquire a critical consciousness, "the oppressed, instead of 
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sttiving for liberation, tend themselves to become oppressors, or 'sub-oppressors.' The 

very stmcture of their tiiought has been conditioned by the conttadictions of the concrete, 

existential situation by which they were shaped" (Pedagogy ofthe Oppressed 27). So 

accordmg to a FreUean analysis, tiie very sexism exhibited m the above emaU discussion 

shows students actmg as such "sub-oppressors," and theU- state is actuaUy what FreU-e calls 

a "Umit-situation." 

FreU-e says that "If individuals are caught up m and are unable to separate 

themselves from these Umit-situations, tiieU theme m reference to these situations is 

fatalism, and the task impUed by tiie tfieme is the lack ofa task" (94). The class as a whole 

showed such a fatalism in acting out, ratiier tiian resistmg, culmrally assigned gender roles. 

And the refusal to examine those roles can be seen as a stubbom, perhaps defensive 

cUnging to the lack of a more meanUigful task. Because exanUnmg one's own place witiiUi 

coimterproductive gender roles is meanmgful, it is also dangerous. Thus, tiie "lack of a 

task" may be the subconsciously preferted stance. Yet precisely because of the discomfort 

with the topic which was revealed in a perverse way by the sexist insults, I as teacher 

should have seen that topic, and that network approach to the topic, as fmitful, and pursued 

it further. Freire writes that 'The starting point for organizing the program content of 

education or political action must be the present, existential, concrete simation, reflecting 

the aspU^tions of the people" (76). He adds that "the object of the investigation is not 

persons (as if they were anatomical fragments), but rather the thought-Ianguage with which 

men and women refer to reality, the levels at which they perceive that reality, and theU view 

of the world, in which their generative themes are found" (78). 

Freire's advice applies almost verbatim to an analysis of the archived text of such an 

electronic discoiu*se, in which is housed the "thought-language" of the students. Such 

language, because it is posted rapidly and with Uttie or no editing, can for those reasons 

sometUnes reveal more about a student's "view of the world" and "the levels at which they 

perceive that reality" than more considered text can. In this case, the level at which Jeff and 

his classmates perceived the world was disturbingly low-for tiiem it was a limit-situation. 

As instmctor, I saw that much at the time, but did not know where to go next. The 

remainder of the course-three months-degenerated because of this into a superficial 
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teaching of disconnected composition skiUs. Writing is an instmment of power, self-

discovery, and transformation, but without an adequate Uberatory foundation of knowledge 

at the time, I did not see sufficient reason to push through my students' unguided, 

ignorant, and hiutful abuse of that power and each other, by asking the students themselves 

for a conscious analysis of this behavior. 

However, even if I had done so, it may be that tiie result would have been more of 

the same. After all, that depends on the students, too. It is ambitious to expect, m sixteen 

weeks or less, to overtmn the cumulative effects of years of subtie subject formation by the 

more pemicious stmctittes of power in our culture, such as sexism. Janet Stamer, in her 

narrative, teUs of her own classroom attempt to confront network flaming and task 

avoidance by urging her students to join her in analyzing why the coiu^e was not going 

weU. Already, Stamer writes, the class's network discourse had been continuously 

characterized by students' "imwiIUngness to coUaborate" and tiieir "insistence on flaming 

each other in synchronous chat" BasicaUy, Stamer describes her smdents' behavior as 

that of "isolated, often self-serving narcissistic individuals" who were "uncommonly 

resistant to reading and exploratory writUig. Worst of aU," Stamer writes, "our forays into 

synchronous writing were, at least for me, traumatic" (398). 

Some distance into the semester, Stamer attempted to defuse this behavior by 

asking her students to scmtinize that very behavior. The results were disastrous: 

The tummg pomt came when I decided to use Interchange to allow them to 
talk about theU difficulties, worries, and desires for tíie course. The semester 
wasn't progressing as any of us had envisioned, I thought, and I solicited their 
input I decided to give it one more tty. Perhaps my earlier questions had l)een 
flawed. Perhaps I'd set up too many conferences. I wasn't siu-e that U wasn't 
teacher ertor that had caused the problems. In order to get an honest picture of theU 
needs, I let them use pseudonyms to sign on. Once again, there were tiie initial 
banter and distractUig side-tt^cks. But this activity continued, and I realized that 
they were successfuUy resisting any attempt to engage them m a serious 
consideration of the course. My breaking point came when, hearing laughter, I 
looked up at the screen to fmd someone had used my name as pseudonym in a 
message that blurted to another student, "f you!" 

Isnapped. 
Shaking with anger, patience all used up, I announced that class was over, 

gathered my books and walked out. (398) 

Stamer's narrative is valuable for the many insights it offers, though some are not 

made expUcit whUe some are. At least several are worth commenting on. For example, 
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one of the pervading postmodemist fears seems by way of being reaUzed in the "isolated, 

often self-serving narcissistic" behaviors of her students. It is Uonic, of course, that they 

exhibit this behavior, surely tiie opposite in every way from FreUean dialogism, in such a 

potentially dialogic context as a computer network. It is possible, then, to pervert tiiis rich 

network potential to a spUit of donUnation, where students act as "sub-oppressors" as 

Freire says. Of course, this is no news to anyone with substantial experience in network 

environments. It happens. How and why it happens is what is of mterest. In Althusserian 

terms, the students have been "hailed;" they are responding to the ideological apparams in 

conditioned ways which they are not consciously aware of They are suspended Ui the 

looms of immanent power. Or, to meld FreUe witii Deleuze, in theU flaming they have 

become, at least momentarUy, sup-oppressors in the society of self-modulating control. By 

flaming any attempt at substantial dialogue, they are in those moments accessories to the 

forces which control behavior. What is being conttoUed is the critical spirit And because 

they do not know this as the outcome of their behavior, that behavior is self-modulating, as 

Deleuze says. 

This conditioned, self-modulating namre of what might be termed the smdents' 

"anti-dialogue" is important because U suggests the applicabiUty of Judy Segal's ceremony 

game concept to Stamer's experiences. This appUcabUity is in tum a significant insight 

which is implicit in Stamer's narrative; she does not discuss the concept, but it fits well, 

and it helps to fiuther explain the conditioned nature of the students' responses in this 

specific instance. Several of the behaviors Stamer describes can clearly be weU explained 

by seeing them as contt-oUed by pre-existing ceremony games which the students have-

qiUte imconsciously-imported into the Daedalus lab, which lab these games then co-opt by 

setting up theU own sets of rules. As Segal poUits out, tiiat is precisely what ceremony 

games do, set mles for further games. 

For example, the most noticeable ceremony game is one which a student reveals, 

upon questioning, as having been brought from IRCs, Intemet Relay Chats: The 

"vulgarity and profanity as well as the insistence on getting off-ttack and avoiding the 

assigned topic" are "sUnply a result, he said, of theU- famUiarity with chat rooms and 

Intemet Relay Chat where the object is to flame any speaker you think is a fool or has a 
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wrong-headed idea until he shuts up. Suddenly, I understood," Stamer writes. "The goal 

of these chat spaces is to bludgeon people with your point of view until you end up 

vicU)rious~the best taUcer wms-Ui short, to shut down conversation" (399). 

The goal of tiiis "IRC Game," tiiough enacted via what might ertoneously be called 

"dialogue," is not dialogic at aU Ui a Uberatory sense, nor m a Bakhtinian sense eitiier. To a 

Uberatory thinker, this sort of exchange cannot be dialogic because it forecloses reflection, 

without which a critical consciousness cannot exist, much less flourish. In Bakhtmian 

terms, it might appear tiiat such "dialogue" falls withm tiie mbric of the centtifugal 

resistance to centtipetal, autiioritative hegemony, but tiiat is an iUusion. As FreUe impUes 

with his concept of "sub-oppressors" and as Althusser and Deleuze predict, tiiis form of 

text-as-utterance is oppressive m itself, m a subordinate way to the larger, broader skein of 

oppression. As such, it enacts the oppressive goal of silencing the ttiily polyphonic, 

heteroglossic voices. 

In this case, the voices sUenced are specificaUy those which exhibit a critical spUit: 

"Although a few lone voices within the smaU groups we had set up attempted to get tiie 

conversation tiuned aroimd to serious work, they were largely unsuccessful," Stamer notes 

(398). As for the majority of her students-sadly, those with the most Intemet experience-

"The content of my students' conversation can be explained by theU perception of the space 

available to them. They saw Interchange as IRC and could envision no other way to 

approach it IRC 'mles' framed the discourse, not academic conventions" (399). They 

were prevented from consciously recognizing and thus historicizing theU use of the writing 

space as counterproductively subservient to IRC mles because they were themselves caught 

up unconsciously in those mles. It is no coincidence that it was Stamer's chaUenge to this 

very condition that prompted the vUiilent though mdirect attack on her personaUy. In this 

conflict of differing ceremony games, the "IRC Game" ttiimped, and UonicaUy it is partly 

due to the presence of the computer network, because it resembles the IRC context 

A second ceremony game coUaborates in this, however. Stamer writes that her 

students are "ultra-conservative when it comes to writing instmction. They value the 

ciurent-traditional approach because they have mastered the kind of product which wiU 

achieve a good grade in many high school EngUsh classes" (400). This too is a ceremony 
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game, havUig created expectations tiiat writUig will be characterized and defined as form 

(the five-paragraph essay) over content and will not be characterized as exploration or 

epistemology. No doubt tiie work load of most high school writing teachers, a topic 

discussed by Aronowitz and GUoux in Postmodern Education and other works, has much 

to do in tum with tiie cultivation of tiiis ceremony game. Routine, mass-produced "essays" 

or "themes" are easier to grade, especially if tiiey are sUmly developed. But tiie more 

Unportant point here is tiie unfortunate and Uonic way in which tiie "IRC Game" dovetaUs 

mto tiie "CT Game" to block Stamer's attempts at a ttne dialogue and substimte flammg in 

Us place, via dynamics tiiat are both recursive and complex. 

If it is sadly U-onic tiiat such outcomes can be caused by the presence of computer 

networks in the hands of students who are already "network savvy" m tiiese superficial, 

unconsciously oppressive ways, then how can such a tiiing be prevented? More and more 

of our sttidents may well resemble this group, just as Stamer predicts, altiiough anotiier 

school of thought holds that as network discourse becomes more mainstream, the 

sometimes abrasive nature of its interchanges wiU meUow. 

The best response to rantUig and flaming behavior is that which has been argued 

throughout this document, to aUy Uberatory pedagogy with network pedagogy. The reason 

presented here for this merging of pedagogies has been to revitalize Uberatory theory itself, 

to give it means to become a fiUly postmodem and contemporarily effective mstmctional 

pedagogy. Stamer's nartative suggests that another reason to merge liberatory and 

network pedagogies is that, guided or unguided, computer networks and related technology 

have entered the classroom and wUl stay there for the foreseeable fumre. And if that is the 

case, then it is wise to put in place the sort of humanizing guiding vision that liberatory 

pedagogy can provide, because even though networks are not merely value-neutral tools, 

Stamer's narrative suggests that even as agencies of change they can either be positive or 

negatíve agencies. 

"This much seems clear," Stamer writes. "The networked classroom does change 

power relatíons and problematízes the defmitíons of teacher authority and community we 

have made comfortably commonplace. By its very presence, the technology changes the 

dynamics of the classroom. The computer is not a value neuttal tool; it is an agent of 
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change" (400). Or as Selfe and Hawisher have already been noted as saying, "Computers 

fundamentally shape, and are shaped by, cultural values. Hence, these machines 

continuaUy magnify and reproduce the complex social conditions connected with those 

values in fundamental ways" ("Reflections" 298). The engagement egaUtarianism, and 

decentering of power which computer networks show as largely Uittinsic qualities can be 

used m either helpful or hurtful ways because those quaUties wUl "magnify and reproduce" 

underlying power sttiictures. Liberatory pedagogy can give hope of steering these quaUties 

toward more positive uses which open up dialogue in the FreUean sense, not shut it down 

as Stamer experienced. 

Stamer's account reveals tiiat her pedagogy, though legitUnately describable as an 

informal Uberatory pedagogy, did not attempt to implement anything like the fuU gravity of 

a formal Uberatory pedagogy. Yet the Uberatory goal of a critical consciousness is implied 

when Stamer writes that "In an age of increasing separation from each other, of 

deteriorating commimities, of abrasive and divisive public rhetoric, we need to teach 

students how to authorize their own reasoned claims" (400). The ttansformatory purposes 

of Uberatory pedagogy are also implied when Stamer concludes that "we need avenues to 

biUld community" (400), and again in her use of Elspeth Stuckey's statement in The 

Violence ofLiteracy regarding changing a system (400): 

A system takes a lot of ttouble. A system must be devised and 
implemented. To be sure, much of its design is tacit, its implementation an 
extension of usual modes of comfortable life. That is why uncomfortable people 
can often change a system. They can see it. (400) 

To see the system is to have historicized both it and oneself, earmarks of a critical 

consciousness. Stamer's students could not see the implicit power system to which they 

conformed (the IRC game), both because they were not uncomfortable but rather 

complacent, and also because they had lUnited critical skiUs to draw on and resisted the 

acquisition of those skiUs in a kind of anti-dialogic catch-22 phenomenon. 

Given the many complex, powerful, and partially hidden variables, it would be 

impetuous to casuaUy suggest that the ttoubles Stamer faced in that course would not have 

happened had a fuller Uberatory focus been in place. However, it is worth noting that a 

Freirean liberatory pedagogy is specificaUy conceived to look upon such moments as when 
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the smdent assumed Stamer's name and typed "F you!", and to see such moments as 

"Umit situatíons." The value of that is the liberatory insistence on directiy addressing such 

moments and offering a formal apparatus which can help overcome problems of 

postmodem adaptation. Such problems include expectations and habits imported into the 

classroom as ceremony games from broader yet unperceived power sttiictm-es outside the 

classroom. They include problems of fmding middle ground between either prescribing 

student subjectivity or falUng victUn pedagogicaUy to tiie muUimde of subjectivities formed 

by such extemal ceremony games. And they include copmg with a bewUdering diversity of 

student values, in addition to tiie occasional flagrant disrespect for specific values of 

decomm in a leaming envUonment such as Stamer faced and such as I faced in my fall 

1997 class. 

Liberatory pedagogy offers the guiding vision needed to overcome such 

contemporary problems, promismg to help in seeing them as potential sources of "Umit 

acts"—acts of transcendence. But to be effective that vision itself must enter postmodemity, 

as Aronowitz and GUoux insist Despite incidents such as Stamer reports, simply because 

of the growing pervasiveness of technology in education, Uberatory pedagogy can only 

enter the postmodem era by recognizing and avaUing itself of the postmodem and dialogic 

qualities of network discoiu"se and its pedagogy, which as has already been noted is so 

simUar to Uberatory ideals and techniques. 

Dialogism m Situated histances of 
Liberatorv Network Pedagogv 

Such episodes as described in my fall 1997 class and m Stamer's class did not 

occur in the summer 1998 class. That may be because of vigUance due to the previous 

experience, or because of the random combination of smdent personaUties that made up the 

class, or botii. In any case, in an ironic tumabout that now seems fascinating, I found 

myself searching for ways to provoke the very sort of lUnit situation which I had wished 

away on that earlier occasion. These Uberatory sttategies were, Ui essence, efforts to 

marshal the intrinsic network quaUties of engagement, egalitarianism, and decentered 

power in the service of discourse which is dialogic in a liberatory sense. 
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Such dialogism depends fu-st, it should be recaUed, on a utUization of the dynamic 

ambiguity of language. This is a skiU in itself, of course, and is one which is practiced 

constantiy m tiie texmal network envUonment. As Christel Taylor says, "The majority of 

my students leam more about usUig tiie computers during the semester, no matter how 

much tiiey came m knowUig. I beUeve tiUs carries over to tiieU writmg as well. As tiiey 

manipulate text on tiie screen, tiiey become more confident m theU abUity to manipulate 

language for various puiposes" (382). 

Even more visible is the quaUty of communal dialogue which results m moments of 

knowledge making-moments of critical insight-which, repeated over tUne, can result in a 

critical consciousness; although as aUeady mentioned, any expectation of seeing a fiUly-

formed critical consciousness as the outcome of a six-week (or even sixteen-week) coiu-se 

is very ambitious, to say no more. The communal dialogue which constitutes the field m 

which such a consciousness grows, however, is obvious, mnning throughout virtually all 

transcripts of my own class and simUar network-based classrooms. Despite her ttaumatic 

experience, Stamer says that network discourse "holds the possibiUty for improved and as 

yet imimagined communications among men and women of good wUl. And that prospect 

is well worth exploring and helping to create" (401). David Mulry says that "the network 

invites active and discriminating participation . . . and invites the writer to become part of a 

community of writers" (387). Amanda Corcoran simUarly notes that "The network reaUy 

does emphasize leaming community" (393). And Taylor, while speaking of the improved 

skiU of language manipulation, adds tiiat "I'm also intrigued by theU use of other student 

writing in their own pieces. They see how their ideas work in relation to comments from 

others; they also see how other writers are using theU ideas" (382). Furthermore, beyond 

this sense of commimity, these network ttanscripts contain passages of commimal dialogue 

which represent epistemic moments. Several of these are worth examinmg. 

Towards Historícization: The Importance 
of Self-Inspection 

WhUe constmcting my summer 1998 class, in order to best present opportimities 

for these dialogical stages to occiu- (at least through tiie stage of occasional or piecemeal 
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critical insights about self and society), I artanged the course so that tiie assignments would 

build on each other. As early as tiie second day of this class, foUowing tiie fast and 

encouraging beginning of the mitial network discussion described earUer, I sought to guide 

tiie students into setf-examination by askUig them to write briefly on the foUowing quote 

and accompanying questions: 

"In order to break the spells that keep each person m roles he or she is outgrowing 
or passUig beyond, each requUes a new position to enter" (Michael Meade, Men 
and the Water ofLife 19). With tiiis quote m mind, please try to answer tiie 
foUowing questions about yomself 

(1) Where are you now? 

(2) What are you leaving? 

(3) What are you entering? 

The connection of this assignment to the liberatory purposes of the class was this: I 

feel that it is easier to get many students to look at oiu" cultm-e with new eyes if they are fu-st 

chaUenged to view their own lives in new ways. Accordingly, I asked the students to post 

theU- responses to the Michael Meade quote onto the network as drafts. Several of the 

individual responses show the beginnings of an abiUty in students to look at themselves 

through the lens of the world, and vice versa—the same skill involved in historicization, and 

thus representing a moment, at least, of critical analysis. Such a moment also shows an 

epistemological knowledge-making on an individual level which, via the network, was 

enacted on a communal level as weU. This sequence, from mdividual to communal, goes 

against what Vygotsky sees as the natiu"al progression of knowledge-making, but seemed 

appropriate this early in the course because I saw a need to graduaUy wean the students 

from the more private writmg tiiey were used to. Thus tiiis fu-st assignment was in the 

form of a position paper, to be privately drafted but then shared with the class via tiie 

network. Here is one student's response : 

Name: David Santiago 
Description: position paper #3 

l.Whereaml? 
I'm gaining more experience as the days open and close. I'm 22 and I want 

to be the fttst in my Unmediate famUy to succeed. Everthing is different about me 
now. My personality, my attitude and aU the other good things. 
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2. What are you leaving? 
I'm leaving a planet of I don't know. I haven't left yet but I'm on my way. 

3. What am I entering? 
I am entering a place where you don't say that you don't know. "You don't 

know doesn't exist m this world. 

Plain to see in David's response are some faUIy predictable, albeit positive, attimdes 

of a young student entering college, especially from a lower class or lower middle class and 

ethnic minority backgroimd: tiie tiiUst for material success, and the determination to grasp 

that success. For him, however, these may be fresh insights, a chance for self-inspection. 

This type of first-generation coUege student is, according to Picket, HoIIaday, and otfiers, 

more common to the community coUege than to the university context. Teaching such 

"outsiders" is a wonderful opportunity for a liberatory pedagogist because they may be 

more easUy able to see certain institutional power formulations precisely because of their 

"othemess." Paradoxically, however, theU presence m coUege in the fttst place often 

means that they have bought into the goals of the dominant culture, which m tum means 

that they are less likely to question its power formulations. This is impUed in David's case 

by his thirst for success and wiUingness to leave his background behind. (This departure 

from the habits of his background stratum is also an answer to the second question, "What 

are you leaving?", but one which seems not to occiu* to David.) 

Beyond these expected attimdes, David's response is interesting because it mimics 

the deliberately poetic, metaphorical language of the assignment: "I'm leavUig a planet of I 

don't know . . . You don't know doesn't exist in this world." That metaphorical 

opaqueness in the assignment was intended to prevent immediate understanding by the 

students and thus to force a somewhat deeper scmtiny of tiie assignment and therefore of 

themselves, in deciphering theU own relation to it For David, this seems to have worked. 

What is revealed (It's not okay not to know the answers) is also interestmg, altiiough 

disturbing. That is, if this determination to put aside youthful unknowing is seen as strong 

motivation, then it is a positive factor which can help the cultivation of a critical 

consciousness. But on the other hand, it can also be seen as a rejection of the wUlingness 

to leam by mistakes and so could also serve as a hindrance to the growth of a critical 
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consciousness. There is evidence of both effects in David's later efforts. This writing 

itself shows knowledge-making, however, in both topic and treatment 

AIso typical of many community coUege smdents, especiaUy students (such as 

Hispanics) with somewhat of an ESL background, is the way Ui which David's 

knowIedge-makUig coexists and even intermUigles witii some difficulties m handling 

formal English usages. This can also be seen m his position paper, m that his own 

effective use of metaphor depends in part on his omission of punctuation to set off the 

phrase "I don't know." It is largely the way that phrase is unseparated from the rest of his 

sentence which accounts for the metaphor-Iike opaqueness of his own answer; it caUs for 

several readings to place that phrase m relation to tiie rest of the sentence. So perhaps most 

interesting of aU in regards to composition itself, that uneasiness with formal English feeds 

into and is probably inseparable from his use of ambiguity in an imaginative, constmctive 

way. To the extent that he rids himself of the former, he may lose some of the latter as 

weU, sadly enough, but the larger point is that difficulty with formal usages does not 

necessarUy predict difficulty with the more important skiU of critical thinking. 

In contrast to David's optimistic, even ideaUstic response, Jesse's recognizes 

another side to Ufe: 

Name: Jesse Valenciana 
Description: position paper #3 

1) I am in a world that is changing so much as time goes by, where you have to 
work hard to keep up with it, some times the changes are good or some times bad. 

2) I think that not just me but society is leavUig a world where there was more 
respect towards people and parents in general. 

3) I am entering a world that is getting more dangerous everyday, where more 
coimtries fight to have more power over the others, and where there is more 
violence on the streets. 

Jesse shows an unusual wiUmgness and ability to look insightfuliy at tiie world 

around hUn. He brought that abiUty to the class; tiie class did not give it to him, tiiough I 

would lUce to beUeve that the class gave him more oppormnity to use and hone that abiUty 

than he had found in other cUcumstances in his Ufe. WhUe his vision seems more insightful 

than David's-insofar as such a thing can be judged from so slight an evidence-that vision 
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is also much darker than David's. Reading it I find myself seeing it as a much plainer, 

less theoretical version of David Harvey's description of the posttnodem compression of 

space and time, and the "disorienting and dismptive impact" (284) U has upon us. Jesse's 

description lacks the academic vemacular of Harvey's, and of course its meticulous, 

extended scmtUiy, but this student is moving on his own and instinctively toward much the 

same conclusions. 

Jesse's background aUnost certamly has much to do witii tiie deptii of his insight 

As I leamed over the term of the course, he immigrated from Mexico only several years 

prior to this coiu^e, while stUl high school age; why remained unclear to me, but certain 

aUusions in his writing give the Unpression that his immigration may have been spurred by 

the loss of his father. Once in west Texas, he was given the choice of mainstreaming 

himself in his high school classes and graduating on time, or going more slowly, mindful 

of what were then his limited abiUties with EngUsh. He chose to mainstream and did it 

successfiUly, though he describes the consequent stmggle as being very, very difficult for 

him. Yet by the time he took my class, his abiUties with EngUsh were average or better. 

This brief personal history certainly shows his adaptabUity to change; on the other hand, 

certain quaUties of his stand out and probably have remained unchanged from his quite 

different upbringing. Jesse was the most courteous, even diffident student in class, 

imfaiUngly exhibiting an almost patrician gentiemanliness which I have experienced only 

rarely in students. In his uprootedness, in his adaptabUity, and in his determined refusal to 

part with certain aspects of his earlier Ufe, Jesse is an all but archetypal example of our 

postmodem world. 

As is shown in one last response, however, one does not have to be uprooted 

from place in order to feel a sense of disorientation. Uprootedness in time, in the simple 

act of growing up, can yield the same outcome: 

Name: Gabe Ureta 
Description: position paper #3 

As far as life goes I'm a rookie. I've Uved only 16 years and haven't 
experienced tme life. I am a dependant of my parents and in comfort without major 
problems. 

I am leaving behind childhood and gift of wondering. I am leaving the fuU 
protection of my parents. I am leavmg the fantasy we aU call youth. Where almost 
everything is provided. 
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I am entering the rest of my life, my future, a real world where I can fUiaUy 
experience the ups and downs for myself 

Reading this, I was moved to respond. FeeUng a bittersweet tone to Gabe's 

message, I urged hUn to clmg to tiie great gift of his sense of wonderment. He replied, 

FROM: Gabe Ureta TO:TEACHER 6/3/98 6:07 pm 

M.J.: 
Thanks for the tip. I would love to say I won't lose it, but I can't. In tiiis 

society most aduUs tiiink they should be just that and notiimg more. But I wiU tty 
to keep it 

At sixteen-an early-enroUment student-Gabe stands balanced on the very cusp 

between childhood and adulthood, and yet has the wisdom to know that there is no keeping 

one's sense of wonder intact m crossing over. What is perhaps more remarkable at that age 

is the abiUty to articulate that sense. What he does not have yet is the reaUzation that one 

can come fuU circle and reattain that wonderment, tiiough not everyone does. 

This process of maturation, as well as the assignment as a whole, both fall withUi 

the boundaries of liberatory pedagogy in that a critical consciousness, to be tmly that, must 

encompass insight of self as well as insight into society; it must be able to filter each 

through the other. As already noted, FreUe impUes this when he describes the role of the 

"sub-oppressor," in that it is insight of self which can alone prevent or ciutaU the assuming 

of such a role. Put differentiy, this fUtering describes the abUity to historicize both self and 

society, and also can be said to represent a moment of epistemology. Gabe evidences some 

such insight With him, as with Jesse and David, my class lUcely cannot claim to have 

instUled this insight. But I believe there is some vaUdity to the lesser claim that it gave them 

a place and a time in which to exercise and nurture the msight that they brought with them. 

Christel Taylor describes a similar moment with her own students when she says, 

Many students come into my class expressing a particular opinion simply 
because that's what they were taught by their parents. I fu-st ask them to be as clear 
as possible about what they believe and why. I then encourage them to see that 
other opinions exist Then I want them to develop and understanding of why there 
are multiple perspectives on that particular subject: What are the reasons and 
experiences which lead to the various points of view, including their own? 
Students who are ready go on to reevaluate theU own perspectives. EssentiaUy, 
then, I want them to develop an understanding of theU own perspectives in relation 
to other perspectives. I want them to move from where they £U"e to somewhere else. 
(381) 
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By encouraging her smdents to "move from where they are to somewhere else," 

Taylor addresses the same issue as does the quote from Michael Meade: "Ui order to break 

the speUs that keep each person in roles he or she is outgrowmg or passmg beyond, each 

requU-es a new position to enter." Ui otiier words, each must be able to fUter tiie past 

tiirough tiie present, and as Taylor pomts out, filter tiie mdividual and personal tiu-ough the 

broader community and its various perspectives. AU tiiis, in differmg terminology, comes 

to much the same thUig: communal dialogue which uses tiie mnate creativity of language to 

enable moments of knowledge-making, moments which can be variously described as tiie 

beginnmgs of critical consciousness, of historicization, or less academically and more 

metaphorically, of breakmg tiie old speUs which have wom thm. These speUs are tiie same 

forces which Althusser describes as power formulations distmctive of the tiikd wave of 

capitalism, and which Deleuze describes as self-modulatmg webs of conttol. 

Commimal Knowledge-Making: Deeper 
Insight via Dialogue 

In this Uiitial assignment, as I have aUeady noted, the fuU capabUity of the network 

was not brought to bear in that the position papers were drafted privately and only then 

posted to the network. This resulted in exposure to each other's thoughts, but generated 

Uttie dialogue. A better example of network dialogic capabUity is found in David MuUy's 

description of a particiUar network assignment in his own class, in which he invited the 

smdents to discuss the various events they each planned to write about in a nartative essay. 

As he notes, the network "mvites active and discriminating participation": 

Instead of breaking the class up into smaUer electtonic groups defmed by 
pre-estabUshed parameters, I invited the class to contribute to cUscussions that 
interested them and once they had estabUshed such a group, to remain in it. This 
meant that students would look out for the posts of others in theU group, but at the 
same time they would be able to read the ongoing discussions of other concurrent 
"groups." It created an interesting fragmented experience that was occasionally 
very chaotic and occasionally resulted in migratory behavior . . . but for the most 
part was respected and rewarding, because of the choices that were exercised, and 
the exchange of ideas that flowed not only in the groups themselves but outside and 
around them. (390) 

The "discriminating participation" Mulry describes amounts to epistemological 

communal dialogue: moments of critical insight. In his words, as already noted, 
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Ideas were being raised and discussed. Tangents were being made and 
piu^ued, abandoned and reopened. AU of this was going on among a group of 
students for whom the written word was not necessarily the preferted mode of 
exprcssion, and they participated not only vigorously, but unselfconsciously— 
moving forward with a sense of pmpose, largely unaware that I was there. (390) 

Later in my own coittse, the same pattem was evident Some weeks into tiiis 

summer 1998 coiu-se, after a round of assignments dealing with issues less personal and 

more societal, I retumed to much the same personal focus shown in the above assignment 

regarding the Michael Meade quote. I did so, however, in a way which brought my course 

closer to Frcirean techniques than it had yet come. Freire championed the use of 

"codifications," which as he describes them were rarely textual. More often, they were 

visual, sketches or photographs. Adopting FreUre's use of such visual codifications, I gave 

my students copies of this image: 

Æ'í 

r^'^^tíLac+ 

Figure 4. FreU ân Codification for "Worid View" Assignment 

Source: Analecta 6 (1980) 

The formal writmg assignment was for each sttident to describe his or her worid 

view. Although m one sense tiiis assignment was a retum from tiie social focus of tiie 
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unmediately previous assignment to the personal focus of the early position paper, in a 

different sense it can be seen as a synthesis of both, m that I was asking each student to 

articulate a very personal understanding of how tiie world works. Thus tiie assignment 

took them to tiie interface between tiiemselves as mdividuals and tiie whole of society. 

Then and now, I stiU like this assignment, especiaUy coming after earUer separate focuses 

on each of these levels of existence. 

Nevertheless, I was not pleased with the tenor of the class itself Reading back 

through my personal log, I fmd such comments as "I'm seeing a littie boredom, a tendency 

to peel off before all work is done." Or elsewhere, more sttongly, "I'm feeUng 

discouraged about the difficulty of reaching anybody." So in response, I decided that 

along with the new assignment, I would try a different network discussion technique, one 

depending upon interpretation of the sketch shown on the previous page. Probably due to 

my own background as a compositionist, not a visual communicator, I had avoided the use 

of such codifications even though I had been aware of Freire's faith in them. Now, I held 

my breath and plunged in. Deciding that if I was going to do without text, I would do 

without it altogether, I chose this untitied, captionless image, a sketch which I have long 

found both fascinating and provocative. 

With no caption or titie to study as a clue to meaning, the students were asked to 

characterize the sketch. The only thing they had to go on was tiiat I noted to them tiiat I 

meant for it to tie in to their ciurent assignment on describmg theU respective views of the 

world. The question, then, became one of deciding what world view or views are 

portrayed in the sketch. Even tiiat question, however, I did not articulate for tiiem at fttst 

The response to this use of a FreUean-IUce visual codification surprised me. 

Whereas the class had been languishing a bit, they now seemed galvanized, a reaction 

which in fact lasted through other visual codifications untU the end of the coiu-se. I had 

braced myseU" for impatience and perhaps even sttonger negative feelUigs at bemg asked to 

explore such an apparentiy pomtiess image, but instead, the whole activity took on a 

gamelike demeanor for the smdents. This engaged tone is evident Ui some of the early 

discussion comments. Beyond that, the students show a fairly keen eye for detail and a 
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delight m competmg for the most outt^geous interpretation, but early on do not seem to 

connect the image with the writing assignment: 

FROM: Jesse Valenciana TO: CLASS 6/15/98 6:03 pm 

I think tiiat kid just found an alUen from out of space. 

FROM: Cherise MUIer TO: CLASS 6/15/98 6:04 pm 

The thUig looks like a cross between a deer, a pig, an eyeball, and a bU-d. The 
reason I say tiiat is because of the legs, of course an eye, a cmly tail, and a beak. 
I'm not to sure what it has to do witii the Uttle boy tiiough. 

FROM: Gabe Ureta TO: CLASS 6/15/98 6:06 pm 

This guy has to be stoned and he is halusinating. Look at how his eyes are and 
what is growing in the pot? This anUnal couldn't be found in any mind unless there 
was a mind altaring dmg present. He is defmitiy on a bad ttip. 

FROM: Sarah Penders TO: CLASS 6/15/98 6:06 pm 

It looks as if Ponocchio and a pig had a baby. Other than that it looks as if the boy 
wants to make friends with the pig thing. 

After ten or fifteen minutes, I intervened and steered the discussion a bit Some 

students responded accordingly, some tongue in cheek, while others continued to foUow 

previous threads. Overall, however, I began to see comments that went beyond mere 

description to critical interpretation, reflecting suggestions of world views: 

FROM: Mark Jordan TO: CLASS 6/15/98 6:14 pm 

Everyone is doing a pretty good job of describing the cartoon. Push it a littie 
further: whoever drew it probably wasn't just doodling nonsense but was trying to 
get across some sort of feeUng or opinion. 

If this cartoon has a thesis, what is U, do you suppose? 

FROM: Jesse Valenciana TO: CLASS 6/15/98 6:17 pm 

I think the thesis is: " Don't you dare go out in tiie woods by yourself' 

FROM: David Santiago TO: CLASS 6/15/98 6:17 pm 

Is the creature male or female? 
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FROM: Sarah Penders TO: CLASS 6/15/98 6:17 pm 

Maybe it is lUce big brotiier is watching you. Next thmg you know tiiey wiU have 
tiie Uttie kid eating SoUent Green! 

FROM: Gabe Ureta TO: CLASS 6/15/98 6:18 pm 

The thesis is if you do dmgs stay in the comfort of your own home where the trips 
are safer. 

FROM: Diana Chavez TO: CLASS 6/15/98 6:19 pm 

Mr. Jordan, could tiie tiiesis be that nothmg seems to shock us in this world 
anymore. 

FROM: Robert Bustamante TO: CLASS 6/15/98 6:19 pm 

Maybe this picture is ttymg to teU us it doesn't matter how you look you can fmd a 
friend. 

FROM: Oscar Cisneros TO: CLASS 6/15/98 6:19 pm 

I think its telUng people that they need to watch what they do because some is 
watching. 

FROM: Cynthia Gayoso TO: CLASS 6/15/98 6:20 pm 

My thesis would be: If I did this what else can I do in life, in school, in my job to 
challenge myself. 

In earlier group discussion, upon counting numbers of messages per individual I 

had discovered that I myself was the most frequent contributor. I wanted to avoid such 

heavyhanded guidance this tUne, but nevertheless a littie further into the discussion I 

ventured closer yet to the potential connection between the image and various world views. 

One reason I felt safe in doing this is because I felt the Unage was generating a varied 

coUection of responses, not a monochromatic one. 

FROM: Mark Jordan TO: CLASS 6/15/98 6:20 pm 

Okay, try this out: what if the "thUig" isn't an alien at aU, but LIFEITSELF m all 
its pushiness. What's the kid's attitude? And is his attimde appealing to you or 
stupid or what? 
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FROM: Crissy Lopez TO: CLASS 6/15/98 6:20 pm 

I only pray that it is God who is watching over me and not some god awful creamre 
like that one m the picture. Scary thought! 

FROM: Cherise MUIer TO: CLASS 6/15/98 6:22 pm 

LIFEITSELF looks pretty awful lUce that I agree. I tiiink the kid acks as if he is a 
littie dumbfounded. 

FROM: David Santiago TO: CLASS 6/15/98 6:23 pm 

That's a good Thesis Mr. Jordan about us not being shocked of what we see 
nowadays. I agree with that one. Becausethelittieboy isn'tafraid. 

FROM: Gabe Ureta TO: CLASS 6/15/98 6:23 pm 

Mr. Jordan 
The tx)y isn't scared so he is stepping up to the chaUenge of Uving and 

Uving the best that he can. 

FROM: Sarah Penders TO: CLASS 6/15/98 6:23 pm 

WeU it looks as if tiie kids attitude is weU ok it is here now I had better deal witii it 
I mean he looks happy and all. 

FROM: Crissy Lopez TO: CLASS 6/15/98 6:23 pm 

This kid's attitude is obviously carefree. 

FROM: Jesse Valenciana TO: CLASS 6/15/98 6:24 pm 

To group: 
I think tiie kid doesn't know what he really is lookUig at he has a naive look on his 
face. 

FROM: Mark Jordan TO: CLASS 6/15/98 6:24 pm 

David-wasn't my tiiought, about not beUig shocked tíiese days. But I lUced it too. 
(I forget who "published" that message...) 

FROM: Diana Chavez TO: CLASS 6/15/98 6:25 pm 

It was me about the shocking thought. I guess i am getting somewhere. 
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To me, they aU seemed to be getting somewhere. In other classes, when I have 

asked students to write a brief statement of theU world views, tiie Uiitial response from 

most smdents is usually incomprehension; even after I explain what I mean by "world 

view," the response is often perfunctory. Many in fact seem totally unconscious of any 

pattem in how they see the world and interact with it; in other words, they lack even the 

mdiments of historicizing abUity. This visual, metaphorical approach using a FreUean-Iike 

"codification" yielded better results. After a break during the same class meeting, as a 

second round of discussion on the same topic, I asked them for theU own personal world 

views. This resulted in a textured network dialogue which, perhaps modeling itself on the 

example of the metaphor of the codification, was unusuaUy metaphorical in places: 

FROM: Sarah Penders TO: CLASS 6/15/98 6:49 pm 

So what does everyone think of this essay? It sounds pretty interesting! 

FROM: Tammy MUIs TO: CLASS 6/15/98 6:49 pm 

I beUeve the world is what you make of it. If you look for the bad you wiU find tiie 
bad or vice versa. 

FROM: Sarah Penders TO: CLASS 6/15/98 6:50 pm 

Tammy: LUce that saying "every cloud has a silver UnUig". 

FROM: Gabe Ureta TO: CLASS 6/15/98 6:51 pm 

I might have ttouble on this one. I've never looked for a veiw on the world I've 
always just lived. 

FROM: Tammy MUls TO: CLASS 6/15/98 6:51 pm 

This is very interesting. We are still gomg to have to think tiiough! Shucks! 

FROM: Nadme Henry TO: CLASS 6/15/98 6:51 pm 

Think of it tiiis way Is your glass always half full or half empty? 
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FROM: Jesse Valenciana TO: CLASS 6/15/98 6:52 pm 

I think this is an excelent topic and its got a lot of potencial, because after aU we are 
the world. 

FROM: NadUie Henry TO: CLASS 6/15/98 6:52 pm 

Gabe that is your view!! Live U to the fiUlest. 

Most noticeable right away is the enthusiasm with which tiie smdents began tiiis 

assigned discussion; even Tammy's complaint about "having to think" seems teasing and 

almost obUgatory, not a genuine complaint AIso noticeable is the immediate resort to the 

metaphor of cliché: "every cloud has a sUver Uning" and the glass which is either "half 

empty or half fiUI." This is neither unexpected nor disheartening; it is simply a means the 

students have chosen to state theU views in theU early, fumblmg attempts. The point is, 

they are moving from the more general, open-ended interpretation of the codification and 

are indeed stating their world views. And in any case, even at this early stage, a more 

sophisticated response is seen. Nadme perceptively notes that Gabe's statement that he 

doesn't have a world view and mstead "just lives," is in fact a world view. The dialogue 

biUlds further momentum: 

FROM: Crissy Lopez TO: CLASS 6/15/98 6:53 pm 

This is really an interesting topic because tiiey way I viewed life 5 years ago is 
totally different as the way I view life now. I used to take things for granted. Now 
I have a dU-ection Ui life and tty not to take too many tiUngs for granted. 

FROM: Sarah Penders TO: CLASS 6/15/98 6:54 pm 

Gabe: You have sort of Uke an mnocent look at tiie worid. You are just starting to 
live. 

FROM: Gabe Ureta TO: CLASS 6/15/98 6:56 pm 

It is just like: 
"Even ugly Guitars make beautifiU music" 

FROM: NadUie Henry TO: CLASS 6/15/98 6:57 pm 

Crissy it sounds lUce there is a story behind yom" view 
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FROM: Sarah Penders TO: CLASS 6/15/98 6:57 pm 

Gabe: Only if they areintune! 

FROM: Tammy MUIs TO: CLASS 6/15/98 6:58 pm 

Crissy tiiat's a thought I view Ufe a lot different now tiian I did 5 years ago too. I 
do have a direction and I don't take anytíimg for granted anymore. as a matter of 
fact I try hard not to take anything for granted. It's kinda lUce when you assume 
something. We know what happens then. 

FROM: Jesse Valenciana TO: CLASS 6/15/98 6:58 pm 

Crissy, I agree with you on that you don't always see the world the same way, and 
also U seems lUce you take a lot of tiimgs for granted until something bad happens to 
you. 

FROM: Gabe Ureta TO: CLASS 6/15/98 6:58 pm 

But no tune makes a good sound to the untuned ear. 

FROM: Tammy MUls TO: CLASS 6/15/98 7:02 pm 

I think giUtars are like computers: it's the person operating them that determines 
what sound comes out. 

One notable comment in this part of the dialogue is when Sarah teUs Gabe that he 

seems to take "an Uinocent look at the world," which echoes my own comment to Gabe in 

the early-semester exchange we had on the loss of child-like wonderment. If someone else 

perceives this quaUty in him, then he must not have lost U as completely as his earlier 

lament would suggest. And U" mdeed he is partly stiU within this stage of Ufe and yet partly 

beyond it, that dual perspective presents a wonderful opportunity for historicization. 

Two other significant threads are evident. One, tiie peril of takUig Ufe for granted, 

is introduced by Crissy and commented on by Nadine, Tammy, and Jesse. Two of these 

students, Nadine and Tammy, are adult vocational students seeking mid-Ufe career shifts. 

Crissy and Jesse are both in theU early twenties but both have experienced disorientmg 

change in theU Uves: giving bUth and subsequent divorce for Crissy, the loss of a father 

and the shift of locale from Mexico to Texas for Jesse. AU four have backgrounds which 

may suggest to them the very lesson which they have gravitated to as a sympathetic world 
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view; the network dialogue has not only given tiieU common perspective voice, perhaps a 

rare opportunity for several of tiiem, but has also given them tíie oppormnity to see tiiat 

otiiers have cause to hold tiie same view. That alone can be a significant reaUzation. 

An even more UiterestUig tiu-ead is tiie metaphorical one mttoduced by Gabe and 

developed by Sarah and Tammy and himself. This tiiread is aU tíie more sttiking because it 

is a textured, communaUy-developed metaphor which is much more sophisticated tíian the 

cUchêd metaphors which began the dialogue. Gabe's mitial metaphor, which states tiiat the 

superficial beauty of the msttument has nothUig to do witii the ttiieness of its sound, is a 

version of tiie time-honored philosophical debate between form and substance; Gabe 

chooses substance, certamly a world view, as is the opposite reliance on form. Sarah, 

commenting that the sound is only tme if the guitar is Ui tune, brings in the related issue of 

permanence versus ephemerality, and also the issue of decay and the consequent need for 

care, attention, and upkeep-anotiier view of how one should live m the world. 

Gabe counters tiiat not only tiie tuning of tiie guitar itself matters, but also the ear 

that hears it. Here he is in essence presenting, via a further extension of the guitar/music 

metaphor, a fairly sophisticated view of Ufe as a ttansaction between oneself and others. At 

that point Tammy contributes an even further layer of meaning by noting the other variable 

in the metaphor, the player. In one sense she appears to puU back from the "transaction" 

metaphor by factoring out the audience as a determinant of what tiie sound is lUce, but in 

another sense she compUcates the transaction interpretation even further because witii the 

other two elements already estabUshed-instmment and audience—the player becomes a 

third. This implied "tt^saction" interpretation is impressive as a world view because of its 

broad applicabUity to situations ranging from the act of writing to the act of living. 

No doubt these students did not see all tiiese nuances, but they did work together m 

an informal and of-tiie-moment way to present the metaphor itself and its various layers, 

which is impressive enough. Add to that the fact tiiat the students did this while multi-

tasking—responding to various other threads more or less simultaneously. This can be seen 

on the part of Tammy even in the above segment, and it was the case with most of the 

students in the larger context of the entire dialogue. Clearly, knowledge-making and 

critical insight have occiured Ui this communal dialogue. 
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Extending tiie Crirical Moment: Consideration 
in Formal Documents 

Because this last round of network dialogue was itself designed to lead mto longer, 

more formal documents, it is appropriate U) pursue the assignment to that level, also. 

Compare just two smdents' more formal writing on this same topic, for instance. Jesse's 

messages about the image began witii a reaction tiiat tiie boy was confronted witii an aUen, 

tiien inteipreted the Unage as saying "Don't go m tiie woods!" and ended witii tiie comment 

that the boy has a naive look on his face. In his comments during tiie second round of 

dialogue, he says that a person doesn't "always see the world the same way"-

acknowledging the lUceUhood of sudden change, both inner and outer-and tiiat "you take a 

lot of thmgs for granted imtU somethmg bad happens to you." In his formal writUig on the 

related assignment, Jesse states tiiat "Life has taught me tiiat the worid doesn't stop and 

wait for anyone. The world we Uve in is getting tougher and tougher every day." 

There is a noticeable simUarity of world view Ui Jesse's email offerings and his 

formal writing-the same tendency toward a dark view evident in his earUer position paper. 

More complexly, however, Jesse's formal document also states that "The world is the place 

where we live in, a place that we should take care of and make the best of Our world can 

be ugly or beautifiU; it all depends on how we look at it or what we make out of it." This 

message is more positive; in the second dialogue, he has similarly noted that "after aU we 

are the world." ScroUing back through Jesse's early comments on the visual image, I am 

stmck by the apparent contradiction between this optimism and his negative interpretation 

of the demeanor of the boy as "naive." An interpretation of his smUe and body language as 

exuding confidence would seem to be more in mne with Jesse's statement that the ugUness 

or beauty of our world "all depends on how we look at it or what we make out of it" I do 

not know if Jesse was influenced by his classmates' more positive reading of the image, 

but that is conceivable. More likely, the mixed message may reflect a genume inner debate 

which has now been reified, in a sense, both textuaUy and commimally. 

Another student, Gabe, shows an arc of negative to positive interpretation which 

matches, at its end, his own thesis from his formal rendering of his world view. He began 

his reading of the image with the "bad acid ttip" comment, reinforced it with the declaration 
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tiiat the thesis of tiie Unage is that such trips are better taken m tiie safety of home, but tiien 

he seems to reconsider. He ends his commentary on the image by deciding that tiie young 

man is steppmg up to the challenge before hUn. Ui his more formal text, he writes tiiat 

"When we start the game of life we do not even know we are playUig. Then year by year 

we start to reaUze there is a real Ufe game going on. Bemg in a rookie stage I have 

recognized the game, but never noticed a stt-ategy to the way I play. Fmally I see it: the 

stt^tegy is to pay no attention to my view of lUe and just live. If we aU kept some of the 

magic we knew as chUdren, we could Uve life because it is tiiere to live." He ends by 

quoting tíie musical group Pearl Jam: "If I only knew now what I knew tiien." 

There is a plaUily visible connection that mns from Gabe's fu-st position paper 

through the network dialogue on the codification, through tiie further, more focused round 

of dialogue, and culminatmg in tiie formal document and its message as summarized above. 

Most noticeably, when in tiie second class dialogue Gabe says tiiat "I've never looked for a 

veiw [sic] on the world I've always just lived," his classmate Nadine's response-"Gabe 

that is your view! !"-appears to have helped him reaUze tiiat Uvmg Ui tiie moment is m fact 

his world view. In any case, U is suggestive that NadUie's remark is so closely reflected in 

the stance Gabe takes Ui his formal document: "The strategy is to pay no attention to my 

view of life and just live." A further connection to his dialogue with me regarding that 

early position paper is also evident when he foUows the above statement by adding that "If 

we all kept some of the magic we knew as children, we could Uve Ufe because it is there to 

live." 

Lastiy, there are also several UnpUed connections between Gabe's beUef m "just 

living," Uving in the moment, and his guitar metaphor. When he says that "even ugly 

GiUtars make beautiful music," the implication is not only that appearance does not count, 

but that if one has the right substance, the right attitude-just living lUe with a sense of 

discovery—then that is enough. This impUed connection is sttengthened when he adds that 

"no tune makes a good sound to tiie untuned ear," because by Unplication, the "mned ear" 

can be taken as a metaphor for tiiis same abUity to appreciate Ufe as it occurs, to Uve in the 

moment. By contrast, the "untuned ear" represents the attitude of a person who cannot 

"hear" the present moment due to constantiy dwelUng on past or future events. 
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Even his Unplied message about Ufe as a ttansaction fits well within this 

interpretation, in that seemg the act of livUig as a ttansaction acknowledges tiie roles of 

other people and forces, and this acknowledgement parallels the easygoing acceptance of 

Ufe's events tiiat characterizes his stance to simply accept what life gives one each day. His 

statements make up a unUied whole, when tiiey are re-exammed from a great enough 

distance to see the pattem. And tiie role of tiie network dialogue is significant; not only has 

Gabe clearly honed his awareness of his own motivations and beliefs via this dialogue, but 

tiiat pattem can be seen because of tfie network's abUity to archive tiiese communal 

dialogues and make them avaUable for later, more meticulous mspection of tiie sort done 

within this chapter and within tiie course itself. 

There are fairly obvious lUUcs from stage to stage of this succession of assignments, 

which togetiier constituted the maUi effort in my summer 1998 class to elicit or provoke 

deep consideration in these students of theU places in the world and the pattems of theU 

interaction with society and with other individuals-deeper consideration, at least than most 

would normaUy attempt. The connections mn from the early position paper assignments to 

the network dialogue about the codification of tiie uncaptioned image, from there to the 

followup dialogue on their own world views, and finally to theU formal documents on the 

same topic. As I said earUer, while I wUl not claim that the class gave rise to theU ongoing 

themes, it does seem to have allowed these two students and others to consciously realize, 

reiterate, and expand these themes, these world views. More importantly, the discemible 

differences between theU views, despite theU being voiced in response to the very same 

assignments, indicates that the class did not descend into rote prescriptiveness. 

The use of Freirean codifications was, if not cmcial, at least significant. Freire 

writes that because "human beings perceive reaUty as dense, impenettable, and enveloping, 

it is indispensable to proceed with the investigation by means of abstraction" (Pedagogy of 

the Oppressed 86). Thus comes the usefulness of the visual images, which are meant 

U-onicalIy to disdain direct use of language to spur theU translation into language: FreUe 

says that the " 'decoding' requires moving from the absttact to the concrete . . . this in tum 

requires that the Subject recognize himself in the object (the coded concrete existential 

situation) and recognize the object as a situation in which he finds himself, together with 
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other Subjects" (86). Just so, my students gradually progressed from mere description of 

the image, in which they clearly saw no connection between it and themselves, finaUy to 

viewing U as a way of looking at the world. And at least some students may have come to 

reaUze that they were seeing theU own world views when they looked at the image. That 

is, the similarity of each stuáent's personal world views, as stated m their formal writing, 

to theU- readmgs of the world view as projected by the image are sttong indications tiiat this 

stt-ategy of codifications works, or can work, just as FreU-e claUns. As he says, "In all the 

stages of decoding, people exteriorize tiieU view of the world" (87). My students saw 

different messages m tiie same Unage because they brought those messages with them 

inarticiUately. The task for me, my pedagogy, and its curriculum as I saw it was to help 

them articulate those different messages. Or as I have quoted aUeady more than once in 

previous chapters, it is as FreU-e says, himself bortowing from Mao Tse-Tung: "We must 

teach the masses clearly what we have received from them confusedly." Freire's further 

comment on Mao's apt wisdom is that it "contains an entUe dialogical theory of how to 

constmct the program content of education, which cannot be elaborated according to what 

the educator thinks best for the students'' (74). 

Outcomes: The Merging of Network 
and Liberatory Pedagogies 

The nartatives drawn on m tiiis chapter-Stamer's, Taylor's, Corcoran's, Mulry's, 

and my own-do not show that network discoiu-se wUI unfaiUngly lead to the acquisition of 

a critical consciousness. They represent only a handful of particular mstances, and in fact 

several of the accounts-Stamer's, my own faU 1997 class-clearly demonstrate that 

positive outcomes wUI not always resiUt from instmctional use of network discomse. 

However, the nartatives do show that critical abiUty can result from such networked 

mstmction. The above examples show tiiat this contention is valid witiim tiie particular 

locales and conditions described. That is, postmodem technology in the form of 

networked electronic discourse, guided by liberatory principles of mstt^ction, yielded 

evidences that communal network dialogue resulted in both knowledge-making and 

moments of critical awareness, and further that these moments were not completely isolated 
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but rather cumulative, as m the case of my student Gabe Ureta. From the perspective of 

Uberatory pedagogy, these narratives imply that if Uberatory pedagogical principles are 

aUied with the similar principles of network pedagogy, then there can be an increased 

UkeUhood of gains in critical abiUty. This increased Ukelihood is due to a close 

compatibiUty of the two pedagogies which in itseU stems from theU similarly postmodem 

and dialogic giUding principles. 

Without doubt, though, the degree of success in cultivating a critical consciousness 

is a difficult matter to judge, by whatever means, simply because as a habit ofmind it does 

not usuaUy develop in the short time period of a smgle course of instmction, and so is not 

discemible in its fuU embodiment in such a time period, unlike more finite skiUs or 

competencies may be. This difficulty is reflected, for example, m my own log entries late 

in my summer 1998 course. The task I set myself in this course, as discussed throughout 

this chapter, was exploring whether a network electtonic discourse context would be 

conducive to a Uberatory pedagogy, and vice versa. Yet for aU my subjective feeling that 

my own course "worked," what does that mean? In my last log entty at the course's 

finish, I had this to say: 

6-30 
Last group discussion; I was a littie dry on ideas, but they generated 17 

pages in 30 minutes. It's been a good class. How would one genuinely judge a 
successful Uberatory class, though? If they all mn out and commandeer the county 
courthouse, or something? That's a pomt that remains obscure: In a repressive 
state, you could more easUy judge positive results from such a course of study, 
perhaps; in an ideological state, your standards are more ambiguous because of the 
very nature of the immanent ideology. 

But if I go back to the question of How will these students wear authority, 
then I have to say the class has had a very positive outcome. Lots of difference of 
ideas, but much courtesy. 

Ultimately, Ui demonstt^tmg tiie compatibiUty of botii network and Uberatory 

pedagogies witii each otiier and witii tiie type smdent typical of tiie community coUege, tiie 

prUnary purpose of tiie examples described m tiUs chapter's meta-narrative has been to 

ground the theory of the previous four chapters m tiie soU of concrete practice, m tiie 

dimension of "presence and tiie personal," using "stories as a form of knowledge" as Peter 

Elbow has said. RecaUUig Elbow's rejection of tiie ttaditional "hard/soft" antinomy, 

wherein what is analytical, general, and tiieoretical is considered "hard" or rigorous, and 
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what is affectively-oriented, personal, and experiential is "soft" it can be said that one way 

of rejecting the Umitations of that modemist antmomy is to poUit out that arch theory is 

"soft" in its own way. It is airy anddisconnectedto the groundofprax/5. SimUarly, 

specific narrative accounts-stories-are "hard" in the sense of being firmly rooted in actual 

events. Narratives do not "prove" that a thing wiU happen in a specific way. TheU 

function is to show what possibUities exist, and they do this by showing what has 

happened under concrete local circumstances. The five narratives of this chapter, together 

framing a larger meta-narrative, perform that humble but necessary task. 
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CHAPTERVI 

THE ARGUMENT FOR A LIBERATORY 

NETWORK PEDAGOGY 

Education in Postmodemity 

As pointed out in Chapter One, the weight of opinion among the vanguard of 

scholars of contemporary cultme is that at tiie tum of tiie miUennium-certaUUy a convenient 

cultural benchmark-our society stands at a crossroads. Respected theorists such as David 

Harvey, Francois Lyotard, Fredric Jameson and many of theU- peers agree that the last 

several decades have marked the tiun from modemist to postmodemist socioeconomic and 

cultm-al pattems; the overall effect of this shift, says Harvey, has been one of great 

tiu'bulence which has had "a disorienting and dismptive impact upon poUtical-economic 

practices, the balance of class power, as weU as upon culmral and social Ufe" (The 

Condition of Postmodernity 284). A predictable effect of this turbulence is what Lyotard 

has defined as an "increduUty toward metanarratives" (Jhe Postmodern Condition xxiv). 

Although nostalgists dismiss such incredulity as being baseless and unjustified, the 

same theorists as cited above have adequately shown that the cultiu^ tiu'biUence of this late 

twentieth century period rises from quite real socioeconomic causes which have gathered 

their momentum over generations. Thus the "incrediUity toward metanartatives" which 

Lyotard and others identify is based largely on the simple fact that traditional narratives, or 

ways of doing things, are no longer effective within postmodem conditions. 

The metanarratives of education are no exception to this phenomenon. Thus when 

educational theorists such as Stanley Aronowitz and Henry Giroux point out that the past 

several decades "have been marked by a nearly imiversal criticism of the effectiveness of 

schools," (Education under Siege bc), they are stating a consensus which spans every 

major stance on American education from theU own liberatory, radical position to the 

traditional, Deweyan Uberal-progressive position, to the ciurentiy vigorous neoconservative 

position. Concemed parties of aU stripes question whether American education is taking 

proper steps to effectively educate its students, though these parties disagree dramaticaUy 

when it comes time to suggest remedies or adaptations. 
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Because the problems faced by education do m fact reflect deeper, more pervasive 

conditions in om cultme as a whole, the questions before educators are of the most 

fundamental nature Unagmable: What values should teachers teach, if any? Is a value-

neutral insttnction even possible? What i& and what should be tfie disttibution of power 

between insttaictor and students, particularly in a college or university context where 

students are adult leamers? Is the nature of our smdents themselves changing, and if so 

due to what causes, and in what ways? If so, what changes in pedagogy are called for, if 

any? ShoiUd technology be reckoned as a major factor botii in these questions and theU 

answers? Is technology, particularly global communication technology, m fact so 

inextricably woven into the fabric of the postmodem condition that we can only ignore its 

presence at our own perU? 

These fundamental questions are those which have driven this present work; to aid 

in answering them, the questions have been grouped under the headings of value, 

signification, subject formation, and technology. And the answers to tiie separate 

questions have been subsumed within three claims: FUst tiiat Uberatory pedagogy, which 

seeks to cultivate in smdents a critical consciousness, offers the best set of guiding 

principles for such a tiu-bulent era; second, that liberatory pedagogy can best find its place, 

particularly in higher education, when merged with networked electronic discourse 

pedagogy; and third, that although these pedagogies can be effectively merged in aU sectors 

of education, the sector best placed at present for such a liberatory network pedagogy is 

America's imique contribution to the concept of higher education, its community colleges. 

Liberatory Pedagogy and Open-Door Education 

Francois Lyotard uses the term "differend" to mean "idea" (Differend 13), in a 

sense somewhat sUnilar to what in classical rhetoric is called an entiiymeme: a poUit an 

argumentative claim. As Lyotard uses it "differend" particularly suggests a new, fresh, 

and chaUenging idea or claim. Writmg of Lyotard's concept as regarding the field of 

composition, Victor Vitanza Ui "Three Countertheses" says that there are essentiaUy two 

choices in any discursive situation: 

The choice here, then, is between including the greatest niunber of 
audiences or including ideas-or what Lyotard calls "differends"-that heretofore, 
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have been disaUowed and excluded. But this logic is tticky, for the choice is not 
really disjunctive. If we choose wider audience appeal over the differend, we do, 
indeed, exclude the differend. But if we choose the differend over wider audience 
appeal, we create tiie (posttnodem) conditions for the possibiUties of eventually 
mcludmg wider audience appeal. The notion is tiiat tiie ideas make tiie audience, 
not the opposite . . . (159) 

The two choices Vitanza describes for any discm-sive situation can readUy be 

appUed to the contemporary discourse on American higher education, specifically as 

regarding the place of Uberatory pedagogy. WitiUn tiiis discourse, itself outimed in Chapter 

Four, the broad enactment of a liberatory pedagogy-tiiough not a new idea m itself, of 

course-can be taken to stand for the choice of differend over wide audience appeal. This is 

so in that a formal Uberatory pedagogy is unfamUiar and thus new and threatening to many 

in academia and beyond; such a choice has generally not found wide audience appeal in any 

quarter concemed with higher education and its problems. By conttast the customary 

resistance to such a broad-based enactment of liberatory pedagogy can be taken to stand for 

the more conservative choice of wide audience appeal over the differend, a choice which 

privUeges the status quo over the new, simply because the famiUar wiU appeal to a broader 

audience than the imfamiUar wUI. This choice caters to the preconceptions of the majority of 

stakeholders in American higher education, who are more comfortable with the 

neoconservative solutions of shortsighted vocationalization or a re-emphasis on the 

regimented, prescriptive, Fordist model for education—one which is scarcely suitable for 

the postmodem conditions with which our society is faced. 

Just as Vitanza says, the choice of a broader audience appeal—in this case 

neoconservative solutions to problems in education which are nostalgic and famiIiar-wUI 

necessarily exclude the differend, which in this discourse on education is liberatory 

pedagogy. But as Vitanza also points out, as just noted, "the choice is not reaUy 

disjunctive. If we choose wider audience appeal over the differend, we do, indeed, 

exclude the differend. But if we choose tiie differend over wider audience appeal, we 

create the (postmodem) conditions for the possibUities of eventuaUy including wider 

audience appeal. The notion is that the ideas make the audience, not the opposite" (159). 

The very notion that ideas create tiieU own audience is smgularly sympathetic to 

Uberatory pedagogy, because that "notion" is actually a statement of the core concept of 
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liberatory pedagogy, that of a critical consciousness. In a critical consciousness, 

conscientizagão as Paulo FreU-e names it, ideas do indeed create theU own audience, in the 

sense that a critical habit of mind is botii perceptive of and receptive to new and fresh ideas, 

to differends. The differend catches the attention of a critical awareness, or as FreUe calls it 

a radicaUzmg world view, while the sectarian world view wiU always weigh ideas 

accordUig to Us own preconceptions. As FreU-e puts it, "Sectarianism, fed by fanaticism, is 

always castt-ating. Radicalization, nourished by a critical spUit, is always creative. 

Sectarianism mythicizes and thereby aUenates; radicaUzation criticizes and tiiereby Uberates" 

(Pedagogy ofthe Oppressed 19). 

More importantiy, by this logic a broad-based enactment of Uberatory pedagogy 

can, if it can fuIfiU its claims, create its own advocacy. In order for a differend or idea to 

succeed in creating an advocacy or supportive audience for itself, it must be both vaUd and 

vital. To be valid, it must show intemal logic or coherence, and to be vital it must be 

presented or enacted in a manner which permits this intemal coherence to display itseU" 

effectively. In other words, assuming the idea or concept is in fact a valid one, then it must 

not be crippled from the outset Ui its enactment; it must be given a fair ttial. While 

Uberatory pedagogy is surely a vaUd instmctional approach, it has not succeeded in 

beconUng a vital one. 

Liberatory Pedagogv as DialogicaUy VaUd 

Liberatory pedagogy is valid insofar as it can fuIfUI its claims about itself. It does, 

or at least can do, what U sets out to do, and key to tiiis is its dialogism. Chapter One 

outUned the four concentric levels m which this dialogism is found. They are, from 

broadest to most specific, Freire's radicalizing world view, as opposed to a sectarian world 

view; tiie dialogical matrix, which is tiie msttnment of cultural action which can enact that 

world view; th& problem-posing concept ofeducation which is the pedagogical form of the 

dialogical matrix; and the concept of tiie limit-act, which is tiie key outcome encouraged by 

that pedagogy and which can result in a critical consciousness, or conscientizagão. Housed 

within these four concentric scopes of Freire's theory are the fom progressive (though 

reciu^ive) stages of dialogism, which are tiie creative ambiguity oflanguage in the form of 
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communal dialogue, which enables epistemological knowledge-making, and which in tum 

can result m a critical consciousness, conscientizagão. 

The four progressive dialogical stages can be related to tiie four concenttic scopes 

of FreU-e's theory. (For ease of reference, Figure 1, Progressive Dialogic Stages withm 

FreUean Liberatory Theory, is reproduced below in reduced form.) The inevitable, creative 

ambiguity of language is connected to tíie world view of radicaUzation in tíiat a radicalizing 

world view utUizes that ambiguity m creative ways. Radicalization uses "tme words," 

"authentic language"; such a view, says Freire, is "nourished by a critical spUit always 

creative" (Pedagogy ofthe Oppressed 19). A person possessing a radicalizing world view 

can see "the world unveiled" (21). By contrast sectarian language, "inautiientic language," 

suffers from an "absence of doubt" and can limit oiu" understanding of reaUty, UnprisonUig 

it in a "circle of certamty" (21). 

The second dialogical stage, the use of language creatively in communal dialogue, 

is clearly connected to the dialogical matrix even by the terms themselves. This dialogical 

matrix is opposed to what FreUe calls the antidialogical matrix, which silences dialogue in 

the name of domination, whereas the dialogical matrix places dialogue as its core element 

The third dialogical stage or quality, knowledge-making, is connected to FreUe's problem 

posing pedagogy. Ira Shor, as noted in Chapter n, sees problem-posing as expansive, 

whUe a pToblem-solving pedagogy is reductive and leads to prescribed solutions. In 

posing problems for students to solve tiiemselves, 

a context is created in which the solutions to tíiese 

problems necessarily bring about the creation of 

new knowledge on the part of the students-new 

for them, at the least, and by extension, this is 

also tiie key to the creation of ttnly new and fresh 

ideas. Lastiy, tiiis knowledge-making brings 

about moments of critical awareness which, 

through repetition, can become a critical habit of 

mind, which Shor calls a "critical-transitive" state. 

These moments of critical awareness are housed 
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witiim the limit-acts which represent the ttanscending of lUnit-simations, perceived 

boundaries which have untU that moment constrained a person's awareness. So both the 

concentric stages of Freire's theory and the progressive stages representUig dialogic 

quaUties converge in the outcome of a critical consciousness, conscientizagão: 

"consciousness as consciousness o/consciousness" (60), critical self-awareness. This 

reflexive, sophisticated consciousness enables an ongoing process of "leaming to perceive 

social, political, and economic contradictions, and to take action against the oppressive 

elements of reaUty" (17). This consciousness m tum stems from tíie "co-intentional 

education" (51) of Uberatory pedagogy-its dialogism. 

This intemal coherence within Freirean Uberatory theory and pedagogy is 

continuous with other major Uberatory voices. Because every major contemporary 

Uberatory pedagogist and theorist consistentiy includes dialogism as a cmcial mgredient in 

his or her particular embodiment of Uberatory pedagogy, as shown Ui Chapter Two, then 

Uberatory pedagogy is also vaUd lateraUy, across the field of its cmrent theorists and 

practitioners. Though individual Uberatory pedagogists differ, nevertheless the consistent 

presence of dialogism in a cmcial role provides a continiUty which binds aU contemporary 

liberatory pedagogists into a coherent and largely cohesive body. AIso, because every 

major liberatory theorist through the years from Freire and Gramsci-and, for that matter, 

Dewey—to Shor, Aronowitz, and Giroux simUarly places dialogism at the core of his or her 

pedagogy, then Uberatory pedagogy is valid longitudinaUy, as well. Despite the inevitable 

transformations of time, the cmcial role of dialogism has remained constant Liberatory 

pedagogy, therefore, is vaUd theoreticaUy within itself, synchronically across the field, and 

diachronicaUy through time. 

Five Constt^nts on Liberatorv Vitalitv 

However vaUd witiiin its own purposes, liberatory pedagogy has not proven itself 

to be a vital player on the field of American higher education. There are various reasons 

why not One has to do with how the neoconservative position has appropriated the 

liberatory caU for relevance. In Education Under Siege, Aronowitz and Giroux point out 

that of the three participants in the discoiu*se on American higher education, both the Uberal-
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progressive and the radical camps have either fallen silent or have seen theU most potent 

assertions appropriated by the neoconservative camp: 

Neoconservatism is grounded in the radical critiques of reform that 
prevailed in the sixties. Educational conservatives have echoed the demand that 
school knowledge be relevant to smdents' Uves. But they wish to subordinate 
educational priorities to those of the corporate order on the grounds that this is the 
relevant social and economic effect of knowledge. Lacking an altemative, many 
students and tiieU parents buy into this idea because they have accepted tiie notion 
that the business of America is business. (x) 

Driven by highly visible connections between education and employment which are 

easy to comprehend on a superficial level, the average individual has assiuned that the 

neoconservative narrative of American educational imperatives is in fact tíie whole story. 

This appropriation of the argument of educational relevance has tended to eviscerate 

Uberatory pedagogy as an educational program to be reckoned with. 

Other reasons why liberatory pedagogy is often overlooked are intrinsic to 

Uberatory pedagogy, at least as it has developed; they have to do with its stmggle to 

transform itself from a modemist, classical Marxist entity to a postmodem one. These are 

the quaUties discussed in the latter section of Chapter II, but they may also be expressed as 

needs or as problems. They center around the foiu* areas of value, sign, subject, and 

technology. For convenience, Figiu-e 2, Nonlinear Qualities within Postmodemity, is 

reproduced below from Chapter I: 

One problem for Uberatory pedagogy as it strives to enact its own latent 

postmodemity is uncertainty conceming its own metanartative~a problem with value. This 

modemist, classical Marxist teleology, with its historical expectation of worker revolution 
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leading to a proletariat Utopian futme now appears simply naive to most liberatory 

theorists. And this reUc from classical Marxism can hardly faU to conflict with 

postmodemist skepticism for metanartatives, particularly Utopian ones; such skepticism 

has been noted as coming prominentiy from Lyotard but from many otíiers as well. As 

noted in Chapter Two, Aronowitz and GUoux have characterized the Uberatory pUght in 

this regaid by noting tiiat "sUice left morality prevents a serious consideration of 

altematives under nonrevolutionary circumstances... Marxist education theorists are 

constt^ned, at a certain pomt, to shut up" (Education Under Siege 6). A corollary to tiiis 

stance is that "school knowledge is viewed negatively as an mstt̂ ment of domination," (6) 

and so there is a predictable reluctance to look within such knowledge and practice for 

solutions to Uberatory pedagogy's malaise-solutions such as network discourse. 

Regarding the general postmodem area of signification, as outUned m Chapters One 

and Two liberatory pedagogy has had to shift its perception of power formulations from 

what Althusser has called the Repressive State Apparatus (RSA) to what he labels the 

Ideological State Apparatus (IS A), and what Deleuze calls self-modulating webs of conttol. 

Simply put, this has meant that Uberatory pedagogy and its larger body of discourse has 

foimd it more difficult to ascertain its antagonists-the sources of oppression-and that 

difficulty has in tum robbed the pedagogy of momenmm. Fiuther, it has even become 

apparcnt that pedagogy itself, even Uberatory pedagogy, may at times be implicated, 

ironically, as its own antagonist As John Clifford says Ui regards to the subtie impact of 

dominant ideologies on writing, ^The teaching of writmg is inevitably an ideological act 

and thereby one part of any culture's attempt to reproduce itself, both inteUecmalIy and 

economicaUy, by creatmg accommodating students who are eager to fiU designated 

positions of influence within various Uistittitional landscapes" CThe Subject m Discourse" 

38). This greater difficulty of identifying tiie sources of oppression has, lUce the issues of 

value and the appropriation of the relevance argument by neoconservatives, contributed to 

liberatory pedagogy's loss of vitaUty. 

The fourth problem area for liberatory discourse, the nature of the student subject, 

was also discussed at greater length in Chapter II. This problem is closely connected to tíie 

role of the teacher because if tíie student's role changes, that change almost certainly 
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UnpUes a shifting balance of classroom power-most often a decentering of it-and this is a 

reciprocal shift which obviously affects tíie teacher's role as weU. One particular giUse tiie 

debate on this issue has taken is regarding the proper degree of directivity on the part of the 

teacher, and whether such directivity is inevitably coercive or not FreUe has been cited, it 

should be recaUed, as saying tiiat there is a "risk" in "perceivmg faciUtators as non-

directive. I fmd this to be a deceitful discoiu-se; that is, a discourse from the perspective of 

the dominant class. Only in this deceitful discourse can educators talk about a lack of 

dUection Ui teaching. I do not think that there is real education without direction." FreUe 

contends that because educational practice "brings with it its own transcendence, it 

presupposes an objective to be reached. Therefore, practice cannot be nondU*ective" ("A 

Dialogue" 378). Freire's position on this by no means speaks for all Uberatory theorists. 

But the point here is precisely that: To a large extent this very confusion over the 

appropriate role of the teacher and that of the smdent has contributed to the dissipation of 

the vitality of liberatory pedagogy as a whole. 

Liberatory Responses to Constraints 

Having smnmarized ways in which liberatory pedagogy has suffered losses of vital 

momentmn due to the above foiu* causes, it must immediately be pointed out that liberatory 

responses have not been altogether lacking. Conceming the first problem, the 

neoconservative appropriation of the argument for relevance in education, Stanley 

Aronowitz and Henry GUoux m particiUar have identified the primary thing which 

neoconservatives have done differentiy and have attempted to rearm Uberatory pedagogy 

simUarly. They point out that neoconservative theorists have "coupled theU point witii a 

clear analysis of the causes [of ineffective education] and a program for curing the 

affliction. To be sure, tiieU analysis is by no means original or mtellecttiaUy chaUengUig," 

but U has force because "theU critique seems to correspond to the acmal situation." In 

announcing that schools have faUed to educate, they have galvanized "a perception shared 

by most parents, teachers and administt^tors" (Education under Siege 1). 

Aronowitz and Giroux have responded with their own analysis and by calling for 

Uberatory pedagogy to field its own proactive agenda rather tiian merely reacting or 
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rcflectmg. They have chaUenged liberatory educators to seek a counterhegemony, "mtemal 

contt^dictions witiUn prevaiUng school knowledge, dismptions that could provide a basis 

for a real educational movement" In sum, counter to tiie customary Uberatory practice of 

Ungering on the edges of educational proxw and poUiting out Us numerous flaws from tiie 

position of "a tiieoretical cul de sac," Aronowitz and GUoux have challenged Uberatory 

pedagogy to see tíie extent to which "the power/knowledge antmomy is rarely, if ever, 

explored as possibilitf' (6). 

Whereas m regards to the above challenge Uberatory pedagogy has had to assemble 

its response more or less from scratch, that is not tiie case witii the postmodem quaUties of 

value, signification, and subject formation. In each of tiiese areas, Uberatory pedagogy can 

at least point to certain postmodem "moments" witíim itself. In terms of value, while it is 

tme that liberatory pedagogy stmggles with its own metanarrative of a preordained 

revolutionary future, so counter to postmodemist skepticism, it is also tme tiiat this 

nartative appears more and more vestigial of a more simpUstic understanding which 

belongs to the past. Cmrentiy, liberatory theorists are far more likely to embrace the 

postmodemist stance of conducting an "intertogation of foundational tmth," as Berlm says, 

including theU* own foundation. For example, FreUe has written in his more recent work 

(1995) that the classical Marxist teleology, at least as it is often understood, is 

"UnmobiUzing and deterministic." In it, "the future is predetermined, a type of fate, of 

destiny. The future is not problematic. On the contrary, U is unyielding. The dialectic that 

this vision of history reclaims, and has its origin in a certain Marxist dogmatism, is the 

domesticated dialectics. We [presume to] know synthesis before we experience the 

dialectical coUision between thesis and antithesis" ("A Dialogue" 396-97). 

Similarly, Aronowitz and GUoux write that "as we move Uito the twenty-first 

century, we find omselves no longer constrained by modemist images of progress and 

history. Within an emerging postmodem era, the elements of discontinuity, mpture, and 

difference provide altemative sets of referents by which to understand modemity as weU as 

to chaUenge and modify it" (Postmodern Education 115). Aronowitz and Giroux reiterate 

and expand this commitment to a postmodem skepticism for grand narrative in their 

concept of "counter-memory," which they take from Foucault. This concept, they note, 
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"celebrates, in part tiie loss of certainty and the experience of defamUiarization" (124). 

And another pedagogical, postmodem stt^tegy proposed m tiiis same work, tiie utiUzation 

of the poUtics of difference, even more obviously brUigs monochromatic values and 

prescribed futm^s into question by welcoming the diverse value systems which Uievitably 

accompany such a poUtics. 

Similar postmodem moments can be seen Ui tiie current Uberatory response to 

posttnodem power stmctures, a topic contained, as noted m several chapters, under the 

heading of signification. The cmcible for the formation of Uberatory pedagogy was within 

tiie repressive ideology of 1960s BrazU, scarcely equivalent to postindusttial, mUIennial 

American cultiu^, as C. H. Knoblauch and others point out. Nevertheless, the 

fimdamental Uberatory characteristic of problematizing power stmctures is maUeable to 

various diverse contexts. Aronowitz and GUoux again offer tíie best Uberatory response to 

this difficulty in theU concept of the "border intellecmal." This concept depends on a 

Deleuzean-like process of seeking gaps among the prevaUing power stmctures; it is also 

simUar in this way to the ideas of Stuart HaU. AU these similar strategies rest on the 

realization that just as the ambiguity of language permits the constant decentering and 

modiUation of postmodem power stmctures, that same quality of language also creates 

ambiguities of meaning in those very power stmctures, ambiguities or gaps which can be 

exploited for liberatory piuposes. GUoux, who iterates this concept of border intellectual, 

sees the aforementioned strategies of counter-memory and utUization of a politics of 

difference as two ways to locate such gaps. 

A third strategy is the concept of "counter-text," which "offers the opportunity for 

students to engage the multiple references that constitute different cultural codes, 

experiences, and languages . . . Within this discourse, smdents must engage knowledge as 

border-crossers, as people movUig in and out of borders constmcted around coordinates of 

difference and power" (Postmodern Education 118-19). Notably, GU-oux credits FreUe 

with the prototype of this characterization of a border intellectual, or nomad thmker as 

Deleuze might say. It is impUcit withm Freire's exhortation for students and educators to 

emerge from their "culture of sUence" in order to conduct a critical inquiry into aU aspects 

of society. 
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Subject formation, what BerUn calls the postmodem "fragmentation of tiie subject" 

is tiie tiiU-d postmodem quality which represents both challenge and opportunity for 

liberatory pedagogy. Most visibly, a postmodem approach to student subject fortnation is 

Unplicit Ui FreU '̂s own axiom to leam the content of educational curricula from students, 

rather tiian impose it upon sttidents. This quality shows a sophisticated realization of what 

David Stacey has termed "ambiguous double agency," tiie mterdependence of actor and 

acted upon ("Radical StyUstics: Gap FiUUig" 1996). Aronowitz and GUoux augment tiUs 

rcalization m general by way of tiieU- concept of teacher as border inteUecmal, but more 

specificaUy by m essence echoUig tiie frequent caU in composition for tiieoreticians to 

become practitioners and practitioners, tfieorists: "We want to ttansform tfiat model of the 

labor process and redefme the nature of mteUectual work m schools so as to jom conception 

and execution" (Education under Siege 20). This impUes, because of the reciprocal nature 

of teacher/student relations, a different student subjectivity as weU: smdents who see 

themselves not as objects, but as subjects. Yet to FreUe, AronowUz, and GU-oux, tiUs does 

not Unply laissez-faUe, disengaged teachmg. FreUe writes that "A better way to proceed is 

to assiune the authority as a teacher whose direction of education includes helping leamers 

get involved in planning education, helping them create the critical capacity to consider and 

participate in the direction and dreams of education, rather tiian merely foUowmg blmdly" 

("A Dialogue" 379). This goal is both compUcated and complemented by postmodem 

diversity of student enrollment, which Aronowitz and GUoux address within their concept 

of a utiUzation of a politics of difference. 

TT e Threat and Promise of Technology 

Despite these strides toward a Uberatory "program for curing the affliction" 

affecting American education, it must be acknowledged that these strategies stiU exist 

mostiy on paper and in theory, not in practice and execution except in piecemeal fashion. 

That would seem to bode very UI for Uberatory pedagogy, when it is further realized that 

the most formidable chaUenge of all, deaUng witii the growing ubiquity of postmodem 

technology, is the very area which liberatory pedagogy has vUtually ignored. Simply put, 

Iil)eratory theorists have tiuned a very blUid eye toward posttnodem technology. 
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Ironically, however, posttnodem technology is not a tiu^at to Uberatory pedagogy. It can 

m fact be its greatest oppormnity for revitaUzation. This depends on tiie degree of 

committnent m liberatory pedagogy's belated tum toward posttnodem forms of technology, 

especially global communications technology. 

This issue was discussed in Chapters I and H. The nature of tiie problem, as noted 

there, is the contmued assumption of most Uberatory tiieorists tiiat aU technology 

necessarUy takes on tiie modemist patina of technological rationaUsm. This view is tt^ced 

in Chapter I as far back as Herbert Marcuse, who said that "Our society distmguishes itself 

by conquering tiie centtifugal social forces with Technology ratiier than Tertor, on the dual 

basis of an overwhelming efficiency and an incrcasmg standard of livmg" (One-

Dimensional Man x). Freire himself wrote that "More and more, the oppressors are usmg 

science and technology as imquestionably powerful mstruments for their purpose: the 

maintenance of the oppressive order through manipulation and repression" (Pedagogy of 

the Oppressed 42). Technology in this view is seen to be monoUtiiic Ui nature, 

monumental in scale, and utUizable only by the state and for the oppressive purposes of the 

state. This assumption is almost universal within Uberatory discoittse, being subject to 

revision only in the most recent work of Aronowitz and GUoux, and then only in passing. 

As pointed out, this assumption of a modemist, repressive technology is even more dated 

than the teleology of classical Marxism, due to the rapid advances in both necessary scale, 

affordabiUty, and versatUity of technology, to name only three factors which have changed 

drastically. Even more important is the freedom of communication that postmodem 

technology makes possible. 

In theU most recent coUaborative work, Education: Still under Siege, Aronowitz 

and Giroux do shift theU stance on technology, which in tiieir earlier works foUowed 

conventional Marxist dogma. In a significant tumabout, they write that "high and popular 

culture are meluctably intertwmed with technology" (189) and conclude that 'The 

technoculture, notwithstanding its appropriation by capital as the condition of its growth, 

is, in all its forms, inherentiy destabUizmg to the regime that gave it bUth-the result of 

dispersal of knowledge by the technology that separates it, at least m part, from power" 

(190). They accittately sense that this dispersal of power and knowledge can act as what 
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Deleuze caUs "nomad tiiought" what Smart Hall refers to as gap-fmdmg, and what Lyotard 

describes as privilegmg tiie differend over audience appeal. Aronowitz and GUoux 

tiiemselves characterize the egaUtarian dispersal of power and knowledge by network 

discourse as a form of'"counter-memories, an opportunity to store nartatives of resistance 

on disks written by 'leamers' as well as by ttaditional historians . . . autobiographies and 

otiier stories mscribed m tiie computer's memory may be tt^smitted via e-maU to a vast 

unseen network of readers who can, in tum, comment, reply, and supply theU* own 

stories" (192). This capabiUty has tiie potential to supply tfie missUig Uigredient for tfie 

very counterhegemony which Aronowitz and GUoux caU for. Yet among Uberatory 

theorists, tfiey are tfie only major voices at tfiis tUne to have even begun to see this 

potential. TheU- reaUzation, tiiough it receives Uttie attention in tiie overall scope of tiieU-

work, is nonetheless significant. 

Liberatorv Vitality via Network Discourse 

In fact, the entire thmst of this book is premised on the assmnption that technology 

in its postmodem guise, particularly network computer technology, may be enlisted for 

Uberatory pmposes, thus providing the needed engine that can revitalize tiie moribund 

condition of contemporary Uberatory pedagogy. As noted, Aronowitz and GUoux call for 

"a discussion of counterhegemony as a category for enabUng students, parents, and 

teachers to wage poUtical stmggle within schools. Marxist education theorists have spent 

Uttíe time discovering the intemal contradictions within prevaUing school knowledge, 

dismptions that could provide a basis for a real educational movement" (Education Under 

Siege 6). The central argument being made here addresses this lack by suggesting that 

networked electronic discoiu'se pedagogy can enable and advance such a discussion, and 

can do it not outside the classroom in seldom-read manifestoes, but rather within the 

classroom, among students. What better place? Further, the means which enable network 

pedagogy to constmct such a counterhegemonic mstmction are precisely tiie same dialogic 

and postmodem qualities which drive the best of liberatory pedagogy. 
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Dialodc and Posttnodem Oualiries of 
Network Discourse Pedagogy 

The obvious questions at this pomt are to ask how network discourse and Us 

pedagogy are dialogic and posttnodemist, and how tíiey are so in ways which support and 

enact a Uberattjry pedagogy. To show tíie dialogism of network pedagogy, Chapter Two 

exanUned the four progressive dialogic quaUties of creative ambiguity of language, 

communal dialogue, epistemological knowledge-makmg, and tiie outcome of critical 

awareness as these qualities appear Ui the works of MUdiaU Bakhtin and Lev Vygotsky. 

This survey is important because botii Bakhtin and Vygotsky are often cited as mteUecmal 

ancestors of social constmctionism, which is tiie theoretical underpinnmg for network 

pedagogy. Social constmctionism itself was examined for these four dialogic quaUties or 

stages in Chapter Three. AU three bodies of work-tiiat of BakhtUi, Vygotsky, and of 

social constmctionist influences such as Richard Rorty and CUfford Geertz-do in fact 

show the presence of these same progressive dialogic stages, thereby providing a 

compeUing argument that despite customary Uberatory fears of technology, postmodem 

technology in the guise of networked electtonic discourse exhibits the same dialogic nature 

as liberatory pedagogy itself. 

Dialogism in Bakhtin and Vygotsky 

The creative ambiguity of language can be traced in Bakhtin's work in several 

ways. For example, he sees language as "ideologically saturated, language as a world 

view, even as a concrete opinion" (Discourse 271). This view of language as not abstract 

and disconnected from life, but as the very vehicle of conducting life, matches Freire's 

view of how "tme words" can ttansform the world. But even more specifically, as John 

Clifford points out, "Ideology is not simply a mirtor of the values of the dominant class but 

rather those ideas modified through bitter, contentious stmggles with one another, a 

compromise, a trade-off, a melding of opposite discoittses" ("The Subject in Discourse" 

50). This description of what is actually meant by this ideological saturation of language 

reveals that such language, in merging, must necessarily absorb and radiate many 

confUcting nuances of meaning during interaction. An even more significant example of 
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Bakhtin's vision of language as creatively ambiguous is his concept of opposing centrifugal 

and centtipetal influences in language, wherem tiie former is represented by heteroglossic 

forces which constantiy undermine the autiiority of unitary language, tiie language of 

autiioritative, agreed upon meanmg. In presentmg these opposing concepts, Bakhtin cites 

Saussure and his dictum that signs are arbitt-ary, having no final or Uiherent meaning. 

Language, to Bakhtm, is polyphonic and multivocalic: tfiat is to say, creatively ambiguous. 

Vygotsky's work shows a sUniIar view of language. Vygotsky is famous for 

tumUig tiie Piagetian assumption of leaming on its head: ratiier than monophonic, 

egocentric speech givmg rise to social speech and leaming, he sees social use of language, 

and tiius social leaming, as preceding egocenttic speech. This alone Unplies creative 

ambigiUty because of the multivocalic nature of social language use. Vygotsky also 

proposes that there are two signal systems by which we make sense of our world. The 

more primitive one, the senses, is ruled by the second signal system, language. These two 

signal systems combine with language to form a ttiad of of perception, speech, and action; 

Vygotsky sees language as the key element of the triad. In seeUig language as organizing 

both perception and action, he closely approximates Freire's position that Ianguage-"tme 

words"—is the key to merging reflection and action. Because both Freire's and 

Vygotsky's conceptions see language as being a bridge m this way, there exists the further 

impUcation that to effectively mediate between such innately different faciUties as perception 

and action, language must necessarily be both fluid and versatUe rather than brittie and 

static in its meanings. 

Bakhtin's and Vygotsky's works simUarly concm on the dialogic quaUties of 

communal dialogue, knowledge-making, and the outcome of a critical consciousness. 

Communal dialogue is privileged and even centtal to Vygotsky's theory because, as noted 

above, he contends that "Development in thiiUdng is not from the individual to the 

sociaUzed, but from the social to the mdividual" (Thought andLanguage 20). Though 

Bakhtin's focus is less on the leaming process and more on the ideological natiu-e and uses 

of language, he too subscribes to this central role for communal dialogue in his concepts of 

centrifugal and centtipetal language forces. Taken as opposing but connected forces, 

together they presuppose a multivocaUty and tims a communal dialogue, which recaUs 
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FreU-e's axiom that "no one can say a ttaie word alone . . . Dialogue is the encounter 

between men, mediated by tiie world, Ui order to name tiie worid" (Pedagogy 69). 

Bakhtin's centtifugal/centripetal counterforces also Unply an epistemological namrc 

to such communal dialogue. The heteroglossic forces, in particular, are coUectively tfie 

engUie which drives change, because of tfie inevitable and constant renegotiation of 

meanmgs tiiat must take place m tiie presence of such forces. These forces fUid a 

particularly high pitch m Bakhtin's concept of camivaUsm, in which he sees a chaotic but 

energetic and joyful cacophony m tiie polyphonic epistemology of communal dialogue. 

Because of his own focus on the leaming process, Vygotsky approaches tiie matter of 

epistemology from anotiier dUection, but one which sUnUarly sees social dialogue as 

knowledge-making. His approach is via his concept of tiie Zone of Proximal 

Development, defined as "the distance between the acmal developmental level [of an 

individual] as determined by independent problem solving and the level of potential 

development as determined through problem solving under adiUt gtUdance or Ui 

coUaboration with more capable peers" (Mind in Society 86). In such a coUaborative 

leaming context by its very definition epistemological knowledge-making is taking place, 

and is doing so by communal, dialogic means, via language. 

Of the foiu" dialogic stages, the outcome of critical awarcness is the least obvious in 

either Bakhtin's or Vygotsky's work, but its presence is at least implied. In Bakhtin's 

work, the impUcation exists in several of his less well known concepts. One of these is the 

concept of of "answerabUity." As Helen Ewald writes, answerabUity is double-voiced 

("Waiting for AnswerabiUty" 1993). To be answerable is to be both accountable and also 

to be responsive, to answer. These two senses are both implicit in the Freirean concept of 

conscientizagão. Responsiveness is implied in the concept's definition as "consciousness 

of consciousness as consciousness," in that such awareness and responsiveness, though 

not identical, arc akin to each other. Certainly, rcsponsiveness cannot take place without 

the prior existence of awareness. AccountabUity is also impUed in the further definition of 

conscientizagão as "leaming to perceive social, poUtical, and economic contradictions, and 

to take action against the oppressive elements of rcaUty" (Pedagogy 17). In such an 

awareness, accountabUity applies both to agents or agencies of opprcssion, and also to 
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tiîose who teach,who must see to it as best they can that they are not such agents of 

oppression, or "sub-oppressors" as FreUe puts it. Ewald also mentions tiie Bakhtinian 

concept of "addressivity," which means to be aware of the "otiiemess" of both tiie 

responses that one encounters, and of one's own responses. This sense too is closely akin 

to the critical awareness of conscientizagão. 

Vygotsky's theory approaches tiie outcome of critical consciousness even more 

closely than Bakhtin's. The resemblance lies m how Vygotsky's Zone of Proximal 

Development resembles tiie underlying dynamics of FreUe's pedagogy and its desUed 

coUaborative roles both between instmctor and students, and among students. Jerome 

Bmner has outUned three broad stages in the proximal development process which 

Vygotsky describes; they are lack ofcuriosity, awareness via curiosity (with the teacher 

and peers as "scaffolding"), and confirmation as one who can not only observe but 

intervene, by naming. In Freire's pedagogy, tiiere are three similar stages, which he 

describes as submergence, emergence, and intervention. These stages are even more 

distinct in Ira Shor's further development of FreU-ean pedagogy; Shor names these same 

basic stages intransitive, semi-transitive, and critical-transitive. In different terminology, 

Shor, Freire, and Vygotsky aU describe the same fundamental growth of critical awareness. 

Dialogism in Social Constmctionism 

Kenneth Bruffee (1986), among others, cites both Bakhtin and Vygotsky among 

early social constmctionist or proto-constt*uctionist thinkers. Bruffee also cites such more 

contemporary theorists as Richard Rorty, Thomas Kuhn, and Clifford Geertz as key voices 

in social constmctionism. The four progrcssive dialogic qualities which were seen m the 

writings of BakhtUi and Vygotsky are evident in these writers as well. 

Kuhn, for example, impUes in several ways that language is creatively ambiguous. 

In his study of how scientific paradigm shifts occur, Kuhn states that "when paradigms 

change, the world itself changes with them" (Structure 111). Among various Unplications 

contained in this statement are that reality is not static, but rather is conceived in various 

ways by humans; that language is deeply complicit Ui these changing conceptions of reaUty; 

and by extension, that such a language must be creatively ambiguous. That is, language 
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goes far beyond merely describmg a reaUty which in itself is static; language helps 

determine reality. Kuhn even notes that when a new paradigm rises, scientists not only 

look in new places for knowledge, and with new mstruments, but they see new things even 

m tfie old places; even "data are not unequivocally stable" (121). This feattu^ most clearly 

shows tiie creative ambiguity of language: we can never know reality except by fUtering it, 

via language, through human consciousness. 

Nelson Goodman, anotiier writer often associated witii consttuctionist theory, 

emphasizes this ambiguous, fluid namre of language in another way. Goodman's 

"Recursion Principle" states that the existence of an objective reaUty is moot because for 

hiunan consciousness there is no perception without conception. This recaUs Vygotsky's 

placUig of language as tiie fulcmm between perception and action. Further, Goodman 

asserts that because all "worlds" or conceptions are built on former ones, then we must take 

those former conceptions as givens. Whether they are "accurate" matters Uttie; if they are 

biUIt upon or acted upon, then those effects themselves are real; therefore those conceptions 

must also be taken to be real as given. Language, of course, is deeply implicated in the 

way conception builds upon conception, and that process closely resembles the way both 

Derrida and Saussure describe word as leading on to word in endless deferring of final 

meaning, never directiy describing reaUty itself Goodman notes that only in this way can 

the complexity of thoughts about thoughts be explained. 

The second dialogic quaUty, communal dialogue, is as evident m constmctionism as 

the fu-st quality of a creatively ambiguous language. Kuhn, for instance, says that the 

knowledge leading up to the sort of paradigm shifts he describes is "intrinsicaUy the 

common property of a group or else nothing at all" (201). And if Goodman's Recursion 

Prmciple is taken as valid in regards to tiioughts buiU upon tiioughts withUi an mdividual, it 

must be seen as even more applicable to communal dialogue with its inevitable 

misunderstandings and differing interpretations of meanUigs. Richard Rorty's work also 

shows the centraUty of conmiimal dialogue to social constmctionist theory. Bmffee notes 

of Rorty that "Whereas Kuhn says that scientific knowledge is a social constmct Rorty 

says that aU knowledge is a social constmct" ("Social Constmction" 774). Rorty bases 

much of his theory on Dewey-a Unk to liberatory pedagogy, in that Dewey's place in 
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liberatory theory has been pointed out by Aronowitz and Giroux, among others. Rorty 

points out that Dewey does not see knowledge as accuracy of representation, but Uistead as 

"what we are justified in believing" (Philosophy 7). Rorty furtiier notes that tiiis defmition, 

in denying the Cartesian conception of knowledge, also places no lasting boundaries on 

what can count as knowledge, because such "justification" is a social phenomenon. 

Rorty's concepts of "normal" and "abnormal discomse" also emphasize both tiie 

basic ambigiUty of language and tiie importance of communal dialogue. Whereas normal 

discoiu"se is that which "embodies agreed-upon criteria for reaching agreement" (11), 

abnormal discourse is that which lacks such criteria. This sort of discourse presupposes 

the ambiguity of language in that without such ambigiUty, there would be no disagreement 

as to criteria for assent, because meanings would be universaUy understood. Abnormal 

discoittse also assumes the presence of dialogue between members of differing groups, 

almost by definition; it is the existence of alien communities which, along with the 

ambiguity of language, gives rise to competing criteria for agreement. The debates upon 

what should constitute such criteria are in themselves also examples of people determining, 

as Dewey says, "what we are justified in believing," which looks forward to the quality of 

knowledge-making. And recaUing FreUean pedagogy, one can also see a resemblance 

between this reciprocal debate and Freire's exhortation that teachers must leam from 

students as well as vice versa. 

Another theorist often associated with constmctionist thought is Clifford Geertz, 

especiaUy in his work Local Knowledge (1985). Where Rorty generaUzes tiie work of 

Kuhn in the sciences, Geertz shows how Rorty's phUosophical position is bom out 

ciUturalIy. Geertz emphasizes the central role of communal dialogue in human affairs by 

contending that the very hallmark of contemporary consciousness is the "enormous 

muItipUcity" of its culttmd values and beUef systems (161). This diversity or muItivocaUty 

of values is also a frequently cited postmodem trait 

As noted, Rorty's concept of abnormal discourse, m elaborating Dewey's position 

that knowledge is what one is justified m believing, also impUes epistemological 

knowledge-making. Because, as Rorty says, tiiere are no enduring boundaries on what 

may count as knowledge, then it foUows that what counts as knowledge can change as 
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often as cUcumstances and conditions change. This changing defmition of knowledge 

amounts to a continual re-negotiation of knowledge; this is simply different termmology for 

epistemological knowledge-making. 

This epistemological function is also Unplied by tiie otíier tíieorists mentioned. 

Kuhn's concept of paradigm shifts means tiiat tíiere is a change in what is agreed upon as 

knowledge; knowledge is re-negotiated, m a sense made new. Goodman's Recursion 

Principle UnpUes tiiat meanUig is Ureducible to some pure pomt of origin, some unchangmg 

reaUty. Instead, meanmg is particular and sittiated. Jerome Bmner has described 

Goodman's argument as meanmg tiiat "what we caU tíie worid is a product of some mmd 

whose symboUc procedures consttrict tíie world" (Actuai Minds 95); tíiis again is anotíier 

description of the epistemology of makmg knowledge. And it is Geertz's work which 

emphasizes how meaning is local and simated, and thus made and re-made differentiy in 

endless local contexts. Geertz adds another element to the consttiictionist view of 

knowledge-making when he recommends that the best use of such "local knowledge" is to 

"tack between" this local knowledge and more generaUzed knowledge, so that together they 

flesh out a pictm-e of life (Local Knowledge 9). Such oscillation as Geertz suggests 

represents knowledge-making, and it also represents communal dialogue on a meta-Ievel: 

between locaUy and generaUy justifiable beUefs. 

The fourth dialogic quaUty, the outcome of a critical consciousness, is also impUcit 

in social constmctionist theory but just as with the works of Bakhtin and Vygotsky, it is 

less evident than the other quaUties simply because none of these works is oriented toward 

such a goal in the way a pedagogy is. But nevertheless, just as a negotiation of meaning-

knowledge-making-is likely to occur within a continuUig context of communal dialogue, 

then with more experience at such epistemological behavior over time, tiiere wiU tend to be 

a growth in the abUity to historicize the various viewpoints encountered, one's own 

included. It has already been noted how Ira Shor, for example, sees such a progression 

from occasional critical insight to a critical habit of mind as being the difference between a 

semi-transitive state and the more deeply aware critical-transitive state. WhUe it is tme that 

the process of continuous negotiation and renegotiation of meaning does not necessarUy 

result in a critical consciousness, it does establish the needed field for its growth. 
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Rorty's discussion of normal and abnormal discourse offers a more specific 

argument for the presence in consttiictionism of an impulse toward a critical consciousness. 

The Uiitial confusion and discord brought about by abnormal discourse can be seen as the 

necessary fu-st stage of tiie formation of a critical consciousness. Ui abnormal discourse, 

aU parties begUi at theU- own defmitions of knowledge, reality, criteria for agreement, and 

so forth. FreUie sees such a stage as a necessary point of departure for critical awareness: 

"It is only tiu-ough one's historical location tíiat one is able to develop tíie critical tools to 

understand tiie globaUty of oppression" ("A Dialogue" 398-99). Only when a person has 

begun by respecting his or her own mteUectual bUthright can tiiat person tiien leam to 

inspect tiiat position, to historicize it a skUI which mdicates a critical awareness. 

Dialogism in Network Discourse 
and Its Pedagogy 

Because dialogic quaUties can be found m writers such as Bakhtin and Vygotsky 

who have influenced social constmctionist theory, and also in writers such as Rorty, 

Kuhn, Goodman, and Geertz who have been even more instmmental to such theory, then it 

is reasonable to expect that such quaUties should be present in the network discourse and its 

pedagogy which is based on consttaictionist theory. That is in fact the case. One example 

of a work which sees such dialogic qualities is that of Ann HiU Duin and Craig Hansen, 

who identify three progressive stages which are comparable to those of communal 

dialogue, knowledge-making, and a critical consciousness. They Ust sociai interaction, 

which is commimal dialogue with a slightiy different label. This social interaction, they 

say, leads to the construction ofmeaning, or knowledge-making. This building of 

meaning m tum leads to a situated literacy which, as a form of critical awareness, is at least 

a preciu^or to seeing one's immediate circumstances as a local moment Ui tUne-itself a 

prcliminary stage for encompassing and comparing broader scopes, as Geertz speaks of in 

his suggestion to augment awareness by osciUating between local and general knowledge. 

Many other scholars of network discourse and Us pedagogy have identified qualities 

which either match or closely resemble tiie foiu" dialogic stages. The creative ambiguity of 

language is very visible in network discourse and has even been commented upon in 
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electt-onic discourse of all types. For example, Richard Lanham in The Electronic Word 

(1994) refers tt) electtonically produced language as showUig a mixing ofalphabetic and 

iconic signs, volatility, aná plasticity, all of which Unply a dynamicaUy ambiguous 

language. George Landow in Hypertext (1991) identifies network discourse as a form of 

hypertext, and Usts tt^ts of decenteredness and intertextuality which clearly mdicate tiie 

ambiguity of language. Jay David Bolter in Writing Space (1991) sUnUarly Usts tiie same 

interplay of signs as Lanham mentions, the mtertexttiaUty which Landow notes, and adds a 

dynamic lack ofclosure which resembles tiie volatUity Lanham mentions. Even Michael 

HeUn m Electric Language (1987), writUig only of word processing, nevertheless identifies 

tt^ts of constant reformulation and intertextual linkage. Among aU tiiese tiieorists a 

consensus exists that electronic forms of discomse go far beyond the print medium in 

accenmating the creative ambiguity of language. 

This same impUcation also holds among those who practice a pedagogy based on 

network discourse. For example, Gail Hawisher in "Electt-onic Meetmgs" (1992) Usts 

various characteristics of network pedagogy, among which is a decentering ofauthority 

which impUes the creative ambigiUty of language which displays itself once it is freed from 

a "banking," prescriptive context such as FreUe describes. Even Hawisher's list of 

counterproductive network discomse characteristics shows the ambiguity of language: 

flaming, communication anxiety, and sensory overload. Raming can be see as an 

intoxication with the creative ambigiUty of language, whUe communication anxiety and 

sensory overload can be seen as related kinds of hyper-sensitivity to that same quaUty. 

Trent Batson in Network-Based Classrooms (1993) lists several traits which also imply 

this quality of language. One is creation ofdifferent social dimensions, which would be 

unlikely to occiu" without the presence of the heteroglossic forces of languages itself 

Another tnáuwriting for more authentic purposes, also impUes ambiguity of language in 

that to do this, students fUst must reaUze that language is capable of carrying more 

meanings than just those prescribed by the Uistmctor. Richard Lanham, in a foreword to 

Carolyn Handa's Computers and Community (1990) also lists ttaits for network pedagogy, 

as distinct from (though related to) his list of qualities for electronic discourse itself One is 

the same decentering of authority which Hawisher discusses; another is the oscillation of 
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creative and analytical skills, which impUes ambiguity of language m tiiat a unitary 

language would not favor such an oscUIation; and he also lists tiie motive ofplay, which 

clearly depends on an awareness of language's creative ambiguity. 

The second stage of dialogic quaUties, communal dialogue, is literally built Uito 

network discourse; U is the very purpose of tiie software and the ethemet cablmg which 

enables electronic communication among microcomputers. Beyond tiiat it is further 

emphasized by various writers. It is evident Ui tíie social mteraction noted by DuUi and 

Hansen. It is implicit in tfie various qualities Usted by Lanham, Landow, Bolter, and 

HeUn, most obviously in tfie characteristic of multivocality which Landow notes. The 

same impUcU assumption of communal dialogue also exists m discussions of the pedagogy 

of network discourse, for instance in the qualities listed by Hawisher: a real audience; 

more Uivolved participants; more equitable participation. Botfi Hawisher and Lanham also 

list tfie decentering of authority, which presupposes communal dialogue as the means of 

decentering. Hawisher also expUcitiy mentions the potential of a sense of community. 

Likewise, Batson's listed traits assume the presence of dialogue, explicitiy mentioning 

"immersion in a writing conrununity." Lanham's Ust makes the same assumption, for 

instance in his mention of more balanced contribution from students. 

The third quality, epistemological knowledge-making, is not only present m 

network discourse and its pedagogy, but is evident to a degree and in ways beyond other 

media. Its presence is implied or assumed by all the theorists already mentioned: 

Hawisher speaks of writing as knowledge creating; Duin and Hansen speak of the social 

constmction of meanUig; the quaUties of voIatUity, plasticity, lack of closiu-e, and 

intertextuaUty described by Lanham, Landow, and Bolter aU help establish a context 

favoring knowledge-making. Heim, in noting a quaUty of constant reformulation for 

electronic language, comes closest to the epistemological function. Among pedagogists, 

Batson Usts the quality of writing for more autíientic purposes. This impUes greater student 

empowerment and in tum, students discovering meaning for tíiemselves. 

Beyond these allusions to knowledge-making, however, there are three processes 

in which epistemology is enhanced in ways either imlikely or simply not found in other 

discoiu"se media. The first of these is what Lanham calls thepermanent bi-stable nature of 
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electronic discoiu-se. Whereas the medium of print sttongly encourages a tendency to look 

"through" language to its assumed content to see language as transparent Lanham 

contends that electtonic discourse encourages its user to look "at" language itself, and thus 

to see how language shapes content. Further, he sees the user of electtonic discoiu-se as 

tíierefore being able to self-consciously sttaddle both functions, to oscUIate between them at 

wUI. In this way, electronic discourse privileges a kind of knowledge-making which goes 

beyond Cartesian hierarchy-building and instead shows a Bakhtmian-Uke spirit of carnival, 

in which meaning may take unexpected tangents. This bi-stable natm-e, says Lanham, 

constitutes a superior form of rhetorical awareness. 

Bolter writes of a second epistemological advantage of electronic discourse, one 

which might be caUed semiotic aptitude. This characteristic takes advantage of the mixing 

of alphabetic and iconic signs which has become so ubiquitous in both Macintosh and 

Windows GUIs (graphic user interfaces). LUce Lanham, Bolter focuses on the 

selfconscious aspect of language in electtonic discourse. What Bolter sttesses, however, is 

an incrcased skUI of semiotic interpretation, as opposed to the lesser skiU of perception. 

This semiotic skiU grows from the practice of manipulating these two very different sorts of 

signs in a sophisticated medium. In doing this, a person is not only making knowledge, 

but doing so by drawing on a richer palette than tfiat provided by alphabetic signs only. 

Yet the alphabetic signs see to it that the use of the iconic signs does not reduce theU use to 

a level of mere perception, but rather raises the whole amalgam to a level of more 

sophisticated semiosis. This faculty of semiotic interpretation is invaluable to the making 

of knowledge, and on an even more basic level, it grows simply from manipulatmg 

language in textual form, as students do witiiin a classroom network. 

The thU-d accentuation of epistemology within electronic, networked discoiu-se has 

to do with the Bakhtinian principles oí dialogization, defamiliarization, and refraction of 

authorial intent. Dean Barclay in "fre, Envy, frony, and ENFI" (1995) describes how 

dialogization is to Bakhtin the opposite of "algebrization . . . our tendency to experience 

famUiar objects too automaticaUy, too UitelIectuaUy" (30). Dialogization, then, Unplies in 

itself a fresh knowledge of tiie famiUar. This reconceivmg of the famiUar proceeds 

recursively from dialogization to defamiUarization, and in tiun leads to a refraction of 
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authorial intent WhUe these steps can occur m any discourse medium, Barclay points out 

that they are especially emphasized by tiie nature of network discourse: "When, in 

electronic conferences, students latch onto written utterances (even typographical errors) 

and bend them into meanings perhaps unmtended by the author, they are . . . at once being 

unruly (resistmg authority) aná playing by the rules (experUnenting with tiie discipUned, 

recursive adding, rearranging, and deleting that aU experienced writers use as tools for 

generating ideas)" (35). 

These same three aspects of electronic, networked discourse which encourage 

epistemology also encourage the formation of a critical consciousness. Lanham's 

osciUatory principle is one of these, but it should be noted that he actuaUy describes two 

versions of this oscUIation. One is the aforementioned oscUIation between looking at and 

looking through text This abUity, a bi-stable faculty of nUnd, with practice tends to 

become intemalized as a habit of mind. As such, it permits an awareness which is in 

essence a form of critical consciousness because it rcpresents the same depth of insight 

which characterizes a critical awareness. Lanham compares this faculty to Renaissance 

sprezzatura which, he says, works best "Ui time" (111). Thus it favors the fluid context of 

network discourse. This "rehearsed spontaneity" or studied nonchalance, apparcntiy alien 

to Frcire's concept of conscientizagão, nevertheless shares with it a quaUty of awareness, a 

conscious intentionaUty: "consciousness as consciousness o/consciousness," as Freire 

writes. What is actuaUy crcated, says Lanham, is a "bi-stable self': "The central self 

would always be created by a series of social selves, the social self always controUed by a 

central self that was in the occasion but not of i t . . . Self-consciousness was consequentiy 

voIatUe and yet not imstable" (Electronic Word 148). As Shor points out, a critical 

consciousness differs from occasional critical moments of msight by becoming a habit of 

mind; thus the stabiUty which Lanham points out is a cmcial element 

The second type of oscUlation described by Lanham is mentioned in his foreword to 

Handa's anthology. It involves an oscUIation between the creative and analytical spheres. 

This osciUation recaUs HeUn's use of the Greek term techne, by which is meant a synthesis 

of the supposedly opposite skiUs of utUitarian craftsmanship and artistic creativity. Heim 

uses techne to rcpresent the interface, in computer use, between human and machine, and 
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sees U as a hedge agamst tiie "technological enframement" which Heidegger has cautioned 

against; tiiis force, wams Heidegger, can reduce language use to mere mformation 

management Techne, argues Heim, can metaphorize tíie enframement itself. Bolter also 

addresses the concept of îechne, seemg a sUnUar connotation. What Bolter adds is tiiat a 

particular kind of writing, as techne, is not only a technology or tool, but also becomes a 

state ofmind as weU (Writing Space 35-37). By extension, tfie osciUation between tiie 

creative and the analytical which Lanham attributes to electtonic discomse can become such 

a habit of mind, and as such, further augments the fu-st osciUatory faculty Oooking at and 

looking tiirough language) to help form tiie critical faculty at tiie core of conscientizagão. 

This critical consciousness is also visible m Barclay's examination of Bakhtmian 

dialogization within a network pedagogy. In the concept of refraction, students are forced 

to confront the Umitations of theU own assumptions when others find meanings different 

from what the authors intended and felt were clear. This abiUty to, in a sense, historicize 

one's own assumptions is cmcial to critical insight, and is what Bakhtin calls "ideological 

becoming," Barclay poUits out. Cooper and Selfe (1990) note that such "ideological 

t)ecoming" is a matter of leaming to discrUninate among "authoritarian discoiu^es, 

intemally persuasive discourses, and discourses that don't matter" (851). Such a 

discriminatory abUity strongly implies a critical consciousness. Barclay also notes another 

Bakhtinian concept emphasized by network discourse, and that is multiple reading. He 

relates this to the resistance to closure which is common within network discomse, and 

interprets that resistance as a feature of an ongoing process of multiple readings, where 

students imagine ongoing subsequent contexts of meanUig, one after another. This 

continual renegotiation of meaning suggests both knowledge-making and, in its habituaUty, 

the repeated practice which niutiu'es a critical awareness. 

Postmodemitv in Network Discourse Pedagoev 

Of the four posttnodem qualities addressed here-value, signification, subject 

formation, and technology-the latter is most self-evident Computer-mediated 

communication technology in itself is postmodemist in that U is portable, versatile, 

increasingly affordable, and accessible both physicaUy and in relative ease of use. The 
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discourse and pedagogy permitted and supported by this technology are also 

postmodemist. Network technology demonsttates a postmodem concept of signification m 

how meanings rapidly give way to new ones within discussion tiu-eads. These same 

threads with their constant renegotiation of meaning also encourage diverse, multivocal 

values which resist prescription or lUnitation. ThUdly, this same communal dialogue also 

enables a self-organizUig, richly layered consttoiction of smdent subjectivity which 

prescriptive means cannot offer. 

The discourse and pedagogy supported by network technology shows the above 

three postmodem quaUties of signification, value, and subject formation m quite specific 

ways. The fkst of these, the quaUty of postmodem signification, is characterized by what 

Derrida calls an endless defertal and dispersal of meanmg. As Althusser has written, 

postmodem power formulations also work in this way and are thus, as Deleuze has pointed 

out, self-modulating. This self-modulating aspect is especially important in that it fits the 

definition of a complex system in the technical sense addressed by complexity or chaos 

theory. Network discourse featiu'es both the defertal and dispersal of final meaning 

characterizing postmodem power stmctures, and the self-organization characterizing 

complex systems. Network discourse is complex, self-organizing, adaptive, and dynamic: 

aU qualities which are welcomed by advocates of pedagogical use of network discourse. 

MitcheU Waldrop describes complex systems-of which language is a prime 

example-as having "the abiUty to bring order and chaos into a special kind of balance. 

This balance point-often caUed the edge ofchaos-is where the components of a system 

never quite lock into place, and yet never qiUte dissolve into tmbiUence, either" 

(Complexity 11-12). Katiierine Hayles in ChaosBound (1990) notes tiiat complexity 

tiieory sees unpredictabUity itself as "a fact of Ufe ratiier tiian tiie abertation it had seemed in 

Newtonian mechanics," concenttatUig on "deep sttoicmres of order within the apparent 

disorder" (xUi). In network discourse, apparent disorder at tiie level of any two sequential 

responses, which often are responding to quite different topical tiireads, gives way to a 

tt-aceable order at tiie level of tfie whole discourse. Paul Taylor in "Social Epistemic 

Rhetoric and Chaotic Discourse" (1992) notes how "We are beginning to value texts that 

are produced communaUy-texts like the ttanscripts of electronic conferences, texts which 
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are stmctiu-aUy self-organizing" (145-46). This conception of network discourse texts is 

shared by Joan Tomow (LinklAge 1997), who cites Ilya Prigogine's concept of 

disequilibrium as t)eing a key trigger which sets off reorganization in a complex, open 

system. In network discourse, its open-ended dialogue acts to provide this sort of 

disequUibrium. 

Along with the above quaUty, Waldrop lists four other features of open systems 

witii deep sttiictures of order. Such deep sttnctures of order are complex "in tiie sense that 

a great many independent agents are interactmg with each other in a great many ways," 

says Waldrop (11). This complexity is visible in network discourse in two senses: First 

language itself is a complex system, all words being independent agents with, as has been 

pointed out, variable and ambiguous meanings. Fiuthermore, network discourse featiu'es 

niunerous individual participants, each of whom also acts tiie part of independent agent. In 

addition to being complex in the above sense, these stmctmes of deep order also undergo 

spontaneous self-organization, which is enabled by the richness of the interactions among 

the many different agents. Network discourse displays this quaUty emphaticaUy. It is 

clearly visible in the sort of communal dociunents generated by such discourse, which 

assemble themselves in the sense that no sUigle entity dictates theU makeup. On a deeper 

level, these documents also feature self-organization in the way that topics suggest other 

topics in unpredictable fashion, depending heavily on individual interpretations and even, 

as Barclay points out, on misreadings. 

A fourth quaUty which marks complex systems is that they are adaptive "in that... 

they actively try to tum whatever happens to tiieU advantage," says Waldrop (11). This 

adaptive quality is evident in network discoiu'se m several ways: Network dialogues seize 

on features of both oral and written discoiu-se; tiiey also decenter power in a classroom, and 

in doing so are hard to conttol, at least in any ttaditional, prescriptive sense. Of most 

significance to Uberatory pedagogy, network discourse is adaptive Ui tiiat everytiiing tiiat is 

"said" becomes an element in student knowledge-making, both at the moment and in 

archived form. One last quality of complex systems is that they are dynamic, and thus are 

"quaUtatively different from static objects such as computer chips or snowflakes, which are 

merely complicated," Waldrop notes (11). Network discourse shows this quality too, in 
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tiie same way tiiat tiiey are self-organizing: Topic leads on to topic m a contUiual flux 

which resists closure, as Faigley and others have noted. Moreover, tíiese thematic tiireads 

happen in an of-the-moment fashion, particularly m synchronous discourse. Thus the very 

pace of communication conttibutes to the dynamism of network discourse. 

W. E. DoII, in "Foundations for a Postmodem Curriculum" (1989), identifies much 

the same quaUties which network discourse pedagogy shares witii complex systems, and 

contends tiiat tiiey are cmcial for education m a postmodem era. DoII says tiiat a 

posttnodem curriculum must feattu-e open leammg ratiier than closed; it must feature a 

complex stmcture rather than a sUnpIe, accumulative one; and it must bring about change 

which is transformatory rather than incremental. This last feature m particular shows a 

close affinity to liberatory pedagogy's desUe for a growth of critical consciousness, and the 

potential for such transformatory change exists in network discourse because of its self-

organizing, constant renegotiation of meaning. 

The same self-organizing, open-ended quaUties which identify network discourse 

as a complex system and which characterize it as a potentiaUy positive utiUzation of 

postmodem stmctures of power and signification also link network discourse to the 

postmodem quality of value. In essence, the resistance of network discourse to prescribed 

values, a quaUty described by the way such discoittse decenters power, is a special case of 

the larger postmodem skepticism for metananative. In general, this skepticism is most 

obviously visible in how the multi-topical threads of dialogue within network discourse 

exhibit divergent values because of the number and variety of participants, and also because 

such discourse, as has been noted, tends to enable a more egaUtarian and engaged response 

from these participants. Thus whatever diverse value systems are present tend to be more 

apparent, as well as more open to negotiation. 

More specificaUy, the resistance of network discourse to prescribed values can be 

described in three related but somewhat differing ways. These descriptions focus on the 

contact zone theory of Mary Louise Pratt, GiUes Deleuze's concept of nomad thought, and 

Stuart HaU's strategy oí gap-filling. AU these tiiree strategies are described by Johndan 

Johnson-Eilola in "Contt-ol and tíie Cyborg" (1993) and Nostalgic Angels (1996), and aU 

are presented as ways of dealUig with what Lyotard in The Postmodern Condition (1979) 
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calls the "legitimation crisis"-that is, the danger that in the absence of tmst in traditional 

grand nartatives, what counts as knowledge will in essence fmd a lowest common 

denominator and be determined simply by quantity of mformation, as opposed to critical 

evaluation. Lyotard refers to this dangerous conception of knowledge as "operationaUsm." 

Johnson-EUoIa offers Pratt's concept of contact zones as one sttategy of resistance 

to operationaUst conceptions of knowledge. Contact zones are places where cuUures clash, 

and where power relations tend to be asymmettical. Contact zone theory deUneates ways to 

identify and minimize this asymmetry. It deals witii diversity of values m tiiat it gives non-

dominant values a place and means to be heard. This goal is sympathetic to Uberatory 

discoiffse for the obvious reason that exposiu"e to a diversity of values encourages critical 

thinking and historicizing abiUty. The connection to network discoiu-se pedagogy is that 

such discoittse creates an electtonic contact zone which tends to be more egaUtarian, thus 

giving voice to non-dominant values, and which makes such values even more visible 

thanks to its archiveable text. Further, network discourse tends to encoiu'age a merging 

and continual renegotiation of these diverse values because of its complexity features: its 

self-organization, its adaptivity, its dynamism, and its creative disequUibrium. 

The second strategy Johnson-EUoIa presents, Deleuze's concept of nomad thought 

works within network pedagogy in much the same manner as contact zone theory does. 

Nomad thought operates "in an mfinite series of local operations" (Deleuze and Guattari 

383). This describes network discourse in several ways: FUst, its local characterization 

varies tt-emendously depending on a multitude of factors, so that the particular tone, topics, 

and even pedagogical usefulness of network discourse wiU be quite different in one locale 

as compared to another, and even in the same locale at different times. AIso, this "infinite 

series of local operations" also serves to describe network discourse on the even more local 

and specific level of topical tiireads. Any sUigle network dialogue wUI almost always 

featiu'e numerous diverging and reconverging thematic directions, as was diagramed in 

Chapter Five for one particular class discourse. PedagogicaUy, nomadism means to break 

down boundaries, boundaries between value systems being among them. Network 

discourse as a complex system can accompUsh this, particularly when dUected by the 

principles anUnating liberatory pedagogy. 
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The thUd strategy named by Johnson-EUoIa is agam similar to the first two, 

especiaUy showing resemblance to tiie locaUy operating nomadism of Deleuze and its 

disrespect for arbittary boundaries. Johnson-Eilola poUits out how Stuart Hall subscribes 

to much of Althusser's mterpretation of postmodem power sttiictures, but presents a more 

optUnistic portrayal of how tiiey may be counteracted. In "Signification, Representation, 

Ideology" (1985) and m "Ideology and Communication Theory" (1989), Hall notes how 

tiiese power sttnctures are supported by chaUis of signifiers, which because of tiie very 

ambiguity of language are not witiiout gaps. Because tiie signifiers support power 

stmctiu^s, the existence of gaps m the overaU meanmg of the signifiers also means tiiat 

gaps exist in the power stmctures tiiemselves, which of course also represent value 

systems. So according to Hall, resistance is possible because these connections among 

signifiers are variable and contextual, thus creating such gaps. In regards to network 

discourse, all these features tend to be amplified. This is due, again, to the quaUties of 

network discoiu-se which cortespond to those of complex systems: self-organization, 

adaptivity, dynamism, and most of aU, creative disequilibrium which flows from the 

creative ambiguity of language Uself And the archiveabUity of network discourse provides 

a meta-level for the sort of gap-fUUng which HaU describes, because thoughts can be easily 

recalled and elaborated at a later time. HaU's concept of finding and appropriating such 

gaps in power stmcttires complements and helps explain how both contact zone theory and 

nomad thought are able to accompUsh theU goals. Each of these strategies is more effective 

within network discourse because of its own features of complexity. 

In regards to the last postmodem quality to be discussed, subject formation, the 

potential exists in network pedagogy to encourage the constmction of smdent subjectivities 

which, like network discoittse itself, are themselves self-organizing, adaptive, nomadic, 

and capable of critical reflection. This potentiaUy indicates a quite different type of smdent 

subjectivity than that traditionaUy constmcted by composition courses and by education in 

general. Lester Faigley in Fragments of Rationality (1992) points out that ttaditionally, the 

student subject in composition has been an effect of classroom discourse, not a cause. 

Modemist conceptions of instmction have always assumed an autonomous subject whUe at 

the same time repUcating a sociaUy acceptable subjectivity in students, as Faigley, Richard 
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Ohmann, James Berlin, John Clifford and others have shown. In a networked classroom, 

prescription of student subjectivity becomes a much more difficult proposition because of 

the decentering of power, as weU as the other qualities typical of complex systems. 

Joan Tomow lists four ways in which network pedagogy not only undermines the 

top-down prescription of subjectivity m students but can help consttoict a critical 

subjectivity instead. For one thing, Tomow points out how networked discussion removes 

the need to negotiate for a chance to speak, smce this matter is handled by the technology 

itself in a way that presents aU voices more or less equaUy. Secondly, Tomow notes the 

significant body of research that shows how network discourse generaUy encomages 

participation by the traditionally sUenced: ethnic minorities, women, and students who are 

simply shy. Thirdly, Tomow bortows the concept of underlife from sociologist Erving 

Goffman. UnderUfe develops when individuals subvert assigned instimtional roles by 

carving out unique identities not subject to the instimtional gaze. Tomow contends that this 

occitts naturaUy with student network discourse, which simultaneously encourages it and 

yet makes it more visible and amenable to study via the archiveabiUty of network text 

Tomow cites Robert Brooke m further claiming that the underlife concept helps students to 

see themselves as more original thinkers-qiUte different from a prescribed subjectivity. 

Tomow stresses that network discomse aids this by enabling the roles of underlife to a 

greater extent than other classroom situations or media. 

Lastiy, Tomow says that student network discourse fits Ray Oldenbmg's 

description of postmodem community. In The Great Good Place, Oldenburg lists three 

places cmcial to an individual: a place to Uve, a place to work, and a place to associate with 

others communaUy. This "thUd good place" requUes several tiiUigs: neutral ground, 

meaning that the participants neitiier Uve nor work there; leveling, a tolerance or t)etter yet 

a celebration of diverse views; and tiiUdly, casual conversation, called "phatic" taUc by 

UngiUsts and a mode of communication which is deemed practically worthless by modemist 

standards. As Oldenbmg says, "Nothing more clearly indicates a tiiU-d place than that tiie 

taUc there is good; that it is Uvely, scintiUating, colorful, and engagmg" (26). Network 

discoiu-se fiunishes aU three of these conditions for students. So by offering such a sense 

of community and occasion for taUc, in offering opportunities for underUfe roles, and in 
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making conversation simpler to join via the several ways mentioned by Tomow, network 

discourse and its pedagogy hold forth the opportunity for encouragmg a subjectivity more 

brought about by smdents' own choices. Such a subjectivity also holds the potential, at 

least for being a criticaUy reflective and aware subjectivity. That is no guaranteed 

outcome, it is tme, but such a critical awareness can scarcely appear at all in more 

traditional, prescriptive contexts. 

Postmodemitv and tiie Community CoUege 

Identifymg the community coUege as the most fmitful context withUi which to see a 

merging of liberatory and network pedagogies is surely Uonic, because tiie community 

coUege as an institution has always stmggled to find its niche between tíie tiers of pubUc 

and higher education. The deeper irony, however, is tiiat many of the very factors which 

have created difficulties for community colleges hold the potential for placing community 

colleges in a more advantageous position than either of those sectors of education, in 

regards to coping with and flourishing within postmodem conditions. Its potential is great 

because the community coUege fulfills a unique role Ui American education. 

One factor which permits this is the inherent dialogic potential found m community 

coUeges to a greater degree than elsewhere in education. This dialogic potential derives 

mainly from the diversity of commimity coUege students, itself a factor typical of 

postmodemity but accentuated by the many locations, inexpensive tuitions, and open-door 

admissions of community colleges. This dialogic potential also stems from the same 

diversity found in its faculty, its teaching methods, and even its missions. Steven Brint 

and Jerome Karabel point out m The Diverted Dream that commimity coUeges "enroll a 

disproportionately large number of minority, female, and working-class students" and 

moreover are "the most common point of entty mto coUege for those groups that have 

tt-aditionally been excluded from higher education" (vi). On another level, community 

coUeges are dialogic m tiiat they embrace dialogues witii an impressive variety of entities 

beyond their own institutional boimdaries, beginning with other sectors of education and 

extending to many govemment and busmess entities, both national, state, and local. 
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More Unportantiy, community coUeges show key postmodem features which are 

only now beginnmg to be recognized. Brint and Karabel name several of tiiese: "tiieU 

openness tt) the entUe adult population, tiieU rootedness to the communities m which they 

are located, and tiieU- wUImgness to deviate from tt^ditional academic pattems" (vi). 

RecalUng W. E. DoU's three characteristics of postmodem education-an open system of 

leammg rather tiian closed, complex rather than accumulative sttiicture, and tt^sformatory 

ratiier tiian mcremental change-it can be argued tiiat all tiu-ee of these quaUties are 

emphasized witiim community coUeges. They are tiie most purely open-door leaming 

institutions in the world. In their wiIUngness to try new approaches, resulting in many and 

varied missions and partnerships with other entities, they have evolved mto organizations 

which are complexly dynamic, neitiier Imear nor merely complicated. And in tiieU-

commitment to local community service, which has grown from the "Wisconsm Idea" of 

the early twentieth century, community coUeges show greater potential for transformatory 

change than other sectors of education, as weU. 

Educational Values and the Communitv CoUege Mission 

These postmodem features can once agaUi be gathered under the same areas of 

value, signification, subject formation, and technology which were examined in regards to 

first IU)eratory pedagogy and then network pedagogy. In terms of value, this quality can be 

discussed in regards to three distinct missions of commimity coUeges over the years since 

their inception: According to Norman R. Nielsen, these missions are ttansfer (university 

preparatory) study; vocational ttaining; and most intriguingly, community education 

programming, simUar to what is often caUed service leaming yet more varied and 

ambitious. On the deepest level, any discussion of these missions resolves itself into a 

discussion of value. Further, these three missions can be linked to three positions visible 

within the ciurent debate on education in America. Aronowitz and Giroux outUne these 

three stances. They are the neoconservative position, which sees the mission of education 

as training an efficient work force, and which thus mforms the vocational mission of 

community colleges; the Uberal-progressive position, which has ttaditionally supported the 

transfer mission of community coUeges; and the Uberatory/radical position, which has 
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sUnpIy ignored community coUeges aUnost altogether-but whose principles show a close 

affinity for the heretofore most overlooked community college mission, and the one which 

shows great transformatory potential: community-based programming. 

The dominant missions for the community coUege have been and continue to be tiie 

tt-aditional ttansfer mission and the more recentiy embraced vocational ttainUig mission. 

However, in tiiemselves or even taken togetiier, tiiese two missions are not tt^sformatory 

and do Uttle to help aUeviate tíie discomfittire of adapting to posttnodemity. Both these 

missions share tfie same flaws, one of which is that tfiey each credential considerably more 

students tiian can reasonably expect to use tiiose respective credentials U) fmd anticipated 

positions either in universities and ultUnately, m professions, or in vocational ttades. More 

significantiy, tiiey are botii shortsighted visions and do Uttle otiier tiian provide credentials 

themselves and, at best specific skUIs. 

In view of these shortcomings, it is important to see that both tiie future of 

community coUeges and the future of education depend m part on reaUzing the potential of 

the community-based programming mission of community coUeges. This potential is 

aUjcady being fuIfUIed witfi such approaches as lifeiong learning-ihQ most tt-aditional form 

of such pTogT3nmúng~multiple-cycle education, learning-centered education, and service 

learning. These approaches, already imderway in community colleges more than elsewhere 

in education, can easily be alUed with the transformatory purposes of Uberatory pedagogy, 

because even a superficial look at the goals and characteristics of these nontraditional 

approaches to education reveal that they are sympathetic to liberatory purposes in many 

ways. For example, Kenneth C. Green (1996) notes that lifelong leaming stresses the 

importance of "core knowledge, Uiterpersonal and technical skiUs, and perhaps most 

Unportant a capacity for self-renewal" (3). The last quaUty matches particularly well with 

liberatory philosophy. Similarly, Edmund J. Gleazer, Jr., former president of AACC, 

notes that Ufelong education assumes a continuum of leaming, not only imiting all stages of 

education but all pattems as well, both formal and informal (Warford 1995). 

John and Melissa Quinley (1998) note that more and more students of community 

coUeges are "reverse transfer students" who already possess graduate or postgraduate 

degrees. This suggests to them that the old metaphor of an education "pipeUne" is breaking 
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down, giving way to a more postmodem metaphor of "multiple cycles of education." This 

new metaphor, enacted to a higher degree m community colleges than elsewhere, meshes 

weU with liberattíry pedagogy in that it challenges botii tiie lack of relevance and tiie lack of 

versatUity m ttaditional education. "Leaming-centered education" Ukewise Usts feamres 

which are Iiberatt)ry in purpose. Accordmg tt) Terry O'Banion (1996), such education 

"engages leamers as full parmers"; U offers "as many options for leaming as possible"; it 

emphasizes "collaborative leamUig activities"; U defmes "the roles of leaming faciUtators by 

tiie needs of tiie leamers"; and it aUns at "creatmg substantial change m individual leamers" 

(2). These characteristics could as easUy bc drawn from a work by Freire, Shor, or 

GUoux. Lastly, service leaming, which according to Anne Gere "combines community 

work with classroom Uistmction" (Schutz and Gere 1998), is particularly vigorous in 

commimity coUege miUeus due to the locaUy rooted nature of these colleges. 

Such an alUance between these various types of community-focused programming 

and Ul)eratory pedagogy can result in subsuming all three educational missions within the 

goal of ciUtivating the critical consciousness which can conceivably change social 

conditions themselves, rather than continuing to respond to them in piecemeal, shortsighted 

ways. In this sense, even the uncertainty of mission which has existed within community 

coUeges, unlike within universities, opens a gap in which a Uberatory consciousness can 

find a field for growth. Moreover, community-based programming as an educational value 

is one in which commimity coUeges have distinct advantages. If developed along liberatory 

lines, community-based programming can allow community coUeges, with 1200 locations 

located within twenty-five mUes of over 90 percent of the population, to become what John 

E. Roueche and Larry Johnson in "A New View of the Mission of American Higher 

Education" (1994) call "a community nexus and a catalyst for change" (3). 

Local Rootedness. VersatiUtv. and Gap-FiUmg 

The decentered, self-modiUating nature of postmodem power stmctures which has 

been previously detaUed means, among other things, tiiat the sources of socioeconomic 

problems are difficult to spot, let alone resolve, because any broad-based effort aimed at 

one cultiu^ problem creates an entUe selection of unwanted effects in other places. WhUe 
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broad-based solutions to culmre-wide problems are all but doomed to faUure because there 

is no central core problem to confront, local actions can take advantage of the very 

interconnectedness which acts as a barrier to more general efforts. So although community 

coUeges are not Unmune to tiiis posttnodem difficulty, theU locaUy rooted nature does mean 

tiiat these mstitutions are well placed to act on Smart HaU's sttategy of finding and 

exploiting localized gaps m power systems. "Shapes of knowledge are ineluctably local," 

writes Clifford Geertz (Local Knowledge 4). 

The local rootedness of community coUeges was named earUer by Brint and 

Karabel. One of the effects of local rootedness is that values and knowledge are largely 

detemrdned locally, and so widespread modulations of power may become vulnerable to a 

unified local effort. Secondly, this same local rootedness of community colleges provides 

a relatively stable hub for commimity activity and self-esteem, and so the disconnectedness 

and bewUderment of postmodem ennui are partiy counteracted-another type of gap-fiUing. 

Third and most importantiy, it is largely this local rootedness, even Uonically the smaU size 

which is an aspect of such local natures, which encoiu^ges multiple and diverse aUiances 

on the part of community coUeges. In a sense, such alliances merge the local focus, 

commitment and rapid response time of smaU, community instimtions with financial and 

other valuable resources of larger entities-in essence, the best of two worlds. AUen 

CisseU, Assistant Director of the Department of Education's Office of Community CoUege 

Liaison, was quoted in regard to the community coUege characteristic of seeking aUiances 

in Chapter Four. Cissell says that "Probably the most spectacular theme that emerges from 

reviewing community coUeges is that vUtuaUy everythmg mvolves mstimtional 

coUaborations—with other schools and with business and mdustry. This just isn't tme in 

the four-year sector" (17). Seeking aUiances is an example of community coUege 

"wiIUngness to deviate from ttaditional academic pattems" which Brint and Karabel named, 

along with local rootedness, as unique advantages of the community coUege (vi). 

The aUiances forged by community coUeges are diverse in terms of both choice of 

partners and in what is shared. Norman Nielsen (1994) notes that "WhUe many 

partnerships involve a conttibution of money to the coUege, those that entail an exchange of 

expertise, personnel, facUities, or other resources can \yt equally helpful" (1). Nielsen 
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names five distmct types of partnerships: national community college networking is one, 

examples bemg tiie AACC and the League for Innovation; anotiier is off-campus training 

and degree programs, probably tiie most famiUar type; a tíiUd is economic development 

activities, such as career testing and placement; fourth is sharedfacilities with public 

agencies, such as how BeUevUle Area CoUege in nUnois mns a county-wide senior citizen 

program encompassmg areas from weUness to job placement to mentoring; and fiftii is 

partnerships with industry in ways rangUig from contt^ct tt^Uig U) sharing faciUties. To 

tiiese types of aUiances, Larry Warford (1995) adds tíiat of transcripting training, a 

program to give morc formal stams, via record-keeping, to mformal but useful ttainmg of 

tíie sort which ttaditional education tends tt) completely ignore. And Stephen K. Mittelstet 

and Gerardo E. de los Santos add one more type, internal partnerships such as seeking 

mentors for both students and new faculty. 

As mentioned, forging alUances is only one way m which community coUeges 

show imusual wiIUngness towards versatiUty. Other strategies can be grouped as efforts to 

challenge almost every assumption held dear by higher education. For example, Terry 

O'Banion (1997) finds higher education as a whole to be "time-bound, place-bound, 

efficiency-bound, and role-bound" (2). Education is time-bound, says O'Banion, by 

credit-hours, 50-minute classes and semester-Iength coiu-ses. It is place-boimd by 

expensive facUities and classrooms. It is efficiency-bound to summer dismissal in order to 

aUow work on farms that no longer exist, and to rcgimented, Fordist, assembly-line 

models of teaching. It is role-bound to the expectation that a single teacher should 

somehow be able to ensiu"e leaming in several dozen very different human beings while 

seeing them three hours a week for sixteen weeks. 

O'Banion and many others see, even now, serious consideration among commimity 

coUeges of ways to transcend these boundaries. Patrick Callan (1995) says that "CoIIeges 

wUI stiU have to reduce costs. If that is to be done without a sacrifice in student leaming, 

then major changes wUI be requUed in the organization and delivery of higher education-

especiaUy changes that wiU have the effect of extending the instmctional reach of faculty 

and institutions, movmg to altemate leaming paradigms, and increased use of technology" 

(3). Kay M. McCIenney (1998) agrees that "we wiU see the eradication of boundaries of 
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all kinds" (4), among which she names tiie relevance of geography and place; the 

boundaries of coUege distticts and regions; tíie segmentation mto discipUnes and fields. 

She foresees the formation of joint teaching arrangements; of joint awardmg of degrees and 

certificates; and even tiie mergmg of credit and non-credit offerings. 

Community colleges are in tiie vanguard of tiiese changes, bemg driven by such 

factors as dwindUng funding and increasmg smdent enroUment at tiie same tUne as tiiey faU 

under grcater accountabUity. AU^ady, for solutions tiiey are ttunmg often to posttnodem 

technology in the form of networked, computerized disttibution of leammg at non-

tt-aditional times and in vUtual classrooms. And whUe few in the ranks of community 

coUeges see the fuU opportunity of drivmg tiiese changes with Uberatory philosophy, as has 

been shown many proponents of Uberatory goals exist witiim community coUege poUcy 

makers, even if they do not consider themselves liberatory educators. 

Diversitv and VersatiUtv in Subiect Formation 

The third community coUege quaUty named by Brint and Karabel, openness to the 

entire adiUt population, figm-es prominentiy in how community coUeges respond to the 

postmodem issue of student subject formation. This open-door policy, along with other 

factors, has led to a diversity of smdent population, as previously noted, which provides 

the key elements for a multicultural dialogue that transcends social and economic class and 

thus presents opportunities for the development of critical consciousness. 

Commimity coUege students make up a diverse group whether judged by ethnicity, 

reUgion, gender, language spoken, socioeconomic status, age, or educational backgroimd. 

Their sheer numt)ers are impressive, totaling 5.5 mUUon credit students and another 5 

mUUon non-credit students. Their average age is 29 years. Two-thUds are part-time 

students. In regards to total higher education enrollment forty-seven percent of all fu-st-

time freshmen attend community colleges. The above numbers also include 42 percent of 

aU African-American smdents in higher education, 55 percent of all Hispanic smdents, 40 

percent of aU Asian students, and 50 percent of aU Native American students. One-thUd of 

these students receive fmancial aid. Among older students alone, the diversity is sttiking: 

According to CisseU, six percent are GED graduates, whUe ten percent already hold 
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degrees (17). As these figures Unply, many community coUege students fit one or another 

profile of at-risk students. According to John E. and Suanne D. Roueche (1994), many of 

tiiese students possess "academic, social, and economic problems tiiat chaUenge theU-

success m coUege-e.g., poor academic history, low self-concepts, limited worid views, an 

absence of role models, famUy and employment rcsponsibiUties, and fmancial needs" (1). 

NeU Ann Pickett concurs tiiat most community coUege students "work at one or more jobs" 

(91-92). Sylvia HoUaday adds tiiat "Most of our students are nonttaditional and at-risk and 

are locked in chaotic, crisis-driven lives" (31). 

This population of students often brings not only diversity of values but also high 

motivation and readiness to leam, but not always; sometimes they bring old habUs of 

faUitte, and obviously they often bring many pressing and nontraditional needs as weU. 

Yet community coUeges are better simated to help such students than other segments of 

education are, though problems are many. Community coUeges are local, with 

approximately 1200 coUeges nationaUy. They are small, with accordingly smaU class 

enroUments. They are innovative, as has been shown. They are committed to the success 

of at-risk students because these students are mostiy local, like the coUeges and instmctors 

themselves; but more simply, they are committed because such students are the Ufeblood of 

community colleges, and without them these coUeges' doors would close. AIso, as Cissell 

points out, community colleges also offer a high comfort level to at-risk smdents: "People 

who wouldn't set foot on a four-year coUege campus or university readily come to 

community coUeges" (14). 

Most importantiy, community colleges are able to show impressive results witii at-

risk students because of their faculty. At one time, many msttnctors viewed community 

coUege positions as stepping stones to university employment, but some decades ago, that 

began to change. Now, the more common pattem is for newly-credentialed instmctors 

who prefer high contact with students over research and publishing to seek positions in 

community coUeges, which moreso tiian universities are teachmg mstitutions. These 

faculty thus show a conmiittnent botii to teachmg and consequentiy to tiieU students, witii 

longevity and teachUig experience often bemg measured in decades; m Washmgton, for 

example, even median experience is aUnost tiUrteen years. Many community college 
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msttnctors hold positions tíiey accepted tí ee decades ago, m the 1960s community coUege 

boom, though it is ttiie that this generation of teachers is nearing retUement 

Diversity is another quaUty of community coUege faculty. For example, many 

community coUege insttiictors bring botíi secondary and university-Ievel teachUig 

experience to tíieU-jobs (Loucks 1995). Many also bring experience m busmess and 

Uidustry, particularly vocational msttiictors. VersatiUty is also a characteristic of note; 

Pickett accurately sees herself as typical when she says tiiat altiiough technical writUig is 

her specialty, she has "taught everytiimg in tiie curriculum-including developmental 

courses, honors, courses, writing courses, literattire courses" (91). Rather tiian dett-actmg 

from their effectiveness-a modemist assumption-this versatUity instead tends to broaden 

Uistmctors' viewpoUits and also tends to give them more appreciation for their students' 

cU-cumstances, sUice they themselves are less cloistered m narrow specializations. This 

versatiUty extends to teaching poUcies and methods, also. Regarding policies, Pickett notes 

that imless community college instmctors are flexible in theU assignments, due-dates, 

conference hoiu-s, and so forth, then "we lose the student" (94). 

As to teaching methods themselves, though it is tme that there is often a loss of 

ciurency with the latest publications in the field, another phenomenon just as often occiu-s: 

Many times, community college instmctors are working, perhaps unknowingly, parallel to 

or even ahead of the field (Reynolds 1990; HoUaday 1996). HoUaday points out how 

before the challenge of the retuming student ever gained national attention, community 

college instmctors "had developed techniques for working effectively with adiUt students." 

Before the needs of the nonttaditional student became widely known, "we were usmg 

conferences, self-pacing, student tutors, writing labs, and collaborative leaming to help 

underprepared students." Before the process approach to writing gained popiUarity, 

community coUege instmctors "were working individuaUy with students on the parts of the 

process," intervening at cmcial pomts to help ensure success. Before diversity became 

poUticaUy cortect "om smdent body was multiculmral and our teaching materials were 

noncanonical." And before present critical and cultural theories became widely accepted, 

"we were implementing theU principles Ui order to show respect for and to reach the 

diverse students in our composition classes" (31-32). 
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Lester Faigley in Fragments ofRationality writes of the modemist assumption of 

the autonomous smdent and of the teacher's counterpart to that, the assumption that value-

neutral teaching is possible. Those who teach in the community coUege have long known, 

thanks to theU students, so many of whom are at-risk, tiiat students are not autonomous but 

are pushed and puUed by a myriad of forces. LUcewise, there has never been a question of 

whether value-neuttal teaching is possible. The pomt is moot. The need has been and is to 

help instiU values which can give hope and dUection to students distt-acted by almost daily 

crises and used to faUure more than anytíiing else. Such smdents, msttiictors, and 

conditions are fertile ground for liberatory pedagogy. 

Technologv in Communitv CoUeges 

Technology is a keen advantage owned by community coUeges in the battles of 

postmodem adaptation. Just as HoIIaday points out how, though little publicized, 

community college instmctors have often worked paraUel to or ahead of the field m terms 

of teaching methodology, community coUeges are quietiy leading the field in utiUzation of 

technology, especially computer network technology. For example, at Odessa CoIIege, 

roughly 80 percent of freshman composition students are taught either in networked 

classroom environments or via Web-based courses. Few, if any, universities can boast 

such niunbers. Nor is Odessa CoIIege particularly unusual in this regard. This simation 

may seem U-onic, given the high cost of technology, its short life span, and the funding 

squeeze that commimity colleges seem to perennially work under. Nevertheless, according 

to the USC National Survey of Desktop Computing in Higher Education, by 1994 

community coUeges were using computer-based labs or classrooms "in almost twice as 

many coiu-ses as were other segments of higher education" (Johnson 1). This fact may be 

explainable simply by the smaller student enrollments of most individual community 

coUeges, which aUow them to expose a higher percentage of students to technology m each 

local institution; but however it is explained, it is striking. Otiier data are scarcely less 

notable: For example, by 1995, community coUege Intemet access nearly doubled over 

1994, with over 75 percent of community colleges being connected (Johnson 1995); by 

1998, over 95 percent were connected (AACC 1999). 
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Furthermore, many in community coUeges know weU the transformatory potential 

of this technology. McCIenney notes the many convmcing arguments tiiat "the emerging 

technologies-particularly mteractive, onUne leaming-wUl revolutionize education, 

producing an Unpact as profound as the invention of printing" (3). As Larry Johnson 

points out, "The locus of conttol over leaming is being shifted to the student" (2). The 

resuU is what Green has been cited as caUUig a "capacity for self-renewal" (3). Potentially, 

this resiUt can become a critical consciousness. 

This reliance on technology in community coUeges, as elsewhere in education, wUl 

not recede. Too many factors are driving it Demography is one, with the "baby boom 

echo" phenomenon set to cascade an entire fulsome generation of students into higher 

education, with many destined for community coUeges. And as Green points out this 

anticipated mflux of students "has not been matched by gains in core campus capacity" (2). 

The answer to this dUemma is technology, alUed with major ttansformations of times and 

places and ways in which leaming takes place. Technology itself is another force driving 

its own educational adoption; for the first time in 1997, computers outsold televisions 

(McClenney). As computer technology becomes more commonplace in society, it wUI 

t)ecome more so in schools as well. The almost inevitable outcome of these and other 

driving forces wUl be for technology, particularly computer communication technology, to 

become what BUl Gates caUs tiie new "platform for leammg of aU types" (8). And at that 

point, it is a probabUity that many of the tt-aditional boundaries of time, place, student and 

instmctor role, methodology, and curriculum wUI have disappeared. This transformation, 

a ttiie tidal shift for education, may be only years away, not decades or generations. And 

driven by forces particular to theU own place m higher education-forces having much to do 

witii posttnodem areas of value, signification, and subject formation, as discussed-

community coUeges are cmrentiy ridUig the crest of tiie wave of this shift. 

Important though tiie role of network technology wiU be in this ttanscendence of 

tt^ditional boundaries of tUnes, places, and means of leammg, tiiat is stiU not tiie most 

significant role for technology in the community coUege. Ui tiie largest context of tiie 

community coUege, network discourse can serve to bind togetiier the diverse missions of 

universUy tt^sfer and vocational tt-amUig under tiie aegis of tiie mission of community 
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programmmg, community involvement and transformation. Network discourse pedagogy 

can help create a vision which encompasses both Uberal-progressive and vocational 

missions under the umbrella of Uberatory pedagogy. Put differentiy, network discourse, 

aUied with Iit)eratory pedagogy, can provide the glue for community-wide service leaming 

in a larger scope than has yet been reaUzed. And as pomted out in Chapter Four, the 

beginnings of a consensus permitting such a merging already exist: From academia, for a 

single example, Trent Batson has written of the appropriateness of network pedagogy for 

cross-discipUnary studies. And from tiie business community, BUl Gates, as just noted, 

predicts a technological Uteracy as the platform for all leammg. By nurturing tiiis shared 

vision, network discourse can be utUized broadly and in a liberatory manner withm the full 

expanse of coiu^es taught within community colleges. 

Liberatory Pedagogy. Network Discourse. and 
Communitv CoUeges: A Posttnodem Triad 

Almost every contemporary scholar of education-and, for that matter, of ciUtiu^-

sees both our cultitte and, consequentiy, om educational system as being in a state of 

dynamic, even dizzying transition. This is also apparent within every comer of the 

discussion mnning through the preceding chapters of this work. The overriding claim of 

this work in regards to this transitional period for education is that the three elements of 

liberatory pedagogy, network discourse, and the leaming context represented by the 

community coUege can be advantageously combined into a broad-based, dialogic, 

postmodem response to the pressiu'es facing education in this time of change. A clear and 

broad perspective from which to see tiie appropriateness of such a merging of pedagogies, 

technology, and leaming context may be gained by revisiting W. E. DoU's concept of a 

postmodem curriculum. 

W. E. Doil's three qualities of a posttnodem curriciUum, it wiU be recaUed, were an 

open system of leammg rather than a closed one, complex stmcture for leaming rather than 

simple accumulative sttiicture, and transformatory change rather tiian incremental change. 

These criteria were applied to network pedagogy in Chapter Four. Yet there is a broader 

application: They are an appropriate description for the entUe triad of elements which have 
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been described and analyzed m tiie preceding chapters and reviewed here. The three 

elements of Uberatory pedagogy, networked electtonic discourse, and tiie community 

coUege context can be seen as connected elements making up what DoU caUs a postmodem 

educational ciuriciUum. 

FoUowing DoU's three criteria for such a curriculum, the open system of leaming is 

accounted for by the community coUege. Many quaUties of community coUeges combme to 

make these coUeges superior systems of accessible leammg: theU ttoily open-door 

admissions poUcy; their diverse missions; theU many aUiances; theU multicultural students; 

theU" wiUingness to innovate and imdergo even substantive transformation in the interest of 

their continued viabiUty as places of leaming; and theU versatUe faculty and methods of 

teaching and course deUvery. The second element of DoII's postmodem ciuriculum, a 

complex rather than accumulative stmctme for leaming, is provided by network discoiu"se, 

which as shown is broadly utiUzed by community coUeges. And as more and more courses 

are taught via this medium, especially as coUeges take greater advantage of its 

asynchronous, distance-Ieaming mode which is not tied to an expensive physical plant, this 

mediiun wiU become more and more what BUI Gates predicts to be the new "platform for 

leaming of aU types." Chapter ni estabUshed that network discourse itself is a complex 

system, and as it becomes tmly ubiquitous, the entUe range of education wUl take on its 

complexity. Lastly, the most cmcial element in DoU's triad is the commitment to 

transformatory change rather than acciuniUative, incremental change. This role of 

transformatory change is accounted for, most clearly of all, by liberatory pedagogy, for 

which tiie goal of tt-ansformatory rather than accumulative change is tiie very axis upon 

which liberatory pedagogy ttuns. No otiier pedagogy or educational philosophy offers 

such a formally complete vision which proposes botii goal and means not only for 

individual transformation, but for societal change as weU. 

Seen in tiiis light tfie three elements of Uberatory pedagogy, network pedagogy, 

and tfie community coUege as a sittiated context for tfiese pedagogies can togetfier form a 

posttnodem educational program of tiie very sort called for not only by DoU and by many 

voices witfiUi tfie community coUege and elsewhere m higher education, but by Stanley 

Aronowitz and Henry GUoux. AU tiiree elements are dialogic, and aU tiiree are 
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posttnodem. Both these fUst principles, dialogism and postmodemism, have been ttaced 

throughout sbc chapters of cultural critique and tiu*oughout aU three elements. 

FreUean liberatory pedagogy has been shown to tum on tiie progressive dialogic 

stages of recognition of tiie creative ambiguity of language, its use in communal dialogue, 

tfie frequent outcome from such dialogue of epistemological knowledge-makmg, and tiie 

consequent cultivation, by tiiese stages, of a critical awareness, conscientizagão. These 

four dialogic stages have been traced from FreU-ean liberatory pedagogy through otiier key 

liberatory theorists; through the works of Bakhtin and Vygotsky; through social 

constmctionist theory, the foimdation of network pedagogy; and through network 

discourse and its pedagogy, cuUninating m Uiterpretive analyses of this dialogism in actual 

classroom discoiu-ses as discussed in Chapter V. This dialogism was further pointed out to 

be privileged by the diverse student populations and other factors within community 

coUeges, though dialogism cannot be described in terms of the same discrete stages withm 

the community coUege because these instimtions are separate and distinct places rather than 

a theory or mental constmct. 

Similarly, the key postmodem quaUties of skepticism for ttaditional values, the 

significatory basis of postmodem power stmctures, the formation of student subjectivity, 

and the growing ubiquity of postmodem forms of technology were also ttaced through 

these same theorists, works, pedagogies, and through the institution of the community 

college. In particular, it has been shown that although Uberatory pedagogy has carried 

forward mostiy without debate the classical Marxist bias against technology, network 

discourse pedagogy pursues goals which resemble those of liberatory pedagogy to a 

striking degree. 

While there are those who suppose that network technology wiU be no more tiian a 

passing trend within education, even a ciu'sory analysis of the forces marshaled before 

American education shows the grave ertor of this assumption, which at tiiis late stage 

amounts to nothUig less tiian tiie guUibiUty of refusing to see what is before our eyes. 

Similarly, tiiere are those who stUI feel that old customs of teaching narrowly to speciaUzed 

skUls and professions wiU remain an adequate vision for education. This assumption is as 

groundless as tiie denial of the continuing influence of technology. Confronted on every 
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level of education and society by the turbulence of accelerating and sometimes violent 

change, the shift tt) Uberatory goals of teaching broad, versatile critical skUIs is as cmcial an 

adaptation as tiie adaptation to technology. While tfiis shift may not be as mevitable as the 

shift to technologically-based insttiiction, it is as needful. 

So whUe certain tidal shifts, notably those involvmg technology, seem aU but 

mevitable, otiier needed transformations may or may not take place, and notiimg less tiian 

the future of American open-door education, so different from that found m otiier comers 

of Ûie globe, hangs in the balance. Simple exttapolation indicates that as goes our 

educational system, so goes om society, given time. To help ensure that the needed shift to 

an instmction foimded on the cultivation of a criticaUy conscious citizenry acmally is 

begun, several things need to occm. The growing use of postmodem network technology 

wUI in one sense take care of Uself, although tiie caution must be added that such 

technology may stiU be used for liberatory purposes, or not. Beyond tiiat, the debate on 

the most fundamental pmposes of education needs to be broadened and deepened. To that 

end, many in education would be weU served by studying the missions and strategies of 

America's community colleges. 

A more specific need is for all who advocate the use of network pedagogy in 

education to be aware of and work toward faciUtation of the next phase of its adoption, 

which is even now moving network pedagogy out of expensively equipped classrooms and 

onto the Intemet and the World Wide Web. Even more specific to the proposed merger of 

technology, pedagogy, and leamUig context that has been presented here, use could be 

made of case studies of instances of such mergers of these three elements, smdies more 

formal than the merely anecdotal instances examined in Chapter V of this document 

Beyond such studies, even more use could be made of meta-studies-studies of pattems 

shown by many such case studies. The problem with such things, of course, is that even 

case studies, done rightiy, take considerable time. At the present rate of change, it is highly 

possible that the changes now occurring in higher education and those just on the horizon 

wiU simply outstrip traditional attempts to consider theU worthiness before Unplementation 

is attempted. Despite the many advantages of such traditional, formal means of preparing 

for change, those means are nevertheless slow-footed. TheU worth is thus lessened. 
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This lack of time to consider whether and how to implement change, especiaUy 

transformatory change, is itself a benchmark of the posttnodem condition. In fact the 

deepest changes tend to occm on so broad a front-an aspect of posttnodem power 

formiúations-that we are not aware of them in tUne to say yes or no to them, and do not 

have the power to deny these sorts of changes even if we are aware. At best, we can hope 

to guide, to steer ttansformatory postmodem conditions. And in tiiis effort, liberatory 

pedagogy is a stalwart guide. It is no longer new in Uself, except to those who have not 

attempted or experienced it; it is a tried, effective educational phUosophy dating back to 

Paulo FreU^ and, in slightiy different guise, back further stiU to John Dewey. StiU, many 

in education are skeptical of Uberatory pedagogy. 

The reason Uberatory pedagogy is often ignored or given no more than Up service is 

that it awakens fears of anarchy. These fears are based on the accurate perception that 

Ul)eratory pedagogy problematizes authority. It problematizes authority in the sense of 

questioning, chaUenging, and often subverting it Thus liberatory pedagogy apparcntiy 

threatens to be qiUte imcomfortable for those in authority when it is actuaUy and effectively 

used, and the irony of an institution supporting such a pedagogy or mode of thought is that 

there is a perceived danger of the institution participating in its own demise. This is also 

tme, on a more local level, for any individual classroom teacher, and it is tme for both 

Uberatory and network pedagogies: Once you tum students loose, there is often Uttie teUmg 

precisely what wUl happen; the only certainty is that you wiU at tUnes become very 

uncomfortable. 

However, there is a deeper Uony at work here: If Uberatory pedagogy is tmly 

enacted, and if those in authority enable it by also participating in good faith, then there is at 

least a reasonable expectation tiiat the only tfUng to be subverted wiU be the adversarial and 

confrontational postures of aU involved parties-both those in authority and those 

questioning authority. Rather than confrontation, a dialogue results. In this sense, the 

authority which is problematized, or chaUenged, is only that which Bakhtin refers to as 

"imitary discourse"-that which comes witii its authority already attached, not to be 

questioned. Bakhtin opposes to that type of discourse one which is "intemally 

persuasive." This intemaUy persuasive discourse is precisely what is taught and 
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encouraged by liberatory pedagogy, but it is only bom as part of a package, which can be 

caUed a critical consciousness, conscientizagão. According to Ira Shor, this consciousness 

consists of four ingredients: an awareness of power, a critical Uteracy, permanent 

desocialization, and the abiUty to be self-educatmg (Empowering Education 145-155). 

The purpose, then, of problematizing authority is not necessarily to break down 

authority, but rather to subvert the sort of "top-down," unresponsive authority which is 

characterized by Bakhtin's dichotomy. Autiiority is not necessarUy of one type, the type 

which wields authoritative, unitary discourse, though perhaps tiie fact that the word 

"authority" is used by BakhtUi to describe unresponsive discourse may accurately suggest 

that most autiiority is unfortunately of that nature. Yet tiiis does not have to be. The otiier 

possibiUty for authority is suggested by Bakhtin's concept of answerability. As noted 

earlier, Helen Ewald has subscribed two meanings to this concept: that one responds, and 

that one is accountable ("Writing for AnswerabUity" 331). Neither quality is necessarily 

antithetical to authority; in fact when authority is characterized as it should be, then those 

quaUties of accoimtabiUty and responsiveness are its clear trademarks. Witiim the 

classroom and withUi education as a whole, the ultUnate goal of Iit)eratory pedagogy, even 

beyond teaching a critical consciousness, is to teach the sort of "wearing" of authority 

(answerabiUty) which wUI necessarUy stem from a critical consciousness. After all, our 

smdents wUI indeed mature to be authority figures; what sort wiU they be? 

The authority figures, the poUcy makers that both education and society need are 

those who display the sort of inherent authority that comes with a critical consciousness. 

Such decision makers are needed in postmodem times, because it is the educational system 

which can neither see, accept, nor utUize transformatory change which wUI surely 

participate in its own demise. 
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APPENDDC A 

CHRISTEL TAYLOR, BELLEVILLE AREA COLLEGE 

BELLEVILLE, ILLINOIS 

I teach at BeUeviUe Area CoUege, a community coUege in HUnois that is part of tiie 

mett-opolitan St Louis area. We have around 21,000 students. We have three campuses; I 

teach at the main one. There also are twenty or so extension sites that offer classes in the 

district's communities. I am fuU-tUne, with tenure. We have the usual problem witii too 

much administt^tive reliance on adjunct faculty. This semester, we have 149 sections of 

Basic Writing I and II and Rhetoric and Composition I and II. Only 29 of those (20%) are 

taught by fuU-time faculty. 

We have a mix of students. WhUe I don't have specific figures to share, I can give 

you a sense of who I see in my classes. Om average age is 30. Our racial make-up is 

Asian 1.7%, Native American .6%, African-American 10%, Hispanic 1.9%, Caucasian 

84.4%, Other 1.3%. Oiu* campus is very close to Scott AU Force Base, so we have a 

strong miUtary presence in our classes. QiUte a few students have lived in other parts of the 

world, which enhances om classes greatly. 

My approach to teaching writing is more social constmctionist than anything else. I 

treat pieces of writing as pieces of a conversation; I want my smdents to become immersed 

in and an integral part of the conversation. My textbooks consist of a reader, always a 

thematically organized anthology, which is the primary text and a handbook for reference. 

The pieces they write become texts for the course as well. As we progress through the 

semester, they do more and more writing which responds to or discusses their classmates' 

writing. I believe strongly in connecting reading and writing. 

I use pretty much the same approach in all my classes. I teach Basic Writmg I and 

n and Rhetoric and Composition I and n. I center my courses around the idea of writing 

as a conversation, sort of a Burke's Parlor thing. The students read each other's writing aU 

the time. I try to provide lots of opportunities for critical thiiUdng. Their writing and 

reading assignments chaUenge them (I hope) to gain perspective on theU prior beUefs and 

understanding of various aspects of theU* world: theU adolescence, home Ufe, the world of 
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work, the envUonment current issues, etc. I don't expect them to change tiieU opinions 

much, although I'm excited when they do. I do expect them to develop a broader 

understanding of those issues they do hold opinions on. Many smdents come into my 

class expressing a particular opinion sUnply because tíiat's what they were taught by tíieU 

parents. I fu t̂ ask them to be as clear as possible about what they beUeve and why. I tíien 

encourage tíiem to see tíiat otíier opmions exist Then I want them to develop an 

understanding of why there are multiple perspectives on tíiat particular subject: What are 

the reasons and experiences which lead to the various points of view, including tiieU own? 

Students who are ready go on to reevaluate theU own perspectives. Essentially, tfien, I 

want them to develop an understandmg of tiieU own perspectives in relation to other 

perspectives. I want them to move from where tiiey are to somewhere else. 

They do a variety of informal and formal writing. I blend tiie boundaries between 

writmg papers tailored for a particular audience and purpose and exploratory and 

responsive writings. I want them to determine for tfiemselves which pieces tfiey feel most 

strongly about and want to shape for other readers. 

Most of our writing classrooms are traditional. However, we do have two CAI 

classrooms, where all five of my classes meet. We have a LAN connecting the two 

classrooms and the EngUsh faculty offices; it has Intemet access. We use Word 97 for om 

word processing, Daedalus for synchronous conferencing, and hotmaU for e-mail. My 

favorite feature of the LAN is our shared class directories. It is the easiest way to share 

documents. We have several "hierarchies" of access. The basic shared directory is 

connected to each individual class, with tiie folder accessible only to the students and 

teacher of that class. We also have a folder tiiat aU students in a course can open and one 

that is accessible to everyone on the LAN. 

Our students do not have access to the shared directory from outside the classroom. 

This causes problems at first, mainly because they just don't understand the concept of 

limited access. Once I show them how to save shared files to their disks to access 

elsewherc, things mn morc smoothly. I'm planning to set up a web page and use 

WebBoard next semester, which should help addrcss access issues. However, the shared 

directory provides a feeUng of a concrete community. Many smdents are qiUte hesitant 
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about havmg anyone read theU writUig. As we progress tiu-ough tiie semester, tíiey (most 

of them, anyway) lose their reservations about posting tiieU writing to the shared directory. 

The procedure becomes automatic. Audience awareness has a real side to it and this 

becomes part of theU developing writerly selves. As they relax, tiieU writing becomes 

more expressive, developed, and purposeful. I wonder if this wiU change once they're on 

tiie web where anybody can see tiieU writing. 

I use Daedalus primarUy for synchronous conferencing, although I occasionally 

have my students use the Respond and Invent features as weU, just for variety. Most of 

theU- conferencing is about articles or issues we're addressing in class. I use Daedalus less 

than I did several years ago. I've changed my approach to teachmg over the past two 

years. I've noticed tfiat as sttidents have come into my class witfi more famiUarity witfi 

Intemet chat rooms, theU- Daedalus comments have changed. They are shorter, more 

flippant, and less developed and thoughtful. As I've tried to encourage student writers to 

l)ecome more accountable for theU comments and have tfie opportimity for more developed 

responses, I think I've drifted away from synchronous conferencing into the land of 

asynchronicity. 

I used to say I had no idea how to teach in a classroom without computers. Now, I 

have no idea how to teach in a room fiUI of stand-alones. Network technology has 

transformed my teaching. I do so much more with collaboration and using student writing 

as part of the text of the coiu^e. I was much more aware of the changes in my teaching 

when we first had the network. The transformations have become stams quo. One thUig I 

see is a lot of empowerment in terms of students' relationship with technology. The 

majority of my students leam more about using the computers during the semester, no 

matter how much they came in knowing. I believe this carries over to theU writing as well. 

As they manipiUate text on the screen, they become more confident in their abiUty to 

manipulate language for various purposes. I'm also intrigued by theU use of other student 

writing in their own pieces. They see how their ideas work in relation to comments from 

others; they also see how other writers are usUig their ideas. 

I remember, early in my career, that I made a particularly insightful oral response to 

the first draft of a smdent's paper. When I saw her revision, I saw familiar-sounding 
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words with my name m parentiieses at the end of the sentence. I was Usted on tiie Works 

Cited page as a personal interview. I recall the shock at realizing a writer saw me as a 

source. I've been cited m student writUig many times since tiien, and each time I stUI feel 

authenticated and permanent. I have seen sUnUar reactions in my students when they see 

their comments Uicluded in a classmate's paper or notice that their piece got responded to 

by someone else. I suppose I could supervise this exchange of text without computers or a 

network-but I tU-e at tiie thought To me, the fu-st tUne students see themselves as authors, 

creators and commimicators of ideas, is a most empowering and liberatory moment I 

believe the computer network is what provides tiie opportunity for this experience. 

Many of my students react to the network with great confusion. For one thing, 

they are forced to make a choice as to whether to save to disk, personal network directory, 

or shared directory. This takes a few weeks. The major source of confusion is that they 

cannot access the LAN from home or from non-English labs on campus. Generally, after 

their first attempt to access it from elsewhere, they leam. The concept is just difficult to 

grasp. This is harder now that we have Intemet access. They know that oiu* computers 

can connect to the outside world; they just don't see why the outside world cannot connect 

to our network. Prior to oiu- classroom Intemet access, tiiey accepted the lack of outside 

access more readUy. 

We have been encouraged by the administtation to mcorporate technology into our 

teaching. I now have qiUte a few web-based assignments and I reqiUre students to use 

emaU. Unfortunately, tiie only centt-aUzed (not located in a specific department) computer 

lab on campus does not offer Intemet access. The dkector is concemed tiiat students wUl 

puU up naughty sites or waste tiieU- tUne on email. Recentiy, the Writmg Committee has 

sent a memo to the dU-ector (witii a carbon-copy to higher-ups) requesting Intemet access m 

the lab, partly because email is one of the things we WANT them to do. 

The biggest challenge witii all computer issues, network-related or not, comes with 

my basic writmg classes. Some of my students m basic writing are fakly good writers and 

some are quite computer-literate. But so many of tiiem are not. My guess is tiiat the gulf 

between the haves and the have-nots is biggest Ui this class. Basic computer concepts (\ike 

saving, not pressing enter at the end of every Une) are a stmggle, and I still have students 
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askmg me how to log in (ten weeks into tiie semester!). One of our pretty innovative CAI 

writing teachers refuses to teach basic writing in the computer classroom. He says he 

spends too much class tUne and personal energy on computer fmstrations. I agree. I must 

add, tiiough, that m this class is where I see the greatest joy and pride m computer success 

and seeing one's work printed out and looking good. 

Do my teachmg load and other responsibUities affect tiie way I teach? I'm sad tt) 

have to say, "You bet!" This semester, we have 149 sections of Basic Writing I and II and 

Rhetoric and Composition I and n. Only 29 of tiiose (20%) are taught by full-time faculty. 

This is horrible for tiie students, for tiie teachers, and for tiie department. The Writing 

Conmiittee consists of three of us (plus the department chaU). We are tiie ones who make 

decisions about curriculum development, keep the departmental syUabi updated, tty tt) 

arrange for professional development opportunities for aU tiie adjunct faculty, serve on 

hiring and teniu^ committees, and represent the writing program coUege-wide. I teach five 

writing classes each semester. 

I l)egin each semester with wonderful ideas which are theoreticaUy sound. I 

carefiUIy plan my assignment and activity sequences. Each semester, I plan to be better at 

retuming student papers and responding to student emaU. About a montii into the 

semester, however, I start to let the weight of papers to read (and the virtual weight of files 

and emaUs to read and manipiUate) take its toU on my teaching. I restmcture assignments 

based on whether or not I've had a chance yet to respond to smdents' previous writing. I 

choose the paths I do because of the tUne I have available rather than what woiUd tmly help 

students leam. I have moments when I care much more about Uberating the teacher than 

liberating the students. 

Thus endeth the reading. 
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APPENDDC B 

DAVID MULRY, ODESSA COLLEGE 

ODESSA, TEXAS 

The fkst semester tiiat I taught composition classes in a lab envUonment I had the 

opportunity to compare a stand-alone Apple lab, with a networked PC lab.l The 

differences between those two experiences m part shaped my subsequent preference for, 

and experimentation with, networked writing labs. Ignoring the different natme of the 

operating systems, though perhaps that is an interesting tangent m its own right tiie 

network experience itself offers a muItipUcity of advantages to the teacher of composition. 

The networked composition class clearly chaUenges much ttaditional pedagogy, 

which has biUIt around the lectme mode of the proscenium classroom, and inevitably forces 

dramatic shifts in deUvery methods. The way in which a network class is decentered can be 

unnerving for the instmctor who is accustomed to "professing" his knowledge (even if he 

eschews the Iectiu"e mode and does so from within the more egalitarian intimacies of a 

round-table or seminar format). In my case, a predominantly literature-based background, 

the experience was unsettiing despite my own convictions that dialogism is a necessary 

precursor to knowledge (whether it be between reader and text or professor and student). 

The fact is that I was not prepared for the unnervmg way in which the Network itself drew 

the focus of the class away from the instmctor.̂  Nor was I prepared for the sudden 

freedoms and constraints under which I began to work. And strangest of aU, I discovered 

that the apparent weaknesses of a network classroom are often its strengths. 

1 Using tiie NoveU networkmg software, Textra Connect. 

2 I assume that most teachers nowadays would enthusiasticaUy espouse the 
rationale of encouraging students to take a more active role in the leaming process by 
decentering classes. We might encourage this, where possible, by artanging the seating to 
displace the instmctor as focal point of a classroom for a seminar, or in larger classes, by 
buUding sessions around student presentations, or fostering group work that once again 
displaces the primary role of the instmctor at least for a whUe, but it is nonetheless 
unnervUig to find oneself displaced by the medium of instmction for the whole semester. 
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Recent research suggests that excessive tUne spent onUne has an aUenatmg effect on 

the mdividual and one might tíierefore expect a lab class, which interacts via computer, to 

lack either cohesion or a human dynamic, but in my experience tíie contrary is tme. A 

networked environment breaks down the isolation of the individual, and enforces sttong, 

coUegiate bonds witíiUi a class. 

Various mechanisms of the networked class reinforce such ties. For example, in 

my network lab classes we spend a long tUne practicing emaU functions, participating in 

group discussion threads (mitiaUy as a whole class and later m smaUer more manageably 

functional groups), and posting work shop assignments and fuU papers to a shared-access 

database for peer critique and evaluation. The reason tiiat it works so weU is possibly that 

students are not geographicaUy separated but are sittiated m the same class and are able to 

reinforce their class interaction oraUy as weU (my WEB class which shares responses to 

texts within a discussion thread, but is not networked in any strict sense of the word, is 

noticeably less cohesive, though that improves over the semester). 

The networked class shares geographical immediacy and technology Unmediacy; the 

best of both worlds, one might argue. The result is that individuals perceive themselves 

graphicaUy as part of a group, and generally exercise their responsibUities as part of that 

functioning whole. The stand-alone lab students, on the other hand, whUe they occupy the 

same class space, are cut off from each other in theU computer work envU-onment. 

TypicaUy they only begin to make the jump to a sense of commimity towards the end of the 

class. 

Certainly, however, in a networked lab class tiie cohesion is superficial to t)egm 

with. The initial exchanges are often less than inspUed. Hesitant "HeUo, is anybody out 

there?" messages flash back and forth whUe the class finds its feet with small talk and 

works the leaming curve necessary to use the technology comfortably. 

Significantiy, however, while small taUc often begms each mteractive session it 

generally dissolves into the kind of discourse that does not often take place in ttaditional 

classes (which too often, try as we may, pivot around vocal and dynamic individuals). 

While that may not be a faU comment for upper level or graduate classes in a university 

envU'onment the namre of a community coUege open enrollment policy ensures that entry 
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level classes are goUig to be uneven m terms of skUIs, experience, academic readiness and 

committnent^ The networked writing lab and the compeUing autiiority of a computer 

screen offers a more egaUtarian approach for such sttidents; it levels tiie playmg field for 

some who might otiierwise be disadvantaged m a ttaditional classroom. There is more time 

to frame one's thoughts, "time for decisions and revisions," where one can deliberate over 

comments, type, cortect, confurn what others are sayUig and contribute m a faU-Iy 

anonymous way. 

In traditional classes at this level, whenever students are asked to read theU work 

aloud or contribute to a discussion, invariably there are tiiose for whom the task is an 

ordeal. They are embartassed or anxious about theU work, tiieU understanding or theU 

ideas and, more importantiy theU immediate association with them. It is understandable; 

whether we like it or not, they are being judged implicitiy and directiy, by the words 

coming out of theU mouths. The judgment stUI takes place in a networked lab. We make 

assumptions about writers and their work. We make value judgments about the things we 

read - and there are names attached that make authorship clear. But it is not the same. 

The delivery method is neutral, generic; it is not made more excmciatingly painful by 

halting speech, a painfiU blush or poor pronimciation. It is anesthetized — sanitized in a 

way — rendering it not only bearable, but, for most students, enjoyable. I am sme most of 

us have experienced the whisperer in the class; the student who has things to say, but not 

aloud, or to anyone else. In a networked class everyone types at the same volume. It 

makes a difference. 

Instead of beUig embarrassed, students are empowered, often relishing the thought 

of publishing withm a group. It creates a peer group audience tiiat is no longer 

threatening, and invites the writer to become part of a community of writers. 

3 The interactive network lab seems particularly suited to, and perhaps even 
emblematic of tiie community coUege envUonment. While most universities, which have 
any standards of note, wiU stiU keep theU composition classes within workable size Umits 
(unlike most other freshman or sophomore classes), too often the sheer scale and prevaiUng 
artogance of large Unpersonal institutions contribute to the aUenating experience that is tiie 
Freshman and Sophomore year for many undergraduates. Jimior and Community 
CoUeges, on the other hand, most often market themselves precisely for offering the 
intimacy, attention and commimity that larger institutions cannot provide. 
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WhUe there are sometUnes problems inherent m that community, they are often 

easier to contain than m a traditional class. One of my students saw the network as an 

opportunity to proselytize her particular religious beUefs during one uncomfortable session 

where the class was, to aU purposes, a captive audience; but such abuses of the network are 

relatively rare. In this particular case, because of the electtonic mediiun, m a matter of key 

strokes, I was able to move from a class-wide discussion to smaller groups to minimize 

the dismptive impact of the student without seeming to control the discussion. There I was 

able to monitor her participation closely and tt) my surprise she settied down m tiie smaUer 

group l)ecause there was no one in there who encouraged her excesses. During the entire 

session, however, the class was surprismgly tolerant. 

Part of the aUure of the network is that unlike somethmg that is spoken which 

cannot be taken back, assignments which are posted to the main server are infinitely plastic, 

malleable, revisable; something that I tty to convince writers about text which is 

dynamically emt Ued by the electtonic medium. The newer version eradicates the older. 

But the writing process itseU" is encouraged to be self-reflejdve and elUptical in shape or 

nature. The text is seen to be part of an emerging process that buUds on the successes and 

failures of the past, and, more importantiy, buUds from reader responses and a perception 

of good writing within the community. After all, the network server offers examples and a 

Utmus test of what is acceptable practice. It offers as many examples as there are smdents 

in the class, for immediate reference, ideas, approaches, and comparisons. 

Not surprisingly then, lab settings, and especially networked labs are models of 

industry. It is not uncommon to walk into an estabUshed lab to the sound of a low insistent 

hiun of tappmg keys: assignments being written, emaU going back and forth. The first time 

I experienced it I walked intt) the class and sat down. Many of the students had gone m 

when the previous class let out ten minutes earlier. It was ten minutes mto our class before 

anyone bothered to speak to me. 

For the Community CoUege teacher, pushed tt) tiie wall sometimes witii heavy 

teaching loads and high contact time, such evident appUcation and motivation is a joy. 

Here, though is perhaps one of the drawbacks of the lab: industty sometimes takes the 

place of instmction. That was the most striking ertor of my first semester's lab experience 
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- the class was so busily engaged in writing, that I sometimes wondered what and when I 

was teaching. Addressing that issue requUes a balanced approach. It also requUes the 

understanding that students wUl not compose everything in class, despite the temptation of 

tiieU- motivation and tiie medium itself. 

Elsewhere the technology can pose mteresting problems, not just Ui the predictable 

breakdowns tiiat occur too often, and tiirow you back on plans B, or even C that have to be 

in place; but the problem is sometimes tiie very sophistication and effectiveness of the tools 

avaUable. That becomes evident in the typical over-reliance that some students have on 

spell-checkers, so that when you mark "tiieU" wrongly in place of "there" or "they're," 

they respond, "but my computer didn't catch it" where obviously the authority of the 

technology has overtaken the authority of the instmctor. 

This type of over-reUance was brought home to me faUIy dramatically in one recent 

assignment for a writing workshop. It was a faUIy simple task designed to show smdents 

that they are in charge of language rather than language being in charge of them. The task 

is to start with a simple sentence, "The moon rose over the hill," and t)egin to buUd it 

initiaUy using adjective and adverb modifiers, tíien by tagging a simUe constmction on to 

the end. Firstly the students build fairly predictable sentences: "The lustrous moon rose 

slowly over the rolUng hUI." I use this opportunity to show that too often, given a writing 

assignment, our fû st response is often a commonplace idea or cUchê. Enough of the class 

normally describe the moon as "lustrous," "shiny," "yellow," or "big," to drive the 

important point home. The next part of tiie assignment is where everyone normally has fun 

and starts to leam something. I ask the smdents to create a consistent mood usmg 

modifiers. Make the atmosphere of tiie sentence, for example, romantic, frightening, 

duU, miserable, or ecstatic. 

Normally, and always in the networked lab, tiie assignment is very successful. In a 

recent class, however, the work flopped miserably and I could not understand why untU I 

reaUzed that the students were computer-famUiar enough to be very lazy. Instead of 

biUIding a mood by actively processing the word "romance" in theU heads and creating it 

they were simply caUmg up the thesaums option in Microsoft Word and mdiscriminately 

slotting appropriate synonyms into place to create the most stilted images and phrases 
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imagmable. Significantiy, when my "lazy" students completed the second part of tíie task, 

a tagged sUnUe modifier, tíie results were remarkably better. There is notíUng (yet) in 

Microsoft that can approximate figurative language and so they mmed their minds back on. 

The example I have just given did not occur m a networked lab. But it did not only 

because tíie networked lab tíiat I teach m has a faU-Iy Umited WP program as part of its 

network capabiUties and the students are thrown back on theU own mitiative enough for 

such assignments to work. Thus to a great extent we must recognize that much of what we 

do in a networked classroom and to a certam extent our successes and failures may be 

determined by the software of choice. As the technology improves and resources get better 

oiu- role as instmctors wiU have to guard agamst tiieU mevitable softening of inteUect that 

can accompany any over-reUance on technology, but presumably by the same token, our 

options wiU l)ecome cortespondingly opened. 

On the other hand the network Uivites active and discriminating participation. In 

one lab session, for example, I experimented with group discussion threads that occmred 

in a "whole class" buUetin board. As a pre-writing exercise the students were invited to 

discuss the events they were proposing to write about in a nartative essay. Instead of 

breaking the class up into smaller electronic groups defmed by pre-estabUshed parameters, 

I invited the class to contribute to discussions that interested them and once they had 

established such a group, to remain in it. This meant that students would look out for the 

posts of others in theU* group, but at the same time they would be able to read the ongomg 

discussions of other conciurent "groups." It created an interesting fragmented experience 

that was occasionaUy very chaotic and occasionally resulted in migratory l)ehavior (one 

meml)er of a group woiUd defect into anotiier more interestmg one), but for the most part 

was respected and rewarding, l)ecause of tiie choices that were exercised, and tiie exchange 

of ideas that flowed not only in the groups themselves, but outside and around them. 

The advantages of tiie networked class can reaUy be summed up in that experience. 

Everyone was participatUig. Everyone was busy thinking and talking and enjoying the 

session. Ideas were t)eing raised and discussed. Tangents were made and pursued, 

abandoned and reopened. AII of this was going on among a group of students for whom 

the written word was not necessarily the preferted mode of expression, and they 
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participated not only vigorously, but unselfconsciously - moving forward with a sense of 

purpose, largely unaware tiiat I was tíiere. 
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APPENDDC C 

AMANDAINSKIP CORCORAN 

AMERICAN RIVER COLLEGE 

SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNL\ 

I have used liberatory/network pedagogy for most of my teaching career, certamly 

since I fU-st leamed about it. I suppose Bmffee, Bakhtin, etc. would rank amongst my 

theorist influences. I don't buy mto the Marxist, oppressive type interpretation of 

networked pedagogy because much of that seems too extt-eme. I do buy into a moderate 

interpretation of student-vs.-Uisttiictor centered dichotomy. I want my students to evolve 

into self-sufficient writers who know how to succeed in school and in writUig. I want 

tfiem to reaUze tfiat they don't write alone, that tfiey can fUid mformation m a variety of 

resources, and that they know how to find help if tiiey need it I want tiiem to be able to 

help themselves find answers. 

The student-centeredness of this pedagogy meshes so well with the networked 

classroom, it's almost hard (but not Unpossible as my workbook coUeagues wiU attest) to 

avoid using it I've foimd that networked Uistmctors tend to fall Uito two groups: 

(a) those who really do use the network for distribution of power and its 

accompanying responsibUity 

(b) and those who use the network for distribution of handouts. 

In the community college, the distribution of handouts/power pedagogy seems to l)e 

al)out half and half stUI. 

I've used networked computers in my writing classroom since 1991 when I was 

introduced by Fred [Dr. Fred Kemp, TTU] to DIWE [tiie Daedalus Integrated Writing 

Environment, conceived at UT-Austin by Kemp, Locke Carter, Paul Taylor, and others]. 

That introduction changed my teaching style forever because it really demonstrated to me 

that liberatory pedagogy could be accompUshed. The network really does de-emphasize the 

instmctor's role in the classroom (yet I have to poUit out that students aren't bUnded by the 

computers; they stiU know that the insttiictor ultimately evaluates theU- work). The network 
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reaUy does emphasize leaming community, particularly if you embrace Intemet tools such 

as bulletin boards and Usts into your classroom. 

I teach EngUsh lA, IC, and 60 (fu-st year composition, developmental business 

writing, and critical tiimkUig) at a technoIogicaUy embracing community college (ARC). 

Tve taught on both Macs and PCs using a variety of networked and Uitemet software-

Word97, DIWE, CommonSpace, hypertext, HTML, StorySpace, Uitemet, Netscape, lE 

4.0. I include Intemet software m there because although lE and Netscape aren't suictiy 

networked software, they act as gateways to coUaborative tools I use frequentiy and heavUy 

in class. My sttidents have access to each otfier and to me tfu-ough web-based email, 

bulletin boards, and lists. 

I don't use presentational software Uke PowerPomt because it's presentational, and 

I (and I think my students also) work better tiu-ough discussion and mteraction-two 

instmctional characteristics unemphasized/ignored with PP. I do, however, utUize fuUy tiie 

LCD/InFocus projector l)ecause it makes it easier to teach smdents how to use tiie software. 

Problems I've encountered with a networked classroom tend to be logistical more 

than anything: server going down unexpectedly, software acting up, smdents bringing the 

wrong disc or forgetting theirs, Umited out of class access for students, etc. I've had great 

tech support and departmental support, and more and more insttiictors are attending my 

tech workshops which I put on faithfuUy each semester. I occasionally have students who 

reaUy have continiUng problems with theU discomfort with computers, but most students 

embrace technology with the same enthusiasm I do. 

Classes go really well when I've planned for a backup class agenda and when I'm 

really weU prepared (i.e., checked instmctions, made handouts, time to go slowly, all tech 

stuff working. Interesting assignment, etc). Specifically, a class that didn't go weU was 

disastrous because I strayed from my lesson plan and inttoduced students to a software for 

which I hadn't prepared how-to handouts. Students were lost and all of us were 

fmstrated. Another time that it didn't go well was when some students had missed class 

and were unfamUiar with the software when the rest of the class had already been tíirough 

an orientation. StiU, tx)th of those examples were logistical problems rather than 

pedagogical. 
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My students choose tiiis classroom accidentally. This semester, in three classes, 

none of my students chose tíiis class because of its computers. Time or prerequisites or 

openings dictated tíieU interest more than computers. Most of tíiem seem to be adaptmg 

pretty well. I have a class that meets twice in a regular classroom with tíie tíiUd meeting of 

tiie week held m tiie computer classroom. Interestingly enough, I feel tiiat I actuaUy teach 

more composition issues in tfiat classroom tiian I do Ui the computer classroom, and I feel 

that I know those students better m tiiere tiian I know my computer students. Still, I love 

computer-based teachmg, and I suppose my ideal class might be a combmation of regular 

classroom/computer-based classroom. Perhaps it would be tiie best of both worlds 

because there remain some writUig issues tíiat reaUy are taught most effectively tiie "old-

fashioned" way. 

StUI, computers or not I tt^ to create leaming communities and smdent-centered 

activities in my writing classroom. 

Community coUege vs. imiversity? Student-wise-huge difference. I have, 

depending on my class type of coiu-se, many more at-risk students than I had a Tech. 

These students do face legitimate difficiUties finding time to work on computers on campus 

when they must balance famUy, job, and welfare requUements with papers and research. I 

find myself wavering between "They must choose-school or not" and "I need to give them 

a brcak on rcsearch etc. because they're working fifty hours a week with two preschoolers 

and a custodial hearing at the end of tiie week." It's easy to forget that some have a two 

hour bus ride to campus. 

I didn't have that "humanity" at Tech. Therc, I assumed, quite safely I feel, that my 

students werc not working 50 hoiu-s a week with two kids at home, searching for a way 

out of tiieU- welfarc bUid. Consequentiy, I feU quite comfortable requUing computer 

oriented projects from them. 

I stiU haven't rcsolved this nebulous question: school or welfarc-related break, and 

I don't know if I'U t)e able to do so. The recent welfarc rcform Umiting students to only 

two years for a degrce has added pressure to both student and instmctor success, and it 

only adds to the difficulty of the problem. I know I didn't feel this pressure at TTU, and I 
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feel sure it was to do witii tíie student population rather than my own naivete about tiieU 

backgrounds. 

Teaching load does affect my preparation somewhat. I have four courses with a 

coiu-se reduction for preparing staff technology workshops and for mnning the PC 

classroom (a good deal actually). My workload is made easier, however, because I am 

teaching three 1A comses, a commitment which reduces my prep time somewhat and a 

commitment which aUows my students to Uiteract with my other 1A classes quite easUy via 

biUletin boards etc. Committee work isn't unduly hard yet and my area dean and school 

president are extt-emely supportive of technology-which I know is lucky. 

Pedagogy doesn't seem to be too much of an issue at community coUeges; they like 

student-centeredness, but the only theoretical conversations I have are with the grad 

students/parttimers from CSUS. StUI, as long as people accept networked interactions, I 

don't think it reaUy matters if they're unfamiUar with the theoretical basis. The students 

wUl l)enefit, I feel and aren't they the real reason we're in the classroom? 
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APPENDDC D 

JANET WRIGHT STARNER, LEHIGH UNIVERSITY 

EXCERPTS FROM "IN S YNCH WTTH WHOM?: 

RETHINKING 'AUTHORTTY' IN THE 

NETWORKED CLASSROOM" 

. . . Much more, Uideed, is at stake than "relmquishmg some of the teacher's 

traditional authority." The groimd on which we teach is shifting, and it is tUne to 

reconsider what we mean when we talk about student and teacher "autiiority" and a 

"community" of writers. The appeal of tiie networked computing envUonment has hinged 

on its claim to de-center the classroom and ttansform the teacher into a "facUitator," or a 

"giUde on the side." WhUe at face value, these sttategies have proven value, the 

transformation many expect is neither clean nor neat 

It was a Uttie more than two years ago that I decided to more seriously explore the 

use of the computers in my classroom. I was optimistic and fascinated by the possibiUties 

of electronic writmg spaces; I saw m them the potential to correct some of the most nagging 

classroom problems I experienced. And in the special topic coiu^e offered this spring, 

"Cybercomp: Commimications m Cyberspace," I thought I had found a course stmctiue, 

subject matter, and tools to engage my smdents in difficult inteUecmal work. When the 

first day of class arrived, I thought I saw in the self-selected group who fUIed the computer 

lab just what I had hoped for: students wiUing to talk confidentiy about issues they were 

famUiar with and who could write with ease in spaces they were accustomed to. I assumed 

that they wouldn't fear the technology or be awkward with it, would enjoy usmg it even 

more than less technoIogicaUy able smdents, and would demand more, rather than less, 

computer time in class. I had high hopes tiiat they woiUd work wiUingly on projects 

becausQ of the subject matter imder discussion and because of their expertise. I imagined 

tiiey woiUd stick with discussion on Interchange longer, and speak more fuUy because they 

felt famiUar with the technology. And I felt sure they would reUsh the coiu^ syUaweb, 

would check it more frequentiy than smdents less interested in the World Wide Web, and 

woiUd avidly read assigned Intemet texts. 
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Utopian vision, indeed. Faigley writes: 

Electronic written discussions have made problematic what I felt were my 
"^tS ^ ^ assumptions about teaching. Implications of posttnodem tiieory for tiie 
networked classroom do not stt)p witíi givmg voice to difference, de-centering tíie 
auuiority of tíie teacher, or witíi demonsttating tiie social consttiiction of 
nowledge. We are in what Lyotard caUs a 'legitimation crisis,' where tiiere is no 

extemal autfionty to which we can appeal nor any way we can estabUsh enduring 
values. tf Lyotard were only taUdng about tíie latest tt^nd among tíie Parisian 
pmiosoplucal eUte, I would be disttu-bed, but many of om smdents take sUnUar 
views. (191) 

Indeed, tíie sttidents in my section of English 10 were not what I expected tiiey 

would be, nor did tiiey react to tiie electtonic writing spaces as otiier smdents have m tiie 

past WhUe tiiey Uked computers very much, tíiey didn't lUce English class. Despite a 

subject tfiey had chosen, tíieU professed excitement about tíie experimental nattu^ of tíie 

course, tíieU- initial enthusiasm for tíie course web page and fmal projects, tíiey were no 

more mterested m a second-semester writmg course, Ui any guise, tíian were other students 

I've had in the past 

They didn't, in fact Uke to read anytíUng at aU. Contt^ ttD my expectations, they 

did not Uke readUig texts on tiie computer screen. These avid net surfers complained 

bitterly that they became disttacted by links from web sites, and that in consequence, the 

reading assignments overwheUned tiiem. Most of tfiem claUned to hate WUUam Gibson's 

Neuromancer, the novel that launched the cyberpunk movement, even though tiiey argued 

vehementiy for the freedom of expression his characters espoused. WhUe they seemed to 

think that the world Gibson portrayed was nothing at aU like their own, and could not 

possibly come tme in theU" Ufetimes, I saw-if they did not-alarming simUarities t)etween 

some of theU" behaviors in class and those of the characters in the t)ook who are isolated, 

often self-serving narcissistic individuals. In my students' unwiIUngness to coUaborate, 

their insistence on flaming each other in synchronous chat, I saw a hint of Gibson's world 

to come. 

Even at mid-semester, their fmished writing showed an awareness of form but too 

Uttie sut)stance. Despite my coaching, cajoUng, threatening, most remained content to use a 

superficial five paragraph essay form, fiU m tiie blanks and wait for tiie grade: Thank you 

Ma'am, I'U take that "A" now. These particular complaints, of course, are nothmg new or 
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startiing, but this group seemed uncommonly resistant to reading and exploratory writing. 

Worst of all, our forays into synchronous writing were, for me at least, tt^umatic. 

At the end of January, David Leight who was also teaching a section of this 

course, and I carefuUy set up a series of questions m Interchange confercnces. Our goal 

was to have our two classes meet and discuss the issues together. The conversation began, 

as most Interchange discussions do, with Ught banter and sociaUzUig, but experience had 

dkected us to build time for that mto tiie lesson. In fact the fttst question dU-ected tiieU-

attention to the writing space itself: what did they notice about it, we asked; how was it 

differcnt and what was it good for? Although a few lone voices witiiin the small groups we 

had set up attempted to get the conversations tumed around tt3 serious work, they werc 

largely unsuccessful. A few weeks later, takmg a different approach and posing differcnt 

questions, I tried the program again with no better luck. I was fmstrated and confused. 

How coiUd Interchange fail so miserably m this, of aU classes, when it had worked so well 

in others? 

The tuming point came when I decided to use Interchange to aUow them to talk 

at)out their difficiUties, worries, and desUes for the course. The semester wasn't 

progressing as any of us had envisioned, I thought, and I solicited theU input. I decided to 

give it one more try. Perhaps my earlier questions had been flawed. Perhaps I'd set up too 

many conferences. I wasn't sitte that U wasn't ttSicheT ertor that had caused the problems. 

In order to get an honest pictiu-e of tiieir needs, I let them use pseudonyms to sign on. 

Once again, there were the initial banter and distt^cting side-tracks. But this activity 

continued, and I realized that they were successfuUy resistmg any attempt to engage them in 

a serious consideration of the course. My breaking point came when, hearing laughter, I 

looked up at the screen to fmd someone had used my name as pseudonym in a message that 

blurted to anotiier student, "f you!" 

Isnapped. 

Shaking with anger, patience aU used up, I announced that class was over, gathered 

my books and walked out. 

So what happened? 
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A student later told me that he could easily explain why tíie class didn't use 

Interchange to Us potential: precisely because we are sawy computer users, he said, we 

see the Daedalus program as technicaUy inferior to otíiers tíiat do tíie same thing. 

Therefore, we spend our time compIaUimg about how bad it is ratiier tiian discussmg tiie 

issues proposed. This probably is an accurate reflection of tiiis particular smdent's 

understanding of tfie behaviors, but it doesn't explain tfie language or the distt^ctions. I 

countered-what about tiie vulgarity and profanity as well as tiie msistence on getting off-

tt^ck and avoiding the assigned topic of the discussion? 

That is sUnpIy a result, he said, of theU famiUarity witii chat rooms and Uiter Relay 

Chat (IRC) where the object is to flame any speaker you thmk is a fool or has a wrong-

headed idea until he shuts up. Suddenly, I understood. The goal of these chat spaces is to 

bludgeon people with your pomt of view untU you end up victorious-the best taUcer wms-

in short, to shut down conversation. I inflmediately tfiought of Richard Lanham's agonistic 

Rhetorical Man, the educated product of an oral culture: 

centered m tUne and concrete local event...He is tims committed to no single 
consttnction of the world; much rather, to prevaUmg in the game at 
hand...Rhetorical Man does not ask, 'What is real?' He asks, 'What is accepted as 
reaUty here and now?' (4) 

The hope and claim of the synchronous writing space is that it wUI open up 

conversation and resist closure rather than shut it down. LUcewise, the content of my 

students' conversation can \x explained by theU perception of the space available to them. 

They saw Interchange as Inter Relay Chat (IRC) and could envision no other way to 

approach it IRC "mles" framed the discomse, not academic conventions. Significantiy, 

the few students in the class unfamUiar with IRC used the writing space Ui ways I expected 

because they saw it not so much as an electronic writing space as a blank sheet of paper on 

which to write their considered thoughts. 

It's clear to me that my students see the computer as useful, but for different 

reasons than I do. One writes that he uses the computer for entertainment Many of these 

technologically advanced students say that using the computers in an English class is not a 

good idea! Another writes tfiat Interchange might be appropriate for smaU chUdren, but not 

at the college level. They are ultta-conservative when it comes to writing instmction. They 
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value the current-tt^ditional approach because tiiey have mastered tíie kind of product 

which wUI achieve a good grade m many high school EngUsh classes. TheU essays "flow 

good," as tíiey say, but tíiey don't fUI tíiat smootíi prose space tíiey are creating with ideas 

developed tiirough a process of deUberate critical tíiought 

The sittiation drips witii Uony. My classroom certainly did de-center, and my 

smdents did take "autiiority" for tiieU voices, but tiiey ran witii it to places I didn't want 

tiiem to go. They certaUiIy were "engaged," but m different tasks tíian I envisioned for 

them. The capabUities of the computer networked envUonment allowed tiiem to take 

conttX)I of tiieir own leaming, but what did tíiey leam? 

In The Violence ofLiteracy, Elspetíi Stuckey writes: 

A system takes a lot of ttouble. A system must be devised and 
implemented. To be sure, much of its design is tacit its implementation an 
extension of usual modes of comfortable Ufe. That is why uncomfortable people 
can often change a system. They can see it 

. . . I can see by reading the writing and behaviors of my computer-savvy students, 

how "regular" students may t)e approaching networked computer writing envUonments. 

They have helped me get beyond what "everyone knows" and "says" about such an 

environment to what may reaUy be tme about it 

It's too early to draw any firm conclusions yet But this much seems clear: the 

networked classroom does change power relations and problematizes the defmitions of 

teacher authority and community we have made comfortably commonplace. By its very 

presence, the technology changes the dynamics of the classroom. The computer is not a 

value neutral tool; it is an agent of change. 

I suspect my cybemauts-in theU skiUs, perceptions, and attitudes-arc just a 

preview of what wUl soon be commonplace among each new crop of smdents. Further, I 

beUeve absolutely that the abUity to think critically and write weU are mdispensable skiUs 

for each member of our democracy. In an age of mcreasing separation from each other, of 

deteriorating commimities, of abrasive and divisive public rhetoric, we need to teach 

smdents how to authorize their own reasoned claims. Now, more than ever, we need 

avenues to buUd community. And we can no more resist the effect of computers on 

discoiu^e practices than Queen EUzabeth coiUd resist the printed word, tty as she did to 
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contt-ol and repress it. Is this brave new world frightening? It sometimes seems so to me. 

But it also fascinates and excites me. It holds the possibUUy for Unproved and as yet 

unimagined communications among men and women of good wUI. And that prospect is 

weU worth exploring and helping to create. 
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